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Kurzfassung

Argumentationstheorie ist ein zentraler Bereich in der KI Forschung. Dabei ist Phan
Minh Dungs Ansatz, die Argumente als abstrakte Entitäten aufzufassen und deren
Akzeptierbarkeit anhand der Beziehungen der Argumente zueinander zu bestimmen,
von wesentlicher Bedeutung. Seine abstrakten Argumentationsmodelle erleichtern die
Berechenbarkeit der Akzeptanz der Argumente; ihre Darstellung als gerichteter Graph ist
außerdem einfach verständlich und kann dadurch insbesondere bei der Analyse von Debat-
ten mit vielen Argumenten hilfreich sein. In der KI Forschung verstehen wir Argumente
im Allgemeinen als komplexe Strukturen, die aus verschiedenen Komponenten bestehen.
Ein Argument kann auf Prämissen aufbauen, Fakten und Evidenzen miteinbeziehen
und logische Schlüsse anwenden; manche dieser Schlüsse können auch anfechtbar sein.
Obwohl verschiedene Argumente sich in ihrem Aufbau stark voneinander unterscheiden
können, haben sie doch eines gemeinsam: Jedes Argument hat eine Konklusion, also eine
Behauptung, die von dem Argument unterstützt wird. Die Konklusionen der Argumente
nehmen eine zentrale Rolle in der Argumentationstheorie ein. Oft ist es das Ziel einer
argumentativen Analyse, bestimmte Konklusionen auf ihre Plausibilität hin zu über-
prüfen. Außerdem beeinflussen Konklusionen die Struktur eines Argumentationsmodells
wesentlich, da Konflikte zwischen Argumenten von deren Konklusionen determiniert
werden. In der Argumentationsforschung wird der konklusions-fokusierten Analyse von
Argumentationsmodellen allerdings oft eine sekundäre Rolle zugesprochen. Ihr Einfluss
in einem System von Argumenten wird oft unterschätzt. Außerdem wird die Akzeptanz
von Konklusionen oft als Nebenprodukt der Akzeptanz von Argumenten wahrgenom-
men, wodurch sich die Argumentationsforschung typischerweise auf die Argumente in
einem Modell konzentriert. Im Gegensatz zu Argumenten können Konklusionen jedoch
auch mehrmals in einem Argumentationsmodell auftreten. Dadurch ist die Analyse der
Konklusionen nicht hinreichend durch die Argumentationsanalyse abgedeckt.

In dieser Arbeit widmen wir uns zentralen Fragen, die rund um die Auswertung der
Konklusionen auftreten. Wir arbeiten die zentrale Bedeutung der Konklusionen in anderen
nicht-monotonen Theorien heraus. Wir entwickeln ein hybrides Auswertungsverfahren
für Argumentationsmodelle, indem wir Konklusionen in die Auswertung miteinbeziehen.
Des Weiteren beschäftigen wir uns mit Eigenschaften von verschiedenen Auswertungsver-
fahren für Konklusionen. Wir charakterisieren ihre Ausdrucksstärke und bestimmen die
Komplexität zu entscheiden, ob eine Konklusion akzeptierbar ist, sowie die Komplexität
anderer zentraler Entscheidungsprobleme. Wir widmen uns außerdem Problemen in
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dynamischen Modellen, in denen die Wissensbasen b.z.w. die Argumentationsmodelle um
zusätzliche Informationen erweitert werden. Dabei erforschen wir das Äquivalenzverhal-
ten verschiedener Akzeptanzauswertungsverfahren. Wir charakterisieren die sogenannte
Starke Äquivalenz, die, in Anlehnung an Äquivalenz in monotonen Logiken, aussagt, dass
zwei Argumentationsmodelle, die den gleichen Output liefern, auch nach Hinzufügen
weiterer Informationen bezüglich ihrer akzeptierbaren Konklusionen weiterhin überein-
stimmen. Wir erforschen außerdem, wie eine Wissensbasis erweitert werden muss, um
eine bestimmte Konklusion gültig zu machen. Wir zeigen, dass die starke Äquivalenz
sowie das Akzeptanzerzwingen einer Konklusion für unsere Modelle in Polynomialzeit
entscheidbar sind. Damit identifizieren wir Fragmente verwandter Formalismen, für die
ebenjene Probleme komplexitätstheoretisch schwer lösbar, d.h. mindestens NP-schwer
oder coNP-schwer, sind. Zusammenfassend stellt diese Arbeit eine umfangreiche Analyse
der Akzeptanz von Konklusionen in Argumentationsmodellen, deren struturellen und
komplexitätstheoretischen Eigenschaften und deren Verhalten in dynamischen Situationen
dar.



Abstract

The representation of conflicting scenarios in terms of abstract arguments and attacks has
been considerably promoted by the work of Dung; his abstract argumentation frameworks
(AFs) are a key formalism in AI research nowadays. Claims are an inherent part of
each argument; they substantially determine the structure of the abstract representation.
Nevertheless, a claim-based analysis is often considered secondary. While fundamental
properties of argument acceptability are well understood, only little is known about
structural and computational aspects of claim acceptability. However, since a claim
can be supported by several arguments, the identification of acceptable claims poses
additional challenges that go beyond argument acceptance. Moreover, the strict focus
on arguments in the abstract representation restricts the modeling capacities of AFs
to problems that do not involve claims in the evaluation. In this thesis, we address
these issues by unpacking the abstract arguments: to conduct a thorough analysis of
argumentative reasoning processes from a claim-centered view, we utilize extensions
of the abstract model that keep track of parts of the inner structure of arguments. A
prominent role in this thesis play claim-augmented argumentation frameworks (CAFs),
which extend AFs by assigning a claim to each argument. As we will see, this minimal
modification will be sufficient to analyze claim acceptance at a very general level.

We analyze fundamental principles of claim semantics, examine their expressiveness,
and study the computational complexity of conclusion-focused reasoning. Inspired by
certain shortcomings of traditional claim assessment methods, we propose a hybrid
approach to evaluate claim acceptance by shifting certain evaluation steps on the level
of claims. We furthermore consider dynamics in argumentative settings; thereby, we
focus on strong equivalence and on the enforcement of claims. We introduce claim
and vulnerability augmented AFs (cvAFs) to capture knowledge base expansions on
the abstract level; this formalism extends AFs by identifying arguments with pairs
consisting of a claim and a set of vulnerabilities. With our characterizations of strong
equivalence and claim enforcement for cvAFs, we obtain tractable fragments for related
non-monotonic knowledge representation languages for which these problems are, in
general, intractable. In summary, this thesis provides a thorough analysis of fundamental
properties of abstract argumentation semantics from the perspective of the claims of the
arguments.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

claim /'klām/ n 2 b : an assertion open to challenge
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary

The identification of plausible statements in the presence of inconsistent and conflicting
information is an argumentative act. Rational thinking undoubtedly plays a central role
in the evaluation of the acceptability of claims. It allows for conclusions to be drawn
from a set of evidences or propositions (premises); new findings can be derived from prior
knowledge by putting together the right pieces. According to Walton, inferences of these
kind are the building blocks of reasoning [182]. Argumentative reasoning, however, goes
beyond that: in light of inconsistencies, premises can be challenged, different standpoints
compete with each other. The controversial exchange is often considered as an intrinsic
part of argumentation. Van Emeren et al. [176] argue that argumentation involves
reasoning but is not a distinctive form of it. They identify the possibility to change the
acceptability of a claim as a characteristic element of argumentation.

The ability to revise claim acceptability, for instance, by putting forward another argument,
distinguishes argumentation from classical logic in a central aspect: in classical logic, the
addition of new information does not affect the validity of former beliefs. If a formula ϕ
is a logical consequence of a set of formulae Δ it is impossible to change this by adding
new formulae to Δ, i.e., if Δ ϕ, then Δ ∪ {ψ} ϕ for each formula ψ. In contrast
to classical logic, raising a new argument might affect the acceptability of statements:
conclusions which have already been verified can get invalid once new information comes
up. A statement can be considered plausible unless we learn otherwise. This renders
argumentation as a member of non-monotonic theories.

The trustworthy assessment of claims plays an essential role, in particular in light of
worldwide information on demand, fake news, and an increasing amount of available
data. Thereby, the development of formal reasoning models which are capable of dealing
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1. Introduction

with with non-monotonic inferences is a key aspect. This thesis provides a theoretical
analysis of claim acceptability based on Dung’s abstract model of argumentation [77]
which constitutes one of the most prominent approaches in computational argumentation.

1.1 Argumentation in Artificial Intelligence
Argumentation theory connects several different research areas such as philosophy, psy-
chology, and computer science. Broadly speaking, it is concerned “with how assertions
are proposed, discussed, and resolved in the context of issues upon which several diverging
opinions may be held” [35]. Driven by the rising demand for human-interpretable and
explainable intelligent systems, argumentation theory has emerged as a distinct subfield
of artificial intelligence (AI) in recent years [35, 154, 10, 17].

Argumentation research in AI aims to provide methods for automated reasoning in
the presence of inconsistencies and conflicts. It spans from the development of formal
reasoning models and argument structures [44, 173] over the extraction of arguments from
text [129] to the design of efficient methods for conflict resolution [66]. Computational
argumentation is closely connected to other non-monotonic reasoning paradigms and
provides an orthogonal view to logic programming [77, 61]. Moreover, interpreting
defaults as argumentative inferences gives a descriptive interpretation of the underlying
mechanisms of non-monotonic reasoning in default theories. The evaluation of defeasible
statements via the extraction of arguments and conflicts appears in several different
settings; the whole procedure is referred to as argumentation process [17].

The Argumentation Process. The identification of acceptable statements is often
considered as stepwise process. It consists of the following main components:

1. the identification of arguments and conflicts between them;

2. the determination of jointly acceptable arguments; and

3. the identification of justified statements.

Figure 1.1 provides a graphical illustration of the process.

Research regarding the identification of arguments and conflicts encompasses several
different aspects. It includes the systematic construction of arguments from a given
knowledge base (we call such processes instantiation procedures), but also argument
mining techniques which are concerned with the extraction of arguments from natural
language text [52, 129].

The construction of arguments following logical or inferential reasoning lies in the field of
structured argumentation. First studies on this matter can be traced back to Aristotle’s
topoi (topics) which provide systematic rules for defeat and inference; researchers put
effort in developing argument schemes [173, 181] and reasoning systems [137, 44, 116].
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1.1. Argumentation in Artificial Intelligence

Premises: {α, β}
Rules: α ∧ β ⇒ q

β ⇒ α α ⇒ β
β ⇒ p α ⇒ p

Knowledge base

q

α β

x1
β

α

x2

Argument construction

q

α β

x1
β

α

x2

Conflict identification

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Abstraction

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

Conflict resolution

pr ={{x2, x5},

{x4, x3}}

Conc={p, α, β}

Claim acceptance

Figure 1.1: The argumentation process.

Broadly speaking, an argument is understood as a piece of information which supports,
defends, or justifies a particular claim. Logic-based approaches identify the claim of an
argument with a logical formula and the support with a set of formulae which derive the
claim [41, 6]. In rule-based approaches, the claim is a sentence of a formal language while
the support consists of assumptions and facts that infer the claim based on a deductive
system [137, 70]. Other systems also consider evidence-based support; examples include
juridical argumentation [36, 33] or decision-making procedures in medicine [123]. Conflicts
between arguments, often referred to as attacks, are often asymmetric. They depend
on the contradictions between claims and the defeasible elements of an argument (for
instance, premises or defeasible inference rules).

After having constructed all arguments and attacks, we arrive at the abstraction step
in the process. In his seminal paper [77], Phan Minh Dung reshaped the view on
argumentation theory by demonstrating that argumentative settings can be interpreted
as graph-like structures. An abstract argumentation framework (AF) consists of a
set of arguments, treated as atomic objects (the nodes of the graph), and attacks
between them (the arcs). The key observation is that argument acceptability can be
decided by looking only at the conflicts between arguments. Dung formulated several
argumentation semantics which are criteria to determine argument acceptance. Evaluating
an argumentation framework in regard to a semantics yields different sets of jointly
acceptable arguments.These so-called extensions reflect the different perspectives which
coexist within the argumentation framework. In subsequent works, the initial set of
semantics got extended in various ways [177, 53, 60, 79, 55]. To this day, researchers
develop new semantics and fine-tune existing ones; also, the study of theoretical, structural
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1. Introduction

and computational properties of argumentation semantics is a highly active research
field, including studies on expressiveness [84], their dynamic behavior [18, 131, 179], and
computational complexity [89], just to name a few.

In the final step of the process, the acceptance of claims is determined. Typically, this
is done by extracting the conclusions of the acceptable arguments. Claim acceptance
receives less attention in the literature. It is often treated as a byproduct of argument
acceptance, leaving aside crucial differences between both concepts.

1.2 Claim Acceptance
Claim acceptance and argument acceptance are closely intertwined. There is, however,
an essential difference: while each argument appears only once in an argumentation
framework, a claim can be the conclusion of several arguments. This leads to interesting
situations. For instance, an accepted claim can be supported by a rejected argument
without affecting the acceptance status of it. Also, a claim can appear as a conclusion of
each possible outcome of an argumentation framework although in the intersection of all
extensions there is no argument that supports the claim. This is the case if it appears as
a conclusion of some argument in each set of acceptable arguments. Such claims are also
called floating conclusions [136]. Intuitively, it is not necessary to make a single argument
win; it suffices to find the right arguments under each possible viewpoint. On the other
hand, a claim is not rejected as long as not all arguments having this claim are defeated.

The difference between claim and argument acceptance has evoked several discussions
around the turn of the millennium in the non-monotonic research community [121, 166,
120, 150]. Specifically regarding the treatment of floating conclusions, researchers have
shed light on the many different ways to compute claim acceptance. Thereby, it can
be observed that formalisms which incorporate a syntactic method when evaluating
inconsistent knowledge bases (for instance, by putting the main emphasis on the proofs
or arguments) tend to adapt a rather skeptical approach. Often, claims are considered
skeptically accepted only if it is the claim of an argument that appears in all possible
solutions (hence floating conclusions are not accepted within this approach). This can be
observed in the context of inheritance networks [122] and is also the standard approach
to claim acceptance in ASPIC+ (although a more generous approach is discussed as a
valid alternative [137, Def. 2.18 and below]). Several researchers have criticized this
approach as being overly skeptical (cf. [136, 150, 169]). To overcome these obstacles, they
proposed alternative ways to compute claim acceptance, drawing certain inspirations
from formalisms that put their emphasis on the models (sets of acceptable claims) of the
knowledge base. As Lynn Stein points out [169], outlining certain drawbacks of skeptical
evaluation methods of inheritance networks, “if we wish to determine what is true in all
possible worlds, we cannot avoid this kind of reasoning.”

In light of these differences, we believe that the study of claims within argumentation as
an independent subject matter is crucial to improve the overall argumentation process
in several ways. First, argument and claim evaluation admit several differences. So far,
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1.3. Contributions

it is not clear how these differences affect fundamental characteristics of argumentation
semantics. A successful argumentation process should be able to provide a trustworthy
assessment of the statements in question; hence it is evident that a thorough study
on that matter is crucially needed. Second, acceptance criteria are often formulated
only on the argument level, leaving aside the main differences between the evaluation of
arguments and claims. Nevertheless, due to the differences outlined above, it is often
not possible to transfer criteria of argumentation semantics to the claim level only by
evaluating the arguments involved in the process. Here, we believe that genuine adaptions
of argumentation semantics to the claim level can help to preserve the original spirit.
Third, claims shape the structure of argumentation frameworks. In the vast majority
of instantiation procedures, claims admit a distinct role within arguments as they are
responsible for the outgoing attacks. From this observation, we can derive a fundamental
property of the attack relation: usually, arguments with the same claim attack the same
arguments. This property is referred to as well-formedness. Hence we observe that
the structure of an argumentation framework strongly depends on the claims of the
arguments. We believe that this observation is essential to determine static but also
dynamic characterizations of argumentative reasoning.

1.3 Contributions
Due to the strong focus on argument acceptance within the community, it turns out that
surprisingly little is known about claim characteristics. Breaking with the tradition of
argument-focused research in argumentation,

we view arguments as means to assess the acceptability of claims.

Thereby, we focus on fundamental properties of claim acceptance, computational com-
plexity, and dynamical aspects of reasoning. We tackle these problems by unpacking the
arguments in Dung’s abstract frameworks:

• We consider the arguments’ claims explicitly in the abstract representation. We
utilize claim-augmented argumentation frameworks (CAFs) [92] which extend AFs
by assigning a claim to each argument. We assume no particular structure of claims;
in the spirit of Dung, we treat claims as atomic objects. As we will see, this minimal
generalization allows for analyzing claim acceptance at a very general level.

• To model changes in the underlying knowledge base at the abstract level, we further-
more consider the vulnerabilities of arguments as part of the abstract framework (in
Chapter 8). With this, we are able to capture hidden weaknesses of the arguments.

In this thesis, we contribute to a thorough understanding of the role of claims in
argumentation in several ways.
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• In Chapter 3, we survey the role of claims in structured argumentation, logic
programming, and their connection to collective attacks. We observe that the
notion of well-formedness can be found in many non-monotonic reasoning paradigms.
Among our findings is that for complete, grounded, preferred, and stable semantics,
each set of acceptable claims corresponds to a unique extension for well-formed
CAFs. Moreover, we show that well-formedness allows to merge arguments with
the same claim into a single argument in the abstract representation. Intuitively,
merging arguments a1, . . . , an with claim c yields a new argument a with disjunctive
support supp(a1) ∨ · · · ∨ supp(an) (which combines all arguments for c) where the
logical OR belongs to the meta-language. Merging arguments comes at a cost:
instead of binary attacks, we obtain collective attacks in the abstract representation,
reflecting the observation that a single argument might be too weak to successfully
refute an argument that has several independent justifications.

In this chapter, we show a fundamental correspondence between CAFs and struc-
tured argumentation formalisms, logic programs, and AFs with collective attacks
(SETAFs) [141]. This correspondence is obtained by evaluating the underlying AF
and extract the claims of the successful arguments in the final step (thus following
the flow of the argumentation process outlined in Section 1.1). However, it turns out
that this procedure does not yield satisfactory results for all semantics. As already
observed by Caminada et al. in the context of semi-stable semantics, claim-based
and argument-based maximization might result in a different outcome [61, 62]. We
extend this result to SETAFs for a larger class of semantics.

• In Chapter 4, we address the mismatch of conclusion- and argument-focused
evaluation methods and develop a class of semantics that puts claims into a
stronger position when determining the acceptance of arguments and claims. In
their conventional treatment, claim semantics are derived from the argument-
based evaluation of an AF. On the downside, this shows that several fundamental
concepts of argumentation semantics, however, are poorly understood or not even
conceptualized on the level of claims (e.g., defeat of claims). Moreover, several
semantics from related formalisms cannot be captured on the abstract level under
standard instantiation procedures as observed in the previous chapter. We develop
genuine notions for claim defeat and claim-set maximization and show that the
semantics based on these concepts indeed capture a broader range of conclusion-
focused reasoning methods; in particular, we show that L-stable logic programming
semantics corresponds to the so-called h-semi-stable semantics for CAFs.

We have identified two different evaluation methods: inherited and hybrid semantics.
The former class of semantics bases the evaluation on argument acceptance and extracts
claims in the final step while the latter class considers claims within the evaluation
process. The following two chapters are dedicated to a thorough analysis of both classes
of conclusion-focused reasoning.
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• In Chapter 5, we examine fundamental properties by adapting the principle-
based approach to argumentation semantics [11, 175]. On the one hand, such a
classification yields theoretical insights into the nature of the different semantics and
on the other hand, can help to guide the search for suitable semantics appropriate in
different scenarios. We introduce novel principles for claim semantics and study well-
known properties of argumentation semantics such as e.g., I-maximality, naivety,
and reinstatement. We compare hybrid semantics and inherited semantics as well
as general CAFs and well-formed CAFs with respect to these properties. Our
analysis complements similar studies on classical argumentation semantics and
sheds light on the different levels of arguments and claims. For instance, we show
that although preferred semantics satisfies the central principle of I-maximality,
i.e., ⊆-maximality of its extensions, it is not necessarily the case that preferred
semantics in terms of claims satisfies this principle.

We furthermore examine the expressiveness of claim semantics in terms of sig-
natures [84]. The characterization of the signature of a semantics, i.e., the set
of all possible extension-sets a framework can possess under the given semantics,
is key to understand its expressive power. Besides theoretical insights, knowing
which extensions can jointly be modeled within a single framework under a given
semantics, for instance, is crucial in dynamic scenarios [27]. Among our findings is
that claim semantics are in general very expressive, in particular when dropping
any structural restrictions on the attack relation.

• In Chapter 6, we investigate the computational complexity of reasoning. This chapter
complements previous studies on the complexity of inherited semantics presented
in [92]. We settle the computational complexity of all the hybrid semantics, i.e.
stable, naive, preferred, semi-stable, and stage semantics, for the main decision
problems of credulous and skeptical acceptance, verification, and testing for non-
empty extensions. Among our findings is that for naive semantics, the hybrid
variant is harder than its inherited counterpart, while for preferred semantics, it is
the inherited variant that shows higher complexity.

We furthermore determine the complexity of the concurrence problem, i.e. whether
for a given CAF and a semantics, the inherited and hybrid variant of that semantics
coincide. Note that showing this problem to be easy would suggest that there
are relatively natural classes of CAFs which characterize whether or not the two
variants collapse. However, as we will see, concurrence can be surprisingly hard, up
to the third level of the polynomial hierarchy.

So far, we have conducted a static analysis of the semantics by investigating fundamental
properties. In the following two chapters, we consider dynamic scenarios instead. Thereby,
we focus in particular on strong equivalence: given a knowledge base K, is it possible to
replace a subset H of K by an equivalent one, say H , without changing the meaning
of K? Within the KR community it is folklore that this is usually not the case when
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considering non-monotonic formalisms. Driven by this observation, the notion of strong
equivalence has been proposed, developed and examined in various contexts [132, 142].

The adaption of the concept to conclusion-focused reasoning passes through a number of
stages.

• First, inspired by the classical treatment within abstract argumentation, we define
strong equivalence for CAFs as follows: we say that two CAFs are strongly equivalent
to each other if and only if they yield the same outcome under all possible expansions
(i.e., the addition of new arguments and attacks).
In Chapter 7, we provide characterization results of strong equivalence between
CAFs via so-called kernels, i.e., semantics-dependent sub-frameworks, for each CAF
semantics we consider in this work. Moreover, we discuss ordinary equivalence
for CAFs and present dependencies between semantics for this weaker equivalence
notion. We furthermore present a rigorous complexity analysis of these concepts.
We show that deciding ordinary equivalence can be computationally hard, up to
the third level of the polynomial hierarchy.

• When considering the proposed definition in relation to knowledge bases, we,
however, run into an issue. Consider a scenario in which we instantiate a knowledge
base following our standard argumentation procedure twice, using two different
argument naming schemes (e.g., in the first instantiation, arguments are called
a1, . . . , an and in the second instantiation, arguments are called b1, . . . , bn). We
obtain two frameworks which are topologically equivalent but disagree on their
argument names. The addition of new arguments and attacks will result in different
modifications; hence the two frameworks are not strongly equivalent to each other
although they encode the same knowledge base.
In order to overcome this issue, we relax the initial definition as follows: two CAFs
are renaming strongly equivalent to each other with respect to a semantics if and
only if it is possible to find an appropriate argument renaming such that they
are strongly equivalent with respect to this semantics. We discuss these novel
equivalence concepts in Chapter 7.

• Finally, we consider strong equivalence with respect to a concrete formalism
that allows for instantiating a knowledge base as an abstract framework, namely
assumption-based argumentation (ABA). We make the fundamental observation
that not only the claim but also the hidden weaknesses of an argument play a crucial
role when determining strong equivalence of two knowledge bases by considering
only the abstract level. We extend CAFs accordingly: we assign to each argument
a set of vulnerabilities which encodes all possible attack points (so-called cvAFs).
In Chapter 8, we study enforcement and strong equivalence for ABA. We show
that both problems lie on the first level of the polynomial hierarchy and are thus
intractable. Furthermore, we show that both problems are tractable for cvAFs.
Based on results from Chapter 3 in which we identified a fragment of ABA which is
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in one-to-one correspondence with CAFs, we obtain a fragment of ABA for which
enforcement and strong equivalence is tractable. In a similar manner, we obtain
tractability results for logic programs as well.

We conclude in Chapter 9 with an overview of our results and discussion of related work.

1.4 Publications
The results presented in this thesis are based on the following publications (we note that
authors are listed alphabetically):

[103] Wolfgang Dvořák, Alexander Greßler, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. The
complexity landscape of claim-augmented argumentation frameworks. Artificial
Intelligence, page 103873, 2023. ISSN 0004-3702.

[29] Ringo Baumann, Anna Rapberger, and Markus Ulbricht. Equivalence in argumen-
tation frameworks with a claim-centric view - classical results with novel ingredients.
In 36th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI’22), Proceedings, pages
5479–5486. AAAI Press, 2022.

[158] Anna Rapberger and Markus Ulbricht. On dynamics in structured argumenta-
tion formalisms. In 19th International Conference on Principles of Knowledge
Representation and Reasoning (KR’22), Proceedings, pages 288–298, 2022.

[127] Matthias König, Anna Rapberger, and Markus Ulbricht. Just a matter of per-
spective: Intertranslating expressive argumentation formalisms. In Computational
Models of Argument (COMMA’22), Proceedings, pages 212–223. IOS Press, 2022.

[99] Wolfgang Dvořák, Alexander Greßler, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. The
complexity landscape of claim-augmented argumentation frameworks. In 35th
AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI’21), Proceedings, pages 6296–
6303. AAAI Press, 2021.

[98] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. Argumentation semantics
under a claim-centric view: Properties, expressiveness and relation to SETAFs.
In 17th International Conference on Principles of Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning (KR’20), Proceedings, pages 341–350, 2020.

[97] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. On the relation between
claim-augmented argumentation frameworks and collective attacks. In 24th Euro-
pean Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI’20), Proceedings, volume 325 of
FAIA, pages 721–728. IOS Press, 2020.

[157] Anna Rapberger. Defining argumentation semantics under a claim-centric view.
In 9th European Starting AI Researchers’ Symposium (STAIRS’20), Proceedings,
volume 2655 of CEUR Workshop Proceedings. CEUR-WS.org, 2020.
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Chapter 3 composes work presented in [127, 97]. In the present work, we extend these
results by identifying fragments of the formalisms under consideration which are in
one-to-one correspondence.

Results from Chapter 4 have been published in [98, 157]. An extended version has been
submitted to Artificial Intelligence and is currently under review (available under [102]).

The complexity analysis presented in Chapter 6 has been published in [99, 103].

The principle-based analysis of the semantics presented in Chapter 5 is part of an extended
version of [98] (cf. [102]). This version furthermore contains expressiveness results for all
considered semantics which have been covered only partially in the conference version.

Most of the results presented in Chapter 7 have been published in [29]. The present version
extends the conference paper by novel results regarding well-formed CAFs. A long version
of this paper has been submitted to Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research. Chapter 8
has been published in [158], an extended version has been accepted for publication (with
minor revision) in the Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research.

Remark 1.4.1. In the present work, we revised notation and names of the CAF seman-
tics. Originally, in [157, 98], we introduce hybrid semantics under the name claim-level
semantics. In [157, 98] and subsequent work, we denote hybrid (former: claim-level)
semantics by cl-σ and inherited semantics by σc. Accordingly, we have adapted the nota-
tion: in the present work, we write σi instead of σc to denote the inherited variant of the
semantics σ; likewise, we write σh instead of cl-σ to denote the hybrid variant.

The author of this thesis furthermore co-authored the following papers.

[39] Michael Bernreiter, Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. The
Effect of Preferences in Abstract Argumentation Under a Claim-centric View. In
37th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI’23), Proceedings, to appear.

[159] Anna Rapberger, Markus Ulbricht, and Johannes Peter Wallner. Argumenta-
tion Frameworks Induced by Assumption-Based Argumentation: Relating Size
and Complexity. In 20th International Workshop on Non-Monotonic Reasoning
(NMR’22), Proceedings, volume 3197 of CEUR Workshop Proceedings, pages 92–103.
CEUR-WS.org, 2022.

[38] Michael Bernreiter, Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. The
Effect of Preferences in Abstract Argumentation Under a Claim-centric View. In
20th International Workshop on Non-Monotonic Reasoning (NMR’22), Proceedings,
volume 3197 of CEUR Workshop Proceedings, pages 27–38. CEUR-WS.org, 2022.

[119] Thekla Hamm, Martin Lackner, and Anna Rapberger. Computing Kemeny rankings
from d-euclidean preferences. In 7th International Conference on Algorithmic
Decision Theory (ADT’21), Proceedings, volume 13023 of LNCS, pages 147–161.
Springer, 2021.
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[100] Wolfgang Dvořák, Matthias König, Anna Rapberger, Johannes Peter Wallner,
and Stefan Woltran. ASPARTIX-V - a solver for argumentation tasks using
ASP. In Workshop on Answer Set Programming and Other Computing Paradigms
(ASPOCP’21), 2021.

[94] Wolfgang Dvořák, Sarah Alice Gaggl, Anna Rapberger, Johannes Peter Wallner,
and Stefan Woltran. The ASPARTIX system suite. In Computational Models of
Argument (COMMA’20), Proceedings, volume 326 of FAIA, pages 461–462. IOS
Press, 2020.

[96] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, Johannes Peter Wallner, and Stefan Woltran.
ASPARTIX-V19 - an answer-set programming based system for abstract argumen-
tation. In Foundations of Information and Knowledge Systems - 11th International
Symposium (FoIKS’20), Proceedings, volume 12012 of LNCS, pages 79–89. Springer,
2020.

[104] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. On the different types
of collective attacks in abstract argumentation: equivalence results for SETAFs.
Journal of Logic and Computation, 30(5):1063–1107, 06 2020.

[95] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Johannes Peter Wallner. Labelling-
based algorithms for SETAFs. In 3rd International Workshop on Systems and
Algorithms for Formal Argumentation (SAFA’20), Proceedings, volume 2672 of
CEUR Workshop Proceedings, pages 34–46. CEUR-WS.org, 2020.

[93] Wolfgang Dvořák, Anna Rapberger, and Stefan Woltran. Strong equivalence for
argumentation frameworks with collective attacks. In 42nd German Conference on
AI (KI’19), Proceedings, volume 11793 of LNCS, pages 131–145. Springer, 2019.

The work most closely related to the present thesis is [38, 39], which continues the line
of claim-centric research in argumentation by studying the effect of preferences in this
context. In this matter, we furthermore want to highlight our work on assumption-
based argumentation [159] and on argumentation frameworks with collective attacks
(SETAFs) [104, 97, 93]. As we will discuss in Chapter 3, they admit a close connection
to claim-augmented argumentation. We note that [104] is an extended version of [93].

The work in [119] lies in the research area of computational social choice and focuses on
the Kemeny rank aggregation function.

In [100, 96, 94], we present (and further develop) the ASPARTIX system (https:
//www.dbai.tuwien.ac.at/proj/argumentation/systempage).
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CHAPTER 2
Background

In this chapter, we introduce abstract and claim-augmented argumentation frameworks;
moreover, we fix notations used throughout the thesis. We recall other formalisms and
concepts from the literature on the fly. Below we give pointers to the respective sections.

Logic Programs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 3.2
Structured Argumentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 3.3

ASPIC+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 3.3.1
Assumption-Based Argumentation (ABA) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 3.3.2

AFs with Collective Attacks (SETAFs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 3.4
Complexity Theory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Section 6.1

We assume familiarity with basic concepts from classical propositional logic. Below, we
clarify notations used in this work.

Classical propositional logic. We use the standard connectives such as logical OR
(∨), AND (∧), and negation (¬). Propositional formulae range over a set of propositional
variables which we denote by lower case roman letters at the end of the alphabet (i.e.,
x, y, z, u, v). An atomic formula is a formula without any logical connectives (hence the
simplest well-formed formulae in the logic). Literals are formulae of the form x and
¬x for propositional variables x. We use Greek lower case letters to denote formulae.
We evaluate formulae according to the standard semantics of propositional logic. An
interpretation I : X → {true, false} (or {T, F}, or {0, 1}) assigns truth values to all
propositional variables X of a formula ϕ; it is a model of ϕ if assigns true to the formula.
We associate a model I of a formula ϕ with the set of atoms that are set to true under I.

Let L denote a set of literals and let C ⊆ 2L. A formula is in conjunctive normal form
(CNF) if it is of the form c∈C x∈c x; it is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is of
the form c∈C x∈c x.
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2.1 Abstract Argumentation
We introduce abstract argumentation frameworks [77]; for a comprehensive introduction,
we refer the interested reader to [17]. We fix U as countable infinite domain of arguments.
As done in many other works on abstract argumentation, we focus on frameworks with a
finite set of arguments.

Definition 2.1.1. An argumentation framework (AF) is a pair (A, R) where A ⊆ U is
a finite set of arguments and R ⊆ A × A is the attack relation. By A we denote the class
of all AFs.

AFs can be represented as directed graphs where the nodes correspond to the arguments
and the arcs correspond to the attack relation. Figure 2.1 gives an example of an AF.

Definition 2.1.2. Let F = (A, R) be an AF. We say that a ∈ A attacks b ∈ A iff
(a, b) ∈ R. We call b an attacker of a. A set of arguments E ⊆ A attacks b iff (a, b) ∈ R
for some a ∈ E. E attacks the set D ⊆ A iff there is an a ∈ D such that E attacks a.

Definition 2.1.3. Let F = (A, R) be an AF. We write a+
F = {b | (a, b) ∈ R} and

a−
F = {b | (b, a) ∈ R} to denote the set of all arguments attacked by resp. attacking

the argument a ∈ A. For a set of arguments E ⊆ A, we write E+
F = a∈E a+

F and
E−

F = a∈E a−
F . We call E⊕

F = E ∪ E+
F the range of E in F . If no ambiguity arises, we

drop the subscript F .

The range of a set of arguments E consists of all arguments which are accepted and rejected
by E. For instance, considering our example AF F from Figure 2.1, the set of arguments
{x1, x3} attacks the arguments x0, x2, and x4, hence its range is {x0, x1, x2, x3, x4}.

A crucial notion in abstract argumentation is defense. If an argument it challenged, it is
possible to reinstate its plausibility by finding appropriate counter-arguments.

Definition 2.1.4. Let F = (A, R) be an AF. A set of arguments E ⊆ A defends an
argument a ∈ A iff E attacks each attacker of a (equivalently, a−

F ⊆ E+
F ).

In our running example, the argument x1 defends the argument x3 against the attacker x2.

Equally central is the notion of conflict-freeness which formalizes the reasonable assump-
tion that jointly acceptable arguments should not contradict each other.

Definition 2.1.5. Let F = (A, R) be an AF. We call a set of arguments E ⊆ A conflict-
free (in F ) iff E does not attack itself. Otherwise, we call E conflicting (in F ). We write
cf (F ) to denote the set of conflict-free sets in F .

Next we turn to argumentation semantics. In his seminal paper [77], Dung introduced
several semantics which serve as criteria to determine argument acceptance in an AF.
Formally, they are defined as functions σ : A → 22U which assign to each AF F = (A, R)
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x0 x1 x2

x3

x4

x5

Figure 2.1: An example AF F = (A, R).

a set σ(F ) ⊆ 2A of extensions. Conflict-freeness already serves as example of an
argumentation semantics. Apart from this fundamental yet a little bit naive semantics,
Dung considered admissible, grounded, preferred, and stable semantics. Subsequent work
extends this initial set of semantics in various ways. In this thesis, we will furthermore
consider naive, semi-stable [177, 53, 60] and stage semantics [177]. For an overview over
these and many more argumentation semantics, we refer the reader to [16].

Definition 2.1.6. Let F = (A, R) be an AF and consider a set E ∈ cf (F ). We say that

• E is admissible (in F ) (E ∈ ad(F )) iff iff each a ∈ E is defended by E in F ;

• E is complete (in F ) (E ∈ co(F )) iff if E ∈ ad(F ) and each a ∈ A defended by E
in F is contained in E;

• E is grounded (in F ) (E ∈ gr(F )) iff E is ⊆-minimal in co(F );

• E is preferred (in F ) (E ∈ pr(F )) iff E is ⊆-maximal in ad(F );

• E is stable (in F ) (E ∈ stb(F )) iff E⊕
F = A;

• E is naive (in F ) (E ∈ na(F )) iff E is ⊆-maximal in cf (F );

• E is semi-stable (in F ) (E ∈ ss(F )) iff E ∈ ad(F ) and there is no D ∈ ad(F ) with
E⊕

F ⊂ D⊕
F ;

• E is stage (in F ) (E ∈ stg(F )) iff there is no D ∈ cf (F ) with E⊕
F ⊂ D⊕

F .

For a semantics σ, we call E a σ-extension of F . If we want to emphasize that the
extensions contain arguments, then we speak of argument-extensions.

Example 2.1.7. The AF F from Figure 2.1 admits the following extensions:

• cf (F ) = {∅, {x0}, {x0, x2}, {x0, x2, x5}, {x0, x3}, {x0, x3, x5}, {x0, x4}, {x0, x4, x5},
{x0, x5}, {x1}, {x1, x3}, {x1, x3, x5}, {x1, x4}, {x1, x4, x5}, {x1, x5}, {x2}, {x2, x5},
{x3}, {x3, x5}, {x4}, {x4, x5}, {x5}}

• ad(F ) = {∅, {x0}, {x1}, {x5}, {x0, x5}, {x1, x3}, {x1, x5}, {x1, x3, x5}}
• co(F ) = {{x5}, {x0, x5}, {x1, x3, x5}}
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stb

ss stg

pr na

ad

cogr

cf

Figure 2.2: Relations between AF semantics. An arrow from σ to τ indicates that
σ(F) ⊆ τ(F) for each AF F .

• gr(F ) = {{x5}}
• pr(F ) = {{x0, x5}, {x1, x3, x5}}
• stb(F ) = ss(F ) = stg(F ) = {{x1, x3, x5}}
• na(F ) = {{x0, x2, x5}, {x0, x3, x5}, {x0, x4, x5}, {x1, x3, x5}, {x1, x4, x5}}

We recall that for each AF F ,

stb(F ) ⊆ stg(F ) ⊆ na(F ) ⊆ cf (F ) and stb(F ) ⊆ ss(F ) ⊆ pr(F ) ⊆ ad(F );

also stb(F ) = ss(F ) = stg(F ) in case stb(F ) = ∅. Figure 2.2 gives an overview over the
relations between all argumentation semantics considered in this work.

We furthermore note that semantics σ ∈ {na, pr , stb, stg, ss} deliver incomparable sets, i.e.
for all E, D ∈ σ(F ), E ⊆ D implies E = D; the property is also referred to as I-maximal.

We introduce the characteristic function of a set of arguments.

Definition 2.1.8. For an AF F = (A, R) and a set of arguments E ⊆ A, we let
ΓF (E) = {a ∈ A | a−

F ⊆ E+
F }. If no ambiguity arises, we drop the subscript F .

We note that complete extensions correspond to the fixed points of ΓF ; i.e., a set of
arguments is complete iff ΓF (E) = E. The grounded extension is unique for each AF
F ; it is the least fixed point of the characteristic function. Hence we can compute the
grounded extension by iterative application of ΓF , starting from the empty set. For each
AF F , there is some k ∈ N such that Γk

F (∅) = G for the grounded extension G ∈ gr(F ).

We will make use of certain modifications of AFs. We consider the union of two AFs
(also called expansion) and the deletion of an argument or a set of arguments.

Definition 2.1.9. Given two AFs F = (A, R) and G = (A , R ), we write F ∪ G =
(A ∪ A , R ∪ R ) to denote their component-wise union.
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x0

c
x1

d
x2

e

x3 c

x4 f
x5 g

Figure 2.3: An example CAF F = (A, R, cl) with cl(x0) = cl(x3) = c, cl(x1) = d,
cl(x2) = e, cl(x4) = f , and cl(x5) = g.

Definition 2.1.10. For an AF F = (A, R) and a set of arguments A ⊆ A, we define
the deletion of A from F as F \ A = (A \ A , R ∩ (A \ A )2).

2.2 Claim-augmented Argumentation
In this section, we extend AFs by adding claims to the abstract representation. We note
that there are similar approaches that consider claims in the form of logical formulae in
AFs [67, 68]. In this thesis, we stick to the approach considered in [92] in which claims are
considered atomic. In the spirit of Dung’s argumentation frameworks, we do not assume
any particular structure or logic; our abstract claims could be a logical formula but also
a statement given in natural language obtained from argument mining techniques.

Below, we define claim-augmented argumentation frameworks (CAFs) [92]. We fix a
countable infinite domain C of claims.

Definition 2.2.1. A claim-augmented argumentation framework (CAF) is a triple
F = (F, cl) = (A, R, cl) where F = (A, R) is an AF and cl : A → C is a function which
assigns a claim to each argument in A. The claim-function is extended to sets in the
following way: For a set E ⊆ A, cl(E) = {cl(a) | a ∈ E}.

Let us point out a conceptual advantage of CAFs: with CAFs it is possible to capture
situations in which two arguments represent the same conclusion, a scenario which cannot
be formalized with standard argumentation frameworks without further assumptions.

Figure 2.3 presents an example of a CAF. Claims are depicted next to the arguments.
The example extends our running example depicted in Figure 2.1 by assigning claims to
each argument. Observe that claim c appears twice; it is the claim of the argument x0
and of the argument x3.

Definition 2.2.2. Let F = (A, R, cl) be a CAF and let c ∈ cl(A). We call an argument
a ∈ A with cl(a) = c an occurrence of claim c (in F).

Definition 2.2.3. Let F = (A, R, cl) be a CAF. For a set of claims S ⊆ cl(A), we call
a set of arguments E ⊆ A with cl(E) = S a realization of S in F . If the realization E of
S has property p (e.g., if E is admissible), we say that E is a p realization of S.

Example 2.2.4. Consider the CAF F from Figure 2.3. The claim-set S = {c, g} has
three realizations in F , namely E1 = {x0, x5}, E2 = {x3, x5}, and E3 = {x0, x3, x5}. All
of these realizations are conflict-free, however, only the realization E1 is admissible.
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In [92], semantics of CAFs are defined based on the standard semantics of the underlying
AF. The extensions are interpreted in terms of the claims of the arguments. We call this
variant inherited semantics (i-semantics).

Definition 2.2.5. For a CAF F = (F, cl) and a semantics σ, we define inherited
variant of σ as σi(F) = {cl(E) | E ∈ σ(F )}. We call a set E ∈ σ(F ) with cl(E) = S a
σi-realization of S in F . We call a set S ∈ σi(F) a σi-extension or a σi-claim-set. To
emphasize that the extensions contain claims we also call them claim-extensions.

Example 2.2.6. Consider the CAF F from Figure 2.3. To evaluate F under complete
semantics, we compute the complete extensions of the underlying AF and extract the claims
in the next step. From Example 2.1.7, we have co((A, R)) = {{x5}, {x0, x5}, {x1, x3, x5}}.
After applying the claim-function we obtain the claim-sets {g}, {c, g}, and {d, c, g}.

The CAF F accepts the following claim-sets under the considered semantics:

• cfi(F) = {∅, {c}, {d}, {e}, {f}, {g}, {c, e}, {c, g}, {c, f}, {f, g}, {d, c}, {d, f}, {d, g},
{e, g}, {c, e, g}, {c, f, g}, {d, c, g}, {d, f, g}}

• adi(F ) = {∅, {c}, {d}, {g}, {c, g}, {d, c}, {d, g}, {d, c, g}}
• coi(F ) = {{g}, {c, g}, {d, c, g}}
• gri(F ) = {{g}}
• pri(F ) = {{c, g}, {d, c, g}}
• stbi(F ) = ssi(F ) = stgi(F ) = {{d, c, g}}
• nai(F ) = {{c, e, g}, {c, g}, {c, f, g}, {d, c, g}, {d, f, g}}

Basic relations between different semantics carry over from AFs, i.e. for any CAF F ,

stbi(F) ⊆ stgi(F) ⊆ nai(F) ⊆ cfi(F) and stbi(F) ⊆ ssi(F) ⊆ pri(F) ⊆ adi(F);

moreover, if stb(F) = ∅ then stbi(F) = ssi(F) = stgi(F). Otherwise, we observe that we
lose fundamental properties of semantics like I-maximality of preferred, naive, stable,
semi-stable, and stage semantics:

Example 2.2.7. Consider a CAF F given as follows:

F : x1
x

x2
x

y1
y

The underlying AF has two stable extensions: {x2} and {x1, y1}. The resulting i-stable
claim-sets are {x} and {x, y}. Hence i-stable claim-sets are not necessarily I-maximal.
Observe that nai(F) = stbi(F) = ssi(F) = stgi(F) = pri(F) in this case, thus the same
observation also holds for i-preferred, i-naive, i-stage, and i-semi-stable semantics.
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We will furthermore consider isomorphisms between CAFs. Graph-theoretically speaking,
our CAF isomorphisms are arc- and labelling-preserving bijections.

Definition 2.2.8. A bijective function f : AF → AG between two CAFs F and G is
an isomorphism if f is attack-preserving i.e., (x, y) ∈ RF iff (f(x), f(y)) ∈ RG for all
x, y ∈ AF , and claim-preserving, i.e., cl(x) = cl(f(y)) for all a ∈ AF . F and G are
isomorphic to each other (F ∼= G) iff there is an isomorphism f : AF → AG.

We extend deletions of arguments in AFs to CAFs by appropriate restrictions of the
claim-function.

Definition 2.2.9. For a CAF F = (A, R, cl) and a set of arguments A ⊆ A, we
define the deletion of A from F as F \ A = (A \ A , R ∩ (A \ A )2, cl|A\A ) (where
cl|A\A : A \ A → cl(A), as usual).

Moreover, since we want to modify CAFs also by taking claims into account, we make use
of the following definition and remove all arguments associated to a particular claim.

Definition 2.2.10. For a CAF F = (A, R, cl) and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(A), we define
the deletion of claims S from the CAF F by F \ S = (A \ A , R ∩ (A \ A )2, cl|A\A ) where
A = {a ∈ A | cl(a) ∈ S}.

Well-formed CAFs. We consider a class of frameworks that appears in many different
contexts: well-formed CAFs incorporate the basic observation that attacks typically
depend on the claim of the attacking argument.

Definition 2.2.11. A CAF (A, R, cl) is called well-formed if a+
(A,R) = b+

(A,R) for all
a, b ∈ A with cl(a) = cl(b).

In well-formed CAFs we can speak of claims attacking arguments.

Definition 2.2.12. Let F = (A, R, cl) be a well-formed CAF. We say that a claim
c ∈ cl(A) attacks an argument a ∈ A if (x, a) ∈ R for each argument x ∈ A with claim c.
Likewise, we say that S ⊆ cl(A) attacks a ∈ A if there is c ∈ S that attacks a.

2.3 Terminology and Notation
We give an overview over terminology, notation, and conventions used in this work.

Notation 2.3.1. We use italic capital letters to denote AFs: typically, we use the letters
F , G, and H. We use the corresponding calligraphic capital letters to denote CAFs: F ,
G, and H. For a CAF F , we write AF , RF , clF to indicate the affiliations; moreover,
we write F to denote the AF corresponding to F (analogously for CAFs G and H). If no
ambiguity arises, we occasionally drop the subscript F (G, H, respectively).

Notation 2.3.2. We make use of the following abbreviations: if and only if (iff), without
loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), respectively (resp.), and with respect to (w.r.t.).
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2. Background

Statements, claims, and conclusions. All of these notions are closely related. There
are, however, subtle differences. A statement can be any kind of clear or formal expression,
not necessarily connected to an argument. A claim is is the distinct element of an argument
whose merit must be established. We use the term conclusion in two ways. First, we call
a claim a conclusion if it is the claim of an accepted argument (we speak, for instance,
about the conclusions of an argumentation system and refer to the set of (cautiously or
skeptically) accepted claims). Second, adapting terminology of structured argumentation
in which arguments are defeasible proofs, we call a claim of an argument a conclusion if
we put the focus on a particular argument and if we want to highlight that it is the result
of a (logical or rule-based) defeasible proof. We note that each claim is a statement and
each conclusion is a claim, but not vice versa.

Claim semantics. We use this term to denote the category of semantics that return
sets of claims. In the context of CAFs, we use claim semantics synonymous for CAF
semantics. If we speak of claim semantics we refer to all semantics for CAFs considered
in this work.

Argument-level and claim-level. We sometimes think of argumentation in layers.
The argument-level is the layer in which claims are considered secondary. We speak of
the argument-level if we are interested on evaluation in terms of arguments or properties
of argument-extensions. We speak of the claim-level if we go one step further and focus
on the evaluation or on properties of claim-extensions.

Argument-focused vs. conclusion-focused evaluation methods. In the broad
area of knowledge representation and reasoning, we speak of an argument-focused evalua-
tion method if the emphasis lies on the (defeasible) proofs or justifications. By conclusion-
focused or claim-focused evaluation methods we denote evaluation methods that put their
main emphasis on the outcome (acceptable atoms, sentences, claims) and not on the
proof that justifies the conclusion. In brief: argument-focused evaluation methods output
arguments (proofs, evidence) while conclusion-focused evaluation-methods output claims
(atoms, sentences). We also say argument-focused resp. claim-focused reasoning.

Argument-based vs. claim-based semantics. A semantics is argument-based if
the acceptance status (of arguments or claims) is solely determined on argument-level.
AF semantics, for instance, decide acceptance by looking only at the arguments. Also,
inherited semantics for CAFs are argument-based: acceptance of claims is determined by
deciding acceptance of the corresponding arguments. We speak of claim-based or claim-
sensitive semantics if claims are taken into account in the evaluation of the acceptance
status (of arguments or claims).
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CHAPTER 3
Claims in Non-Monotonic

Reasoning Formalisms

Non-monotonicity is a core aspect of argumentation. In classical logic, the addition of a
new formula ψ to a set of formulae Γ does not downsize the set of derivable formulae:
the derivability operator is monotonic. In contrast to classical logic, the addition
of new information in non-monotonic theories can lead to a smaller set of acceptable
statements. Many non-monotonic theories are closely connected to argumentation [77, 62].
The connection is established via so-called instantiation procedures. These semantics-
preserving translations take instances of some non-monotonic reasoning formalism and
express them in terms of (abstract) arguments and attacks. Although there are exceptions,
the vast majority of these procedures considers AFs as target formalism. In this chapter,
we argue why it is beneficial to consider CAF instantiations instead. We will look into
several knowledge representation theories and discuss the role of claims. Our main focus
in this chapter lies on the semantics introduced by Dung: complete, grounded, preferred,
and stable semantics. As we will see, there are several surprising obstacles regarding
other semantics. We will discuss them throughout the sections.

We start our survey with a closer inspection of the sub-class of CAFs which we will
repeatedly encounter in relation with instantiation procedures: well-formed CAFs model
a natural behavior of attacks; they satisfy that arguments with the same claim attack the
same arguments. We discuss several properties of this class. We will furthermore identify
redundancies in CAFs, giving rise to a normal form that preserves Dung’s semantics.

Our first non-monotonic formalism under consideration is logic programming [135] which
is closely related to argumentation [77, 184, 61]. Next, we will discuss the role of claims
in structured argumentation with main focus on ASPIC+ [137] and assumption-based
argumentation (ABA) [70]. We furthermore consider a generalization of AFs which allow
for collective attacks (SETAFs) [141]. As we will see, well-formedness is an integral
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3. Claims in Non-Monotonic Reasoning Formalisms

part of the construction of attacks in all of the aforementioned formalisms. It turns out
that all CAFs generated from logic programs, ABA frameworks, and SETAFs are well-
formed. We identify fragments of these formalisms which are in one-to-one correspondence
(up to isomorphism) to well-formed CAFs. We furthermore take a look beyond well-
formedness and discuss preferences in ASPIC+. We show that preference incorporation
yield frameworks which violate well-formedness; in particular, we show that each CAF
can be modeled by an induced sub-graph of an ASPIC+ instance.

3.1 Well-formed CAFs and Normal Forms
In this section, we show that complete claim-extensions in well-formed CAFs admit a
unique realization which implies that all semantics which return (a subset of) complete
claim-extensions satisfy this property as well. Moreover, we establish the notion of
redundant arguments which gives rise to an efficient procedure to reduce the number of
arguments in a framework. Based on that notion, we define a normal form of CAFs.

Before we start to discuss unique realizations, let us recall that in well-formed CAFs, it
makes sense to speak about claims attacking arguments since all arguments with the
same claim have the same outgoing attacks.

In general, a claim-set in a (well-formed) CAF can have many realizations.

Example 3.1.1. Consider the following well-formed CAF F and the claim-set {a, d}:

CAF F : a1
a

b1
b

a2
a

c1
c

d1
d

The set {a, d} has three realizations: {a1, d1}, {a2, d1}, and {a1, a2, d1}. All realizations
are admissible while only the latter one is complete: indeed, d1 defends a2 which in turn
defends the argument a1 thus {a1, a2, d1} is the unique complete realization of {a, d}.

Since each realization of a complete claim-set in a well-formed CAF attacks—and thus
defends—the same arguments, it holds that each complete claim-set admits a unique
coi-realization. This property extends to all complete-based inherited semantics. We
obtain an analogous result for i-naive semantics that extends to i-stage semantics.

Proposition 3.1.2. Let F be a well-formed CAF and let σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb, ss, na, stg}.
Each S ∈ σi(F) admits a unique σi-realization in F .

Proof. First, we show that the union of two conflict-free realizations E, D (E = D) of the
claim-set S is conflict-free. By well-formedness, we have that E and D attack the same
arguments, i.e., E+ = D+. We show that E ∪ D is conflict-free: towards a contradiction,
assume E ∪ D is conflicting. W.l.o.g., assume there is x ∈ E that attacks y ∈ D. Then
y ∈ E+ = D+ and thus D is not conflict-free, contradiction.
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Naive (and stage) claim-extensions have a unique nai-(stgi-)realization since they are
⊆-maximal conflict-free sets. For complete semantics, we furthermore observe that for
every two coi-realizations E and D of a complete claim-set S it holds that they defend
each other (since they attack the same arguments). Since the union E ∪ D conflict-free,
we obtain that S has a unique realization in F . The result extends to all semantics that
return complete sets, i.e., to grounded, preferred, stable, and semi-stable semantics.

Let us discuss redundancies in CAFs. An argument is redundant if there is some other
argument with the same claim that attacks the same arguments and has less attackers.

Definition 3.1.3. Let F be a CAF. An argument x ∈ AF is called redundant (in F)
w.r.t. argument y ∈ AF if x = y, cl(x) = cl(y), x+

F = y+
F , and x−

F ⊇ y−
F .

We note that the definition of redundant arguments applies to general CAFs although it
is inspired by the well-formedness property. We show next that such arguments can be
removed without changing Dung’s semantics. The following lemma will be useful.

Lemma 3.1.4. Let F be a CAF, x ∈ AF be redundant in F w.r.t. y ∈ AF , and let
{x, y} be conflicting in F . It holds that (x, x), (y, x) ∈ R.

Proof. In case x is attacked by either x or y we obtain that both x and y attack x using
x+ = y+. In case (x, y) ∈ R we obtain (x, x) ∈ R using x ∈ y− ⊆ x−. In case (y, y) ∈ R
we obtain (x, y) ∈ R from y ∈ y− ⊆ x−. Hence (x, x), (y, x) ∈ R in all cases.

Proposition 3.1.5. Let F be a CAF, x ∈ AF be redundant in F w.r.t. y ∈ AF , and let
F = F \ {x}. Then, for σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, pr , stb}, it holds that σi(F) = σi(F ).

We will prove this statement in the subsequent part of this section. For conflict-free and
admissible semantics, the following observations will be useful.

Lemma 3.1.6. Let F be a CAF, x ∈ AF be redundant in F w.r.t. y ∈ AF , and
F = F \ {x}. For a set E ⊆ AF with x ∈ E, let E = (E \ {x}) ∪ {y}. It holds that (a)
cl(E) = cl(E ), E+

F = E +
F , and E−

F ⊇ E −
F . Moreover, if E is conflict-free, we have (b)

E −
F = E −

F and (c) E +
F = E +

F .

Proof. (a) is by definition of E . For (b), assume otherwise, then there is some z ∈ E
such that (x, z) ∈ R; since E ∈ cf (F ), this implies that x attacks y, i.e., z = y yielding
(x, x) ∈ R by Lemma 3.1.4. Regarding (c), assume (z, x) ∈ R for some z ∈ E ; similar as
above, this implies (y, x) ∈ R and thus (x, x) ∈ R by Lemma 3.1.4.

Lemma 3.1.7. cfi(F) = cfi(F ) for F , F , x ∈ AF defined as in Proposition 3.1.5.

Proof. Let S ∈ cfi(F) and let E be a cf -realization of S in F . If x /∈ E, then E
is a cf -realization of S in F as well and thus S ∈ cfi(F ). In case x ∈ E, we let
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E = (E \ {x}) ∪ {y}. By Lemma 3.1.6, we have E+
F = E +

F = E +
F and E−

F ⊇ E −
F = E −

F ,
thus E is conflict-free in F . Since adding an argument (and attacks involving it) does
not change the conflict-freeness of a set of arguments, we obtain cfi(F) = cfi(F ).

Lemma 3.1.8. adi(F) = adi(F ) for F , F , x ∈ AF defined as in Proposition 3.1.5.

Proof. Let S ∈ adi(F) and let E denote an adi-realization of S in F . First assume x /∈ E.
By Lemma 3.1.7, E is conflict-free in F , moreover, E−

F = E−
F \ {x} ⊆ E+

F \ {x} = E+
F

(since E−
F ⊆ E+

F by admissibility). In case x ∈ E, let E = (E \ {x}) ∪ {y}. By
Lemma 3.1.7 E is conflict-free in F , moreover, E −

F = E −
F ⊆ E−

F ⊆ E+
F = E +

F = E +
F

by Lemma 3.1.6. In both cases, E defends itself in F . To show the other direction, let
S ∈ adi(F ) and let E denote an adi-realization of S. By Lemma 3.1.7, E is conflict-free
in F . Moreover, E defends itself in F : first, observe that E defends itself against all
arguments z = x since E+

F = E+
F \ {x}. In case x attacks E in F we have y attacks E

in F (since they have the same outgoing attacks) and thus E attacks x since it defends
itself against the attack from y and since x−

F ⊇ y−
F . Hence E defends itself in F .

To show that coi(F) = coi(F ), we prove an even stronger result: we show that complete
extensions of the underlying AFs are in one-to-one correspondence to each other.

Lemma 3.1.9. Let F , F , and x ∈ AF be defined as in Proposition 3.1.5. Then E ∈
co(F ) iff E ∈ co(F ) or E ∪ {x} ∈ co(F ) (and not both are contained in co(F )).

Proof. First, let E ∈ co(F ). By Lemma 3.1.8, E ∈ ad(F ). First assume E = E ∪
{x} ∈ ad(F ). By Lemma 3.1.6, it holds that E ∪ {y} ∈ adm(F ), i.e., y ∈ E since
E ∈ co(F ). Consider an argument z ∈ AF such that z−

F ⊆ E +
F (i.e., E defends z

in F ). In case z = x we have E defends x by assumption. In case z = x we have
z−

F = z−
F \ {x} ⊆ E +

F \ {x} = E +
F = E+

F thus E defends z in F . Hence z ∈ E. Thus
E ∈ co(F ). In case E ∪ {x} /∈ ad(F ), it holds that E ∈ co(F ): Consider z ∈ AF such
that z−

F ⊆ E+
F . It holds that z−

F = z−
F \ {x} ⊆ E+

F \ {x} = E+
F , thus z ∈ E. Hence

E ∈ co(F ). For the other direction, consider a set E ∈ co(F ) and let E = E \ {x}.
Consider an argument z ∈ AF \ {x} such that z−

F ⊆ E +
F (z is defended by E in F ).

Recall that x ∈ E implies y ∈ E. Thus, by Lemma 3.1.6, z−
F \{x} = z−

F ⊆ E +
F = E+

F , i.e.,
E defends z against all arguments in AF \ {x} in F . Since y+

F = x+
F we obtain E defends

z against x in case E defends z against y. Hence z ∈ E \ {x} and thus E ∈ co(F ).

It follows that there is a bijection between co(F ) and co(F ), mapping each set E ∈ co(F )
to E if E is complete in F or to E ∪ {x} otherwise. We obtain the following result.

Corollary 3.1.10. coi(F) = coi(F ) for F , F , x ∈ AF defined as in Proposition 3.1.5.

Lemma 3.1.11. pri(F) = pri(F ) for F , F , x ∈ AF defined as in Proposition 3.1.5.
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Proof. The proof is by Lemma 3.1.9 and since x ∈ E implies y ∈ E for each E ∈ co(F ).
Thus, D ⊂ E in F implies D ⊂ E in F for all E , D ∈ co(F ) (here, D and E denote
the complete extensions in F corresponding to D and E ). Moreover, D ⊂ E in F
implies D ⊂ E in F (the last ⊂-relation is indeed strict: otherwise, in case D = E it
holds that x ∈ E \ D, then y ∈ E and y ∈ D, consequently E+

F = D+
F , thus both E and

D defend x, contradiction). Hence we obtain pri(F) = pri(F ).

Lemma 3.1.12. stbi(F) = stbi(F ) for F , F , x ∈ AF defined as in Proposition 3.1.5.

Proof. Let S ∈ stbi(F), let E be a stbi-realization of S in F , and let E = E \ {x}. Then
E+

F = E +
F and thus E ∈ stb(F ). For the other direction, let S ∈ stbi(F ) and E a

stbi-realization of S in F . If E ∪{x} is conflict-free we have E ∪{x} ∈ stb(F ). Otherwise,
either (i) (x, x) ∈ E or (ii) E attacks x or (iii) x attacks E. In case (i) we have (y, x) ∈ R
by Lemma 3.1.4. If y ∈ E we have E ∈ stb(F ); otherwise y ∈ E+

F implies x ∈ E+
F thus

E ∈ stb(F ). In case (ii), we have E ∈ stb(F ). In case (iii), we have y attacks E, thus E
attacks y (since E ∈ stb(F )), thus E attacks x since x−

F ⊇ y−
F . Hence E ∈ stb(F ).

We give counter-examples for the remaining semantics under consideration.

Example 3.1.13. Consider the following well-formed CAF F and the CAF F = F\{a1}:

F : a1a b1 b a2 a c1 c F : b1 b a2 a c1 c

In F , {a, c} and {a, b, c} are naive (since {a1, a2, c1} and {b1, a2, c1} naive in F ). F ,
however, has a unique naive extension {a2, b1, c1} thus {a, c} is not in nai(F) anymore.

For semi-stable and stage semantics, consider the well-formed CAF G and G = G \ {c1}:

G : d1
d

c1
c

a1
a

b1
b

c2
c

G : d1
d

a1
a

b1
b

c2
c

In G, c1 is redundant w.r.t. c2. The CAF G has a unique semi-stable (stage) claim-set:
{a, c}, witnessed by {a1, c2} with range {a1, b1, c1, c2}. G , however, has two semi-stable
(and stage) claim-sets: {a, c}, realized by {a1, c2}, and {b, c}, realized by {b1, c2}.

We are ready to define a normal form for CAFs that preserve all Dung semantics.

Definition 3.1.14. A CAF F is in normal form (also called normalized) iff there are
no redundant arguments in F .

The following result is by repetitive application of Proposition 3.1.5.

Theorem 3.1.15. Any CAF F can be transformed into an normalized CAF F , such
that σi(F) = σi(F ) for σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, pr , stb}.
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We furthermore consider CAFs that contain no two arguments with the same claim, the
same outgoing and incoming attacks. We call such arguments copies of each other.

Definition 3.1.16. Let F be a CAF. An argument x ∈ AF is a copy of y ∈ AF iff
cl(x) = cl(y), x+

F = x+
F , and x−

F = x−
F . If F has no copies we call F copy-free.

Copies are a special case of redundant arguments, hence they can be removed without
changing semantics (cf. Theorem 3.1.15).

3.2 Conclusions in Logic Programs
Logic programming belongs to the family of declarative programming languages. Its
origin can be traced back to the early seventies, where the idea to consider programs as
theories of a formal language was substantially developed [161, 128]. A logic program
is a set of sentences in a logical language, typically written as clauses (Horn clauses if
all sentences are atomic formulae). Semantics for logic programming often incorporate
negation-as-failure: if some statement is not known to be true it is considered false.
Gelfond and Lifschitz formalized stable model semantics [115] which incorporates this
paradigm. Since both logic programming and abstract argumentation are considered two
of the most influential non-monotonic reasoning paradigms, it is not surprising that their
relation has been studied thoroughly in the literature: the first AF instantiation of a
logic program has been already considered in Dung’s seminal paper [77]; in subsequent
works, further procedures relate several semantics of logic programs and argumentation
(see, e.g., [184, 61, 114]). Interestingly, the role of claims in these procedures has
often been neglected although they play a crucial role in constructing arguments and
attacks between them. Moreover, atoms in the logic program correspond to claims in
the argumentation framework, that is, they also play a crucial role in establishing the
semantics correspondence.

In this section, we examine the close connection of logic programs and claim-focused
argumentation. We discuss shortcomings of the classical instantiation and show how
to extend the procedure to CAFs. As outlined above, the resulting framework will
be well-formed, independently of the considered program. We furthermore present a
translation from CAFs to logic programs and identify the fragments of both formalisms
which are in one-to-one correspondence to each other.

Logic Programs in a Nutshell. We consider normal logic programs (LPs) [48] with
default negation not. Such programs consist of rules r of the form

r : c ← a1, . . . , an,not b1, . . . ,not bm,

read as ‘c if a1 and . . . and an and not b1 and . . . and not bm’. Here, ai, bi and c
are ordinary atoms; L(P ) is the set of all atoms occurring in P . The atoms ai are
called positive atoms, denoted by pos(r) = {a1, . . . , an}, and the atoms bi are called
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negative atoms, we write neg(r) = {b1, . . . , bm}. We call head(r) = c the head of r and
body(r) = {a1, . . . , an,not b1, . . . ,not bm} the body of the rule. The indices n, m are
allowed to be equal to zero (that is, rules can have an empty body or only positive or
negative atoms in the body). Given a set of atoms B, we write not B = {not b | b ∈ B}.

We introduce 3-valued model semantics [153] which generalize stable model semantics [115]
by allowing for undefined atoms.

Definition 3.2.1. A 3-valued Herbrand interpretation of an LP P is a tuple (T, F ) with
T ∪ F ⊆ L(P ) and T ∩ F =∅. An atom a ∈ L(P ) is true iff a ∈ T , false iff a ∈ F , and
undefined otherwise.

Definition 3.2.2. The reduct of an LP P with respect to a 3-valued Herbrand interpre-
tation I = (T, F ) is the program P/I obtained by (i) removing each rule r from P with
T ∩ neg(r) = ∅, (ii) removing “not b” from each remaining rule whenever b ∈ F , and
(iii) for each a /∈ T ∪ F , replacing each occurrence of “not a” by u.

Given two 3-valued Herbrand interpretations I = (T, F ) and I = (T , F ), we write
I ≤ I iff T ⊆ T and F ⊇ F .

Definition 3.2.3. A Herbrand interpretation I = (T, F ) is a 3-valued model of a program
P iff I is a ≤-minimal model of P/I satisfying, for all atoms a ∈ L(P ),

(a) a ∈ T iff there is a rule r ∈ P/I with a = head(r) and pos(r) ⊆ T , and

(b) a ∈ F iff for each rule r ∈ P/I with a = head(r) we have pos(r) ∩ F = ∅.

As P/I is a positive program, such a model exists and is unique [153]. We are ready to
define the semantics of logic programs following [153, 61].

Definition 3.2.4. For an LP P and a 3-valued interpretation I = (T, F ) of P , we call T

• partially stable (P-stable) if I is a 3-valued model of P ;

• well-founded if I is a 3-valued model of P with ⊆-minimal T ;

• regular if I is a 3-valued model of P with ⊆-maximal T ;

• stable if I is a 3-valued model of P and T ∪ F = L(P );

• L-stable if I is a 3-valued model of P and T ∪ F is ⊆-maximal.

Example 3.2.5. Consider the following LP P containing rules

r0 : a ← not d. r1 : d ← not a. r2 : b ← d. r3 : c ← d,not b.
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Consider the interpretation I = ({a}, {b, c, d}). We construct P/I and obtain the rules

r0 : a ← . r2 : b ← d. r3 : c ← d.

It can be checked that I is indeed a ≤-minimal model of P/I. We thus obtain that I is a
3-valued model of P , thus {a} is partially stable, regular, and stable in P . Observe that I
is not well-founded in P since (∅, L(P )) is a 3-valued model of P as well. Overall, P has
three P-stable models: ∅, {a}, and {d, b}; the least one, i.e., ∅ is well-founded while {a}
and {d, b} are regular, stable and L-stable.

We recall the translation from LPs into AFs following the procedure given in [61].

Translation 3.2.6. For an LP P , x is an argument (in P ) with

• Conc(x) = c,

• Rules(x) = i≤n Rules(xi) ∪ {r}, and

• Vul(x) = i≤n Vul(xi) ∪ {b1, . . . , bm}

iff there is a rule r ∈ P of the form r : c ← a1, . . . , an,not b1, . . . ,not bm and arguments
x1, . . . , xn (in P ) with Conc(xi) = ai and r /∈ Rules(xi) for all i ≤ n.

Given two arguments x and y, we say x attacks y if Conc(x) ∈ Vul(y). The correspond-
ing AF is denoted by FP = (AP , RP ).

Example 3.2.7. Consider again our program P from Example 3.2.5. We construct
AF FP using Translation 3.2.6: First, we obtain arguments x0, x1 for the rules r0
and r1 with Conc(x0) = a, Rules(x0) = {r0}, Vul(x0) = {d}, and Conc(x1) = d,
Rules(x1) = {r1}, Vul(x1) = {a}, respectively. Using argument x1 we can construct two
further arguments x2 and x3 with Conc(x2) = b, Rules(x2) = {r1, r2}, Vul(x2) = {a},
and Conc(x3) = c, Rules(x3) = {r1, r3}, Vul(x3) = {a, b}, respectively. Attacks
are based on the claims and vulnerabilities of the arguments, e.g., x0 attacks x1 since
Conc(x0) = a ∈ Vul(x1). The resulting AF is depicted below:

AF FP : x1 x0
x2 x3

The AF FP has three complete extensions: ∅, {x0}, and {x1, x2}. The AF representation
yields the models of the original logic program when extracting the atom in the rule head
of the corresponding arguments. Indeed, we obtain the P-stable models ∅, {a}, and {d, b};
likewise, the stable extension corresponds to the stable model of P . In this example,
L-stable semantics coincide with semi-stable semantics; we will see, however, that this is
not always the case.
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As demonstrated by the above example, the transformation indeed preserves Dung
semantics under an appropriate mapping. As shown in [61] this can be done by identifying
functions ConcLab2ArgLab and ArgLab2ConcLab that map each P-stable (well-founded,
regular, stable) 3-valued model to a complete (grounded, preferred, stable) argument-
labelling and vice versa. An argument-labelling is a function Lab that assigns each
argument a label in, out, or undec. Furthermore, let in(Lab) denote the in-labelled
arguments of an argument-labelling Lab. We obtain the following correspondence:

Proposition 3.2.8. Let P be an LP and let I = (T, F ) be a 3-valued interpretation.

• T is P -stable iff in(ConcLab2ArgLab(I)) ∈ co(FP );

• T well-founded iff in(ConcLab2ArgLab(I)) ∈ gr(FP );

• T regular iff in(ConcLab2ArgLab(I)) ∈ pr(FP );

• T stable iff in(ConcLab2ArgLab(I)) ∈ stb(FP ).

The correspondence does not extend to L-stable semantics: Caminada et al. [61] show that
L-stable semantics cannot be captured by classical AF semantics (under usual instantiation
methods). There is, however, another weakness in the translation: establishing the
correspondence between AFs and LPs requires an intermediate step (the re-interpretation
of the arguments in terms of their claims) and is thus not directly given. We show how
this detour can be circumvented by instantiating LPs directly as CAFs.

Representing LPs as CAFs. When defining the atom in the head of the respective
rules to be the claims of the arguments, we obtain a CAF instantiation as follows:

Translation 3.2.9. For an LP P , we obtain the associated CAF FP = (FP , clP ) where
FP = (AP , RP ) is obtained as in Definition 3.2.6 and clP (x) = Conc(x) for each x ∈ AP .

Translation 3.2.9 yields well-formed CAFs: when inspecting the attack construction in
Translation 3.2.6, we see that arguments with the same claim attack the same arguments.

Example 3.2.10. When assigning the corresponding claims to the arguments of the AF
FP associated to our LP P from Example 3.2.5 we obtain the following CAF FP :

CAF FP : x1d x0
a x2

b
x3 c

As outlined above, the correspondence between LP and AF semantics is established
via mappings that extract the claims. When instantiating an LP directly as CAF, this
additional step can be avoided since the claims are part of the abstract representation.

Proposition 3.2.11. Let P be a logic program and (T, F ) be a 3-valued interpretation.
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• T is P-stable iff T ∈ coi(FP );

• T is well-founded iff T ∈ gri(FP );

• T is regular iff T ∈ pri(FP );

• T is stable iff T ∈ stbi(FP ).

In line with observations in [61] we observe that the correspondence does not extend to
L-stable semantics, as the following example demonstrates.

Example 3.2.12. Consider our LP P from Example 3.2.5. We extend P with the rules

r4 : e ← not e. r5 : e ← not a,not e.

and let P = P ∪ {r4, r5}. The atom e stays undefined (it can be neither accepted nor
rejected by design). Thus P has no stable models. The P-stable, well-founded, and
regular models of P and P coincide; the sets {a} and {d, b} are both L-stable in P .

Following Translation 3.2.9, we obtain the following CAF FP corresponding to P :

CAF FP : x1d x0
a x2

b
x3 cx5

e
x4e

The CAF FP has only one semi-stable extension (and thus only one i-semi-stable claim-
set): the argument x0 attacks all but x4 thus its range is maximal, yielding the unique
semi-stable extension {x0}; extracting the claim yields the claim-set {a}. Consequently,
L-stable and semi-stable semantics do not necessarily yield the same outcome.

We have seen that each normal LP can be represented as CAF. Apart from L-stable se-
mantics, the translation preserves the semantics; i.e., it is possible to express and evaluate
each LP in terms of arguments and attacks without losing its original interpretation.

In the next part of the section, we dive deeper into the syntactical level of the translation.
Which fragments of the LPs and CAFs, respectively, are in one-to-one correspondence
to each other? What is the image of Translation 3.2.9 and what is its inverse? As a
first observation, we recall that each CAF obtained from the translation is well-formed,
that is, its image lies in the class of well-formed CAFs. Our next step to answer these
questions is to identify a translation that maps a given well-formed CAF to an LP.

Representing CAFs as LPs. Starting by a well-formed CAF, we interpret each
argument x as rule r with head cl(x); moreover, each claim c that attacks x is a
vulnerability of r, that is, ‘not c appears in the body of the rule.

Translation 3.2.13. For a well-formed CAF F = (A, R, cl), we define the corresponding
LP PF by P = {c ← not cl(x−). | x ∈ A, cl(x) = c}.
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Arguments that are copies of each other yield the same rule: indeed, arguments x, y ∈ A
with cl(x) = cl(y) = c and x− = y− yield rule ‘c ← not cl(x−) . Moreover, no rule in the
LP PF obtained from Translation 3.2.13 has positive atoms. We call such rules atomic.

Definition 3.2.14. A rule r of an LP P is called atomic if pos(r) = ∅. A program P is
called atomic iff each rule in P is atomic.

Next we show that atomic LPs and copy-free well-formed CAFs are in one-to-one
correspondence to each other. The repetitive application of Translation 3.2.9 and 3.2.13
results in the same instance when starting from atomic LPs; likewise, when starting from
copy-free well-formed CAFs, we obtain a CAF that is isomorphic to the original instance.

Proposition 3.2.15. For each atomic LP P , it holds that P = PFP
. For each well-

formed copy-free CAF F , it holds that F ∼= FPF .

Proof. Starting from an atomic program P , we obtain a well-formed CAF FP in which
each rule r ∈ P yields an argument x with cl(x) = head(r), Rules(x) = {r}, and
Vul(x) = {b | not b ∈ body(r)}. Hence x− = {y | not cl(y) ∈ body(r)}. Applying
Translation 3.2.13 to argument x yields the rule cl(x) ← cl(x−). Since cl(x−) = {b |
not b ∈ body(r)} we obtain that the rule coincides with r, showing that P = PFP

.

Given a copy-free well-formed CAF F , we obtain a rule cl(x) ← cl(x−) for each argument
x ∈ A when applying Translation 3.2.13, which in turn yields an argument y with
cl(y) = head(r) which is attacked by cl(x−). Thus y has the same claim as x and the
same outgoing and incoming attacks, showing that F and FPF are indeed isomorphic.

As a consequence we obtain that Translation 3.2.13 preserves the semantics: indeed, T is
complete (grounded, preferred, stable) in a given well-formed CAF F iff T is complete
(grounded, preferred, stable) in FPF

where F denotes the CAF obtained by removing
copies from F (removing copies does not change the semantics by Proposition 3.1.5;
moreover, by Proposition 3.2.15, F and FPF

are syntactically equivalent) iff T is P-stable
(well-founded, regular, stable) in PF (by Proposition 3.2.11). As observed above, copies
of arguments result in the same rule, thus we obtain PF = PF .

Corollary 3.2.16. Given a well-formed CAF F and the associated LP PF , it holds that
T is complete (grounded, preferred, stable) in F iff there is a 3-valued interpretation
I = (T, F ) of P such that T is P-stable (well-founded, regular, stable, respectively) in PF .

We end this section with an interesting observation. Our results prove a result which is
considered folklore: each logic program can be transformed into an atomic LP without
changing the semantics. Given an LP P , we can compute the corresponding CAF
and apply Translation 3.2.13 to obtain the atomic version of P . We note however
that this correspondence does not extend to L-stable semantics since the intermediate
step—switching to the corresponding CAF—is not semantics-preserving.
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3.3 Claims in Structured Argumentation Formalisms
There is a prominent sub-area in argumentation where claims are naturally considered
an integral part of each argument: in structured argumentation, which is concerned
with the building blocks of arguments and their (supportive or opposing) relations,
claims play an important role as distinctive part of each argument and are essential for
attack determination. Over the past decades, a huge number of different approaches
has been established; two influential directions are rule-based [137, 70] and logic-based
formalisms [41]. Although there are several differences between these formalisms, they
agree on the basic structure of arguments: Generally speaking, an argument consists of

• a conclusion, i.e., the claim of the argument, we can think of the claim, e.g., as
logical formula φ or as atom or predicate p in some formal language; and

• a support from which the claim can be derived (assuming some deductive system).
The support can be a set of formulae Γ which derives the formula φ (the claim);
or a set of assumptions S together with a set of rules R such that S derives the
predicate p (the claim) from rules in R.

Arguments contain defeasible elements; for instance, premises or defeasible rules. Re-
searchers considered several different notions of conflict, e.g., undermining, undercutting,
and rebutting attacks [41, 137]. They all are based on the same fundamental concept:

• an argument x attacks argument y iff the claim of x contradicts some defeasible
element (usually part of the support) of y.

Attacks are often asymmetric which is due to the distinct role of the claims. We note
that all formalisms confirming to this pattern satisfy well-formedness since arguments
with the same claim attack the same arguments.

Structured and abstract argumentation formalisms are naturally closely related; while
structured argumentation puts the emphasis on argument and attack construction,
abstract formalisms allow for an alternative view on the argumentative setting by viewing
arguments as abstract entities. In this way, both fields complement each other as they
provide alternative representation and evaluation techniques of an argumentative setting.

In this section, we focus on two prominent examples of structured argumentation:
ASPIC with preferences (ASPIC+) [137] and assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [70],
both regarded as influential representatives of rule-based formalisms. One of the main
differences between the formalisms is that ASPIC+ builds upon semantics of abstract
argumentation (an AF instantiation is thus integral part of the formalism) while ABA has
a native semantics based on assumption-sets (which are closely related to AF semantics).

We start our overview by reviewing a fragment of ASPIC+. We present an instantiation
of ASPIC+ frameworks into CAFs that generalizes the AF instantiation. Although
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the attack construction satisfies well-formedness, it turns out that the incorporation of
preferences yields non-well-formed CAFs. We show that each CAF can be modeled by
an induced sub-graph of a framework generated by an ASPIC+ knowledge base.

The close correspondence of ABA and AF semantics is well-known [79, 70]; in this section,
we discuss their semantics correspondence in terms of claims. Viewing instantiations in
the tradition of translations between formalisms, we moreover discuss constructions to
model (well-formed) CAFs in ABA. To do so, we focus on the conclusion-extensions of
the ABA framework. We show that a particular class of ABA frameworks is in one-to-one
correspondence with the class of (copy-free) well-formed CAFs.

3.3.1 Abstract Rule-Based Argumentation
ASPIC+ is a flexible framework with various extensions which exists in many different
formulations [57, 151, 137]. In contrast to other structured argumentation formalisms,
ASPIC+ puts the focus entirely on argument and attack construction. ASPIC instances
are evaluated via instantiating an AF. The identification of acceptable claims is an
important part of the evaluation; with CAFs, this evaluation can be performed already
on abstract level which streamlines the process. It is important to mention that the
conclusion-focused evaluation is not meant to replace the argument-based evaluation of
the framework (naturally, the arguments are still available in the abstract representation);
instead, our approach aims to enrich the traditional evaluation methods.

We note that we do not introduce ASPIC+ in its full generality; our goal is to demonstrate
how to extend the typical instantiation procedure of ASPIC+ into AFs to CAFs and
survey its advantages; moreover, we show that the resulting CAF is not necessarily
well-formed when considering preferences as part of the theory.

Definition 3.3.1. An argumentation system is a triple AS = (L, R, n) where L is a
logical language with unary negation symbol ¬ (we write ϕ = −ψ in case ψ = ¬ϕ or
ϕ = ¬ψ); R = Rs ∪ Rd is a set of strict (Rs) and defeasible (Rd) rules of the form
ϕ1, . . . , ϕn → ϕn+1, and ϕ1, . . . , ϕn ⇒ ϕn+1, resp. (ϕi are meta-variables ranging over
wff in L), and Rs ∩ Rd = ∅; and n : Rd → L is a partial function. A knowledge base in
AS is a set K = Kp ∪ Kn ⊆ L (with Kp ∩ Kn = ∅) of premises (Kp) and facts (Kn). The
tuple (AS, K) is called argumentation theory (AT).

The function n : Rd → L assigns defeasible rules logical formulae; building the necessary
foundation to allow for attacks on rules (also called undercuts). In what follows, we
identify Kp with rules of the form ⇒ϕ.

Definition 3.3.2. Given an AT A, A is an argument (in A) with

• Conc(A) = ϕ,

• DefRules(A) = i≤n DefRules(Ai) ∪ {r} if r is defeasible (DefRules(A) =
i≤n DefRules(Ai) otherwise),
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• TopRule(A) = r, and

• Sub(A) = i≤n Sub(Ai) ∪ {A1, . . . , An},

iff there is a rule r ∈ R of the form r = Conc(A1), . . . , Conc(An) ϕ, ∈ {→, ⇒}, and
arguments A1, . . . , An (in A).

We deviate from the usual definition and omit Prem(A) (i.e., the set of premises in A)
because we identify premises with defeasible rules having empty body. This allows us
to combine rebuts (attacks on conclusions of sub-arguments) and undermining attacks
(attacks on premises) as follows:

Definition 3.3.3. Argument A attacks argument B on B (in an AT A) iff TopRule(B )
is defeasible and Conc(A) = −Conc(B ).

Attacks on rules, so-called undercuts, are defined as follows:

Definition 3.3.4. Argument A undercuts B on r∈DefRules(B) iff Conc(A)=−n(r).

Notice that attacks on sub-arguments as well as undercuts satisfy well-formedness; in both
definitions, only the claim of the attacking argument is of importance. An instantiation
with the attack notions that we have defined so far results in a well-formed CAF.

ASPIC+ allows for argument orderings specifying preferences between arguments. While
undercutting attacks are independently successful of the preference ordering, the success
of undermining and rebutting attacks crucially depends on the argument ordering.

Definition 3.3.5. An argument A successfully attacks argument B iff A undercuts B
or A attacks B on B and B A. Successful attacks are also called defeats.

The corresponding AF is obtained by constructing all arguments and successful attacks;
we extend this instantiation to CAFs.

Translation 3.3.6. Given an AT A, then the AF FA is obtained by constructing all
arguments A and successful attacks R between arguments in A. We define the associated
CAF FA = (FA, cl) with cl(A) = Conc(A) for each argument A.

The resulting CAF has potentially infinitely many arguments. However, when focusing
on ATs over a finite language, it suffices to construct only finitely many arguments.
This result is often considered folklore and has been explicitly stated for other forms of
structured argumentation [8, 159].

We evaluate an AT A by constructing AF FA and apply the desired AF semantics. The
instantiation of A as CAF simplifies the conclusion-focused evaluation of the knowledge
base where the focus lies on justified formulae and acceptable conclusions (cf. [137,
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Definition 2.18], and below). Moreover, the CAF representation allows for a structural
analysis of A that takes the claims into account.

As we will see, the resulting CAF is not necessary well-formed. We show that for each
CAF F , there is an argumentation system A such that FA has an induced subgraph G
such that F = G. That is, when focusing on a subset of arguments in an argumentation
system, it not possible to find any structural constraints that are valid in general.

Proposition 3.3.7. For each CAF F , there is an AT A such that the associated CAF
FA has an induced subgraph G satisfying that F = G.

Proof. First, we present an abstract construction that defines arguments and their sub-
arguments and preference orderings between them. Second, we show how such a situation
can be realized using the last-link principle [137].

Let F = (A, R, cl). For each argument x ∈ A, we introduce an ASPIC+ argument
Ax with conclusion Conc(Ax) = cl(x) and sub-arguments {Ax

nc | c ∈ cl(x−)} where
Conc(Ax

nc) = ¬c, i.e., for each claim c that attacks x in F , the argument Ax has one sub-
argument with conclusion ¬c. For each such argument x we add rules rx

nc :⇒ Conc(Ax
nc)

for all sub-arguments Ax
nc of Ax and a rule rx : {Conc(Ax

nc) | c ∈ cl(x−)} ⇒ Conc(Ax)
which is the toprule of Ax.

Below we depict the construction, given x ∈ A with cl(x) = d and cl(x−) = {c1, . . . , cm}:

Argument Ax: d

Ax
nc1 Ax

ncm

rx
Ax

Now, without preferences, each argument with claim c ∈ cl(x−) attacks argument Ax on
the respective sub-argument Ax

nc with conclusion ¬c.. In order to avoid unwanted attacks
we define a preference ordering as follows: for all y ∈ A with claim c = cl(y) ∈ cl(x−)
but (y, x) /∈ R, we let Ax

nc Ay. The attack from Ay to Ax onto sub-argument Ax
nc is

thus not successful. Restricting the CAF FA corresponding to A to the arguments Ax,
x ∈ A, we obtain an induced subgraph G such that F = G, as desired. We note that the
ordering is a strict partial order, i.e., it is irreflexive, asymmetric, and transitive.

To give a construction using the last-link principle (formalizing that the last link, i.e.,
the ordering of the top-rules of arguments decides their relative strength), we define a
preference-ranking on our rules instead of directly ranking the arguments: for all y ∈ A
with claim c = cl(y) ∈ cl(x−) but (y, x) /∈ R, we let rx

nc ry. Lifting the preference
ordering to argument-level, we obtain the desired ranking between arguments, i.e., the
argument Ax

nc is stronger than Ay if y has claim c but does not attack x in F , yielding
the induced subgraph G of FA that coincides with F .
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3.3.2 Assumption-based Argumentation
We assume a deductive system (L, R), where L is a formal language, i.e., a set of sentences,
and R is a set of inference rules over L. A rule r ∈ R has the form a0 ← a1, . . . , an with
ai ∈ L for all i ≤ n. We denote the head of r by head(r) = a0 and the body of r with
body(r) = {a1, . . . , an}. If n = 0, i.e., if r has an empty body, we call r a fact and write
a0 ← with /∈ L or simply a ← interchangeably.

Definition 3.3.8. An ABA framework is a tuple (L, R, A, ), where (L, R) is a deductive
system, A ⊆ L a set of assumptions, and : A → L is the contrary function mapping
assumptions a ∈ A to sentences L.

We extend the contrary function to sets of assumptions S via S = {a | a ∈ S}.

Definition 3.3.9. A deduction or tree-derivation S R p for a sentence p ∈ L supported
by a set of assumptions S ⊆ A and a set of rules R ⊆ R is a finite rooted labeled tree
such that the root is labeled with p, the set of labels for the leaves of the tree is equal
to S or S ∪ { }, and there is a surjective mapping from the set of internal nodes to R
satisfying for each internal node v there is a rule r ∈ R such that v labeled with head(r)
and the set of all successor nodes corresponds to body(r) or if body(r) = ∅.

Assumption-based argumentation exists in many different variations. Below, we settle in
which framework we are interested in.

Assumption 3.3.10. In this work, we focus on finite ABA frameworks, i.e., we assume
that the sets L, R, and A are finite. When studying computational aspects, we furthermore
assume that each rule r ∈ R is stated explicitly, i.e., given as input. Also, we restrict our
language L to atomic formulae, and assume that L is the union of all atoms that appear
in R, A, and A. Moreover, we focus on flat ABA, assuming that each rule r in a given
ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) satisfies head(r) /∈ A.

Originally, flat frameworks have been defined by requiring that each set of assumptions is
closed under deduction, i.e., S R a for all S ⊆ A, a ∈ S. Apart from the computational
advantages the alternative definition of flat frameworks is only syntactically stronger
(by allowing rules of the form a ← a for assumptions a ∈ A as well as rules r with
head(r) ∈ A which contain body elements that are not derivable in D).

Arguments in ABA are based on tree-derivations. The literature considers different
variants by taking, e.g., set of rules or the tree-derivation into account. In this work, we
follow the definition proposed in, e.g., [80], and identify tree-derivations with each other
if they agree on the set of assumptions and conclusion of the derivation.

Definition 3.3.11. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ), an sentence p ∈ L, and a
set of assumptions S ⊆ A, we write S p iff there exists a set of rules R ⊆ R such that
S R p in D and call S p an argument with conclusion (or claim) p in D.
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Each assumption a ∈ A derives itself via {a} ∅ a and thus induces an argument {a} a.
We call such arguments assumption-arguments to distinguish them from the so-called
proper arguments which correspond to derivation trees with strictly more than one node.

For an argument x = S p, we consider functions cl(x) = p returning its conclusion resp.
the assumptions. We extend these functions to sets of arguments: cl(E) = {cl(x) | x ∈ E}
and asms(E) = x∈E asms(x) for a set of arguments E.

Definition 3.3.12. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) and a set of assumptions S,
we let ThD(S) = {p ∈ L | ∃S ⊆ S : S p} be the set of all claims derivable by S in D.

Each set of assumptions S is contained in ThD(S) since each assumption derives itself.
We call ThD(S) \ S the set of proper conclusions of S.

The contrary relation determines conflicts between sets of assumptions. Using our notion
of arguments, we can define attacks between sets of assumptions as follows.

Definition 3.3.13. Let D = (L, R, A, ) be an ABA framework. A set of assumptions
S ⊆ A attacks an assumption a ∈ A in D iff there is S ⊆ S such that S a. S attacks
a set of assumptions T ⊆ A iff S attacks some a ∈ T .

By S+
D = {a ∈ A | S attacks a in D} we denote the set of all assumptions that are

attacked by S in D. The set S is called conflict-free in D iff S does not attack itself; we
say S defends itself in D iff it counter-attacks each set T ⊆ A which attacks S in D.

We next recall admissible, grounded, complete, preferred, stable, and semi-stable semantics
for ABA (abbreviated ad, gr , co, pr , stb, and ss).

Definition 3.3.14. Let D = (L, R, A, ) be an ABA framework. Further, let S ⊆ A be
a conflict-free set in D which is closed under deduction1.

• S ∈ ad(D) iff S defends itself against each attack;

• S ∈ co(D) iff S is admissible and contains every assumption set it defends;

• S ∈ gr(D) iff S is ⊆-minimal in co(D);

• S ∈ pr(D) iff S is ⊆-maximal in ad(D);

• S ∈ stb(D) iff S attacks each {x} ⊆ A \ S;

• S ∈ ss(D) iff S is admissible and S ∪ S+ is ⊆-maximal in ad(D).

For a semantics σ, we call σ(D) the σ-assumption-extensions; σTh(D) = {ThD(S) | S ∈
σ(D)} the σ-conclusion-extensions; and σpTh(D) = {S \ A | S ∈ σTh(D)} the proper
σ-conclusion-extensions of D.

1We note that for flat ABA frameworks, the closure criteria can be omitted since each set of
assumptions S is closed under deduction if D is flat.
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Assumption-based argumentation and abstract argumentation are closely related. For a
given ABA framework D, a corresponding AF FD can be constructed by identifying all
arguments following Definition 3.3.11 and identify conflicts between them.

Translation 3.3.15. The associated AF FD = (A, R) of an ABA D = (L, R, A, ) is
given by A = {S p | ∃R ⊆ R : S R p} and attacks (S p, S p ) ∈ R iff p ∈ S .

Example 3.3.16. Consider an ABA framework D with assumptions A = {a, b, c} with
a = b, b = p, and c = q, and rules r1 : p ← a, r2 : p ← c, and r3 : q ← b. Below we
depict the attacks between the assumption-sets (left, we omit ∅ as it is not attacked as
well as {a, b}, {b, c}, and A as they are in conflict with all sets) and the AF FD (right)
with proper arguments xi (induced by rules ri) and assumption-arguments xa, xb, and xc.

ABA D: {a}
{b}

{c}
{a, c}

AF FD: x3

x1

x2

xa xb xc

D has two stable assumption-sets: S1 = {b} and S2 = {a, c} with ThD(S1) = {b, q} and
ThD(S2) = {a, c, p}. The stable extensions in FD are {x3, xb} and {x1, x2, xa, xc}.

ABA semantics and AF semantics are closely related (see. e.g., [70, Theorem 4.3]).

Proposition 3.3.17. Given an ABA D and a semantics σ ∈ {ad, gr , co, pr , stb}. If
E ∈ σ(F ) then asms(E) ∈ σ(D); if S ∈ σ(D) then {S p | ∃S ⊆ S : S p} ∈ σ(F ).

We note that finite ABA frameworks might instantiate AFs with an infinite number of
arguments. However, it suffices to consider only finite arguments in the instantiation to
preserve the semantics [159].

Semi-stable semantics cannot be captured via standard AF instantiations [62]. While
complete, grounded, preferred, and stable ABA and AF semantics are in one-to-one
correspondence, admissible semantics potentially yields several argument-extensions
that correspond to a single assumption-extension (the empty assumption-extension, for
instance, corresponds to several argument-extensions if the framework contains facts).

Representing ABA via CAFs. There is a natural adaption of the AF instantiation
given in Translation 3.3.15 to CAFs by assigning each argument S p its claim p.

Translation 3.3.18. The associated CAF FD = (FD, cl) for an ABA D =(L, R, A, )
is obtained by constructing FD from Translation 3.3.15 and assign each argument S p
its claim cl(S p) = p.

By definition of the attack relation, each (flat or non-flat) ABA framework yields a
well-formed CAF since the attacks depend on the claim of the attacking argument.
Indeed, an argument x attacks argument y if cl(x) = a for some a ∈ asms(y).
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Example 3.3.19. Consider the ABA framework D from Example 3.3.16. The CAF
instantiation equips the AF FD with the claims of the arguments (depicted next to the
arguments). Each assumption a ∈ A appears as conclusion in FD attached to its unique
argument xa obtained from the derivation {a} ∅ a. Observe that FD is well-formed.

CAF FD: x3
q

x1 p

x2p

xaa xb

b
xc c

From the one-to-one correspondence for grounded, complete, preferred, and stable
semantics in Proposition 3.3.17 and since ThD(S) = cl(S) for each σ-assumption-extension
S ∈ σ(D) we obtain that the translation preserves σ-conclusion-extensions of an ABA
framework D; assumption-extensions can be obtained by projecting the claim-sets to A.

Proposition 3.3.20. For an ABA D = (L, R, A, ), its associated CAF FD and σ ∈
{gr , co, pr , stb}, it holds that σTh(D) = σi(FD) and σ(D) = {C ∩ A | C ∈ σi(FD)}.

Similar as for AFs, admissible ABA and AF semantics are not in one-to-one correspondence
to each other. Moreover, the correspondence does not extend to semi-stable semantics.

Example 3.3.21. Consider the ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with A = {a, b, c}
with a = b, b = a, e = p, and rules r1 : p ← e and r2 : p ← e, b. We depict attacks
between assumption-sets and the associated CAF FD below:

D:

{b, c}
{a} {b}

{a, c}{a, b}

FD:

xbb
xa

a x2
p

x1 p
xc

c

D has no stable extensions; the {a} and {b} are both semi-stable. In the corresponding
CAF FD, on the other hand, only {a} is semi-stable since in the underlying AF, the
argument xa attacks both xb and x2 while xb attacks only xa.

In what follows, we will thus focus on complete, grounded, preferred, and stable semantics.

Representing ABA via CAFs: proper conclusions. Naturally, our main focus in
this work lies on the claims and the conclusion-extensions of the constructed arguments in
an ABA framework. In what follows, we will thus take a closer look at proper conclusion-
extensions of ABA frameworks. We present a more flexible approach to instantiate a
given ABA framework that considers proper arguments only. This means that we will
modify Translation 3.3.18 by removing all assumption-arguments. We will show that this
modification has no impact on the proper conclusion-extensions if the ABA framework
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has separated contraries, that is, no assumption is the contrary of another assumption.
We will furthermore show that each ABA framework can be transformed into a framework
with separated contraries. As we will see, the proposed conclusion-focused instantiation
will help to establish an even closer connection between CAFs and ABA frameworks: as
done for LPs, we will consider a translation that transforms a given well-formed CAF
into an ABA framework while preserving Dung semantics.

Let us start by formally stating our flexible instantiation for ABA frameworks.

Translation 3.3.22. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ), we define the associated
CAF FD-A = (A , R , cl) by constructing (A, R , cl) via Translation 3.3.18 and restrict the
arguments to non-assumptions, i.e., A = A \ {S p | p ∈ A} and R = R ∩ A × A .

In general, the above translation does not preserve the semantics. Consider for instance
the ABA framework D from Example 3.3.19. The removal of the assumption-arguments
xa, xb and xc results in a change of the semantics: the argument x3 is now attacked by
the unattacked argument x1 and thus cannot be accepted with respect to any admissible-
based semantics. The reason is that we removed the argument associated to the contrary
of a, i.e., the assumption-argument xb, which plays a crucial role for defending x3.

On the other hand, if an ABA framework has no such assumptions whose contrary is an
assumption, then the translation indeed preserves the semantics, as we will see.

Definition 3.3.23. An ABA D = (L, R, A, ) has separated contraries iff A ∩ A = ∅.

The following lemma is crucial: we show that the removal of an argument a with no
outgoing attacks in an AF F corresponds to the removal of a from each extension E of F .

Lemma 3.3.24. For an AF F = (A, R), an argument a ∈ A with a+ = ∅, a set
of arguments E ⊆ A \ {a}, and a semantics σ ∈ {cf , ad, gr , co, pr , stb}, it holds that
E ∈ σ(F \ {a}) iff E ∈ σ(F ) or E ∪ {a} ∈ σ(F ).

Proof. Let us start with conflict-free sets. Consider a set E not containing a. First,
E ∪ {a} ∈ cf (F ) implies E ∈ cf (F ); moreover, E is conflict-free in F \ {a} iff E is
conflict-free in F . If E is admissible, then it attacks the same arguments b ∈ A \ {a} in
F and F \ {a}. Moreover, since a has no outgoing attacks the statement extends to the
set E ∪ {a}, i.e., E+

F \{a} = E+
F \ {a} = (E ∪ {a})+

F \ {a}. Since a has no outgoing attacks,
it follows that E defends the same arguments b ∈ A \ {a} in F and F \ {a}. Thus the
statement holds true for admissible, complete, grounded, and preferred semantics. For
stable semantics, we furthermore observe that removing a only causes the removal of a
from the range of a stable set E; moreover, a is not undecided if a stable set exists in
F \ {a}, thus the statement follows.

Let us next show that the translations preserve semantics when we restrict them to ABA
frameworks with separated contraries.
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Proposition 3.3.25. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with separated contraries,
for σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb}, it holds that σpTh(D) = σi(FD-A) = {S \ A | S ∈ σi(FD)}.

Proof. By Lemma 3.3.24, it holds that the removal of an argument a ∈ A with no
outgoing attacks in a given AF F is corresponds to the removal of a from each extension
E of F . Coming back to our CAF instantiation FD, we obtain E ∈ σ(FD \ A ) iff
E ∈ σ(FD) or E \ A ∈ σ(FD) for A = {a ∈ A | cl(a) ∈ A}. Since D is flat, the CAF
FD \ A does not contain any arguments with claims in A. The result thus carries over to
claim-level: S ∈ σi(FD \ A ) = σi(FD-A) iff S ∈ σi(FD) or S \ A ∈ σi(FD) for each set of
claims S ⊆ cl(A). By Proposition 3.3.20, we have σTh(D) = σi(FD). The result follows
when restricting σi(FD) to the set of proper conclusions.

Next we state that each ABA framework D can be transformed into an ABA framework
D with separated contraries while preserving assumption-extensions. Intuitively, we split
all assumptions with two roles, i.e., being assumption and contrary of another assumption,
into two literals: one taking over the assumptions-part, the other one the contrary-part.

Translation 3.3.26. For an ABA D = (L, R, A, ), we let Ac = {a ∈ A | a ∈ A}
denote the sets of all assumptions that have an assumption as contrary. We define the
corresponding separated ABA framework Ds = (L , R , A, ) with L = L∪{pa | a ∈ Ac},
R = R ∪ {pa ← a | a ∈ Ac}, and a = pa if a ∈ Ac and a = a otherwise.

Example 3.3.27. Let us consider again the ABA framework D from Example 3.3.19. D
contains one assumption that has an assumption as contrary, i.e., Ac = {a}. We construct
Ds = (L , R , A, ) with L = L ∪ {pa} and a = pa moreover, we add r4 : pa ← b. Below,
we depict the resulting CAFs (including resp. excluding assumption-arguments):

FDs:

x3
qx1

p

x2
p

xaa

xb
b

xpa

pa

xc c

F(Ds)-A :

x3
qx1

p

x2
p

xpa

pa

The translation preserves the attack structure of D since each assumption-set S ⊆ A
derives contraries of the same assumptions in both frameworks. We obtain that the
assumption-extensions are preserved.

Proposition 3.3.28. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) and its corresponding
ABA framework Ds with separated contraries obtained from Translation 3.3.26, it holds
that σ(D) = σ(Ds) for all semantics σ under consideration.

The conclusion-extensions are extended by the additional arguments pa. The advantage
of Translation 3.3.26 is that each contrary is explicitly given as proper argument, which
makes it possible to focus on the proper conclusion-extensions without any losses.
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Going backwards: from CAF to ABA. In the next part of this section, we inves-
tigate which scenarios expressible via CAFs can be modeled with ABA frameworks. As a
general observation, we note that without additional features such as e.g., preferences, a
CAF can be modeled by an ABA framework only if it is well-formed.

In what follows, we treat assumptions as background-information which are implicitly
given in the CAF. We show that for each well-formed CAF, it is possible to find an
associated ABA framework in which the proper conclusion-extensions correspond to the
claim-extensions of the CAF. For this, we identify each claim c in the CAF with the
contrary of a hidden assumption ac. Each argument x corresponds to a rule with head
cl(x) and body {ac1 , . . . , acn} where each ci corresponds to a claim which attacks x.

Translation 3.3.29. The associated ABA framework DF =(L, R, A, ) of a well-formed
CAF F = (A, R, cl) is given by A = {ac | c ∈ cl(A)}, L = A ∪ cl(A), contrary function
ac = c for all c ∈ cl(A), and R = {cl(x) ← {acl(y) | y ∈ x−} | x ∈ A}.

The resulting ABA framework has separated contraries; moreover, the contrary of each
assumption can be derived; also, each proper conclusion is the contrary of an assumption.
This fragment of ABA has been already considered in the literature when studying the
relation between ABA and LP [44].

Definition 3.3.30. An ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) is an LP-ABA framework iff

(i) A ∩ A = ∅ (i.e., D has separated contraries);

(ii) a ∈ ThD(A) for all a ∈ A; and

(iii) for each proper conclusion p ∈ L of D , there is a ∈ A with p = a.

Moreover, the translation yields ABA frameworks with atomic rules.

Definition 3.3.31. Given an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ), a rule r ∈ R is atomic
iff body(r) ⊆ A. The ABA framework D is called atomic iff each rule in R is atomic.

The class of atomic LP-ABA frameworks is in one-to-one-correspondence with the class
of copy-free well-formed CAFs, up to argument- respectively assumption-names.

Definition 3.3.32. Two ABA frameworks D = (L, R, A, ) and D = (L , R , A , )
are equivalent up to assumption-names (D ∼=a D ) iff there is a mapping f : L → L
such that f(A) = A and f acts as identity function on L \ A satisfying that L = f(L),
R = {f(p) ← f(L) | p ← L ∈ R}, and a = f(a) for all a ∈ A.

Proposition 3.3.33. For each copy-free well-formed CAF F , it holds that F ∼= FD-A
F

.
For each atomic LP-ABA framework D, it holds that D ∼=a DF

D-A .
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Proof. Each argument x attacked by claims C in F corresponds to a rule cl(x) ← C
in DF which yields an argument y = C cl(x) with claim cl(x) attacked by claims in
C in FD-A

F
. Since F is copy-free, each argument yields precisely one rule which in turn

corresponds to precisely one argument.

Likewise, each rule r having assumptions A ⊆ A in its body corresponds to an argument
xr with claim cl(x) which is attacked by assumptions in A . Since A does not contain
any non-defeasible assumptions, and since D has separated contraries, each rule yields
precisely one argument which in turn corresponds again to precisely one rule.

Since each CAF can be transformed into a copy-free CAF without changing the semantics,
we obtain that the translation preserves proper conclusion-extensions.

Corollary 3.3.34. For each well-formed CAF F and semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb}, it
holds that σi(F) = σpTh(DF ).

We furthermore obtain that each ABA framework can be equivalently expressed as atomic
LP-ABA framework without changing proper conclusion-extensions.

3.4 Claims and Collective Attacks
Argumentation Frameworks with collective Attacks (SETAFs), as introduced by Nielsen
and Parsons [140], generalize the binary attack-relation in AFs to collective attacks
of arguments. In this section, we discover a surprising connection between CAFs and
SETAFs: each SETAF corresponds to a well-formed CAF and vice versa. Hence they
provide alternative abstract representations of conflicting information in knowledge bases.

Definition 3.4.1. A SETAF is a pair SF = (A, R) where A is a finite set of arguments
and R ⊆ (2A \ {∅}) × A is the attack relation.

Given a SETAF SF = (A, R), we say that S ⊆ A attacks a if there is a set S ⊆ S
with (S , a) ∈ R (we also call attacks in SETAFs set-attacks). S is conflicting in SF
if S attacks some a ∈ S; otherwise S is conflict-free in SF (S ∈ cf (SF)). We write
a−

SF = {T ⊆ A | (S, a) ∈ R} for a ∈ A; moreover, S+
SF = {a | ∃S ⊆ S : (S , a) ∈ R} and

S⊕
SF = S ∪ S+

SF for S ⊆ A (we omit subscript if it does not cause confusion). We say a is
defended by S if a−

SF ⊆ S+
SF . AF semantics generalize to SETAFs as follows.

Definition 3.4.2. Let SF = (A, R) be a SETAF. For a set S ∈ cf (SF), we say

• S ∈ ad(SF) if each a ∈ S is defended by S in SF;

• S ∈ na(SF), if there is no T ∈ cf (SF) with T ⊃ S,

• S ∈ co(SF), if S ∈ ad(SF) and a ∈ S for all a ∈ A defended by S in SF;
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• S ∈ gr(SF), if S = T ∈co(SF) T ;

• S ∈ stb(SF), if each a ∈ A \ S is attacked by S in SF;

• S ∈ pr(SF), if S ∈ ad(SF) and there is no T ⊃ S such that T ∈ ad(SF).

• S ∈ stg(F ), if T ∈ cf (F ) with T ⊕
SF ⊃ S⊕

SF , and

• S ∈ ss(F ), if S ∈ ad(F ) and T ∈ ad(F ) s.t. T ⊕
SF ⊃ S⊕

SF .

Example 3.4.3. Let us consider the following SETAF SF depicted below:

x1
x2 x3

x4

x5

SF contains three collective attacks: each set {x1, x2}, {x2, x3}, and {x3, x4} attacks x5.
Moreover, x1 and x2 as well as x3 and x4 mutually attack each other. The admissible
extensions of SF are ∅, {x2}, {x3}, x4}, {x2, x3}, {x2, x4}, and {x2, x4, x5} (because x2
defends x5 against the attack from {x1, x2} and x4 defends x5 against the remaining
collective attacks since it attacks x3). The sets {x2, x3} and {x2, x4, x5} are stable (observe
that {x2, x3} collectively attacks x5).

In what follows, we will discuss the close correspondence of well-formed CAFs and
SETAFs. The crucial observation is that a set of claims S in a well-formed CAF that
attacks all occurrences of a claim c can be interpreted as a collective attack from S
on c. That is, if a CAF F contains two arguments x1, x2 with the same claim c, and
x1 is attacked by claim a while x2 is attacked by claims b and d, then both the set
{a, b} and {a, d} can be seen as collective attack on c. Note that the well-formedness
property is necessary to speak of claims attacking arguments (since each claim attacks
the same arguments). We will use this interpretation to relate claims with arguments in
SETAFs; collective attacks are then determined by considering all possible (minimal) sets
of claims which jointly defeat a given claim by attacking all of its occurrences. Consider
the CAF F from before; the resulting SETAF will have two collective attacks {a, b} and
{a, d} determined by the attackers of x1 and x2. We sketch both frameworks below:

CAF F : x1c x2 c

x3
a

x4
a

x5

b
x6

d

x7

d

Resulting SETAF: c

a b d

Technically, we construct the SETAF by determining the minimal hitting sets of the
attackers of all occurrences of a given claim.
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Definition 3.4.4. Let M be a set of sets. We call H a hitting set of M if H ∩ M = ∅
for each M ∈ M. By HSmin(M) we denote the ⊆-minimal hitting sets of M.

We will make use of the following result.

Lemma 3.4.5 ([37]). Let X = {X1, . . . , Xn} be a set of sets with Xi ⊆ Xj for i = j. It
holds that HSmin(HSmin(X)) = X.

Representing CAFs as SETAFs. Let us now formally state our translation from
well-formed CAFs to SETAFs. We obtain our SETAF as sketched above. First, each claim
c in the CAF is an argument in the SETAF. Regarding the attacker of c in the SETAF,
we consider the set of attacking claims cl(x−

1 ), . . . , cl(x−
n ) of the occurrences x1, . . . , xn

of c; the argument c is then attacked by the minimal hitting sets of {cl(x−
1 ), . . . , cl(x−

n )}.

Translation 3.4.6. For a well-formed CAF F = (A, R, cl), we define the corresponding
SETAF SFF = (ASFF , RSFF ) by letting ASFF = cl(A) and

RSFF = {(T, c) | c ∈ cl(A), T ∈ HSmin({cl(x−
R) | x ∈ A, cl(x) = c})}.

We observe that the SETAF obtained by Translation 3.4.6 satisfies ⊆-minimality of the
attacking sets due to the attack construction via minimal hitting sets, i.e., for every two
attacks (S, c), (S , c) ∈ RSFF , it holds that S ⊂ S. SETAFs satisfying this property are
said to be in normal form [148].

We show that the translation preserves all classical Dung semantics.

Proposition 3.4.7. For each well-formed CAF F , its associated SETAF SFF , and
semantics σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, gr , pr , stb}, it holds that σi(F) = σ(SFF ).

Proof. The proof relies on the following correspondence, which is true by definition of
the translation: (a) a set S of arguments in SFF (claims in F) attacks c in SFF iff S
attacks each occurrence of c in F .

First, we show that (1) conflict-free sets coincide. A set S of claims in F is conflict-free
iff it has a realization E in F which is conflict-free, that is, E is not attacked by any
claims in S: for each claim c ∈ S, there is some occurrence of c in F which is unattacked
by S. By the above observation (a), this is equivalent to S does not attack c in SFF .
Thus S is conflict-free in F iff S is conflict-free in SFF .

Next, we show that (2) a set of claims S defends an occurrence of a claim c in F iff S
defends c in SFF . Given a claim c in F (argument c in SFF ), and let x1, . . . , xn denote
all occurrences of c in F . Now, S defends c in F iff there is some argument xi which
is defended against each attack. Due to well-formedness, this is the case iff S attacks
each occurrence of each claim in cl(x−

i ). This in turn means that for all d ∈ cl(x−
i )

there is S ⊆ S such that S attacks d in SFF . Since the set HSmin({cl(x−
1 ), . . . , cl(x−

n )})
contains all sets that attack c in SFF and since each such T contains some d ∈ cl(x−

i ),
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this is equivalent to for all T ∈ HSmin({cl(x−
1 ), . . . , cl(x−

n )}), there is d ∈ T , there is
S ⊆ S such that S attacks d in SFF , or, in other words, S defends c in SFF .

It follows that admissible semantics coincide: S is admissible in F iff it has an admissible
realization iff S defends an occurrence of each c ∈ S (by well-formedness of F) iff S
defends c in SFF (by (2)). Since the same claims are defended it follows that complete
semantics coincide. We thus obtain σi(F) = σ(SFF ) for all except stable semantics.

Regarding stable semantics, first recall that a set S attacks c in SFF iff S attacks all
occurrences of c in F . Thus in case S is stable in F we have S is conflict-free in SFF
by (1) and for each c ∈ cl(A) \ S, each occurrence of c is attacked. By (a), this implies
that each such c is attacked by S in SFF . It follows that stbi(F) ⊆ stb(SFF ). In case
S is stable in SFF , it holds that S is conflict-free in F and attacks each occurrence of
each claim c ∈ cl(A) \ S. Now, consider a cfi-realization E of S in F . Since E attacks
each occurrence of each claim c ∈ cl(A) \ S, it remains to deal with those arguments
having claims in S but are not contained in E. It holds that each such argument x with
cl(x) = c ∈ S is either attacked by S in F or E ∪ {x} is conflict-free: indeed, in case
E ∪ {x} is conflicting but x is not attacked by E it holds that x attacks E. Consequently,
by well-formedness, this means that each argument with c attacks E since c ∈ S, thus E
is not conflict-free, contradiction to the assumption. Thus x is attacked or we can extend
E by adding x and consider E = E ∪ {x} instead. Repeating this step for all arguments
x ∈ A with cl(x) ∈ S thus yields a stable realization of S in F . It follows that stable
semantics coincide.

The result shows that multiple occurrences of claims in CAFs can be equivalently treated
as collective attacks, if the framework satisfies well-formedness. The translation however
does not preserve naive, semi-stable, and stage semantics.

Example 3.4.8. Let us consider the following CAF F and its associated SETAF FSF :

F : x1
a

x2
b

x3
c

x4
a

SFF : a b c

The naive extensions in F are {x1, x3}, {x1, x4}, and {x2, x4}, yielding the claim-sets
{a, c}, {a}, and {b, c}. The naive extensions of SFF , however, are {a, c} and {b, c}.

For semi-stable and stage semantics, consider the following CAF and associated SETAF:

F : x1
a

x2
b

x3
c

x4
c

SFF : a b c

The unique semi-stable and stage extension in F is {x2}, yielding the claim-set {b}. In
SFF , however, both {a} and {b} are semi-stable and stage.
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A natural question that arises is about the contents the arguments in the resulting SETAF
are representing with respect to an initial instantiation. To this end, let us have one
more look on our running example ABA framework from Section 3.3.2.

Example 3.4.9. Let us recall the ABA framework Ds = (L, R, A, ) with separated
contraries from Example 3.3.27: the framework contains the assumptions A = {a, b, c}
and rules r1 : p ← a, r2 : p ← c, r3 : q ← b, and r4 : pa ← b. Contraries are given as
follows: a = pa, b = p, and c = q. In D, we have two arguments x1, x2 with conclusion
p (arising from rule r1 and r2) where x1 is attacked by pa and x2 is attacked by q.
Transforming the associated CAF into a SETAF thus yields a single argument p which is
attacked by the set {pa, q}. We depict the CAF and the resulting SETAF below:

CAF FD:

x3
qx1

p

x2
p

xaa

xb
b

xpa

pa

xc c

SETAF SFFD
:

qpa
b

pa

c

Representing SETAFs as CAFs. We will dedicate the following part of this section
to the translation of SETAFs to well-formed CAFs. Given a SETAF, we obtain the
corresponding CAF by relating arguments with claims as follows: For each argument
c ∈ A with attacking sets T1, . . . , Tn, we introduce an argument for each minimal hitting
set of {T1, . . . , Tn}. The translation is defined as follows:

Translation 3.4.10. For a SETAF SF = (A, R), we define the corresponding CAF
FSF = (AFSF , RFSF , clFSF ) with AFSF = {xc,H | c ∈ A, H ∈ HSmin(c−

R)}, clSF (xc,H) = c
for all xc,H ∈ AFSF , and RFSF = {(xc,H , yc ,H ) | c ∈ H }.

Similar as for Translation 3.4.6, we observe that the translation results in a well-formed
CAF that satisfies a certain minimality property: for each claim c ∈ cl(A), it holds that
x− ⊆ y− implies x = y for all occurrences x, y of c in FSF . Such arguments are a special
type of redundant arguments. From Theorem 3.1.15 we know that such arguments can
be safely removed without changing the semantics of the CAF.

We will show that Translation 3.4.6 and Translation 3.4.10 are each other’s inverse
(up to isomorphism between argument-names in CAFs) when restricted to the class
of all SETAFs in minimal form and to the class of all normalized CAFs, respectively.
Recall that, by Proposition 3.4.7, σi(F) = σ(SFF ) for each well-formed CAF and for
σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, gr , pr , stb}, consequently we get that σ(SF) = σ(SFFSF ) = σi(FSF ).

Proposition 3.4.11. For each normalized well-formed CAF F , it holds that F ∼= FSFF .
For each SETAF SF in normal form, it holds that SF = SFFSF .

Proof. Given a normalized well-formed CAF F , a claim c, and its occurrences x1, . . . , xn

in F . The attackers of c in SFF are c−
SFF = HSmin({cl(x−

1 ), . . . , cl(x−
n )}). Note that
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3. Claims in Non-Monotonic Reasoning Formalisms

the set {cl(x−
1 ), . . . , cl(x−

n )} of attacking claims of c satisfies cl(x−
i ) ⊆ cl(x−

j ) for i = j,
i.e., its elements are pairwise incomparable due to F being in normal form. Conversely,
we identify the occurrences and their attacker of claim c in the CAF FSFF via the
minimal hitting sets HSmin(c−

SFF ): for each set H ∈ HSmin({c−
SFF ), we introduce a

new argument xc,H with claim c that is attacked by all claims in H. By Lemma 3.4.5,
we obtain HSmin(c−

SFF ) = {cl(x−
1 ), . . . , cl(x−

n )} and thus F ∼= FSFF . To show that for
each SETAF SF in normal form, it holds that SF = SFFSF , we proceed analogously.
First, we construct CAF FSF using Translation 3.4.10 and introduce, for each argument
c ∈ A, an occurrence of c in F for each set H ∈ HSmin(c−

SF). Since the attackers
c−

SF = {T1, . . . , Tn} of c are pairwise incomparable, Lemma 3.4.5 applies and we obtain
HSmin({x−

FSF
| cl(x) = c}) = {T1, . . . , Tn}.

Corollary 3.4.12. For each SETAF SF and semantics σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, gr , pr , stb}, it
holds that σ(SF) = σi(FSF ).

We have shown that SETAFs and well-formed CAFs can be transformed into each other.

Theorem 3.4.13. Let σ ∈ {cf , ad, co, gr , pr , stb}. For any well-formed CAF F , there
is a SETAF SF such that σi(F) = σ(SF), and vice versa.

3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented several instantiations of non-monotonic reasoning formalisms
and examined the role of claims in these formalisms. We discussed logic programming,
structured argumentation, in particular ASPIC+ and ABA, and SETAFs in connection
of CAFs. We have seen that in all of these formalisms, claims play an important role; be
it for attack construction in the instantiation of LPs or ASPIC+ instances, or crucial for
defining semantics in ABA, as well as for splitting collective attacks into single attacks
on arguments with the same claim.

We showed that LPs, ABA frameworks, and SETAFs are closely connected to well-formed
CAFs: for each instance of the aforementioned formalisms, there is a well-formed CAF
which yields the same extensions under classical Dung semantics, and vice versa. We
identified several translations between well-formed CAFs, and LPs, ABA frameworks, as
well as SETAFs, respectively: Translations 3.3.29, 3.3.18, and 3.3.22 connect well-formed
CAFs and ABA frameworks; Translations 3.4.6 and 3.4.10 establish a connection between
well-formed CAFs and SETAFs; and Translations 3.2.13 and 3.2.9 connect well-formed
CAFs and normal LPs. We showed that all translations preserve complete, preferred,
grounded, and stable semantics. We identified fragments of the aforementioned formalisms
on which the translations are each other’s inverse (up to isomorphism): copy-free well-
formed CAFs are in one-to-one correspondence with atomic normal LPs as well as atomic
LP-ABA frameworks; moreover, normalized well-formed CAFs and SETAFs in normal
form are in one-to-one correspondence. See Figure 3.1 for an overview of the relations
presented in this work.
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well-formed CAFs
copy-free

normalized

SETAFs

in normal form

normal LPs

atomic

flat ABA frameworks

atomic LP ABA

Figure 3.1: Overview of the Dung-semantics-preserving translations between CAFs, ABA
frameworks, SETAFs, and LPs presented in this work. Fragments of the formalisms
which are in one-to-one correspondence are indicated in blue and teal, respectively.

We furthermore showed that ASPIC+ instances potentially yield CAFs that are not
well-formed. While the underlying mechanism of attack construction is well-formed,
the incorporation of preferences labels some attacks unsuccessful, thus violating well-
formedness. We showed that each CAF can be modeled by an induced sub-graph of an
ASPIC+ instance.

3.5.1 Related Work (or: Translations are everywhere!)
The relation between different formalisms is frequently discussed in the literature; ex-
ploring the connection between different formalisms gives a better understanding of the
underlying concepts and mechanisms of the involved formalisms.

There exists further semantics-preserving translations between several classes of the
aforementioned formalisms. The connection between LP and ABA has been frequently
discussed in the literature. The fragment of ABA that corresponds to normal logic
programs, also known as LP-ABA (cf. Definition 3.3.30), appears, for instance, in
[44, 75, 71, 59]. Moreover, the correspondence between SETAFs in normal form and
redundancy-free atomic LPs has been discussed in [88]. An LP P is redundancy-free
iff there are no rules r1, r2 ∈ P with body(r1) ⊆ body(r2). It has been shown that the
class of SETAFs in normal form and the class of redundancy-free atomic LPs are in
one-to-one correspondence with each other. Notable to mention in this context is also
the close connection of all of the aforementioned formalisms with abstract dialectical
argumentation frameworks (ADFs) [50]. ADFs generalize AFs by assigning each argument
an acceptance condition (a logical formula) which encodes the relation between the
arguments. Strass [170] and Alcântara et. al [2] provide semantics-preserving translations
between LPs and ADFs. Here, The latter translation maps logic programs to attacking
(support-free) ADFs—a subclass of ADFs, where the acceptance condition is in disjunctive
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SETAF
CAF

LP

ADF

ABA

[87, 1, 148]

[59]

[170, 2]
[127][127]

Figure 3.2: Overview of existing and novel (highlighted in red) transformations.

normal form. This subclass of ADFs has also been investigated by Dvořák et. al [87]
and Alcântara and Sá [1] in its relation to SETAFs. Finally, the other direction, i.e.
translating a SETAF into an attacking ADF, has been covered by Polberg [148]. The
close connection of ADFs to LPs, ABA frameworks, and SETAFs, respectively, (together
with our novel CAF translations) can be used to obtain translations between CAFs
and ADFs as well. A closer investigation of the connection between the two formalisms
without detours would be an interesting avenue for future research on this matter.

Hence if we collect all available results, we obtain the following insight: (classes of)
ABA frameworks, LPs, ADFs, SETAFs, and CAFs can all be viewed, to some extent, as
different sides of the same (pentagonal) coin. We summarize this insight in Figure 3.2.

3.5.2 Beyond well-formedness: Preferences and Uncertainties
As we have seen in Section 3.3.1, the incorporation of preferences yields CAFs which are
no longer well-formed. In this regard, we mention Bernreiter et al. [38] who study CAFs
with preferences and discuss several attack modifications studied in the literature, e.g.,
the removal or reversal of attacks [125]. They show that these preference incorporation
techniques violate well-formedness; moreover, they identify several classes of CAFs lying
between well-formed and general CAFs. In contrast to their work, we show that each
CAF corresponds to an induced sub-graph of an ASPIC+ instance.

Apart from preferences in argumentation, we further mention two other well-established
formalisms that might yield CAFs which are not well-formed: probabilistic frame-
works [130] allow for probabilities assigned to arguments or attacks and incomplete
AFs [30, 31] in which arguments or attacks can be uncertain. Both probabilistic and
incomplete AFs are used to model situations in which attacks (or arguments) possibly
exist e.g., when merging several frameworks that represent the subjective world-view of
different agents. Even if the underlying attack relation of the framework is well-formed,
the incorporation or probabilities of uncertainties of attacks leads to the removal of
attacks which in turn might violate well-formedness. We consider a closer study on
probabilistic argumentation and incomplete AFs in context with claims a promising
direction for future research, in particular in relation with structural aggregation of
several frameworks [32].
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CHAPTER 4
Claim-sensitive Semantics

Claims are an integral part of formal argumentation and other knowledge representa-
tion formalisms. They play a significant role when connecting logic programming and
argumentation; moreover, they are crucial for the construction of the attack relation in
structured argumentation formalisms; finally, they yield an alternative view on collective
attacks when interpreting them as joint effort to defeat a given claim. Overall, the
representation as CAF helps to streamline many instantiation procedures. We have,
however, experienced some shortcomings when we deviate from classical Dung semantics:
Examples 3.2.12, 3.3.21, and 3.4.8 demonstrate that the translations between CAFs and
LPs, ABA frameworks, and SETAFs, respectively, do not preserve semi-stable semantics
(L-stable semantics, respectively) which belong to the group of range-based semantics, i.e.,
semantics that take rejected entities (arguments, claims, atoms, respectively) into account.
We also experienced certain mismatches for naive semantics for SETAFs, indicating issues
already when it comes to maximization.
To identify possible sources of irregularities let us recall our LP example from Section 3.2:

Example 3.2.12 (cont.). Consider again our LP P from Example 3.2.12 with rules

r0 : a ← not d. r1 : d ← not a. r2 : b ← d.

r3 : c ← d,not b. r4 : e ← not e. r5 : d ← not a,not e.

and the CAF FP corresponding to P following Translation 3.2.9:

CAF FP : x1d x0
a x2

b
x3 cx5

e
x4e

The L-stable models of P are {a} and {d, b}; the CAF FP , however, has only one semi-
stable extension, namely {x0}; extracting the claim yields the claim-set {a}. Consequently,
L-stable and semi-stable semantics do not necessarily yield the same outcome.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, AF semantics are powerful enough to handle many
semantics in non-monotonic reasoning semantics very well: for classical Dung semantics
it often suffices to evaluate the underlying AF and extract the claim at the very end
of the procedure (cf. Definition 2.2.5 of inherited semantics for CAFs). The example
above, however, indicates certain mismatches between inherited CAF semantics and the
intended evaluation of the underlying knowledge base (in this case, the LP P ) when it
comes to other than classical Dung semantics. A crucial observation is that semantics
for LPs operate on conclusion (claim) level while abstract argumentation semantics as
well as inherited CAF semantics are evaluated on argument level. We are thus interested
in developing adequate semantics for CAFs which mimic the behavior of semantics
performing maximization on conclusion-level of the original problem.
We observe two sources that may lead to a different outcome of the evaluation methods:

• First, maximization is considered on different levels. In LPs, we maximize over
sets of atoms while in the associated CAFs we maximize over arguments. This,
however, is a mismatch since atoms in the LP correspond to claims in the CAF.

• The second issue is more subtle: while we successfully identify the claims of
acceptable arguments with atoms that are set to true, we do not have a similar
correspondence for atoms that are set to false. Coming back to our running example,
we observe that the arguments with claim e play a different role for the claim-sets
{a} and {b, d} (the realization {x0} of {a} attacks one of them while the realization
{x1, x2} of {b, d} does not) although the atom e is undecided with respect to both
L-stable models of P . The underlying issue is that evaluation methods for CAFs
that have been considered so far do not take the defeat of claims, i.e., the successful
attack of all occurrences of a given claim, into account.

To resolve these issues, we will make use of a powerful advantage of CAFs: they are
flexible enough to capture semantics that make use of the conclusions in the evaluation.
This advantage, however, has not been fully exploited so far. Inspired by the observations
above, we propose semantics that shift certain evaluation steps to the level of claims. With
these adjustments, we are able to capture semantics of conclusion-oriented formalisms.
Let us demonstrate the idea:

Example 3.2.12 (cont.). Let us consider again our CAF FP and its complete argument-
sets ∅, {x0}, and {x1, x2}. We propose a new evaluation method for semi-stable semantics
by maximizing accepted and defeated claims: The set {x0} defeats the claims b, c, d; the
claim e is not defeated because x0 does not attack all occurrences of e. The set of accepted
and defeated claims with respect to the extension {x0} (the claim-range of {x0}) is thus
given by {a, b, c, d}. The set {x1, x2} defeats the claims a, c, thus {x1, x2} has claim-range
{a, b, c, d} which coincides with the claim-range of {x0}.
Both sets are maximal with respect to accepted and defeated claims (the claim-range of ∅
is empty; the set {x1, x3} only defeats claim a). The evaluation method yields indeed the
same outcome as L-stable model semantics for P .
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4.1. Introducing Hybrid Semantics

In this chapter, we introduce novel semantics for CAFs that put claims into a stronger
position. We choose a hybrid approach: we consider defeat and maximization on claim-
level while the acceptance of claims depends on their realizations on argument-level.
With our novel hybrid semantics (h-semantics) for CAFs, we propose an adaption of
range-based semantics for CAFs that covers maximization on atom-level in LPs and thus
gives rise to the missing argumentation-based counterpart of L-stable model semantics.
Likewise, our novel semantics correspond to semantics for SETAFs and (a fragment of)
ABA frameworks. We introduce new variants of naive, preferred, stable, semi-stable,
and stage semantics in Section 4.1, settle their relations in Section 4.2, and show in
Section 4.3 that h-semantics indeed fill many gaps in the landscape of claim semantics.

4.1 Introducing Hybrid Semantics
In this section, we establish claim-based semantics that perform maximization on sets of
acceptable claims as well as on the range on claim-level. For this, we establish a defeat
notion for claims: intuitively, a claim is defeated if each occurrence of the claim is attacked.
Our investigations give rise to novel versions of preferred and naive semantics (when
considering maximization of claim-sets) which are discussed in Section 4.1.1; variants
of stable semantics (using our novel notion of claim-defeat) which are introduced in
Section 4.1.2; and semi-stable and stage semantics (when maximizing over sets of accepted
and defeated claims) which combine both aspects and are discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1 Maximization of Claim-Sets
Let us start with two prominent semantics involving maximization: preferred and naive
semantics return ⊆-maximal admissible resp. conflict-free sets. We introduce variants of
preferred and naive semantics by shifting maximization from argument- to claim-level.

Definition 4.1.1. Given a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ). Then

• S is h-preferred (S ∈ prh(F)) iff S is ⊆-maximal in adi(F);

• S is h-naive (S ∈ nah(F)) iff S is ⊆-maximal in cfi(F).

For a set S ∈ prh(F) (S ∈ nah(F)), we call a set E ∈ ad(F ) (E ∈ cf (F )) with cl(E) = S
a prh-realization (nah-realization, resp.) of S in F .

Example 4.1.2. Let us consider the following two CAFs F and F :

F : x1
x

x2
x

y1
y

F : x1
x

y1
y

z1
z

x2
x

The CAF F already appears in Example 2.2.7; it is not well-formed. Its i-preferred and
i-naive claim-sets are {x} and {x, y} since {x1, y1} and {x2} are naive and preferred in F .
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To compute the h-naive and h-preferred claim-sets of F , we first compute the admissible
and naive claim-sets of F , which yields the conflict-free claim-sets {x}, {y}, and {x, y};
and the admissible claim-sets {x, y} and {x}. Thus prh(F) = nah(F) = {{x, y}}.

The CAF F , yield the same claim-sets under inherited and hybrid preferred semantics,
namely the sets {x, y} and {x, z}. For naive semantics, the variants differ: inherited
semantics yield the sets {x}, {x, y} and {x, z} while hybrid semantics return {x, y} and
{x, z}. Observe that F is well-formed.

Next we show that each h-preferred (h-naive) claim-set is also i-preferred (i-naive).

Proposition 4.1.3. For each CAF F , σh(F) ⊆ σi(F) for σ ∈ {pr , na}.

Proof. Consider a set S ∈ σh(F) and let E denote an admissible (conflict-free) realization
of S in F that is ⊆-maximal among all admissible (conflict-free) realizations of S. We
observe that E is a ⊆-maximal admissible (conflict-free) set in F : otherwise, there is
an admissible (conflict-free) set D ⊆ AF with E ⊂ D. By choice of E, D contains an
argument a with claim cl(a) /∈ S. Thus we have found an admissible (conflict-free) set of
claims cl(D) that properly extends S, contradiction to ⊆-maximality of S.

The other direction does not hold: We have already seen that i-preferred as well as i-naive
claim-sets are not necessarily I-maximal (cf. Example 4.1.2); h-preferred and h-naive
semantics, on the other hand, yield I-maximal sets per definition.

The above proposition reveals an alternative view on h-preferred and h-naive semantics:
they can be equivalently defined by maximizing over i-preferred or i-naive sets, respectively.

Proposition 4.1.4. For a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ), it holds that

• S ∈ prh(F) iff S is ⊆-maximal in pri(F);

• S ∈ nah(F) iff S is ⊆-maximal in nai(F).

Proof. In Proposition 4.1.3, we have already seen that each h-σ claim-set is contained in
σi(F). We moreover observe that each set that is ⊆-maximal in σi(F) is also ⊆-maximal in
adi(F) (cfi(F), resp.) by monotonicity of the claim-function; moreover, each ⊆-maximal
i-preferred (i-naive) claim-set is has an admissible (conflict-free) realization.

For well-formed CAFs, both variants of preferred semantics coincide, as we show next.

Proposition 4.1.5. For each well-formed CAF F , it holds that pri(F) = prh(F).

Proof. We show that pri(F) is I-maximal (i.e., S ⊂ T implies S = T for all S, T ∈ pri(F)).
By Proposition 4.1.4, it follows that h-preferred and i-preferred semantics coincide.
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Let E, D ∈ pr(F ), E =D. We show that cl(E) ⊆ cl(D). First assume, there exists an
a ∈ E attacking some b ∈ D in F . It follows that cl(a) /∈ cl(D), otherwise the argument
c ∈ D with cl(c) = cl(a) also attacks b due to well-formedness; since D is conflict-free,
this cannot be the case. Suppose now that no a ∈ E attacks some b ∈ D. We need at
least one attack (a, b) from E to D, otherwise E ∪ D ∈ pr(F ). But then E needs to
attack b since E is admissible, so we are done.

For naive semantics, we cannot hope for an analogous result: the two variants might
yield different claim-sets as the CAF F from Example 4.1.2 demonstrates. The example
also shows that i-naive semantics violates I-maximality (even for well-formed CAFs).

4.1.2 Introducing Claim-Attacks: Stable Semantics
Our next step is to establish the notion of defeat of claims. As sketched in the introduction
of this chapter, inherited semantics lack a notion of claim-defeat that indicates the
difference between defeated and undecided claims. Recall that in the CAF F associated
to the LP in Example 3.2.12, the partial attack from set {x0} on the claim e (only one
occurrence of e has been attacked) has led to accepting only the set {a} as semi-stable
claim-set, although the claim-range of {a} and {b, d} coincide. Our goal is to establish a
definition of claim-defeat that renders e in this situation as undecided. Hereby, we call a
claim defeated if all occurrences are attacked. Our choice is justified as such a behavior
can be observed by LPs and other formalisms that evaluate on conclusion-level.

Let us furthermore point out that defeating a claim be achieved by a set of arguments
and not by a set of claims. In Example 3.2.12, another argument would be necessary
that helps x0 to attack all occurrences of e.

Definition 4.1.6. For a CAF F , we say that a set of arguments E ⊆ AF defeats a
claim c ∈ cl(AF ) iff for all x ∈ AF with cl(x) = c, there is y ∈ E such that (y, x) ∈ R.
We write E ∗

F = {c ∈ cl(AF ) | E defeats c in F} to denote the set of claims defeated by
E in F .

Example 4.1.7. Consider the CAF F given as follows:

F : x1
a

y1
b

x2
a

z1
c

x3
a

The set of arguments {y1, z1} defeats claim a ({y1, z1}∗
F = {a}) because each occurrence

of a is attacked: y1 attacks x1, and z1 attacks x2 and x3. Moreover, the argument x2
defeats claim b as it attacks y1 which is the unique argument carrying this claim.

We are ready to define the claim-range as a claim-based counterpart to the range in AFs.
Again, the claim-range depends on a set of arguments. Intuitively, the claim-range of a
set of arguments E contains all claims that are accepted by E, i.e., all claims contained
in E, as well as all claims that are rejected by E, i.e., all claims that are defeated by E.
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Definition 4.1.8. Given a CAF F and a set E ⊆ AF . By EF = cl(E) ∪ E ∗
F we denote

the claim-range of E in F . If EF = cl(AF ) we say that E has full claim-range in F .

Example 4.1.9. Let us consider again the CAF F from Example 4.1.7. The claim-
range of {y1, z1} is given by {a, b, c} (i.e., {y1, z1}F = {a, b, c}). Thus the set has full
claim-range, i.e., it holds that cl(AF ) = {y1, z1}F . For {x2} we obtain {x2}F = {a, b}.

From Example 4.1.7, we learn that the claim-range with respect to a given set of claims
is in general not unique: the realization {x1, x2, x3} of claim a has full claim-range, while
the realization {x1} has claim-range {a}, and the realization {x2} has claim-range {a, b}.

For well-formed CAFs, however, each claim-set admits a unique claim-range: recall that
claims attack the same arguments in each well-formed CAF F , i.e., E+

F = D+
F for every

realization of a given claim-set S. It follows that each realization defeats the same claims.

Proposition 4.1.10. For a well-formed CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ), it holds
that E ∗

F = D ∗
F and EF = DF for every two realizations E, D of S in F .

For well-formed CAFs, it thus makes sense to speak about the claim-range of a claim-set S.

Definition 4.1.11. For a well-formed CAF F and a set of claims S ∈ cl(AF ), we write
SF (= EF for all realizations E of S in F) to denote the unique claim-range of S.

Intuitively, we consider a set to be hybrid stable if it has full claim-range: a set of claims
S is h-stable if it has a realization E with full claim-range, i.e., EF = cl(AF ). Following
AF semantics, we require that E is conflict-free. While a stable set of arguments is also
admissible we observe that this is in general not the case for CAFs:

Example 4.1.12. In the CAF F from Example 4.1.7, the set {a, b} is h-stable, following
our intuitive definition: the realization E = {y1, x3} is conflict-free and defeats claim c,
thus E has full claim-range. However, E is not admissible in F since y1 is not defended.

We thus consider also a variant of stable semantics that requires admissibility.

Definition 4.1.13. Given a CAF F and a set S ⊆ cl(AF ). We say that

• S is a h-cf -stable claim-set (S ∈ cf -stbh(F)) iff there exists a cfi-realization E of
S in F such that EF = cl(AF );

• S is a h-ad-stable claim-set (S ∈ ad-stbh(F)) iff there exists an adi-realization E
of S in F such that EF = cl(AF ).

A set E cf -stbh-realizes a claim-set S iff cl(E) = S, E ∈ cf (F ), and EF = cl(AF );
likewise, E ad-stbh-realizes a claim-set S iff cl(E) = S, E ∈ ad(F ), and EF = cl(AF ).
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Although the two variants of stable semantics differ in many aspects as we will see, there
are several occasions in which it makes sense to address both of them. In such situations
we simply write h-stable semantics instead of h-cf -stable and h-ad-stable semantics.

The proposed variants relax inherited stable semantics. Indeed, a set of arguments E
can have full claim-range without attacking all arguments that are not contained in E.
It suffices that some argument with claim c is contained in E in order to accept c.

Example 4.1.14. Let us consider the following CAF F :

F : a2

a
a1

a
b

b

The framework has no stable extension since there are no arguments that attack the
self-attacker a2. Moreover, the only admissible set is ∅, thus there is no h-ad-stable
claim-set either. We, however, obtain a h-cf -stable claim-set by considering the set {a1}:
the argument defeats claim b and carries claim a, thus {a1}F = {a, b} = cl(AF ). We
obtain that cf -stbh(F) = {{a}}. Observe that F is not well-formed.

Proposition 4.1.15. For any F , stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F) ⊆ cf -stbh(F).

Proof. To show that stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F), we observe that each stable extension E of
the underlying AF F is admissible and attacks all remaining arguments. Thus, each
claim is either accepted by E (i.e., E contains an occurrence of the claim in question)
or defeated by E. We obtain EF = cl(AF ) for each stable extension of F . Moreover,
we observe that each set of arguments E that realizes a h-ad-stable claim-set is also
conflict-free. Consequently, we obtain that ad-stbh(F) ⊆ cf -stbh(F).

The CAF F from Example 4.1.14 satisfies ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F). A small modification
of F shows that ad-stbh(F)= stbi(F): if we delete the attack from a2 to a1 we obtain
a single h-ad-stable claim-set {a} (witnessed by the ad-realization {a1} in F ) but
stbi(F1) = ∅. Observe that both considered CAFs are not well-formed. We will show
next that for well-formed CAFs, all considered variants of stable semantics coincide.

Proposition 4.1.16. stbi(F) = ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F) for each well-formed CAF F .

Proof. We show that cf -stbh(F) ⊆ stbi(F): Consider a h-cf -stable claim-set S and a
cf -stbh-realization E of S in F that is ⊆-maximal among all conflict-free realizations of
S. We show that E is stable in the AF F . We show that E attacks all arguments that
are not contained in E, i.e., E+

F = AF \ E. Let x ∈ AF \ E and let cl(x) = c. In case
c /∈ S, we have that all occurrences of c—including x—are attacked. Consider now the
case c ∈ S, i.e., there is an argument y ∈ E such that cl(y) = c. By maximality of E,
we observe that E ∪ {x} is not conflict-free; thus either (a) (x, x) ∈ R or there is z ∈ E
such that either (b) (z, x) ∈ R or (c) (x, z) ∈ R. In case (a) then also (y, x) ∈ R by
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well-formedness; in case (b) we are done; in case (c) we have (y, z) ∈ R by well-formedness
and therefore E is not conflict-free, contradiction.

We obtain that cf -stbh(F) ⊆ stbi(F). By Proposition 4.1.15, stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F) ⊆
cf -stbh(F), thus the statement follows.

Finally, we show that both variants of stable semantics allow for alternative characteri-
zations in terms of i-complete and i-preferred semantics (for admissible-based h-stable
semantics) and in terms of i-naive semantics (for conflict-free-based stable semantics).

Proposition 4.1.17. Given a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ). The following
statements are equivalent:

1. S ∈ ad-stbh(F);

2. there is a coi-realization E of S in F with EF = cl(AF );

3. there is a pri-realization E of S in F with EF = cl(AF ).

Moreover, the following two statements are equivalent:

4. S ∈ cf -stbh(F);

5. there is a nai-realization E of S in F with EF = cl(AF ).

Proof. To prove (1) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (3), we first observe that (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) follows from the
inclusions pr(F ) ⊆ co(F ) ⊆ ad(F ). To show (1) ⇒ (3), consider a set S ∈ ad-stbh(F)
and let E denote an adi-realization of S in F with S ∪ E ∗

F = cl(AF ). Then there is
some D ∈ pr(F ) with D ⊇ E. We show that D is a pri-realization of S in F , that is,
cl(D) = S: Towards a contradiction, assume that there is some c ∈ cl(AF ) \ S such that
c ∈ cl(D), that is, there is some x ∈ D with cl(x) = c. By S ∪ E ∗

F = cl(AF ) we have
c ∈ E ∗

F thus there is some y ∈ E ⊆ D that attacks x in F , contradiction to D being
conflict-free. It follows that cl(D) = S; moreover, D attacks each claim in cl(AF ) \ S by
monotonicity of ·∗, thus the statement follows.

To prove (4) ⇔ (5), it suffices to show (4) ⇒ (5); the other direction is immediate since
cf (F ) ⊆ na(F ). Now, let S ∈ ad-stbh(F) and let E denote a cfi-realization of S in F
with S ∪ E ∗

F = cl(AF ). Similar as above, we consider a naive extension D in F with
E ⊆ D and show that cl(D) = S: In case there is some claim c ∈ cl(AF ) \ S that is
contained in cl(D), there is some y ∈ E ⊆ D that attacks an argument x ∈ D with claim
cl(x) = c, contradiction to D being conflict-free. We obtain that D is a nai-realization of
S in F that defeats all claims in cl(AF ) \ S.
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4.1.3 Bringing the Two Together: Semi-Stable and Stage Semantics
Semi-stable and stage semantics make use of both methods that we have established
in the preceding sections: they are designed to minimize undecidedness (starting from
admissible or conflict-free sets, respectively). In terms of claims, semi-stable and stage
semantics return ⊆-maximal sets of claims that are either accepted or defeated with
respect to a given set of arguments.

Semi-stable and stage semantics weaken stable semantics by dropping the requirement
that the claim-range has to contain all claims that are present in the framework.

Definition 4.1.18. Given a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ). We say that

• S is a h-stage claim-set (S ∈ stgh(F)) iff there exists a cfi-realization E of S in F
such that there is no D ∈ cf (F ) with EF ⊂ DF ;

• S is a h-semi-stable claim-set (S ∈ ssh(F)) iff there exists an adi-realization E of
S in F such that there is no D ∈ ad(F ) with EF ⊂ DF .

A set E stgh-realizes a claim-set S iff cl(E) = S, E ∈ cf (F ), and EF is ⊆-maximal;
likewise, E ssh-realizes a claim-set S iff cl(E) = S, E ∈ ad(F ), and EF is ⊆-maximal.

In contrast to the semantics we considered so far, we observe that the proposed variant of
semi-stable semantics neither constitutes a strengthening nor a weakening of its inherited
counterpart. The following example shows that even for well-formed CAFs, h-semi-stable
and i-semi-stable semantics potentially yield different claim-sets.

Example 4.1.19. Consider the following well-formed CAF F :

a

ab1b
c

c dde e

b2b
f1

f
f2

f

The admissible claim-sets of F are given by S1 = {d}, S2 = {b, d} and S3 = {a}. Let us
now consider the claims they defeat: S1 defeats claim a, S2 defeats the claims c and a; and
S3 defeats claims c and d. Computing the claim-range of the sets yields the range {a, d}
for S1; the range {a, b, c, d} for S2, and {a, c, d} for S3 (recall that for well-formed CAFs,
each realization of a claim-set has the same range). We obtain that ssh(F) = {{b, d}}.
Observe that {a} is the only i-semi-stable claim-set.

Regarding stage semantics, we observe that {c} and {b, d} are h-stage while {c} and {a}
are i-stage in F . Hence we see that both semi-stable and stage semantics yield different
sets in both variants.

Finally, we consider alternative characterizations of both range-based semantics.
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Proposition 4.1.20. Given a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ). The following
statements are equivalent:

1. S ∈ ssh(F);

2. there is a coi-realization E of S in F with ⊆-maximal claim-range EF among
complete extensions;

3. there is a pri-realization E of S in F with ⊆-maximal claim-range EF among
preferred extensions.

Moreover, the following two statements are equivalent:

4. S ∈ stgh(F);

5. there is a nai-realization E of S in F with EF = cl(AF ).

Proof. The proof proceeds analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.1.17. To prove
(1) ⇔ (2) ⇔ (3), we first observe that (3) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (1) follows from the inclusions
pr(F ) ⊆ co(F ) ⊆ ad(F ). To show (1) ⇒ (3), consider a set S ∈ ssh(F) and let E denote
a ssh-realization of S in F , that is, EF is ⊆-maximal among admissible extensions. Then
there is some D ∈ pr(F ) with D ⊇ E. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1.17, we obtain
that D is a pri-realization of S in F ; moreover, D defeats each claim that is defeated
by E by monotonicity of ·∗, and thus EF = DF holds. Consequently, DF is ⊆-maximal
among preferred extensions: Assume otherwise, then there is a preferred extension T in
F with TF ⊃ DF = EF , contradiction to ⊆-maximality of EF in F among admissible
extensions. We have shown DF is ⊆-maximal among preferred extensions, thus the
statement follows.

Likewise, we show (4) ⇒ (5) to prove the equivalence (4) ⇔ (5); the other direction is
immediate since cf (F ) ⊆ na(F ). Let S ∈ stgh(F) and let E denote a stgh-realization of
S in F . As in the proof of Proposition 4.1.17, there exists a naive extension D in F with
E ⊆ D and cl(D) = S; similar as above, we obtain that DF is ⊆-maximal among naive
extensions. Thus the statement follows.

4.1.4 Summary
In the preceding subsections, we introduced novel variants of claim-based argumentation
semantics by lifting certain evaluation-steps onto claim-level. Performing maximization
on claim-level gave rise to alternative variants of preferred and naive semantics. We
discussed claim-defeat which led to two novel hybrid variants of stable semantics; finally,
bringing the two together gave rise to hybrid semi-stable and stage semantics.

Interestingly, it turned out that h-preferred and i-preferred as well as all stable variants
collapse when we consider them on well-formed CAFs. This means that if arguments with
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the same claim have the same outgoing attacks, it holds that argument-level and claim-
level maximization of admissible sets yield the same outcome. Also, if stable extensions
in well-formed CAFs defeat all claims it follows that all arguments are attacked as well.
Hence for stable semantics in well-formed CAFs, claim-defeat and argument-attacks are
interchangeable concepts. However, as we have seen, the notions do not coincide, even if
the CAF is well-formed: range-based semantics potentially yield a different outcome as
Example 4.1.19 demonstrates. This means as soon as we relax the condition and move
to ⊆-maximality instead of universal quantification over the set of all arguments/claims
not contained in the extension we observe fundamental differences between claim-defeat
and argument-attack. Likewise, claim-set and argument-set maximization on arbitrary
sets does not necessarily yield the same outcome in well-formed CAFs. As we have seen,
i-naive and h-naive extensions potentially differ (cf. Example 4.1.2). It turns out that
admissibility plays an important role for the concurrence of i- and h-preferred semantics.
Let us end this section with a brief discussion about our focus on claim-based variants of
maximization and defeat and why we did not provide a claim-based variant of defense
(explaining the lack of hybrid variants of admissible, complete, and grounded semantics).
Generally speaking, the reason is that claim-defense coincides with their traditional
argument-based counter-part. Let us take a closer look on the notion. Intuitively, defense
obeys the following logic: an entity (e.g., an argument, a claim) is defended iff each
attacking unit is counter-attacked. Now, with our notion of claim-defeat at hand, this
abstract view gives rise to the following notion of claim-defense:

a set of arguments E claim-defends a claim c in a given CAF F iff
E attacks each set of arguments D that claim-defeats c.

That is, E must attack some argument b ∈ D for each attacking set D of c. This means
that there must be some argument x with claim c that is defended by E (in the underlying
AF); otherwise, we can find a set of arguments that claim-defeats c but is not attacked
by E. With these combinatorial considerations, claim-defense can be reformulated as
follows: a set of arguments E claim-defends a claim c in F iff there exists an argument
x with claim c that is defended by E in F . Thus claim-defense coincides with classical
defense on argument-level.
Having settled all CAF semantics of interest, let us fix some basic notations and conven-
tions used from now on in this work.

Notation 4.1.21. For an AF semantics σ we denote by σi the inherited variant of σ
and by σh the hybrid variant of σ. We write ρ to denote any CAF semantics.

Notation 4.1.22. We sometimes drop ‘inherited’ or ‘hybrid’ (prefix ‘i-’ or ‘h-’, resp.)
when speaking about a semantics for which only one version exists or if both variants
coincide. For example, we refer to ‘i-grounded semantics’ by ‘grounded semantics’ since
it has no hybrid variant; and in the context of well-formed CAFs, we simply say ‘stable
semantics’ instead of ‘inherited’, ‘h-cf -’. or ‘h-ad-stable semantics’ because all variants
coincide.
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stbi

ad-stbh

cf -stbh

ssh

ssi

stgi

stgh

pri

prh

nai

nah

adi

coi

gri

cfi

(a) Relations between CAF semantics.

stbi = cf -stbh = ad-stbh

sshssi stgistgh

pri = prh

nai

nah

adi

coigri

cfi

(b) Relations for well-formed CAFs.

Figure 4.1: Relations between semantics for general CAFs (a) and well-formed CAFs (b).
An arrow from σ to τ indicates that σ(F) ⊆ τ(F) for each (well-formed) CAF F .

4.2 Relations between Semantics
In this section, we will settle the relation between all hybrid and inherited semantics. We
first state a general observation which clarifies the relation between inherited and hybrid
semantics in case every argument possesses a unique claim. In that case, both variants
coincide with the standard AF semantics.

Lemma 4.2.1. For any σ ∈ {pr , na, stb, ss, stg} and CAF F with cl(x) = x for all
x ∈ AF , we have σh(F) = σi(F) =σ(F ).

It follows that negative results (via counter-examples) showing that two AF semantics
are not in a subset-relation immediately apply to (well-formed) CAFs.

Theorem 4.2.2. The relations between the semantics depicted in Figure 4.1 hold.

As already discussed in Section 2.1 the relations between inherited semantics follow from
the corresponding relations for AFs. In Section 4.1 the relations between semantics that
are based on the same Dung semantics have been settled: For arbitrary CAFs we have

stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F) ⊆ cf -stbh(F) and prh(F) ⊆ pri and nah(F) ⊆ nai

by Proposition 4.1.15 and 4.1.3. For well-formed CAFs, all stable variants coincide (by
Proposition 4.1.16), also, i-preferred and h-preferred semantics yield the same outcome
(by Proposition 4.1.5). Finally, semi-stable and stage semantics are incomparable, even
in the well-formed case (cf. Example 4.1.19).

Next we discuss the remaining ⊆-relations. First, we notice that each h-ad-stable claim-set
is h-semi-stable, since each such set has full (and thus ⊆-maximal) claim-range; likewise,
each h-cf -stable set is h-stage.
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Proposition 4.2.3. ad-stbh(F)⊆ssh(F) and cf -stbh(F)⊆stgh(F) for each CAF F .

Furthermore, recall that h-semi-stable and h-stage semantics can be equivalently defined
via preferred and naive semantics, respectively (cf. Proposition 4.1.20). We thus obtain
that each h-semi-stable (h-stage) claim-set is h-preferred (h-naive, respectively).

Proposition 4.2.4. ssh(F)⊆pri(F) and stgh(F)⊆nai(F) for each CAF F .

This concludes the proofs for all ⊆-relations for admissible-based semantics as shown in
Figure 4.1 for both well-formed and general CAFs.

Although h-naive semantics does not coincide with i-naive semantics in the well-formed
case, we observe that h-naive semantics joins in the ⊆-chain of conflict-free-based seman-
tics: for well-formed CAFs, h-naive semantics extend both i-stage and h-stage semantics.

Lemma 4.2.5. stgh(F)⊆nah(F), stgi(F)⊆nah(F) for each well-formed CAF F .

Proof. First, consider a set S ∈ stgh(F). Towards a contradiction, assume S /∈ nah(F).
That is, there is some T ∈ cfi(F) with T ⊃ S. Since F is well-formed, each realization of
S and T attacks the same claims. By monotonicity of the range-function, we obtain that
DF ⊃ EF for each realization D of T and E of S; contradiction to S ∈ stgh(F).

Now, consider a set S ∈ stgi(F), i.e., there is a set E ⊆ AF with cl(E) = S such that
E ∪ E+

F is maximal w.r.t. subset-relation. Now, assume that S /∈ nah(F), i.e. there exists
a set T ∈ cfi(F) such that T ⊃ S. Consider a cfi-realization D of T in F . Now, since
E is stage in F , there is some x ∈ E ∪ E+

F such that x /∈ D ∪ D+
F . By well-formedness,

D+
F ⊇ E+

F , thus we have x ∈ E and x ∈ D. We can assume that x and D are conflicting;
otherwise consider D = D ∪ {x} instead. Since x and D are conflicting and since
x /∈ D+

F , there exists y ∈ D such that (x, y) ∈ R. Since T ⊂ S, there is z ∈ D such that
cl(x) = cl(z). By well-formedness, (z, y) ∈ R, contradiction to D being conflict-free.

Having settled all positive relations between semantics, we discuss counter-examples for
the remaining cases. We obtain counter-examples for the following cases by Lemma 4.2.1.

Proposition 4.2.6. Let Sem be the set of all semantics under our consideration. There
is a well-formed CAF F such that α(F) β(F) for

1. α = cfi, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi};

2. α = adi, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi, adi};

3. α = coi, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi};

4. α = gri, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi, gri};
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5. α ∈ {prh, pri}, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi, prh, pri};

6. α ∈ {nah, nai}, β ∈ Sem \ {cfi, nah, nai};

7. α ∈ {ssh, ssi}, β ∈ {stgh, stgi, nah, nai, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, stbi} and

8. α ∈ {stgh, stgi}, β ∈ {adi, ssh, ssi, prh, pri, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, stbi}.

It remains to provide a counter-example for the absence of ⊆-relations between ssi, ssh

and prh (stgi, stgh and nah respectively) for general CAFs.

Example 4.2.7. Consider the following (non-well-formed) CAF F :

F : a b1

b2

c

d

Let us first note that in F , the set of conflict-free and admissible sets coincides, thus
it holds that prh(F) = nah(F), ssh(F) = stgh(F), and ssi(F) = stgi(F). The sets
E1 = {b1} and E2 = {b2, c} are ⊆-maximal conflict-free sets in F and have ⊆-maximal
(claim-)range. Hence {b} and {b, c} are i- and h-semi-stable and stage in F . On the
other hand, {b, c} is the unique h-naive and h-preferred claim-extension of F .

The crucial observation in the above example is that h-naive and h-preferred semantics
are I-maximal while the others are not; i.e., it might be the case that semi-stable and
stage variants yield claim-sets S, T that are in ⊆-relation to each other (S ⊂ T ). Among
other principles, we will discuss this property in depth in Chapter 5.

Finally, let us discuss the connection between h-stable and h-semi-stable and h-stage
semantics. Recall that for inherited semantics, stbi(F) = ssi(F) = stgi(F) in case
stbi(F) = ∅. We observe that this does not extend to h-stable semantics.

Example 4.2.8. Let us consider the following CAF F :

F : a2
a

a1
a b

b

c
c

In F , we have ad-stbh(F) = ssh(F) = {{c}} and cf -stbh(F) = stgh(F) = {{c}, {a, d}}.

However, we can obtain the following weaker version.

Lemma 4.2.9. For any CAF F , (a) cf -stbh(F) = ∅ implies cf -stbh(F) = stgh(F) and
(b) ad-stbh(F) = ∅ implies ad-stbh(F) = ssh(F).
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Proof. In case cf -stbh(F) is non-empty, it holds that for each S ∈ stbh(F), there is a
cfi-realization E of S in F such that EF = cl(AF ). We obtain stbh(F) = stgh(F). Similar
arguments hold for the respective admissible-based semantics.

4.3 Non-monotonic Reasoning Formalisms Revisited:
Extending Relations

In this section, we revisit our non-monotonic reasoning formalisms from Chapter 3 and
show that our h-semantics capture semantics which do not have a corresponding AF
counter-part, meaning that inherited semantics failed to model their behavior in CAFs.
For this, we first will discuss the normal form of CAFs and show that h-semantics are
preserved under normalization. Next we will consider logic programs and show that
L-stable semantics correspond to h-semi-stable semantics and vice versa. Moreover, we
prove the correspondence between semi-stable ABA semantics and h-semi-stable CAF
semantics. Finally, we revisit collective attacks and show that our h-semantics indeed
provide counter-parts for naive, semi-stable, and stage SETAF semantics. Overall, our
results demonstrate that hybrid semantics are often the natural choice.

Background & Notation. In this section, we make use of concepts introduced in
Section 3. We refer the reader to Section 3.2, 3.3.2, and 3.4 for an overview about logic
programs (LP), assumption-based argumentation (ABA), and AFs with collective attacks
(SETAFs), respectively. The CAF normal form is discussed in Section 3.1.

4.3.1 Normalized CAFs revisited
Let us consider normalized CAFs (cf. Definition 3.1.14). Recall that we run into problems
regarding i-semi-stable, i-stage, and i-naive semantics (cf. Example 3.1.13). We show
that our hybrid variants that we have developed in this chapter preserve normalization.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let F be a CAF, x ∈ AF redundant in F w.r.t. y ∈ AF , and
F = F \ {x}. For ρ ∈ {nah, prh, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, ssh, stgh}, it holds that ρ(F) = ρ(F ).

Proof. For h-naive and h-preferred semantics, we obtain the result from the correspon-
dence of conflict-free and admissible semantics, respectively (cf. Lemma 3.1.7 and 3.1.8).

To prove the correspondence for the remaining semantics, it suffices to show that the
claim-range of conflict-free and admissible sets remains the same. To be more precise, we
show that an admissible claim-set S has a realization E that attacks claims C in F iff S
has a realization E that attacks claims C in F . First, consider a conflict-free (admissible)
claim-set S in F and consider an arbitrary conflict-free (admissible) realization E of S in
F . In case x ∈ E, consider the set E = (E \ {x}) ∪ {y}. By Lemma 3.1.6, E attacks the
same arguments in F as E does in F , moreover, E is conflict-free (admissible) in F as
shown in Lemma 3.1.7 and 3.1.8, respectively. In case x /∈ E it holds that E is admissible
in F . If cl(x) ∈ cl(E) we have that the claim-range of E coincides in F and F . Now
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assume cl(x) /∈ cl(E). In case cl(x) ∈ E ∗
F it follows that cl(x) ∈ E ∗

F (all arguments with
claim cl(x) are attacked in F ). In case cl(x) /∈ E ∗

F we have y /∈ E+
F (since y−

R ⊆ x−
R) and

thus cl(x) /∈ E ∗
F as well. The other direction follows since each conflict-free (admissible)

set of arguments E in F is conflict-free (admissible) in F by Lemma 3.1.7 and 3.1.8. We
thus obtain ρ(F) = ρ(F ) for ρ ∈ {cf -stbh, ad-stbh, ssh, stgh}.

We obtain the following result which extends Theorem 3.1.15.

Theorem 4.3.2. Each CAF F can be transformed into a normalized CAF F such that
ρ(F) = ρ(F ) for ρ ∈ {nah, prh, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, ssh, stgh}.

4.3.2 Logic Programs and Hybrid Semantics
We show that L-stable model semantics correspond to h-semi-stable semantics under
Translations 3.2.13 and 3.2.9. To do so, we first prove a result which we obtained ‘for
free’ for the remaining LP semantics when proving that the translations from LPs to
CAFs and vice versa are each other’s inverse: each LP can be transformed into an atomic
LP without changing semantics. Since the translations between CAFs and LPs do not
preserve semi-stable (L-stable) semantics, we will give a direct proof showing that such a
transformation to an atomic LP is indeed possible while preserving L-stable semantics by
showing that so-called unreachable atoms are always false and thus can be disregarded.

Given two rules r and s with head(s) ∈ body(r), we apply rule-chaining to obtain the rule
r by replacing the atom head(s) with body(s), i.e., r is a rule with head(r ) = head(r)
and body(r ) = (body(r) \ head(s)) ∪ body(s).

Definition 4.3.3. Let P be a logic program. An atom a in P is called reachable in P
iff it is possible to construct an atomic rule r from rules in P by successive rule-chaining
with head(r) = a. Atom a is called unreachable in P iff a is not reachable in P .

Proposition 4.3.4. Let P be a logic program. It holds that all atoms in T of a 3-valued
model I = (T, F ) of P are reachable in P .

Proof. Let I = (T, F ) denote a 3-valued model of P and let U denote the set of unreachable
atoms in P . We show that there is a 3-valued model I = (T , F ) of P with T ⊆ T and
T ∩ U = ∅. Since I ≤ I, it follows that I = I and thus T contains no unreachable
atoms. We construct I via fixed point iteration:

I0 = (T 0, F ) = (T \ U, F )
In+1 = (T n+1, F ) = ({a ∈ T n | r ∈ P/I : (a = head(r) ∧ pos(r) ⊆ T n)}

Starting with the set of unreachable atoms in P , we remove in each step atoms from T
which require atoms outside of T to satisfy condition (a); one could say, we shrink T
until we reach a state in which all atoms in T are reachable within T . The procedure
has a fixed point (worst case we remove all atoms from T ) and is thus guaranteed to
terminate. We denote this fixed point by I = (T , F ).
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We show that I is a 3-valued model of P . First observe that I satisfies condition (b)
since (b) is satisfied by I and since the fixed point iteration did not change atoms that
are set to false in I. Moreover, I satisfies condition (a):

(⇒): Consider an atom a ∈ T . That is, a is reachable in P with atoms from T . By
construction, there is a rule r in the reduct P/I with head(r) = a and pos(r) ⊆ T ,
consequently the condition is satisfied.

(⇐): Consider an atom a ∈ L(P ) such that there is a rule r ∈ P/I with a = head(r) and
pos(r) ⊆ T . Since pos(r) ⊆ T ⊆ T it holds that a ∈ T (by assumption I is a 3-valued
model of P ); consequently, a ∈ T as required. Thus I satisfies (a) and (b), moreover,
we have I ≤ I by construction. Hence I = I and T contains no unreachable atoms.

Next we show that unreachable atoms are always false.

Proposition 4.3.5. Let P be a logic program and let a denote an atom which is un-
reachable in P . For all 3-valued models I = (T, F ) of P , it holds that a ∈ F .

Proof. Consider an unreachable atom a ∈ L(P ) and a 3-valued Herbrand interpretation
I = (T, F ) with a /∈ F . By Proposition 4.3.4, it holds that a /∈ T . Then I = (T, F ∪ {a})
is a Herbrand interpretation satisfying conditions (a) and (b) in the reduct P/I for all
atoms a ∈ L(P ), moreover, it holds that I < I. Thus I is not a 3-valued model of P .

We give a fixed-point procedure to generate all rules obtainable from a program.

Definition 4.3.6. Let P be a logic program. Set P 0 = P and let

P i+1 = {head(s) ← (body(s) \ {head(r)}) ∪ body(r) | r, s ∈ P i, head(r) ∈ body(s)}
∪ {r ∈ P i | r is atomic in P i}.

P ∞ = P i = P i+1 for some large enough i ∈ N denotes the fixed point of this procedure.

We prove a result that is considered folklore: rule-chaining is a syntactic operation that
does not change the semantics of a program.

Proposition 4.3.7. Let P be a logic program. I = (T, F ) denote a 3-valued model of P
iff I is a 3-valued model of P ∞.

Proof. First, we note that the addition of a rule s which is obtained by replacing the atom
head(r) ∈ body(s) with body(r) for given rules r, s ∈ P does not affect the semantics.

(1) I = (T, F ) is a 3-valued model of P iff I is a 3-valued model of P = P ∪{head(s) ←
(body(s) \ {head(r)}) ∪ body(r)} for rules r, s ∈ P .
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Proof of (1). Consider rules r, s ∈ P with p = head(r) and p ∈ body(s). Let s denote
the rule head(s) ← (body(s) \ {p}) ∪ body(r) and let head(s) = head(s ) = a. First, we
observe that P/I ⊆ P /I (since P properly extends P by rule s ) for any model I of P .

First, consider a 3-valued model I = (T, F ) of P . Note that conditions (a) and (b) are
satisfied in P /I for each atom b = a. It thus suffices to check the conditions for atom
a. In case a ∈ T , there is a rule t ∈ P/I with head(t) = a and pos(t) ⊆ T . Since P /I
is a superset of P/I, it holds that t ∈ P /I. Now assume a ∈ F and let us assume that
(a modified version of) s is contained in P /I (otherwise, we are done as P /I = P/I
in this case). Let s denote the modified version. It holds that s ∈ P/I. Since a ∈ F
we have pos(s ) ∩ F = ∅. In case there is some b ∈ pos(s ) ∩ F different from p (i.e.,
b = p = head(r)), we are done: in this case, b ∈ pos(s ). Now assume that p ∈ pos(s )∩F
is the unique atom contained in the intersection. But then pos(r) ∩ F = ∅ since p ∈ F .
Consequently, we obtain that pos(s ) ∩ F = ∅.

For the other direction, let us assume that I is a 3-valued model of P /I. Again, conditions
(a) and (b) are satisfied in P/I for each atom b = a. Let us now consider the atom a. In
case a ∈ T , there is a rule t ∈ P /I with head(t) = a and pos(t) ⊆ T . In case t = s for
s being the modified version of s in the reduct P /I we are done because then it holds
that t ∈ P/I as well. In case t = s for s being the modified version of s in the reduct
P /I, it holds that (the modified version of) s serves as witness for a ∈ T in P/I: indeed,
we have head(s) = a and pos(s) ⊆ pos(s ) ⊆ T . Now assume a ∈ F . That is, for each
rule t ∈ P /I with head(t) = a we have pos(t) ∩ F = ∅. From P/I ⊆ P /I we obtain
that condition (b) is satisfied in P/I as well. ♦

Next, we show that replacing an atom p ∈ body(s) with the body of each rule ri with
head(ri) = p (yielding a new rule si for each such rule ri) allows for deletion of the rule s.

(2) Given s ∈ P with p ∈ body(s), and let R = {r1, . . . , rm} ⊆ P denote the set of rules
with rule head p. For each i ≤ m, we let si denote the rule obtained from replacing p
in body(s) with body(ri), i.e., si is of the form head(s) ← (body(s) \ {p}) ∪ body(ri).
It holds that I = (T, F ) is a 3-valued model of P iff I is a 3-valued model of
P = (P \ {s}) ∪ {s1, . . . , sm}.

Proof of (2). From (1) we know that the addition of rules s1, . . . , sm to P does not affect
the semantics. Let P ∗ = P ∪ {s1, . . . , sm}. Then I is a 3-valued model of P iff I is a
3-valued model of P ∗. The programs P and P ∗ differ in exactly one rule, namely rule s.
Let head(s) = a. We show that the deletion of s preserves 3-valued models. Similar as
in (1), it suffices to discuss conditions (a) and (b) for atom a.

First, assume I = (T, F ) is a 3-valued model of P (and thus of P ∗). Observe that
P /I ⊆ P ∗/I (in case T ∩ neg(s) = ∅ we have P /I = P ∗/I). Let a ∈ T . Then there
is a rule t ∈ P ∗/I with head(t) = a and pos(t) ⊆ T . Again, we are done in case t = s
because then t ∈ P /I holds. Now assume t = s. Then pos(s) ⊆ T and (a modified
version of) s is contained in the reduct P ∗. That is, neg(s) ∩ T = ∅. From pos(s) ⊆ T
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we obtain p ∈ T . Thus there is a rule ri ∈ P ∗/I with head(ri) = p and pos(ri) ⊆ T
where ri is a modified version of rule ri ∈ P ∗ with head p. Thus there is a rule si ∈ P /I
with head(si) = a and pos(si) ⊆ T which corresponds to the rule si ∈ P obtained by
replacing p ∈ body(s) by body(ri). Consequently, condition (a) is satisfied. In case a ∈ F
it holds that condition (b) is satisfied in P /I because P /I ⊆ P ∗/I.

For the other direction, assume I = (T, F ) is a model of P . Similar as above, in case
a ∈ T we obtain that condition (a) is satisfied in P ∗/I because P /I ⊆ P ∗/I. Now
assume a ∈ F . That is, each rule t with head(t) = a satisfies pos(t) ∩ F = ∅. We
show that the modified version s of s in P ∗/I satisfies the condition as well. Each si

(where si being the modified version of si in the reduct P /I) satisfies condition (b).
In case there is b ∈ pos(si) with b /∈ pos(ri) for some i ≤ m we are done. In this case,
b ∈ pos(s ). Otherwise, it holds that for all rules ri ∈ P /I with head(ri) = p there
is some c ∈ pos(ri) ∩ F . As ri ∈ P /I iff ri ∈ P ∗/I we obtain p ∈ F . Consequently,
pos(s ) ∩ F = ∅ and we obtain that condition (b) is satisfied. ♦

Given P i we obtain P i+1 as follows: for each rule s ∈ P i, for each p ∈ pos(s), we replace
s with the set of rules obtained by replacing p with the body of all rules in P i with head
p. In case s is atomic we add it to P i+1. As shown in (2), replacing rules does not change
the 3-valued models of a program.

Reachability can be alternatively defined via P ∞: An atom a is reachable if there exists
an atomic rule r ∈ P ∞ with head(r) = a. Rules in P ∞ which are not atomic can be
deleted without changing the semantics in case each atom in P ∞ is reachable. Intuitively,
such rules do not carry any additional information which has not been incorporated yet.
Recall that unreachable atoms are set to false. We obtain the following result.

Proposition 4.3.8. For each logic program P with unreachable atoms U ⊆ L(P ),
there exists an atomic program P such that I = (T, F ) is a 3-valued model of P iff
I = (T, F ∪ U) is a 3-valued model of P .

As discussed in Section 3.2, L-stable semantics cannot be captured via established AF
semantics that operate exclusively on argument-level. Having formally defined our claim-
sensitive version of semi-stable semantics, we have successfully identified a semantics for
CAFs that matches L-stable model semantics, as the following result demonstrates.

Proposition 4.3.9. Let P be a logic program, FP the associated CAF, and I = (T, F )
be a 3-valued interpretation. Then I is L-stable in P iff T ∈ ssh(FP ).

Proof. By Proposition 4.3.5, it suffices to consider LPs without unreachable atoms:
indeed, if atom a is unreachable, then we have that a ∈ F for each model I = (T, F ).
Removing unreachable atoms therefore does not change ⊆-maximality of T ∪ F . Now,
consider a logic program P without unreachable atoms. Notice that the corresponding
CAF FP contains (at least) one argument for each atom in P . By Proposition 3.2.11,
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we have T ∈ co(FP ) iff I = (T, F ) is p-stable in P . We obtain the correspondence of
L-stable semantics with h-semi-stable semantics by observing that defeated claims (in
FP ) correspond to (reachable) atoms that are set so false (in P ).

By Proposition 4.3.7, we obtain that moving from P to P ∞ does not change the semantics
of P , i.e., I is a 3-valued model of P iff I is a 3-valued model of P ∞. It thus suffices to
show F = T ∗

FP
for all p-stable models I = (T, F ) of P ∞. By assumption each atom is

reachable we observe that each rule in P ∞ is atomic. As each atomic rule induces exactly
one argument, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the arguments constructed
from P and the rules in P ∞.

Let I = (T, F ) denote a 3-valued model of P .

First, we show that all arguments in the corresponding CAF FP with claims in F are
attacked by T . Consider some p ∈ F and let r denote a rule of P ∞ with head(r) = p.
The rule r is of the form p ← not b1, . . . ,not bm. Since p ∈ F and since pos(r) = ∅ it
holds that T ∩ neg(r) = ∅. By definition of an argument in FP , each b ∈ neg(r) is a
vulnerability of A, i.e., b ∈ Vul(A). By definition of the attack relation, it holds that
each argument with claim b attacks A.

For the other direction, consider some claim p that is attacked by T in FP . That is, for
each argument A with claim p, it holds that Vul(A) ∩ T = ∅. Thus for each rule r with
head(r) = p, it holds that T ∩ neg(r) = ∅. Consequently, P ∞ does not contain rules with
head p. It follows that p ∈ F .

For the other direction, we utilize Theorem 4.3.2 to transform a given well-formed CAF
F into a well-formed CAF F without copies. By Proposition 3.2.15, Translation 3.2.13
and 3.2.9 are each others inverse on the fragment of copy-free well-formed CAFs (up to
isomorphism). Hence a claim-set S is h-semi-stable in F iff it is h-semi-stable in FPF

iff
S is L-stable in PF . Hence Translation 3.2.13 preserves h-semi-stable semantics.

Proposition 4.3.10. For each well-formed CAF F , it holds that S ∈ ssh(F) iff S is
L-stable in PF .

4.3.3 Assumption-based Argumentation and Hybrid Semantics
In this section, we discuss how h-semi-stable semantics and semi-stable semantics for ABA
relate to each other. We show that Translation 3.3.18 and 3.3.22 preserve semi-stable
semantics for each ABA framework D = (L, A, R, ) satisfying head(r) ∈ A in case
body(r) = ∅ for all r ∈ R.

Proposition 4.3.11. For each ABA framework D = (L, A, R, ) satisfying head(r) ∈ A
for all r ∈ R it holds that ssTh(D) = ssh(FD).

Proof. Consider a set S ∈ ssTh(D), let S denote its corresponding complete assumption-
set, and E the complete set of arguments in FD corresponding to S. Recall that complete
sets of arguments and assumptions are in one-to-one correspondence to each other.
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Let us start with some general observations: First, it holds that E and S defeat the
same assumptions. Indeed, S attacks assumption a ∈ A iff S derives a implying that
a ∈ S, i.e., the unique argument with claim a is defeated in FD by E. Thus it holds that
S ∪ S+

D ⊆ EFD
. Second, it holds that E defeats conclusion a (i.e., the contrary of some

assumption a) in FD iff S attacks all assumption-sets which derive a in D. Indeed, E
defeats claim a iff E defends assumption a which is the case iff a contained in S, meaning
that S indeed attacks each assumption-set which derives a.

To sum up, we have shown that E defeats a conclusion p which is either assumption
or contrary if and only if S attacks all assumption-sets deriving p. By our assumption
head(r) ∈ A for all r ∈ R, the ABA framework D does not contain other conclusions.
Thus we obtain that ssTh(D) = ssh(FD).

We present an example showing that the restriction to ABA frameworks which derive
only facts or contraries of assumptions is necessary.

Example 4.3.12. Consider the ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with A = {a, b, c}
with a = b, b = a, c = c and rules r1 : p ← a, r2 : p ← c. The attacks between the
assumption-sets (we depict only singletons) and the resulting CAF FD are depicted below:

D: {a} {b}{c} FD: xb

b
xa

a
xc

c
x2

p
x1

p

In D, both {a} and {b} are semi-stable. The conclusion-extensions are thus {a, p} and
{b}. In FD, however, only the set {a, p} is h-semi-stable since {xa, x1} has maximal range
(xb does not defeat claim p). This error does not stem from the fact that assumptions and
contraries are not separated in D (applying Translation 3.3.26 yields the same mismatch).

Next we show that h-semi-stable semantics are also preserved by Translation 3.3.22. For
this, we show that it is indeed possible to remove assumption-arguments from FD without
changing h-semi-stable semantics if the contraries in the framework D are separated.

Proposition 4.3.13. For an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with separated contraries
and head(r) ∈ A for all r ∈ R, we have sspTh(D) = ssh(FD-A) = {S \ A | S ∈ ssh(FD)}.

Proof. Consider an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with separated contraries satisfying
body(r) = ∅ for all r ∈ R and an assumption a ∈ A. We show that ssh(FD \ {a}) =
{S \ {a} | S ∈ ssh(FD)} (iterative application of this claim yields the desired result).

We proceed by case distinction: (a) a /∈ cl(FD) and (b) a ∈ cl(FD).

First assume a does not exist in FD. In this case, a is unattacked in FD and thus a is
contained in each (complete, preferred, grounded) claim-set of FD, i.e., a is contained
in the range of each preferred claim-set. Removing a from FD thus does not change
the (in-)comparability of the range of preferred claim-sets (since a is removed from each
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claim-set). Consequently, it holds that the removal of a does not change h-semi-stable
semantics. We obtain ssh(FD \ {a}) = {S \ {a} | S ∈ ssh(FD)}.

Now assume a ∈ cl(FD). We show that a ∈ SFD
iff a ∈ SFD

for each S ∈ ssh(FD):

First assume a ∈ SFD
. In case S defeats a in FD it holds that a ∈ S (arguments having

claim a are the only attacker of a). In case a ∈ S it must be the case that each occurrence
of a is attacked (since S must be admissible realizable), thus a ∈ SFD

. Now, in case
a ∈ S, we have that a is attacked by S in FD and thus a ∈ SFD

. In case a is defeated
by S, we have that each attacker of a is attacked by S, moreover, the argument xa

corresponding to a has no outgoing attacks and thus it holds that S ∪ {a} are admissible
realizable in FD. We conclude that a ∈ S (by maximality of the range).

We have shown that a ∈ SFD
iff a ∈ SFD

. Intuitively, this means that each assumption a
has a witness (a) which remains in the CAF after removing a. Now, given two claim-sets
S and T which are h-semi-stable in FD. It is easy to show that that the fact that a
and a only come in pairs implies that the range of S and T are not in ⊆-relation after
removing a: Otherwise (w.l.o.g. assume SFD\{a} ⊂ TFD\{a}) it must be the case that
a is the separating element which is contained in the range of S in FD but not in the
range of T in FD. But then it holds also that a ∈ SFD

. Since the range of S is properly
contained in the range of T in FD \ {a} it must be the case that a is contained in the
range of T in FD as well. This in turn implies that a is contained in the range of T in
FD, contradiction to the assumption. The other direction follows since the addition of an
argument which does not attack any other argument does not change the incomparability
of the range of two claim-sets. We obtain ssh(FD \ {a}) = {S \ {a} | S ∈ ssh(FD)}.

Similar as for LPs, we utilize Theorem 4.3.2 to obtain the following result.

Proposition 4.3.14. For each well-formed CAF F it holds that ssh(F) = sspTh(DF ).

4.3.4 SETAFs and Hybrid Semantics
We end this overview with a brief discussion of SETAFs in connection with hybrid
semantics. We will show that h-semi-stable, h-stage, and h-naive semantics correspond
to semi-stable, stage, and naive SETAF semantics, respectively.

Proposition 4.3.15. For each well-formed CAF F , its associated SETAF SFF , and
semantics σ ∈ {na, ss, stg}, it holds that σh(F) = σ(SFF ).

Proof. By Proposition 3.4.7, admissible and conflict-free sets of F and SFF coincide.
Moreover, a set S ∈ cl(A) = ASFF of arguments/claims attacks c in SFF iff S attacks
each occurrence of c in F . Hence the claim-range of a set S ∈ adi(F) = ad(SFF )
(S ∈ cfi(F) = cf (SFF ), respectively) in F corresponds to the range S in SFF . Thus
h-semi-stable (h-stage) semantics correspond to semi-stable (stage) SETAF semantics.
For naive semantics, the correspondence follows from cfi(F) = cf (SFF ).
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Corollary 4.3.16. For each well-formed CAF F and semantics σ ∈ {na, ss, stg}, it
holds that σ(SF) = σh(FSF ).

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel class of CAF semantics by shifting maximization
and defeat to claim-level. Our hybrid approach gave rise to novel variants of naive,
preferred, stable, stage, and semi-stable semantics. We settled the relation between the
semantics in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. We showed that for well-formed CAFs, stable and
preferred variants coincide, while naive, stage, and semi-stable variants differ. The latter
highlights the fundamental difference between claim-set maximization on claim- and on
argument-level in particular for range-based semantics.

We observe several advantages of hybrid semantics which will be discussed below.

First, hybrid semantics constitute an argumentation-based formalization of semantics
from conclusion-focused knowledge representation formalisms, as we have discussed
in Section 4.3. In particular, hybrid semi-stable semantics play an important role in
this matter: we have shown that hybrid semi-stable semantics correspond to semi-
stable semantics for SETAFs and assumption-based argumentation frameworks and
capture L-stable semantics for logic programs. Let us point out that the latter is—
under standard instantiation methods—impossible for Dung AFs without claims. In this
way, we significantly deepen the close connection of logic programming semantics and
argumentation semantics. For SETAFs, we furthermore show that h-naive and h-stage
CAF semantics serve as counter-parts for naive and stage SETAF semantics.

Second, hybrid semantics provide an alternative view on claim justification in the spirit
of abstract argumentation semantics. Adapting our hybrid semantics to ASPIC, for
instance, leads to notable simplifications when identifying acceptable conclusions and
even to novel evaluation aspects that take defeated conclusions into account. As we
have seen, instantiated ASPIC frameworks are not necessarily well-formed. Finding a
⊆-maximal set of jointly acceptable conclusions is thus not necessarily the same as finding
jointly acceptable arguments, even with respect to preferred semantics (cf. Example 4.1.2).
Here, our hybrid semantics fill in the gap: h-preferred semantics are guaranteed to return
⊆-maximal sets of claims by design. Moreover, having a notion of defeated claims yields
a novel perspective: it provides means to take defeated claims into account. This can be
useful one aims to refute a particular statement.

Our novel semantics incorporate evaluation methods which are common to conclusion-
focused knowledge representation formalisms. Moreover, they yield a novel perspective
to argumentation semantics by putting the focus on claim acceptance (via claim-set
maximization and claim-defeat). With this, we hope to broaden the argumentation
semantics landscape and to increase the flexibility of the abstract model to capture even
more potential use cases.
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CHAPTER 5
Principles and Expressiveness

Argumentation semantics differ in their characteristics. Within the last decades, numerous
semantics have been proposed in the literature [16]. Due to the sheer number of semantics
it is often not easy to choose the ‘correct’ semantics, i.e., the semantics that fits best in
a particular scenario. A central topic of research in argumentation is the development
of tools that help to make this decision. The principle-based methodology [11, 175] is
well-suited for a systematic analysis of semantics: such a classification yields theoretical
insights into the nature of the semantics on the one hand and guides the search for
suitable semantics appropriate in different scenarios on the other hand. Moreover,
knowing the expressiveness of a semantics is central to decide whether a semantics is
capable to appropriately model a particular setting. The characterization of the so-called
signature [84] of a semantics, i.e., the set of all possible extension-sets a framework can
possess under the given semantics, is key to understand its expressive power. Apart of
the theoretical insights, knowing which extensions can jointly be modeled within a single
framework under a given semantics is for instance crucial in dynamic scenarios in which
argumentation frameworks undergo certain changes [27].
This chapter is concerned with the characteristics of CAF semantics. We present a
systematic analysis of claim semantics with respect to general and to well-formed CAFs
by investigating and comparing fundamental properties. We identify, adapt, and develop
fundamental principles for claim semantics in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we study the
expressive power of the semantics by characterizing their signatures.

Background & Notation. In this chapter, we make use of concepts and results from
Chapter 4 where we have developed hybrid semantics (h-semantics) for CAFs. Let us
recall our naming conventions. We sometimes drop ‘inherited’ or ‘hybrid’ (prefix ‘i-’ or
‘h-’, respectively) when speaking about a semantics for which only one version exists or if
both variants coincide. For instance, we say ‘complete’ instead of ‘i-complete’ semantics
because it has no hybrid variant; and for well-formed CAFs, we say ‘stable’ instead of
‘inherited’, ‘h-cf -’, or ‘h-ad-stable’ semantics because all variants coincide.
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5.1 Principles
Inspired by similar studies on AF semantics, we conduct a principle-based analysis of
CAF semantics in this section. The goal of our studies is to identify differences between
inherited and hybrid semantics on the one hand and to analyze the different behavior of
the semantics when restricted to well-formed CAFs when compared to the general case
on the other hand. We have already experienced in Section 4.1 that differences between
inherited and hybrid semantics vanish when restricting them to well-formed CAFs (cf.
Proposition 4.1.5 and 4.1.16). Our principle-based analysis aims to work out such specific
differences in greater detail. We consider principles restricted to a CAF-class C.

Definition 5.1.1. By Cu and Cwf , we denote the class of CAFs resp. well-formed CAFs.

In this section, we identify not only principles that are genuine for CAF semantics, but
consider also principles that extend well-known principles for AF semantics to claim-
focused reasoning. In this aspect, let us recall that AFs can be seen as a special case
of CAFs by taking the identity function as claim-function. By Lemma 4.2.1, negative
results carry over to CAFs for those principles that are a faithful generalization of AF
principles. To compare our principles with the corresponding AF case, it will be useful
to consider the CAF class that contains each AF as equivalent CAF representation.

Definition 5.1.2. We define the CAF class Cid = {(F, id) | F is an AF}.

We subdivide our principles in three different groups: in Section 5.1.1, we consider
principles that address properties of the underlying structure of the framework with
respect to specific semantics; in Section 5.1.2, we consider basic properties following similar
investigations for AFs; finally, we study set-theoretical principles in Section 5.1.3 and set
the grounds for a rigorous expressiveness analysis of our semantics under consideration.

5.1.1 Meta-principles
Let us start our principle-based analysis with a fundamental principle of claim-focused
reasoning: the realizability principle states that a claim-set requires a set of arguments
that supports it in order to be acceptable in a given framework.

Principle 5.1.3 (Realizability). A semantics ρ satisfies the realizability principle in
C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every claim-set S, S ∈ ρ(F) only if there is a set of
arguments E ⊆ AF that realizes S in F .

The realizability principle is at the core of argumentative claim justification: a claim
cannot be accepted if there is no argument for it. By definition, each semantics under
consideration satisfies this fundamental principle.

The next principle we consider is common to many claim-focused reasoning formalisms:
the argument-name independence principle states that the specific names of the arguments
do not play a role when evaluating a given framework with respect to the claims.
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Example 5.1.4. Let us recall our logic program P from Example 3.2.5 and the associated
CAF FP obtained from Translation 3.2.9. We depict FP below.

CAF FP : x1d x0
a x2

b
x3 c

The CAF FP has four arguments x0, x1, x2, x3. In the claim-focused evaluation of the
CAF, however, the particular names of the arguments are irrelevant. More precisely, it
would have been equally possible to name them x, y, z, u. Evaluating the resulting CAF
with respect to complete semantics yields in both cases the claim-sets ∅, {a}, and {d, b}.

Principle 5.1.5 (Argument-names independence). A semantics ρ satisfies the argument-
names independence principle in C iff for every two CAFs F and G in C which are
isomorphic to each other, it holds that ρ(F) = ρ(G).

It is easy to see that all considered CAF semantics satisfy this principle.

Remark 5.1.6 (Relation to AFs). The adaption of argument-name independence to AFs
by restricting it to the class Cid yields a principle that allows to compare only identical AFs
(due to Definition 2.2.8 of CAF isomorphisms) and is thus trivially satisfied by all possible
semantics. An alternative adaption of the principle is to consider classical isomorphisms
disregarding the labels (graph-theoretically speaking, an arc-preserving bijection). In this
case, the principle is not satisfied by any non-trivial AF semantics since the names of
the arguments trivially matter when evaluating AFs.

Next we discuss a principle that seems closely related at first sight: the language inde-
pendence principle [11, 175] or abstraction [7, 45], states that a semantics is independent
of the specific names of the elements that occur in a framework.

In contrast to argument-name independence, which states that two isomorphic frameworks
yield identical claim-extensions independently of the considered argument-names, the
language independence principle states that the evaluation process does not depend on
the names of the abstract objects (i.e., arguments and claims) in the frameworks. For
an appropriate adaption to CAFs, we consider generalized isomorphisms that preserve
the claim-structure but not their specific names (speaking in graph-theoretical terms, we
consider an arc-preserving vertex bijection which preserves equivalence classes of labels).

Definition 5.1.7. A bijective function f : AF → AG between two CAFs F and G is a
generalized isomorphism if f is attack-preserving i.e., (x, y) ∈ RF iff (f(x), f(y)) ∈ RG for
all a, b ∈ AF , and preserves the claim-structure, i.e., cl(x) = cl(y) iff cl(f(x)) = cl(f(y))
for all x, y ∈ AF . We say that F and G are generalized isomorphic to each other iff there
is a generalized isomorphism f : AF → AG. We call the function fc : cl(AF ) → cl(AG)
with fc(cl(x)) = cl(f(x)) f -induced claim-isomorphism.
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Example 5.1.8. Let us consider our CAF F from Example 2.2.7 and another CAF G
also having three arguments. Both F and G are depicted below:

F : x1
x

x2
x

y1
y

G : a
α

b
α

c

β

The CAFs F and G are not isomorphic to each other since their claims differ. They
are, however, generalized isomorphic to each other: indeed, the function f with x1 → a,
x2 → b, and y1 → c satisfies (x, y) ∈ RF iff (f(x), f(y)) ∈ RG and preserves the claim-
structure by associating claim x in F with claim α in G and claim y with claim β. The
induced claim-isomorphism fc behaves accordingly and maps x to α and y to β.

Principle 5.1.9 (Language independence). A semantics ρ satisfies the language inde-
pendence principle in C iff for every two CAFs F and G in C which are generalized
isomorphic to each other (via isomorphism f), it holds that ρ(F) = {fc(S) | S ∈ ρ(G)}
for the f -induced claim-isomorphism fc : cl(AF ) → cl(AG).

Language independence is a faithful adaption of the corresponding AF principle: each
generalized isomorphism between F , G ∈ Cid corresponds to an isomorphism between F
and G. We note that all considered semantics satisfy this principle.

Next we consider another principle that is genuine for CAFs. The unique realizability
principle gives insights into the correspondence of claim-sets and their realizations.

Principle 5.1.10 (Unique realizability). A semantics ρ satisfies the unique realizability
principle in C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F) there is a unique set of
arguments E ⊆ AF that ρ-realizes S in F .

This principle is satisfied by most of the semantics for well-formed CAFs.

Proposition 5.1.11 (cf. Proposition 3.1.2). Grounded, complete, i-preferred, i-semi-
stable, i-naive, i-stage, and i-stable semantics satisfy unique realizability in Cwf .

Interestingly, hybrid semantics are not uniquely realized as they do not require ⊆-
maximality of their admissible (or conflict-free) realizations. Consider the following
trivial example with only two arguments both having the same claim c.

Example 5.1.12. Consider the well-formed CAF F = ({x, y}, ∅, cl) with cl(x)=cl(y)=c.
In F , all hybrid semantics σh return the same claim-set {c}. However, {c} has three
possible σh-realizations: {x}, {y}, and {x, y}. Thus, {c} is not uniquely realized in F .

Note that the alternative definitions of h-semantics that consider complete, preferred, or
naive extensions instead of admissible or conflict-free extensions on argument-level (cf.
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Propositions 4.1.4, 4.1.17, and 4.1.20) satisfy unique realizability since the property is
transferred from the underlying inherited semantics.

This observation is crucial for the following weaker version of unique realizability: maximal
realizability requires that each extension has a unique ⊆-maximal realization.

Principle 5.1.13 (Maximal realizability). A semantics ρ satisfies the maximal re-
alizability principle in C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F), the set
Emax = E ρ-real. S E is a ρ-realization of S in F .

Proposition 5.1.14. All considered semantics satisfy maximal realizability in in Cwf .

Proof. Starting with inherited conflict-free and admissible semantics, we first observe
that two cfi-realizations E, D of a claim-set S are conflict-free since they attack the same
arguments, thus E ∪ D cfi-realizes S as well. Moreover, if E and D are adi-realizations
of S, it holds that both defend the same arguments, thus E ∪ D adi-realizes S. We thus
obtain that i-conflict-free and admissible semantics satisfy maximal realizability. The
inherited semantics in question satisfy the principle since they build on either i-conflict-free
or i-admissible semantics (and since they already satisfy unique realizability).

For h-preferred and both variants of stable semantics, the statement follows since they
coincide with their respective inherited counter-parts. For the remaining semantics, it
suffices to consider the i-preferred (for h-semi-stable semantics) respectively the i-naive
(for h-naive and h-stage semantics) realization of the claim-set in question: Consider a
well-formed CAF F and let S denote a h-semi-stable claim-set of F . By our results from
Section 4.1, S has a pri-realization E in F . This realization contains all ssh-realizations
of S in F , i.e., E = Emax. The proof for h-naive and h-stage semantics is analogous.

Apart from grounded semantics, all considered semantics violate unique and maximal
realizability in the general case. It suffices to extend Example 5.1.12 in a minimal way:

Example 5.1.15. Consider the CAF F = ({x, y}, {(x, y), (y, x)}, cl) with cl(x) =
cl(y) = c. In F , all semantics return the claim-set {c}. However, the extension {c} has
two possible realizations {x} and {y} which shows that {c} is neither uniquely realizable
nor possesses a maximal realization.

Table 5.1 and 5.2 summarize our results from this section. Table 5.1 presents all considered
principles for general CAFs while Table 5.2 contains all principles for well-formed CAFs.
The realizability principle as well as the argument-name and language independence
principle are satisfied by all considered semantics, which confirms that these principles
formalize fundamental properties of claim-focused reasoning. On the other hand, we
observe that the desirable unique and maximal realizability principles are not satisfied by
any (except the single-status grounded) semantics in the general case. For well-formed
CAFs, the picture is more diverse, in particular due to the difference between inherited
and hybrid semantics regarding unique realizability. Maximal realizability on the other
hand is satisfied by all considered semantics.
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Realizability Arg-name
Ind.

Language
Ind.

Unique
Realizability

Maximal
Realizability

cfi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

adi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

gri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

pri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

prh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

stbi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

cf -stbh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

ad-stbh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

ssi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

ssh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

nai ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

nah ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

stgi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

stgh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗

Table 5.1: Meta-principles w.r.t. general CAFs.

Realizability Arg-name
Ind.

Language
Ind.

Unique
Realizability

Maximal
Realizability

cfi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

adi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

gri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

pri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

prh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

stbi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

cf -stbh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

ad-stbh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

ssi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

nai ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

nah ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

stgi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Table 5.2: Meta-principles w.r.t. well-formed CAFs.
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5.1.2 Basic Principles
In this section, we investigate fundamental properties of argumentation semantics in
the context of claim-focused reasoning. To begin with, we study claim semantics on
argument-level by analyzing the corresponding realizations.

Principle 5.1.16 (Conflict-freeness). A semantics ρ satisfies conflict-freeness in C iff
for each CAF F ∈ C, for each S ∈ ρ(F), there is a conflict-free realization E of S in F .

Principle 5.1.17 (Defense). A semantics ρ satisfies defense in C iff for each CAF
F ∈ C, for each S ∈ ρ(F), there is a realization E of S in F that defends itself.

Principle 5.1.18 (Admissibility). A semantics ρ satisfies admissibility in C iff for each
CAF F ∈ C, for each S ∈ ρ(F), there is an admissible realization E of S in F .

The principles conflict-freeness, admissibility, and defense faithfully generalize the corre-
sponding AF principles. These principles all formalize properties of extensions. We have
generalized these principles using the following schema.

Schema 5.1.19. Let P be an AF principle of the form

“Semantics σ satisfies P iff for all AFs F , for all E ∈ σ(F ), E satisfies property p.”

We adapt the principle to claim semantics as follows:

“Semantics ρ satisfies Pi iff for all F ∈ C, for all S ∈ ρ(F), there exists a realization E of
S in F such that E satisfies property p”.

We call principles obtained in this way inherited principles. By definition, each inherited
semantics σi satisfies principle Pi iff the corresponding AF semantics σ satisfies P.
likewise, the hybrid semantics inherit satisfaction from their realizations. From the
relations between the semantics established in Section 4.2, we obtain the following results.

Lemma 5.1.20. Let Pi be the generalization of principle P obtained by Schema 5.1.19.
A semantics σi satisfies Pi in Cu iff σ satisfies P; moreover, if preferred semantics
satisfies P then ρ ∈ {prh, ssh, ad-stbh} satisfies Pi in Cu; and if naive semantics satisfies
P then ρ ∈ {nah, stgh, cf -stbh} satisfies Pi in Cu.

For our considered principles, we obtain the following results.

Proposition 5.1.21. All semantics under consideration satisfy conflict-freeness in Cu.
Admissible, complete, grounded, h-ad-stable, i-stable and both variants of semi-stable and
preferred semantics satisfy defense and admissibility in Cu.
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We note that conflict-freeness and defense are properties of argument-extensions rather
than claim-sets. In this context, we recall that claim-defense corresponds to defense
on argument-level (cf. Section 4.1.4). Hence the shift to the extensions when analyzing
these properties is reasonable. There are, however, principles for which the generalization
is less straightforward. In the following, we consider the naivety principle and (CF-
)reinstatement and discuss different generalizations.

The naivety principle has been introduced in [175] for AFs. In the context of claims, this
principle can be extended in two ways: First, by requiring the existence of a realization
that is maximal with respect to set-inclusion, and second, by requiring that the claim-set
itself is ⊆-maximal. Notice that these two natural choices reflect the different approaches
that underlie inherited and hybrid semantics, respectively.

Principle 5.1.22 (i-Naivety). A semantics ρ satisfies the inherited naivety principle in
C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F), there is a conflict-free realization E of S
in F which is ⊆-maximal in cf (F ).

Principle 5.1.23 (h-Naivety). A semantics ρ satisfies the hybrid naivety principle in C
iff for each CAF F ∈ C, for each S ∈ ρ(F), it holds that S is ⊆-maximal in cfi(F).

Both principles faithfully generalize the AF naivety principle. By Lemma 4.2.1, we thus
obtain counter-examples for admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, and semi-stable
semantics. By Lemma 5.1.20, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 5.1.24. All variants of naive, stage, and stable semantics satisfy inherited
naivety in Cu.

H-naivety, on the other hand, is not satisfied by any of the considered semantics in the
general case, except for h-naive semantics. As shown in Example 4.1.2, i-naive semantics
violate this principle even in the well-formed case. Using results from Section 4.2, we
obtain the following result.

Proposition 5.1.25. H-naive semantics satisfies hybrid naivety in Cu. Moreover, all
variants of stage and stable semantics satisfy hybrid naivety in Cwf .

The reinstatement principle first studied in [11] states that an extension should contain
all arguments it defends. One possible way is to extend it using the same schema as for
conflict-freeness, admissibility, and defense.

Principle 5.1.26 (i-Reinstatement). A semantics ρ satisfies inherited reinstatement in
C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F), there is a realization E of S in F that
contains all arguments it defends.

As sketched above, this principle is satisfied by all semantics that admit complete
realizations. By Lemma 4.2.1, we obtain counter-examples for the remaining cases.
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Proposition 5.1.27. Complete, grounded, h-ad-stable, i-stable, and both variants of
preferred and semi-stable semantics satisfy inherited reinstatement in Cu.

We consider another generalization of reinstatement that weakens the conditions. The
intuition is that it suffices to require that some some argument with claim c is defended
in order to reinstate the claim.

Principle 5.1.28 (Reinstatement). A semantics ρ satisfies reinstatement in C iff for
every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F), if there is a realization E of S in F that defends
an argument a ∈ AF then cl(a) ∈ S.

The principle is a faithful generalization of the reinstatement principle for AFs. Indeed,
the principle corresponds to its AF counter-part if if cl(a) = a. Interestingly, the principle
is not satisfied by any claim semantics under consideration in the general case.

Example 5.1.29. Let us consider the following three CAFs F , F , and F :

F :

a1a a2 a
b1b

c1c F :

a1a a2 a
b1b

c1c a3 a F :

a1a a2 a
b1b

c1c

First, we consider the CAF F and observe that he claim-set S = {a}, witnessed by
realization {a1}, is a ρ-extension of F for all except grounded and h-naive semantics.
The realization E = {a2} of S defends the argument b1 against the attack from a1,
nevertheless, cl(b1) = b is not contained in S.

For grounded semantics, we adapt F by adding another argument a3 with claim a that
attacks c1 and a2—the resulting CAF is called F and is depicted above. This argument
defends a1, thus {a}, witnessed by {a1, a3}, is grounded in the modified CAF. Since
E = {a2} defends b1 in F we obtain the desired counter-example.

The third CAF F shows that h-naive semantics fail to satisfy i-reinstatement for general
CAFs: The realization E = {a2} of S = {a} defends b1 although b is not contained in S.

The underlying issue is that the semantics are in general not uniquely realized. Hence we
can realize some claim-set S under semantics ρ via extension E1 and defend claim c with
some other realization E2 of S. For well-formed semantics, each realization of a claim-set
S attacks—and thus defends—the same arguments. We obtain that all complete-based
semantics satisfy this principle in Cwf .

Proposition 5.1.30. Complete, grounded, preferred, stable, and both variants of semi-
stable semantics satisfy reinstatement in Cwf .
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Let us consider a strengthening of reinstatement which has been considered in the
literature for the AF case already. CF-reinstatement [11] additionally requires that the
extension is not in conflict with the argument it defends.

Principle 5.1.31 (CF-Reinstatement). A semantics ρ satisfies CF-reinstatement in C
iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F), if there is a realization E of S in F that
defends an argument a ∈ AF and E ∪ {a} is conflict-free then cl(a) ∈ S.

Interestingly, h-naive semantics satisfies CF-reinstatement even in Cu as we show next.
This observation gives h-naive semantics an exclusive status as it is the only semantics
under consideration that retains this fundamental property for general CAFs.

Proposition 5.1.32. H-naive semantics satisfy CF-reinstatement in Cu.

Proof. Consider a CAF F , a h-naive extension S of F , and a realization E of S in F that
defends argument a ∈ AF and satisfies E ∪ {a} ∈ cf (F ). It holds that S ⊆ cl(E ∪ {a}).
It follows that cl(a) is contained in S, otherwise, S is not ⊆-maximal in cfi(F).

Since both variants of stage semantics are contained in h-naive semantics for well-formed
CAFs, we obtain that both semantics satisfy CF-reinstatement in Cwf . Moreover, each
complete-based semantics satisfies CF-reinstatement.

Proposition 5.1.33. Complete, grounded, preferred, h-naive, stable, and both variants
of semi-stable and stage semantics satisfy CF-reinstatement in Cwf .

Counter-examples for the remaining cases are by Example 5.1.29 (observe that E ∪ {b1}
is conflict-free in F and F ). For i-naive semantics, consider the following example:

Example 5.1.34. Consider the well-formed CAF F given as follows:

F : x1

x
y1

y
x2

x
z1

z
x3

x

The i-naive extensions of F are {x}, {x, y}, {x, z}, and {y, z}. For S = {x}, we can find
a conflict-free realization E of x, namely E = {x3}, that defends y1 (the argument has
no attacker) and E ∪ {y1} is conflict-free. Nevertheless, cl(y1) = y is not contained in S.
Therefore, i-naive semantics violates CF-reinstatement, even for well-formed CAFs.

Finally, let us consider a principle which states that a claim is credulously accepted if it
is not defeated by any claim-extension. We consider only claims that are cf -realizable,
that is, there is some argument with this claim that is not self-attacking.

Principle 5.1.35. A semantics ρ satisfies justified rejection in C iff for every CAF
F ∈ C, for every cf -realizable claim c ∈ cl(A), if there is no S ∈ ρ(F) with c ∈ S then
there is some ρ-realization E of a claim-set S ∈ ρ(F) that defeats c in F .
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Proposition 5.1.36. Conflict-free, h-stage and all variants of naive and stable semantics
satisfy justified rejection in Cu.

Proof. Conflict-free, i-naive, and h-naive semantics satisfy this principle because, by
definition, if a claim c has a non-self-attacking occurrence, then there is an extension that
contains c; thus the premise is never satisfied. Also, all stable variants satisfy justified
rejection: if an extension does not contain a given claim c then c is defeated by it. Finally,
also h-stage semantics satisfy justified rejection: consider some conflict-free set E in the
underlying AF that contains claim c. Then either cl(E) extends to a set with ⊆-maximal
range (thus the premise is not satisfied) or there is some other set D that defeats c.

Proposition 5.1.37. I-stage semantics satisfies justified rejection in Cwf .

Proof. Consider a CAF F , a claim c ∈ cl(A) and let Ec denote the set of all cf-realizable
arguments with claim c in F . By well-formedness, each remaining argument with claim c
is self-attacking and attacked by Ec. Hence x ∈ E⊕

c for all x ∈ AF with cl(x) = c. Thus
there is some stage set E with E⊕

c ⊆ E⊕; i.e., x ∈ E⊕ for all x ∈ AF with cl(x) = c.

In general, i-stage and i-semi-stable semantics do not satisfy this principle; moreover,
admissible-based semantics violate justified rejection in Cwf , as we show next.

Example 5.1.38. Let us consider the following CAFs F and F :

F : x

c
y
c

z

z
F : x

x
y

y
z

z

In F , the set {z} is the unique stage and semi-stable extension in the underlying AF.
However, the extension does not defeat claim c.
In F , {z} is the only admissible set, thus it is the unique candidate for all admissible-based
realizations. Nevertheless, z does not defeat y. Observe that F is well-formed.

Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 summarize our results for general and well-formed CAFs, respec-
tively. We observe that conflict-freeness, admissibility, i-naivety, and justified rejection
behave similar in general and well-formed CAFs. The only exception are h-cf -stable
semantics which violate defense and admissibility in Cu but satisfy both principles in Cwf
(recall that h-cf -stable semantics coincide with the other stable variants in this case).
Comparing our results with the respective AF principles, we moreover obtain that—apart
of h-cf -stable semantics—the aforementioned principles behave as expected.
For h-naivety, reinstatement, and CF-reinstatement, the picture looks different: reinstate-
ment is not satisfied by any semantics in Cu while h-naivety and CF-reinstatement are
both only satisfied by h-naive semantics. As both properties are considered characteristic
for naive semantics, our results indicate that h-naive semantics generalize naive semantics
to CAFs in a reasonable way. This theory is supported by the fact that i-naive semantics
does not satisfy any of the aforementioned principles, even in the well-formed case.
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Confl.-
free

Defense/
Adm. i-Na. h-Na. i-Reinst. Reinst. CF-

Reinst.
Just.

Reject.
cfi ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

adi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

gri ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

coi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

pri ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

prh ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

stbi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

cf -stbh ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

ad-stbh ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

ssi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ssh ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

nai ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

nah ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

stgi ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

stgh ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Table 5.3: Basic principles w.r.t. general CAFs.

Confl.-
free

Defense/
Adm. i-Na. h-Na. i-Reinst. Reinst. CF-

Reinst.
Just.

Reject.
cfi ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

adi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

gri ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

coi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

pri ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

stbi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssi ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

ssh ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

nai ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

nah ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

stgi ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

stgh ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Table 5.4: Basic principles w.r.t. well-formed CAFs.
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5.1.3 Set-theoretical Principles
In this section, our object of interest is the structure of so-called extension-sets, i.e., sets
of sets of claims or, to be more precise, the set of all claim-extensions that are acceptable
with respect to a given semantics. We recall classical set-theoretical principles and
introduce novel principles in order to identify subtle differences between extension-sets
for CAF semantics. Our set-theoretical principles give rise to certain closure-criteria of
the extension-sets and are crucial to provide expressiveness-results for CAF semantics.

Let us first consider the well-known I-maximality principle [11].

Principle 5.1.39 (I-maximality). A semantics ρ satisfies I-maximality in class C iff for
every CAF F ∈ C, for every S, T ∈ ρ(F), if S ⊆ T then S = T .

Let us first discuss the general case. By definition, h-preferred and h-naive semantics
satisfy I-maximality; moreover, grounded semantics yields a unique extension and thus
satisfies this principle as well.

Proposition 5.1.40. Grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred semantics satisfy I-maximality.

The principle is not satisfied by any of the remaining semantics under consideration for
general CAFs. The CAF from Example 2.2.7 possesses the claim-extensions {x}, {x, y}
which are accepted under all except grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred semantics.

We obtain more positive results on well-formed CAFs: using our ⊆-inclusion results from
Section 4.2, we obtain that preferred, stable, as well as all variants of semi-stable and
stage semantics satisfy I-maximality in Cwf .

Proposition 5.1.41. Grounded, h-naive, and all variants of preferred, semi-stable, stage,
and stable semantics satisfy I-maximality in Cwf .

We obtain counter-examples for the remaining semantics utilizing Lemma 4.2.1.

Next we consider the downward closure principle [83].

Principle 5.1.42 (Downward closure). A semantics σ is downward closed in C iff for
every CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ σ(F), if T ⊆ S then T ∈ σ(F).

The unique semantics satisfying downward closure is conflict-free semantics.

Proposition 5.1.43. Conflict-free semantics satisfy downward-closure in Cu.

In what follows, we will recall principles from [84], which, roughly speaking, explain why
particular sets (of arguments or, in our case, of claims) are not jointly acceptable with
respect to a particular semantics. Moreover, we introduce novel principles in the same
spirit of the aforementioned properties. In order to study such type of principles, the
following notion will be useful.
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U1
U2 U3

U4
U5

d

S

(a) Tightness-criteria visualized.

U1

U2

U3

d

S T

(b) Conflict-sensitivity-criteria visualized.

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the required conditions of tightness (5.1a) and
conflict-sensitivity (5.1b): In Figure 5.1a, the set S is covered by the upper union i≤5 Ui

of d. If tightness is satisfied by semantics ρ, then S ∪ {d} is contained in ρ(F) for each F .
Figure 5.1b depicts the upper union i≤3 Ui of an element d ∈ T which contains S. If S
is contained in the upper union of each element of T , then S ∪ T is a claim-extension
with respect to a semantics ρ that satisfies conflict-sensitivity.

Definition 5.1.44. For S ⊆ 2C and S ⊆ T ∈S T , we define the upper union of S in S as

upS(S) =
S⊆T ∈S

T.

If we consider an I-maximal extension-set S, we observe that the upper union becomes
the identity function on S. The upper union contains in this case only the input-set.

Proposition 5.1.45. Given a semantics ρ that satisfies I-maximality and a CAF F , it
holds that S = upρ(F)(S) for each S ∈ ρ(F).

Let us next recall tightness and the conflict-sensitivity as introduced in [84].

Principle 5.1.46 (Tightness). A semantics ρ satisfies tightness in class C iff for every
CAF F ∈ C, for every S ∈ ρ(F) and for every claim d ∈ cl(A), if S ∈ upρ(F)({d}) then
S ∪ {d} ∈ ρ(F).

Principle 5.1.47 (Conflict-Sensitivity). A semantics ρ satisfies conflict-sensitivity in
class C iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S, T ∈ ρ(F), if S ∈ upρ(F)({d}) for all d ∈ T
then S ∪ T ∈ ρ(F).

Figure 5.1 visualizes both properties. If tightness is satisfied by a semantics ρ, then
S ⊆ i≤5 Ui = upρ(F)({d}) (as shown in Figure 5.1a) implies S ∪ {d} ∈ ρ(F) for all CAFs
F . Conflict-sensitivity is satisfied by a semantics ρ, if S ⊆ i≤3 Ui = upρ(F)({d}) as
depicted in Figure 5.1b for all d ∈ T implies S ∪ T ∈ ρ(F) for each CAF F .

Remark 5.1.48. In [84], conflict-sensitivity and tightness have been introduced via
so-called pairs: a couple c, d forms a pair if there is an extension that contains both a
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and b. A semantics satisfies conflict-sensitivity iff for every two extensions S, T , if every
couple c, d forms a pair then the union of S and T is an extension itself. A semantics
satisfies tightness if for every extension S, for every claim d, if each couple c, d is a pair
for every c ∈ S, then S ∪ {d} is an extension. Our formulation is indeed equivalent to
the original formulation: S is contained in the upper union of a claim d iff c, d form a
pair for all c ∈ S; conflict-sensitivity generalizes this concept to each claim d ∈ T .

Grounded semantics satisfy conflict-sensitivity and tightness since they are single-status
semantics. However, both properties turn out to be too strong when it comes to claim
semantics, even for well-formed CAFs.

Example 5.1.49. We consider the extension-set S = {{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}} which is
neither tight nor conflict-sensitive. We generate the following well-formed CAF F :

a1 b1

b2

c2

a3

c3

For each claim c in set Si ∈ S, we introduce an argument ci. Each set S is attacked by
claims not appearing in S, e.g., the set {a, b} is attacked by claim c. In this way, we ensure
that F is well-formed. It can be checked that ρ(F) = S for h-naive and for (all variants
of) preferred, stable, semi-stable and stage semantics, moreover, S ∪ {∅} corresponds to
adi(F) and coi(F), while S∪ {{a}, {b}, {c}} = nai(F) and S∪ {∅, {a}, {b}, {c}} = cfi(F).

We consider a novel principle that generalizes tightness and conflict-sensitivity.

Principle 5.1.50 (Cautious closure). A semantics ρ is cautiously closed iff for every
CAF F , for every S, T ∈ ρ(F), if S ⊆ upρ(F)(T ) then S ∪ T ∈ ρ(F).

Figure 5.2 provides a graphical representation of this generalized criteria. Next we show
that each semantics that satisfies conflict-sensitivity also satisfies cautious closure. Hence
each AF semantics that satisfies conflict-sensitivity (e.g., admissible, grounded, preferred,
stable, semi-stable, and stage semantics) satisfies the generalized principle as well.

Proposition 5.1.51. Conflict-sensitivity implies cautious closure.

Proof. Given a CAF F and two sets S, T ∈ ρ(F). Moreover, let S ⊆ upρ(F)(T ). This
means in particular that S is contained in the upper union of each single claim d ∈ T , i.e.,
S ∈ upρ(F)({d}) for all d ∈ T . If ρ(F) is conflict-sensitive, we obtain S ∪ T ∈ ρ(F).

Since I-maximal extension-sets S satisfy S = upS(S) for each S ∈ S, we obtain that each
semantics that satisfies I-maximality satisfies cautious closure as well.
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U1
U2

U3
U4

U5

T

S

Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the required conditions of cautious closure: the
set S is covered by the upper union i≤5 Ui of T . If cautious closure is satisfied by
semantics ρ, then this implies that S ∪ T is contained in ρ(F). We have replaced the
single claim d in Figure 5.1a by a set of claims T .

Proposition 5.1.52. I-maximality implies cautious closure.

We obtain that grounded (by Proposition 5.1.51), h-preferred and h-naive semantics
satisfy cautious closure even in the general case.

Proposition 5.1.53. Grounded, h-preferred and h-naive semantics satisfy cautious
closure in Cu.

For the remaining semantics, we consider the following counter-example:

Example 5.1.54. We consider the extension-set S = {{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}, {a}}. The set
S is not cautiously closed: indeed, the upper union of {a} is given by {a, b, c} and thus
contains {b, c}. Nevertheless, {a, b, c} is not contained in S.

We generate the following CAF F by introducing an argument ci for each claim c, for
each claim-set Si ∈ S. Moreover, cl(ci) = c. The attack-relation is defined as follows:
two arguments ci, dj attack each other iff i = j. We obtain the following CAF:

a1 b1

b2

c2

a3

c3

a4

The construction ensures that each claim-set has its unique realization that attacks all
remaining arguments. In F , all attacks are symmetric and thus admissible-based and
conflict-free semantics coincide. We obtain that all considered semantics ρ apart from
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grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred semantics satisfy S ⊆ ρ(F), moreover, the set {a, b, c}
is not accepted with respect to any of the considered semantics. It follows that cautious
closure is violated by all semantics under consideration (apart from grounded, h-naive,
and h-preferred semantics).

Cautious closure is satisfied by several semantics if one considers the restriction to
well-formed CAFs. First, by Proposition 5.1.52, we obtain that preferred, stable, h-naive,
and both variants of semi-stable and stage semantics satisfy cautious closure.

Proposition 5.1.55. Grounded, preferred, stable, h-naive, and both variants of semi-
stable and stage semantics satisfy cautious closure in Cwf .

Next we show that admissible semantics satisfy this principle in Cwf .

Proposition 5.1.56. Admissible semantics satisfy cautious closure in Cwf .

Proof. Given a well-formed CAF F and let S, T ∈ adi(F) with S ⊆ upρ(F)(T ). We show
that S ∪ T ∈ adi(F).

Consider ad-realizations E, D ⊆ AF of S and T , respectively. By Dung’s fundamental
lemma, the union E ∪ D defends itself in F . Now assume there is a conflict in E ∪ D, i.e.,
there are arguments x, y ∈ E ∪ D such that (x, y) ∈ R. W.l.o.g. let x ∈ E and y ∈ D
(as both E, D are admissible it is not the case that both arguments x, y are contained
in either E or D). Since S ⊆ upρ(F)(T ) there is some admissible superset T ⊇ T such
that T ∪ {cl(x)} ⊆ T . Let D denote an ad-realization of T and let x ∈ D denote the
occurrence of cl(x) in D , that is, cl(x ) = cl(x). Then (x , y) ∈ R by well-formedness.
Since D defends itself, there is an argument z ∈ D that attacks x . Let z ∈ D denote
the occurrence of claim cl(z ) in D , that is, cl(z ) = cl(z). By well-formedness, we have
that (z , x ) ∈ R, contradiction to D ∈ ad(F ).

Complete, conflict-free and i-naive semantics do not satisfy cautious closure. Exam-
ple 5.1.49 serves as a counter-example for conflict-free and i-naive semantics; for complete
semantics, we consider the following counter-example.

Example 5.1.57. Consider the following CAF with cl = id:

a gb c d e f

{b} and {f} are complete, but {b, f} is not complete since it defends the argument d.

We consider a relaxation of cautious closure.

Principle 5.1.58 (Weak cautious closure). A semantics ρ is weakly cautiously closed
iff for every CAF F , for every S, T ∈ ρ(F), if upρ(F)(T ) then there is U ∈ ρ(F) with
S ∪ T ⊆ U .
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Since each semantics that satisfies cautious closure also satisfies weak cautious closure,
we obtain the following result.

Proposition 5.1.59. Grounded, h-preferred and h-naive semantics satisfy weak cautious
closure in Cu.

Example 5.1.54 shows that the remaining semantics do not satisfy weak cautious closure.
For well-formed CAFs, we first observe that Example 5.1.49 provides a counter-example
for i-naive and conflict-free semantics. The remaining semantics satisfy this principle.

Proposition 5.1.60. Grounded, admissible, complete, preferred, stable, h-naive, and
both variants of semi-stable and stage semantics satisfy weak cautious closure in Cwf .

Proof. To show that coi(F) is weakly cautiously closed for each well-formed CAF F ,
consider two claim-sets S, T ∈ coi(F) with upρ(F)(T ). Clearly, S and T are admissible
in F . By Proposition 5.1.56, we obtain S ∪ T ∈ adi(F), thus there is some complete
claim-set U ∈ coi(F) with S ∪ T ⊆ U . For the remaining semantics, we obtain the
statement since the principle generalizes cautious closure.

Let us next consider a principle that characterizes a crucial property of complete semantics.
if two extensions S, T are contained in some other extension U , i.e., S ∪ T ⊆ U , then
there is a unique ⊆-minimal extension that contains S ∪ T . For this, it will be useful to
define so-called completion-sets of a given set of claims.

Definition 5.1.61. Given a CAF F , a semantics ρ and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ),
we let Cρ(F)(S) = {T ∈ ρ(F) | S ⊆ T, T ∈ ρ(F) : S ⊆ T ⊂ T} denote the minimal
completion-sets of S in F .

If |Cρ(F)(S)| = 1 we slightly abuse notation and write Cρ(F)(S) to denote the unique
minimal completion-set of S.

Principle 5.1.62 (Unique completion). A semantics ρ satisfies unique completion in C
iff for every CAF F ∈ C, for every S, T ∈ ρ(F), |Cρ(F)(S ∪ T )| ≤ 1.

Proposition 5.1.63. Cautious closure implies unique completion.

Proof. The unique completion of two extensions S, T ∈ ρ(F) in question is given by the
union T ∪ S. In case there are several completions of T ∪ S, we have that S ⊆ upρ(F)(T )
and thus S ∪ T ∈ ρ(F).

We thus obtain that unique completion is satisfied by grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred
semantics in the general case and additionally by admissible, stable, and both versions of
semi-stable and stage semantics in Cwf .
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Proposition 5.1.64. Grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred semantics satisfy unique com-
pletion in Cu. Moreover, admissible, preferred, stable, h-naive, and both variants of
semi-stable and stage semantics satisfy unique completion in Cwf .

For general CAFs, the principle is not satisfied by any of the remaining semantics: a
counter-example is given by Example 5.1.54, here, {a} has two minimal completions
{a, b} and {a, c}.

Likewise, neither i-naive nor conflict-free semantics satisfy unique completion in Cwf :
in Example 5.1.49, the sets {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c} as well as the singletons {a}, {b}, {c} are
conflict-free and i-naive claim-sets, thus each singleton has two minimal completions.

We end this section by showing that for well-formed CAFs, unique completion is satisfied
by complete semantics.

Proposition 5.1.65. Complete semantics satisfy unique completion in Cwf .

Proof. Recall that in well-formed CAFs, each realization of a claim-set attacks the same
arguments. Thus, every realization of T ∪ S for two extensions S, T ∈ coi(F) in a
well-formed CAF F defends the same arguments. It follows that S ∪ T admits a unique
completion in case T ∪ S is ad-realizable in F .

We summarize our results in Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 for general and well-formed CAFs,
respectively. Apart from grounded semantics which satisfies almost all set-theoretical
principles under consideration by definition, only h-naive and h-preferred semantics
satisfy I-maximality, (weak) cautious closure, and unique completion in the general case.
Tightness and conflict-sensitivity are also not satisfied in the well-formed case. Cautious
closure, on the other hand, is satisfied by almost all admissible-based semantics except
for complete semantics. Weak cautious closure and unique completion are satisfied by
complete semantics as well.

5.2 Expressiveness
In this section, we investigate the expressive power of claim semantics. As already
observed in the previous section, CAF semantics are in general more expressive than
their AF counterparts: several semantics violate I-maximality, moreover, it is possible
to construct (well-formed) CAFs that violate tightness and conflict-sensitivity which is
impossible for e.g., preferred resp. admissible semantics as shown by Dunne et al. [84].

In order to study the expressive power of the considered semantics, we provide charac-
terizations of the signatures of the semantics [84]. The signature captures all possible
outcomes which can be obtained by argumentation frameworks when evaluated under a
semantics and thus characterizes the expressiveness of a semantics.

Formally, the signature ΣAF
σ of an AF-semantics σ is defined as ΣAF

σ = {σ(F ) |
F is an AF}. We adapt the concept to CAFs resp. well-formed CAFs as follows.
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I-Max. Downw.
Closure Tight Conflict-

sensitive
Cautious
Closure

w-Cautious
Closure

Unique
Compl.

cfi ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

adi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

gri ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

pri ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

prh ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stbi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

cf -stbh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ad-stbh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ssi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ssh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

nai ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

nah ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

stgh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

Table 5.5: Set-theoretical principles w.r.t. general CAFs.

I-Max. Downw.
Closure Tight Conflict-

sensitive
Cautious
Closure

w-Cautious
Closure

Unique
Compl.

cfi ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

adi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

gri ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

pri ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stbi ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssi ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssh ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

nai ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

nah ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgi ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgh ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 5.6: Set-theoretical principles w.r.t. well-formed CAFs.
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Definition 5.2.1. The signature of a semantics ρ w.r.t. general and well-formed CAFs,
respectively, is given by

ΣCAF
ρ = {ρ(F) | F is a CAF}
Σwf

ρ = {ρ(F) | F is a well-formed CAF}.

Note that ΣAF
σ yields a collection of sets of arguments while ΣCAF

ρ and Σwf
ρ yield a

collection of sets of claims. In order to compare argument-based signatures with their
claim-based variants, we identify AFs with CAFs where each argument is assigned its
unique argument name (i.e., cl = id) as done in Section 5.1. For any AF-semantics σ,

ΣAF
σ ⊆ Σwf

σi
⊆ ΣCAF

σi
and ΣAF

σ ⊆ Σwf
σh

⊆ ΣCAF
σh

since each AF corresponds to a (well-formed) CAF with an unique claim per argument;
moreover, each well-formed CAF is indeed a CAF.

5.2.1 Expressiveness of CAF Semantics
We begin our investigations with the class of general CAFs. As we will see, almost every
extension-set can be expressed with only very soft restrictions, i.e., CAF semantics are in
general very expressive, as the following theorem shows:

Theorem 5.2.2. The following characterizations hold:

ΣCAF
gri

= {S ⊆ 2C | |S| = 1}
ΣCAF

cfi = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is downwards closed}
ΣCAF

adi
= {S ⊆ 2C | ∅ ∈ S}

ΣCAF
coi

= {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S∈S S ∈ S}
ΣCAF

ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is I-maximal}, ρ ∈ {prh, nah}
ΣCAF

ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S = {∅} or ∅ /∈ S}, ρ ∈ {stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh}
ΣCAF

ρ = ΣCAF
stbc

\ {∅}, ρ ∈ {pri, nai, ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}

From Section 5.1, we know that conflict-free semantics are downwards closed and that
h-preferred and h-naive semantics satisfy I-maximality. This confirms that it is impossible
to construct CAFs where conflict-free extension-sets are not downwards-closed or, e.g.,
h-naive semantics violate I-maximality, as postulated in the theorem. Moreover, the
grounded extension is always unique, the empty set is always admissible, the intersection
of all complete sets is complete, and stable semantics might return empty extension-sets.

In the remaining part of this section, we show that for each extension-set S which
obeys the ρ-specific requirements, we can construct a CAF F that returns exactly S as
ρ-extensions, i.e., ρ(F) = S.
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First, each extension-set S with |S| = 1 is expressible under grounded semantics: it suffices
to consider the CAF F = ({c ∈ S | S ∈ S}, ∅, id) with no attacks. Second, in order to
obtain S = {∅} we consider the empty framework F = (∅, ∅, cl) which satisfies ρ(F) = S
for all considered semantics. Third, stable semantics can express S = ∅: as for AFs, it
suffices to consider a single self-attacking argument; the CAF F = ({a}, {(a, a)}, id) thus
yields an example for stbi(F) = ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F) = ∅.

Next, we define a method which can be used to construct CAFs that return each non-
empty extension-set S that obeys the semantics-specific requirements for all apart from
admissible and complete semantics. Note that we have used the construction already in
Section 5.1 in Example 5.1.54 to show that grounded, h-naive, and h-preferred semantics
do not satisfy cautious closure in general. The basic idea is to add an argument ci for
each claim c from claim-set Si in a given extension-set S that attacks all arguments not
associated to claims in Si. In this way, each claim-set realizes itself in the resulting CAF.

Construction 5.2.3. Given a non-empty extension-set S = {S1, . . . , Sn} ⊆ 2C, we
define Fu

S = (A, R, cl) with

A = {ci | Si ∈ S, c ∈ Si},

R = {(ci, dj) | ci, dj ∈ A, i = j},

and cl(ci) = c for all ci ∈ A.

Proposition 5.2.4. Given a non-empty extension-set S ⊆ 2C, ∅ /∈ S, let Fu
S be defined

as in Construction 5.2.3, and let Sem denote the set of all considered semantics. Then

1. if ∅ /∈ S, ρ(Fu
S ) = S for ρ ∈ Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi, gri, prh, nah};

2. if S is I-maximal, ρ(Fu
S ) = S for Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi, gri};

3. if S is downward closed, ρ(Fu
S ) = S for {cfi, adi, coi}.

Proof. We let Ei = {ci | c ∈ Si} denote the corresponding realization of a set Si ∈ S.

(1) To show that ρ(F) = S for each of the considered semantics, we first observe that
each attack is symmetric. Hence pri(Fu

S ) = nai(Fu
S ) and ssi(Fu

S ) = stgi(Fu
S ); also,

ssh(Fu
S ) = stgh(Fu

S ) and cf -stbh(Fu
S ) = ad-stbh(Fu

S ) (since cfi(Fu
S ) = adi(Fu

S )).
Second, we observe that for each Si ∈ S, the realization Ei is stable in the
underlying AF, therefore, stbi(Fu

S ) = ∅ and thus stbi(Fu
S ) = ssi(Fu

S ) = stgi(Fu
S ).

We moreover obtain S ⊆ stbi(Fu
S ). As the CAF possesses a stable extension, we

furthermore conclude that cf -stbh(Fu
S ) = stgh(Fu

S ) (by Lemma 4.2.9) and thus
ssh(Fu

S ) = stgh(Fu
S ) = cf -stbh(Fu

S ) = ad-stbh(Fu
S ).

Third, we observe that all stable variants coincide. It suffices to show that
cf -stbh(Fu

S ) ⊆ stbi(Fu
S ). Consider a h-cf -stable set S and its cf -stbh-realization E
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in Fu
S . We first observe that S ⊆ Si for some Si ∈ S because all other claim-sets

do not have a conflict-free realization in Fu
S . Moreover, E ⊆ Ei because all other

realizations of E are not conflict-free. E attacks all arguments with claims c /∈ S.
Now, assume there is an argument a ∈ A \ E with cl(a) ∈ S that is not attacked by
E. This is the case only if cl(a) ∈ Si. As each claim of the claim-set Si has exactly
one realization in Ei we have found a claim that is neither defeated nor contained
in E, contradiction to our assumption E cf -stbh-realizes S in Fu

S .
Finally, we observe that pri(Fu

S ) = stbi(Fu
S ) since each ⊆-maximal admissible set

in F attacks all other arguments. As there are no other ⊆-maximal admissible sets
in the underlying AF we obtain pri(Fu

S ) ⊆ S. By S ⊆ stbi(Fu
S ) = pri(Fu

S ) ⊆ S we
have shown that ρ(Fu

S ) = S for all considered semantics as required.

(2) Now assume that S is I-maximal. By (1), we obtain the statement for all semantics
in Sem \ {cfi, adi, coi, gri, prh, nah}. Since h-preferred and h-naive semantics can be
equivalently defined based on preferred and naive argument-extensions, respectively
(cf. Proposition 4.1.4), it holds that ρ(Fu

S ) = S for ρ ∈ {prh, nah}.

(3) Finally, let us assume that S is downward-closed. By (1), we obtain that S \ {∅} =
ρ(Fu

S ) for all semantics in Sem\{cfi, adi, coi, gri, prh, nah}. As each subset of i-naive
claim-sets is conflict-free, we obtain cfi(Fu

S ) = S as required. As observed in (1),
conflict-free and admissible semantics coincide in Fu

S ; moreover, ∅ = S∈S S is
contained in S, furthermore, each realization Ei of Si contains all arguments it
defends, consequently, we furthermore obtain coi(Fu

S ) = S.

Evaluating Fu
S under admissible and complete semantics might yield additional claim-sets.

As observed in the proof of Proposition 5.2.4, adi(Fu
S ) is downwards-closed for each

extension-set S. Moreover, the grounded extension is always empty in Fu
S since there are

no arguments that are unattacked. Consequently, S∪{∅} ⊆ coi(Fu
S ) for each extension-set

S. We observe, however, that in both cases, the construction produces a CAF that accepts
at least all claim-sets in S with respect to admissible and complete semantics.

Proposition 5.2.5. Consider an extension-set S and let Fu
S be defined as in Construc-

tion 5.2.3. It holds that S ⊆ ρ(Fu
S ) for ρ ∈ {adi, coi}.

For complete semantics, we adapt the construction appropriately. It suffices to apply
Construction 5.2.3 to S\ { S∈S S} and add isolated arguments for all claims in S∈S S.

Proposition 5.2.6. Given a non-empty extension-set S ⊆ 2C with S∈S S ∈ S. Let
T = S \ { S∈S S} and let Fu

T = (A, R, cl) be defined as in Construction 5.2.3. We
define F = (A ∪ A , R, cl ) with A = {ac | c ∈ S∈S S} and cl (ac) = c for ac ∈ A and
cl (a) = cl(a) otherwise. It holds that coi(F) = S.

Proof. Consider an extension-set S = {S1, . . . , Sn}. We first observe that all arguments
in A are not attacked and thus contained in each complete set in F .
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Second, we show that each claim-set Si ∈ S is coi-realized in F : For Si = S∈S S,
we observe that F contains precisely one argument ac with claim c for all claims c ∈

S∈S S. The set that contains all these arguments—the set A —defends itself as it is
unattacked; moreover, it does not defend any other arguments as it has no outgoing
attacks. Consequently, S∈S S ∈ coi(F). Note that no subset of S∈S S is complete.
In case Si = S∈S S, we consider the realization Ei = {ci | c ∈ Si}∪A of Si. Observe that
Ei is conflict-free and attacks all remaining arguments by construction, thus it is stable
and in particular complete in F . Moreover, no subset of Si is complete since each argument
in Ei attacks all arguments in A \ Ei and thus defends all arguments in Ei. Finally, we
note that no superset of Ei is complete in F . Consequently, co(F ) = {Ei | i ≤ n}. We
thus obtain coi(F) = S, as desired.

It remains to give a construction for admissible semantics. We let [S] = S∈S S denote
the set of all claims that appear in S.

Construction 5.2.7. Given a set S ⊆ 2C, we define Fuad
S = (A, R, cl) with

A = {xS | S ∈ S, S = ∅} ∪ {xc, dc | c ∈ [S]},

R = {(xS , xT ) | S, T ∈ S, S = T} ∪ {(xS , xc) | S ∈ S, c ∈ [S] \ S} ∪
{(xc, dc), (dc, dc) | c ∈ [S]} ∪ {(dc, xS) | S ∈ S, c ∈ S},

cl(xc) = cl(dc) = c and cl(xS) ∈ S, i.e., for xS we pick an arbitrary claim from the set S.

Example 5.2.8. Let S = {∅, {a}, {a, b}, {a, c}}. Following Construction 5.2.7, we
introduce an argument xS for each S ∈ S, moreover, we add attacks between all arguments
xS and xT , T = S. Each such argument belongs to the admissible extension that realizes
S in the resulting CAF. Next, we add two arguments for each of the claims a, b, c in [S]:
argument xc with claim c and a self-attacking argument dc. We obtain the following CAF
Fuad
S (claims are omitted, arguments that represent claims are filled white):

Fuad
S :

xaxb xc

da

db dc

x{a}

x{a,b} x{a,c}

The set {x{a,b}, xa, xb} is admissible in Fuad
S : x{a,b} defends xb against the attacks from

x{a} and x{a,c}. Moreover, the arguments xa and xb attack da and db, resp., and thus
defend x{a,b}. Hence {a, b} is adi-realizable in Fuad

S . It can be checked that adi(Fuad
S ) = S.
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Proposition 5.2.9. Given a set S ⊆ 2C such that ∅ ∈ S, and let Fuad
S be defined as in

Construction 5.2.7. It holds that adi(Fuad
S ) = S.

Proof. We denote the underlying AF of Fuad
S by F . First, let us show that each S ∈ S is

admissible realizable in F . Indeed, the set E = {xS}∪{xc | c ∈ S} is admissible in F and
satisfies cl(E) = S: E is conflict-free by construction, moreover, each argument xc defends
xS against the attack from dc. Furthermore, xS attacks all remaining set-arguments.
Thus E is admissible in F .

Next, we show that no proper superset of E is admissible in F : as each other set-argument
is attacked, it holds that E ∪ {xT } is conflicting for each xT , T = S. Moreover, each
dummy argument dc is self-attacking, thus E ∪ {dc} is conflicting for each c ∈ [S]. Finally,
since each claim-argument xc with c /∈ S is attacked by xS ∈ E, we obtain that no proper
superset of E is conflict-free.

It remains to show that no proper subset of E is admissible. First, we observe that
E \ {xS} is not admissible as it does not defend itself. In case we remove some argument
xc for some c ∈ S, we have that xS is no longer defended against the attack from dc.
Consequently, we obtain adi(Fuad

S ) = S.

5.2.2 Expressiveness of well-formed CAFs
Turning now to well-formed CAFs, we have already seen in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 5.1 that
the semantics under considerations admit a different behavior compared to the general
case when restricted to this CAF-class. I-maximality is satisfied by preferred, h-naive,
stable, and all variants of semi-stable and stage semantics; moreover, admissible and
complete semantics satisfy cautious respectively weak cautious closure, indicating that
not all extension-sets are expressible with respect to well-formed CAFs.

Our characterization results for well-formed CAFs can be summarized as follows:

Theorem 5.2.10. The following characterizations hold:

ΣCAF
gri

= {S ⊆ 2C | |S| = 1}
Σwf

cfi = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is downwards-closed}
Σwf

adi
= {S ⊆ 2C | ∅ ∈ S, S is cautiously closed}

Σwf
coi

= {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S∈S S ∈ S, S is weak-cautiously closed
and satisfies unique completion}

Σwf
ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S is I-maximal}, ρ ∈ {stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh}

Σwf
ρ = Σwf

stbc
\ {∅}, ρ ∈ {pri, prh, nah, ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}

Remark 5.2.11. We remark that signature characterizations for well-formed CAFs for
some of the semantics, i.e., for conflict-free, h-naive, grounded, admissible, complete,
preferred, stable, h-semi-stable, and h-stage semantics, can also be obtained through recent
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expressiveness results for SETAFs and their relation to well-formed CAFs: SETAF signa-
ture characterizations provided in [85] translate to well-formed CAFs via the semantics-
preserving transformation presented in Section 3.4 (adapted to h-semantics in Sec-
tion 4.3.4). Hence the signatures for the aforementioned semantics coincide with their
SETAF counter-part. However, in order to obtain a well-formed CAF having specific
extensions, it is necessary to first construct a SETAF, determine its normal form, and
apply Translation 3.4.10. In order to avoid this detour over SETAFs, we will present
genuine signature constructions for well-formed CAFs from Theorem 5.2.10 in the subse-
quent part of this section. We moreover note that for admissible and complete semantics,
the formulations of the signature characterizations slightly differ: in [85], the distinc-
tive characteristics of admissible and complete semantics are set-conflict-sensitivity and
set-com-closure, respectively. The definitions are equivalent to our formulations, as we
demonstrate with our constructions. Hence our formulation yields an alternative view on
admissible and complete semantics in SETAFs.

As the attentive reader might have noticed, Theorem 5.2.10 does not speak about i-
naive semantics. Indeed, the characterization of the signature for well-formed CAFs for
i-naive semantics remains an open problem. We discuss several observations and known
(im)possibility-results at the end of this section.

Signatures for grounded and conflict-free semantics coincide with those for general CAFs
using ΣAF

σ ⊆ Σwf
σi

⊆ ΣCAF
σi

and the coincidence of ΣAF
σ = ΣCAF

σi
for σ ∈ {cf , gr}.

I-maximality characterizes stable, preferred, h-naive, and both variants of semi-stable and
stage semantics, as we show next. To do so, we consider a construction that has been used
already in Section 5.1 in Example 5.1.49 to show that tightness and conflict-sensitivity is
not satisfied by any of the (non-single-status) semantics under consideration.

Construction 5.2.12. For a set S = {S1, . . . , Sn}, we define F I-max
S = (A, R, cl) with

A = {ci | c ∈ Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

R = {(ci, dj) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, c /∈ Sj},

and cl(ci) = c for all ci ∈ A.

We obtain well-formed CAFs as arguments with the same claim attack the same arguments.

Example 5.2.13. Consider the extension-set S = {{a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, d}}. Applying
Construction 5.2.12 yields the following CAF:

F I-max
S : a1 b2

c2 c1

b3 a3d3
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Next we show that each I-maximal non-empty extension-set can be obtained under
preferred, stable, h-naive, and both variants of semi-stable and stage semantics when
applying Construction 5.2.12. For the case S = ∅, we consider again the CAF that
contains a single self-attacking argument only. The following proposition thus proves
signature characterizations from Theorem 5.2.10 for all of the aforementioned semantics.

Proposition 5.2.14. Given an I-maximal non-empty extension-set S ⊆ 2C, let F I-max
S

be defined as in Construction 5.2.12. It holds that ρ(F I-max
S ) = S for each semantics

ρ ∈ {stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, pri, prh, nah, ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}.

Proof. Let S = {S1, . . . , Sn}. For each claim-set Si ∈ S we denote its canonical realization
in F I-max

S by Ei = {ci | c ∈ Si}. We write F to denote the underlying AF of F I-max
S .

First, we prove the statement for admissible-based semantics. Since stb(F ) ⊆ pr(F )
holds, it suffices to show (1) {Ei | i ≤ n} ⊆ stb(F ) and (2) pr(F ) ⊆ {Ei | i ≤ n}.

(1) By construction, Ei is conflict-free in F for each Si ∈ S. Moreover, Ei attacks all
dj with j = i since Si and Sj are incomparable, hence there is an c ∈ Si which does
not occur in Sj . Thus Ei is a stable extension of F .

(2) Consider a preferred set E ∈ pr(F ). We show that E is a subset of Ei for some
i ≤ n. First, we observe that cl(E) ⊆ Si for some Si ∈ S, otherwise, E is conflicting:
if E realizes a claim d that does not occur in Si then each argument ci ∈ Si is
attacked by arguments with claim d. Thus cl(E) ⊆ Si for some i ≤ n.
Now, towards a contradiction, assume that there is an argument cj ∈ E with i = j.
As Si and Sj are incomparable there is a claim d ∈ Si \ Sj that attacks cj (i.e.,
each argument with claim d attacks cj), in particular, the argument di attacks cj .
Since cl(E) ⊆ Si, there is no argument in E that attacks di, otherwise Si would be
conflicting. Consequently, E ⊆ Ei.
From (1), we already know that Ei ∈ pr(F ) for each Si ∈ S (since each stable
extension is preferred). Hence, by the ⊆-maximality of preferred extensions, it
holds that E = Ei.

By (1) & (2) we obtain S ⊆ stbi(F I-max
S ) ⊆ pri(F I-max

S ) ⊆ S, thus

stbi(F I-max
S ) = ssi(F I-max

S ) = ssh(F I-max
S ) = pri(F I-max

S ) = S.

Recall that in well-formed CAFs, all variants of stable semantics coincide. Likewise, all
variants of preferred semantics yield the same outcome.

Next, we show that (3) nah(F I-max
S ) ⊆ S. First, we observe that each Si ∈ S is cfi-

realizable via Ei. Second, there is no E ⊆ AF with cl(E) ⊃ Si: as already observed in
(2), there is no set of arguments E ⊆ AF with cl(E) ⊃ Si that is conflict-free in F .
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By (1) & (3) we obtain S ⊆ stbi(F I-max
S ) ⊆ nah(F I-max

S ) ⊆ S, thus

stbi(F I-max
S ) = stgi(F I-max

S ) = stgh(F I-max
S ) = nah(F I-max

S ) = S.

This concludes the proof of the proposition.

It remains to provide proofs for the signature characterizations for admissible and complete
semantics for well-formed CAFs. We show that the signature for admissible semantics
is characterized by cautious closure and empty-set-acceptance; moreover, we show that
complete semantics can express each extension-set S that is weakly cautiously closed,
satisfies unique completion and contains S∈S S.

We start by introducing a construction that will serve as basis to express extension-sets
under admissible and complete semantics. For this, it will be convenient to introduce
a function minS(c) that returns, for a given extension-set S and a claim c ∈ [S], the
⊆-minimal sets in S that contain c.

Definition 5.2.15. Given an extension-set S ⊆ 2C and a claim c ∈ [S], we define
minS(c) = {M ∈ S | c ∈ M, S ∈ S(S ⊂ M ∧ c ∈ S)}.

For I-maximal extension-sets, the function minS(c) will return all sets in extension-set S
that contain the claim c ∈ [S]. Indeed, if S \ {∅} is incomparable, then minS(c) = {M ∈
S|c ∈ M} for each M ∈ S.

Example 5.2.16. Consider the extension-set S = {∅, {a, c}, {b, c}, {c}, {a, b, d}}. The
⊆-minimal sets relative to claims in [S] are given by

minS(a) = {{a, c}, {a, b, d}} minS(b) = {{b, c}, {a, b, d}}
minS(c) = {{c}} minS(d) = {{a, b, d}}

Now, consider the I-maximal extension-set S = S \ {∅, {c}}. We obtain

minS (a) = {{a, c}, {a, b, d}} minS (b) = {{b, c}, {a, b, d}}
minS (c) = {{a, c}, {b, c}} minS (d) = {{a, b, d}}

We are ready to present our construction that will serve as basis to characterize admissible
and complete semantics.

Construction 5.2.17. Given an extension-set S ⊆ 2C, we define FS = (A, R, cl) with

A = {cM | c ∈ [S], M ∈ minS(c)},

R = {(cM , cM ) | cM , cM ∈ A, c /∈ upS(M )},

and cl(cM ) = c for all cM ∈ A.
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FS is well-formed since each attack depends on the claim of the attacking argument.
Moreover, in case S \ {∅} is incomparable, we have minS(c) = {M ∈ S|c ∈ M} and
upS(M) = M for each M ∈ S, thus FS can be written as

A = {cS | S ∈ S, c ∈ S},

R = {(cS , cS ) | cS , cS ∈ A, c /∈ S },

with cl as defined above. Here, we obtain the CAF F I-max
S from Construction 5.2.3.

Hence FS generalizes F I-max
S which extends to extension-sets that are not I-maximal.

Example 5.2.18. Consider the extension-sets S = {∅, {a, c}, {b, c}, {c}, {a, b, d}} and
S = S \ {∅, {c}} from Example 5.2.16. We note that both S and S are cautiously closed.
Construction 5.2.17 yields the following CAFs:

FS: aac bbc

cc

babd aabd
dabd

FS : aac bbc

cbc cac

babd aabd
dabd

Note that FS corresponds to the CAF from Example 5.2.13. We observe that there is
only one single argument cc in FS with claim c while FS yields two arguments cbc and
cac with claim c.

Attacks of FS and FS are constructed as follows: For each minimal set M that induces
an argument cM , cM is attacked by all claims that are not contained in upS(M). For
M = {a, c}, we have upS({a, c}) = {a, c} as there are no proper supersets of {a, c}, thus
the argument aac is attacked by all arguments having claim b or d. The set {c} on the other
hand, is contained in all non-empty sets of S except {a, b, d}, yielding upS({c}) = {a, b, c};
consequently, cc is attacked only by the unique argument dabd having claim d.

We show that each set S ∈ S is admissible in FS in case S is weakly cautiously closed
and contains ∅.

Proposition 5.2.19. For a weakly cautiously closed set S ⊆ 2C with ∅ ∈ S, let FS be as
in Construction 5.2.17. It holds that S ⊆ adi(FS).

Proof. Let S ∈ S, and let E = {cM ∈ A|M ⊆ S}. Clearly, cl(E) = S; moreover, E is
conflict-free since c ∈ upS(M ) for each cM , cM ∈ E using M ⊆ S ⊆ upS(M ). It remains
to show that S defends itself. Let cN denote an argument with claim c that attacks E.
We proceed by case distinction: (i) S ⊆ upS(N) and (ii) S ⊆ upS(N).

(i) In case S ⊆ upS(N), there is T ∈ S such that N ∪S ⊆ T since S is weakly cautiously
closed. Thus we obtain a contradiction to cN attacks E by construction of FS.
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(ii) In case S ⊆ upS(N), there is some d ∈ S such that d /∈ T for all upper sets T ⊇ N
of N in S, i.e., d /∈ upS(N). Thus, by construction of FS, all arguments with claim
d attack cN . It remains to show that E contains an argument with claim d. Again,
by construction of FS, each claim in S appears as claim of some subset S of S, thus
there is an argument dS , d ∈ S for some S ⊆ S, with claim d that attacks cN .

As cautious closure is a special case of weak cautious closure, the statement also holds
true if S is cautiously closed. The other direction does not hold as the CAF FS in Exam-
ple 5.2.18 demonstrates: Here, the argument dabd defends itself, thus {d} is admissible in
FS although {d} /∈ S.

Next we show a property of FS that is crucial towards expressing suitable extension-sets
under complete semantics: If S is weakly cautiously closed, then each admissible set E in
FS satisfies cM ∈E M ⊆ S for some S ∈ S.

Proposition 5.2.20. For a weakly cautiously closed extension-set S ⊆ 2C, it holds that
for all E ∈ ad(FS), there is S ∈ S such that cM ∈E M ⊆ S.

Proof. Consider some E ∈ ad(FS). Then cl(E) ⊆ upS(M) for each M ∈ S with cM ∈ E,
otherwise there is d ∈ cl(E) that attacks cM , contradiction to conflict-freeness of E.

We show that for all arguments cM ∈ E, for each claim d ∈ M , it holds that d does not
attack E. Consider an argument cM ∈ E. We proceed by case distinction: (i) M ⊆ cl(E)
and (ii) M ⊆ cl(E).

(i) First assume M ⊆ cl(E). As observed above, cl(E) ⊆ upS(M ) for each argument
cM ∈ E, thus d ∈ upS(M ) for each d ∈ M and each argument cM ∈ E. By
construction of FS, no d ∈ M attacks E.

(ii) Now assume M ⊆ cl(E). Towards a contradiction, let us assume that there is a
claim d ∈ M \ cl(E) that attacks E. That is, there is some argument dN with
claim d that attacks E and N ⊆ M (since d ∈ M , there is N ⊆ M such that N is
a ⊆-minimal set containing d in S). Since E defends itself, there is some argument
having claim e ∈ cl(E) satisfying e /∈ upS(N) (then e attacks dN by construction of
FS). But then we obtain e /∈ upS(N) ⊆ upS(M), contradiction to cl(E) ⊆ upS(M).

We have shown that for all arguments cM ∈ E, for each claim d ∈ M , it holds that d
does not attack E. This means that for every two arguments cM , cM ∈ E, it holds that
M ⊆ upS(M ). By successive application of the weak cautious closure criteria, we obtain
that there is S ∈ S with cM ∈E M ⊆ S.

Moreover, in case S furthermore satisfies unique completion, then each union of two sets
in S defends all ‘missing elements’ of its completion-set in FS.
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Proposition 5.2.21. For a weakly cautiously closed set S ⊆ 2C that satisfies unique
completion, let S, T ∈ S and FS be as in Construction 5.2.17. It holds S ∪ T defends all
arguments cM that satisfy (1) c ∈ CS(S ∪ T ) \ (S ∪ T ) and (2) M ⊆ CS(S ∪ T ).

Proof. Given S, T ∈ S and consider an argument cM with c ∈ CS(S ∪ T ) \ (S ∪ T ) and
M ⊆ CS(S ∪ T ), and let cM be and attacker of cM in FS. Consequently, c /∈ upS(M).
Now assume cM is not defended against the attack from cM by S ∪ T . This is the case
only if S ∪T is contained in the union of all upper sets of M , i.e., S ∪T ⊆ upS(M ). Since
S is weakly closed, there is some set U ∈ S that contains S ∪T ∪M ; by unique completion
we may furthermore assume that CS(S ∪ T ) ⊆ U . But then we have c ∈ U ⊆ upS(M),
contradiction to our initial assumption cM attacks cM .

Next we show that each weakly closed extension-set S that satisfies unique completion
and contains S is a superset of coi(F). A crucial property is that arguments that
correspond to the same minimal set (i.e., they possess the same subscript) are attacked
by the same arguments.

Proposition 5.2.22. For a weakly cautiously closed set S ⊆ 2C which satisfies unique
completion and contains S, let FS be as in Construction 5.2.17, we have S ⊇ coi(FS).

Proof. Assume there is S ∈ coi(FS) such that S /∈ S. Let E be a co-realization of S in
FS, then by Proposition 5.2.20, there is T ∈ S such that cM ∈E M ⊆ T .

Since E is complete, we have S = cM ∈E M : Consider some argument cM ∈ E. By
design of FS, each argument dM , d ∈ M , possesses the same attacker as cM thus dM

is defended by E because cM is defended by E. It is evident that dM is not attacked
by any argument a ∈ E (otherwise, a attacks cM ); moreover, dM does not attack any
argument cM ∈ E since in this case, E attacks dM and thus also cM , contradiction to
conflict-freeness of E. By Proposition 5.2.21, it holds that S = cM ∈E M contains all
arguments cM with c ∈ CS(S)\S and M ⊆ CS(S), hence S = CS(S) and thus S ∈ S.

Although FS possesses characteristics that are necessary for realizing admissible and
complete extension-sets, we observe that the construction is not sufficient to express all
suitable extension-sets under admissible or complete semantics, respectively:

• FS does not realize admissible extension-sets (assuming S is cautiously closed
and contains ∅): As already mentioned, constructing FS might yield additional
admissible claim-sets that are not contained in S (cf. Example 5.2.18, here, S =
{da,b,d} is admissible in FS but S /∈ S).

• FS does not realize complete extension-sets (assuming S is weakly cautiously
closed, satisfies unique completion, and contains S): While FS might produce
too many extensions for admissible semantics, the opposite is the case for complete
semantics: Let S = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b, c}}, then FS = ({aa, bb, cabc}, ∅, cl) which
yields coi(FS) = {{a, b, c}}. Hence the challenge is to separate all complete subsets.
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First, we extend FS to capture admissible claim-sets.

Construction 5.2.23. Given a set S ⊆ 2C and let FS = (A, R, cl) be defined as in
Construction 5.2.17. We define Fad

S = (Aad , Rad , clad) with

Aad = A ∪ {xd
cM

|cM ∈ A, d ∈ M},

Rad = R ∪ {(dM , xd
cM

), (xd
cM

, xd
cM

), (xd
cM

, cM )|cM ∈ A, d ∈ M},

and clad(cM ) = cl(cM ) = c for all c ∈ [S] and clad(xd
cM

) = xd
cM

otherwise.

Example 5.2.24. Let S = {∅, {a}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}. First, we construct the corresponding
CAF FS that contains no attacks; additionally, we get |M | new (self-attacking) arguments
for each cM ∈ A that attack cM and are attacked by each argument having claim d ∈ M .
The resulting framework is thus given as follows:

Fad
S : aa bbc cbc

xa
aa

xc
bbc

xb
bbc

xc
cbc

xb
cbc

Lemma 5.2.25. For an extension-set S, let Fad
S = (A, R, cl) be defined as in Construc-

tion 5.2.23, and let E ⊆ A. Then

1. if an argument cM ∈ A is defended by E then it holds that M ⊆ cl(E);

2. adi(Fad
S ) ⊆ adi(FS);

3. E ∈ ad(F ad
S ) implies cl(E) = cM ∈E M .

Proof. (1) follows since only arguments with claim d defend cM against the attack from
xd

cM
for all d ∈ M . To show (2), consider a set S ∈ adi(Fad

S ) and an ad-realization E of
S in F . Then E defends itself against all attackers in A, thus S ∈ adi(FS).

For (3), let us first observe that each admissible set E ∈ ad(FS) is contained in the union
of all minimal sets M that are associated to arguments in E, i.e., cl(E) ⊆ cM ∈E M . This
follows from the fact that c ∈ M for every argument cM ∈ A. Moreover, E ∈ ad(F ad

S )
implies E ∈ ad(FS) implies that cl(E) ⊆ cM ∈E M . By (1) we obtain equality since each
argument cM requires d ∈ cl(E) for all d ∈ M .

Proposition 5.2.26. Let S be cautiously closed and contain ∅. Then S = adi(Fad
S ).

Proof. Let Fad
S = (A, R, cl). We first prove that each set S ∈ S is indeed admissible:

First, in case S = ∅ we are done since the empty set is always admissible. Now, let S ∈ S
be non-empty. We show that E = {cM ∈ A|M ⊆ S, c ∈ S} is an admissible realization of
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S in Fad
S . It is easy to see that cl(E) = S. Moreover, E is conflict-free since for every two

arguments cM , cM ∈ E, it holds that c ∈ upS(M ) since M ⊆ S ⊆ upS(M ). Moreover,
E defends itself: Consider some argument x ∈ A that attacks an argument cM ∈ E. In
case x is of the form xd

cM
, it holds that E defends itself since M ⊆ S. In case x is of the

form cM for some claim c , we proceed analogous as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.19
and obtain that E defends itself against each attack.

For the other direction, consider an admissible set E ∈ ad(F ad
S ). We have cl(E) =

cM ∈E M . By Proposition 5.2.20, there is some S ∈ S that contains cl(E); since S is
cautiously closed, we obtain that cl(E) ∈ S since S serves as witness for M ∈ upS(M )
for every sets M, M ∈ S that are associated to arguments in cM , cM ∈ E.

Proposition 5.2.27. Let S be cautiously closed and contain ∅. Then S = coi(Fad
S ).

Proof. Let Fad
S = (A, R, cl). We have shown in Lemma 5.2.25 that each admissible set

S ∈ Fad
S is realized by E = {cM ∈ A | M ⊆ S}. In case E defends some argument

cM /∈ E, we have M ⊆ S, that is, there is some argument xd
cM

that attacks cM and is
defended by d ∈ M \ S but not by S. Thus the statement follows.

In case S is weakly cautiously closed we observe that S = coi(Fad
S ): the empty set is

complete in Fad
S since each argument has an attacker; moreover, in case the minimal

completion set of S ∪ T contains additional arguments for two sets S, T ∈ S, i.e., in case
CS(S ∪ T ) /∈ {∅, S ∪ T}, we have that S ∪ T is also complete in Fad

S .

In order to deal with this issue, we adapt a concept from [84]. We use defense formulae
to determine which arguments are needed to defend a given claim c.

Definition 5.2.28. For S ⊆ 2C and c ∈ [S], we let defS(c) = {S ∪ T | S, T ∈ S, c ∈
CS(S ∪ T ) \ (S ∪ T )}. The DNF defense formula of c is defined as Dc

S = S∈defS(c) d∈S d.

Example 5.2.29. We consider a set S = {{a}, {a, c}, {a, b}, {a, b, c, d}}. S is weakly
cautiously closed, moreover, S∈S S = {a} is contained in S. We obtain defS(a) =
defS(b) = defS(c) = ∅ and defS(d) = {{a, b, c}}. For a, b, and c, the corresponding DNF
formula corresponds to ⊥; for d, we have Dd

S = (a ∧ b ∧ c).

We are ready to present the construction for complete semantics.

Construction 5.2.30. Given a set S ⊆ 2C and let FS = (A, R, cl) be defined as in
Construction 5.2.17. For every argument cM ∈ A, we consider the extended DNF defense
formula Dc

S ∨ d∈M d and denote by CDcM
S the corresponding CNF formula. We define

Fco
S = (Aco, Rco, clco) as follows

Aco = A ∪ {xγ
cM

|cM ∈ A, M =
S∈S

S, γ ∈ CDcM
S },

Rco = R ∪ {(dM , xγ
cM

), (xγ
cM

, xγ
cM

), (xγ
cM

, cM )|cM ∈ A, d ∈ γ},

and clco(cM ) = cl(cM ) = c for all c ∈ [S] and clco(xγ
cM

) = xγ
cM

otherwise.
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Observe that the grounded extension is realized by arguments that are unattacked in
case it is non-empty: auxiliary arguments for an argument CM are only constructed in
case M = S∈S S. In every other case, cM is attacked by argument(s) xγ

cM
determined

by the extended attack formula. Let us consider an example.

Example 5.2.31. Let us consider the set S = {{a}, {a, c}, {a, b}, {a, b, c, d}} from Ex-
ample 5.2.29. First, when constructing FS, we generate four arguments, one for each
claim: aa, bab, cac, and dabcd. Note that none of these arguments attack each other.

We proceed by generating the auxiliary arguments: For the claims a, b, and c, the DNF
defense formula is empty. The extended DNF defense formula for the arguments aa,
bab, and cac thus corresponds to the conjunction of the respective sets in the subscript:
Da

S = (a), Db
S = (a ∧ b) , and Dc

S = (a ∧ c). The corresponding CNF formulae are thus
{{a}}, {{a}, {b}}, and {{a}, {c}}, respectively. For claim d, the DNF defense formula
is given by defS(d) = {{a, b, c}}, thus the extended DNF defense formula corresponding
to the argument dabcd is given by Dd

S ∨ x∈M x = (a ∧ b ∧ c) ∨ (a ∧ b ∧ c ∧ d). Clearly,
this formula can be simplified to the single clause (a ∧ b ∧ c). The corresponding CNF is
CDdabcd

S = {{a}, {b}, {c}}.

We are ready to give the construction. Note that no auxiliary arguments are generated
for aa since {a} = S∈S S. The resulting CAF is depicted below:

Fco
S : aa bab cac dabcd

xa
bab

xb
bab

xa
cac

xc
cac

xa
dabcd

xb
dabcd

xc
dabcd

The argument aa is unattacked and does not defend any other argument, thus {a} is the
grounded extension as desired. It can be checked that the complete claim-sets coincide
with S (e.g., aa and bab jointly defend the argument bab).

Observe that the only difference between Fad
S and Fco

S for the extension-set S is that Fad
S

would contain an additional self-attacking node xd
dabcd

that attacks and is counter-attacked
dabcd. In Fad

S , the set {aa, bab, cac} does therefore not defend dabcd, consequently, {a, b, c}
is complete in Fad

S . In Fco
S , on the other hand, dabcd is defended by {aa, bab, cac} in Fco

S
and we obtain coi(Fco

S ) = S.

In case S is cautiously closed and S = ∅, we obtain a CAF identical to Fad
S . In this

sense the construction refines Construction 5.2.23. We lose a useful property of Fad
S : in

Fad
S , each complete set S is realized by {cM | M ⊆ S}, the extended construction might

cause the defense of additional arguments cM for M ⊆ S. By Lemma 5.2.20, this affects
only arguments cM such that c ∈ S and M ∪ S possesses a completion-set in S (all other
arguments cM with claim c ∈ S are attacked by some arguments in {cM | M ⊆ S}).
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We are ready to prove our last characterization result.

Proposition 5.2.32. Let S be weakly cautiously closed, satisfy unique completion and
contain S. Then S = coi(Fco

S ).

Proof. We let Fco
S = (A, R, cl); S ⊆ S and E = {cM ∈ A | M ⊆ S}; moreover, let

E = E ∪ {cM ∈ A | c ∈ S, CS(S ∪ M) = 1, ∃T, U ⊆ S : c ∈ CS(T ∪ U) \ (T ∪ U)}.
Observe that E is conflict-free since for every two arguments cM , cM ∈ E we have
c ∈ S ⊆ upS(M ) (in case M /∈ S we have CS(S ∪ M ) = 1).

Next we show that E defends itself: Consider some argument x ∈ A that attacks an
argument cM ∈ E. The case x is of the form cM for some c ∈ [S] is analogous to
the case distinction in the proof of Proposition 5.2.19. In case x is of the form xγ

cM

and M ⊆ S, E defends itself since γ ∩ M = ∅. In case M ⊆ S, there are T, U ⊆ S
with c ∈ CS(T ∪ U) \ (T ∪ U); by construction of Fco

S , T ∪ U ∈ defc
S, we thus obtain

γ ∩ (T ∪ U) = ∅. We obtain that E defends itself against all attacker.

Moreover, E contains all arguments it defends: Assume there is an argument cM ∈ A
that is not contained in E but defended by E. We show that there is γ ∈ CDcM

S such
that γ ∩ S = ∅. It suffices to show that for all T ∈ defS(c), there is d ∈ T such that d /∈ S
(we note that by definition of E, we have M ⊆ S, thus there is a claim d ∈ M \ S).

First note that in case c ∈ S and there is T ∈ defS(c) with T ⊆ S we have cM ∈ E: By
assumption cM is defended by E we have (1) E does not attack cM thus S ⊆ upS(M)
and therefore CS(S ∪ M) = 1 is satisfied; and (2) there are sets A, B ⊆ S with T = A ∪ B
that defend c.

In case c ∈ S and there is no T ∈ defS(c) with T ⊆ S we are done: In this case, there is
γ ∈ CDcM

S such that γ ∩ S = ∅ and thus cM is not defended against the attack xγ
cM

.

Let us now consider the case c /∈ S. In case there is no T ∈ defS(c) with T ⊆ S we are
done: In this case, there is γ ∈ CDcM

S such that γ ∩ S = ∅ and thus cM is not defended
against the attack xγ

cM
.

In case c /∈ S and there is T ∈ defS(c) with T ⊆ S. Thus there are sets A, B ⊆ S with
T = A ∪ B that defend c. Hence CS(A ∪ B) ⊆ S contradiction to unique completion.

For the other direction, consider a set E ∈ co(F co
S ). We show that cl(E) ∈ S. In case

E = ∅, there is no argument in E that is unattacked. By construction of Fco
S , this is the

case only if S∈S S = ∅, i.e., if ∅ ∈ S.

Now assume E = ∅. It holds that E contains all arguments cM with M ⊆ cl(E) since
each such argument is defended by M . Thus there is some S ∈ S such that cl(E) ⊆ S
by Lemma 5.2.20. Now assume cl(E) /∈ S. In this case, T = CS( cM ∈E M) is a proper
superset of cl(E). Observe that E is not constructed from a single ⊆-minimal set M , i.e.,
E contains arguments cM , cM with M = M (since no proper subset of such a set M is
complete). Now, by design of Fco

S , there are sets U, V ∈ S with U, V ⊆ cl(E) and there
is c ∈ T \ cl(E) such that U ∪ V defend all arguments with claim c against the attacks of
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arguments of the form xγ
cM

for an arbitrary ⊆-minimal set M ⊆ T containing c. Now, let
M ⊆ CS(U ∪ V ) be a ⊆-minimal set in S that contains c. Then cM is defended by U ∪ V
against attacks from arguments in A by Proposition 5.2.21 (since c ∈ CS(U ∪ V ) \ (U ∪ V )
and M ⊆ CS(U ∪ V ) is satisfied).

Consequently, E defends cM against all attacks, moreover, E ∪ {cM } is conflict-free since
M ⊆ CS(U ∪ V ), thus E is not complete in F co

S , contradiction to our assumption.

Inherited Naive Semantics

Naive semantics are often perceived as the conflict-free counter-part of preferred semantics
as they have many common characteristics. It is thus surprising that the semantics admit
several differences when considered with respect to the claims of the arguments. The
variants of naive semantics differ even on well-formed CAFs while preferred semantics
suggest that maximization on argument-level and maximization on claim-level coincide in
this case (recall that both variants of preferred semantics coincide on well-formed CAFs).

We recall that i-naive semantics does not satisfy I-maximality, not even on well-formed
CAFs (cf. Example 4.1.2). On the other hand, it is not possible to express all i-maximal
extension-sets, as we show next. We first note that, for each well-formed CAF, the set of all
(non-self-attacking) occurrences of a claim is contained in some naive argument-extension.

Proposition 5.2.33. Let F be a well-formed CAF. Then, for each c ∈ S∈nai(F) S there
is an extension E ∈ na(F ) such that all (non-self-attacking) a ∈ AF with cl(a) = c are
contained in E.

Proof. As c ∈ S∈nai(F) S, there is an argument with claim c that is not self-attacking
in F . As F is well-formed, the set {a ∈ A | cl(a) = c, (a, a) /∈ R} is conflict-free in F and
thus contained in some E ∈ na(F ).

Lemma 5.2.34. For well-formed CAFs, the set S = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}} cannot be
realized with i-naive semantics, i.e. S ∈ Σwf

nai
.

Proof. Towards a contradiction assume there is a CAF F with nai(F) = S. By Proposi-
tion 5.2.33 there are sets Ea, Eb, Ec ∈ na(F) containing all arguments with claim a, b,
and c respectively. Let us first assume that all three sets Ea, Eb, Ec are different and
have different claim sets, i.e. cl(Ea), cl(Eb), cl(Ec) are mutually distinct. W.l.o.g. we can
assume that cl(Ea) = {a, b}, cl(Eb) = {b, c} and cl(Ec) = {a, c}. That is, (a) there is an
argument bi ∈ Ea that is not in conflict with any argument with claim a; (b) there is
cj ∈ Eb that is not in conflict with any argument with claim b; and (c) there is ak ∈ Ec

that is not in conflict with any argument with claim c. Now consider the set {ak, bi}
which is conflict-free by (a). As {a, b, c} ∈ S the set {ak, bi} has a conflict with cj . By (c)
the conflict has to be between bi and cj . However, from (b) we have that cj is not in
conflict with bi. That is, {ak, bi, cj} ∈ cf (F) and thus {a, b, c} ∈ nai(F), a contradiction
to nai(F) = S.
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The remaining cases, i.e. (i) Ea, Eb, Ec are different but two of the sets have the same
claim-set, and (ii) at least two of the sets Ea, Eb, Ec coincide, can be shown to lead to a
contradiction by similar arguments.

Although i-naive semantics are not I-maximal, it is not possible to express all extension-
sets under naive semantics, in particular, it is not possible to express each I-maximal
extension-set. This shows that the signatures of i-naive and h-naive semantics are
incomparable. As summarized in Table 5.6, i-naive semantics satisfy none of the known
principles for AF or CAF semantics. The precise characterization of naive semantics
remains an open problem.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we studied various principles for claim-focused reasoning and characterized
the expressiveness of (almost all) CAF semantics considered in this work.

Our principle-based analysis includes a wide range of genuine principles for claim-focused
reasoning. Moreover, we study many well-investigated principles in the context of
CAFs. Our results show that well-formed CAFs retain many desired properties like
(CF-)reinstatement and I-maximality. Set-theoretical principles like conflict-sensitivity
and tightness are, however, violated, which already indicates the higher expressiveness
of (well-formed) CAFs when compared to AFs. Our findings moreover reveal that the
behavior of CAF semantics with respect to general CAFs is more difficult to capture
by means of existing principles; in particular inherited semantics successfully withstand
traditional analysis methods. Exceptions are those principles that require the existence
of a set of arguments with specific properties (e.g., the defense principle which requires
that a set of claims has a realization that defends itself); notable is also the justified
rejection principle which is satisfied by stable and conflict-free-based semantics also in
the general case. The difficulty indicates that the ‘right’ principles that characterize the
behavior of some of the inherited semantics when considered with respect to general
CAFs have yet to be found; we consider this as an important point on our future agenda.

Our signature results confirm that CAF semantics are more expressive than their AF
counterpart. In general CAFs, the restrictions are minimal. Indeed, almost each extension-
set can be expressed by most of the semantics apart from h-preferred and h-naive which
are constrained by I-maximality. This property also characterizes many semantics in
well-formed CAFs. We have furthermore identified generalizing properties (i.e., (weak)
cautious closure and unique completion) that are characteristic for admissible and
complete semantics, respectively, and presented constructions to realize extension-sets
confirming to these properties. By doing so, we provide explicit algorithms to construct a
(well-formed) CAF that models a desired situation. Moreover, our signature results can
prove useful when considering changes in argumentation frameworks or their underlying
knowledge bases following certain constraints since expressiveness characterizations are
the basis for certain (im-)possibility results regarding changes of the extensions (cf. [27]).
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CHAPTER 6
Computational Complexity of
Conclusion-focused Reasoning

In this chapter, we analyze the computational complexity of claim-focused reasoning and
analyze the different variants of CAF semantics from a complexity-theoretic perspective.
We study decision problems which are well-established in the field of computational
argumentation with respect to hybrid semantics and consider computational aspects of
comparing different variants of claim semantics. Our results complement and extend the
complexity analysis for inherited CAF semantics presented in [92].

While a semantics returns a set of a set of extensions, one is often interested in the
acceptability of a particular argument or claim. Two commonly studied reasoning
modes which specify the acceptance status are credulous and skeptical acceptance [89].
Following [92], we adapt them to the realm of claim-focused reasoning as follows: a claim
is credulously accepted with respect to a particular semantics if it is contained in some
extension; likewise, it is skeptically accepted if it is contained in each extension. We also
study the computational complexity of verifying that a given claim-set is realizable with
respect to a given semantics. Moreover, we consider the non-emptiness problem: although
most of the semantics considered in this work are guaranteed to return some extension
it is not clear if the extension is ‘reasonable’ in the sense that no argument might be
accepted. For instance, the empty set can be preferred in case no other admissible
extension exists. We study the computational complexity of deciding whether a given
CAF has at least one extension which is non-empty. We furthermore investigate the
well-known coherence problem for hybrid semantics, i.e., we investigate the complexity of
deciding whether h-stable and h-preferred semantics coincide. Finally, we investigate the
differences of the inherited and hybrid semantics from a computational point of view. To
do so, we consider the problem of concurrence of inherited and hybrid semantics, i.e., we
study the computational complexity of deciding whether the hybrid and the inherited
variant of a semantics yield the same extensions in a given CAF.
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6. Computational Complexity of Conclusion-focused Reasoning

Among our findings is that the complexity of the verification problem with respect to all
considered cl-semantics as well as the skeptical acceptance problem for h-naive semantics
admit a higher complexity than for the AF semantics counter-part. A similar behavior
has been observed in [92] for inherited semantics. We identify notable differences but
also similarities between hybrid and inherited semantics. On the one hand, we show
that the skeptical acceptance problem with respect to h-naive semantics admit a higher
complexity than for i-naive semantics; moreover, the complexity of verifying a claim-set
with respect to preferred semantics drops while the complexity rises for naive semantics
when compared to their inherited counter-parts; on the other hand, both variants admit
the same complexity for well-formed CAFs. Furthermore, it can be surprisingly hard to
decide concurrence, ranging up to the third level of the polynomial hierarchy.

Background & Notation. We make use of concepts and results from Chapter 4.

6.1 Complexity Theory: A Brief Introduction
We give a brief summary of the basic terms used in this work; for a comprehensive
overview we refer to, e.g., [9, 145].

The analysis of the computational complexity of a problem is concerned with, roughly
speaking, grouping problems into different categories to make them comparable in terms
of computational difficulty. Complexity classes impose bounds on certain resources, e.g.,
time, usually measured in the number of steps required by a machine, or space. We
consider a formal model of computation, e.g., Turing machines1, a suitable representation
of objects (encoding), and a unified formulation in terms of decision problems.

Formally, objects (problem instances) are encoded as strings x ∈ A∗ over a finite
alphabet A. For instance, a CAF F can be represented as the concatenation of two
binary strings, one encodes the adjacency matrix of (A, R) and the other encodes
the function mapping arguments to claims. We usually abstract from the particular
representation and measure the input size in terms of the factor determining the length
of the string instead. In the context of the decision problems we study, the input is often
a CAF, and the size of the CAF depends polynomially on the number of arguments (i.e.,
a CAF (A, R, cl) has at most |A|2 attacks).

A decision problem Q separates instances of the set of all possible input objects DQ into
two disjoint classes: positive instances, i.e., those instances returning ‘yes’ (True, or 1)
and negative instances which return the answer ‘no’ (False, or 0). We identify a decision
problem Q with the set of all positive instances, i.e., x ∈ Q iff x is a yes-instance of Q.
That is, a decision problem is a subset Q ⊆ DQ of a set of input objects DQ. By |x| we
denote the length of the instance x ∈ Q.

For instance, to investigate credulous reasoning with respect to a particular semantics ρ
we ask, for a given CAF F and a claim c: Is there some set S ∈ ρ(F) such that c ∈ S?

1There are many different formulations of computational models, most of them equivalent to each
other with respect to the problems we consider in this work.
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Here, the tuple (F , c) belongs to the set of input objects; it is a positive instance if the
answer to this question is ‘yes’, i.e., if there is some S ∈ ρ(F) such that c ∈ S, and a
negative instance otherwise. We formulate the problem as follows:

CredCAF
ρ

Input: A CAF F = (A, R, cl) and a claim c ∈ cl(A).
Output: true iff there is a claim-set S ∈ ρ(F) with c ∈ S.

We measure the running time of a decision problem in terms of counting the number of
steps which are required to solve the problem in dependency of the input.

Definition 6.1.1. A decision problem Q is solvable in polynomial time iff there is a
Turing machine T and a polynomial p such that T stops after at most p(|x|) steps and
returns ‘yes’ if x ∈ Q, or ‘no’ if x /∈ Q.

By P we denote the class of all decision problems solvable in polynomial time. We also
say that Q is tractable if Q ∈ P.

Let us introduce the class of problems solvable in non-deterministic polynomial time.

Definition 6.1.2. A decision problem Q is solvable in non-deterministic polynomial
time iff there is a Turing machine T and a polynomial p such that, for each x ∈ Q, there
exists a certificate y ∈ CQ, for a set CQ of finite objects, with |y| < p(|x|) s.t. T stops
after at most p(|(x, y)|) steps on input (x, y) and returns ‘yes’ if x ∈ Q, or ‘no’ if x /∈ Q.

By NP we denote the class of all decision problems solvable in non-deterministic polynomial
time. The canonical decision problem for the class NP is the boolean satisfiability problem.

SAT
Input: A boolean formula ϕ.

Output: true iff ϕ is satisfiable.

NP-membership is often verified via so-called guess-and-check procedures: given an
instance x ∈ DQ, we guess a potential certificate y ∈ CQ; and provide an algorithm to
check in polynomial time whether y is a certificate for x. For instance, a guess-and-check
procedure for SAT is as follows: given a boolean formula ϕ over atoms in X, we guess an
interpretation I of ϕ and check (in P) whether ϕ is true under I.

We furthermore consider the complement of a complexity class.

Definition 6.1.3. For a complexity class C over problems in A∗, we denote by coC =
{A∗ \ Q | Q ∈ C} the set of complementary problems of C.

This gives rise to the class coNP which contains all problems complementary to NP. A
classical decision problem for this class is the unsatisfiability problem.
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Figure 6.1: Relations between complexity classes. Arrows denote set inclusion.

UNSAT
Input: A boolean formula ϕ.

Output: true iff ϕ is unsatisfiable.

The problem is equivalent to the tautology problem TAUT which takes as input a boolean
formula and returns true iff ϕ is a tautology, i.e., satisfied under each assignment.

We furthermore recall the complexity class DP which contains all problems which are the
intersection of a problem in NP and coNP.

Definition 6.1.4. DP = NP ∧ coNP = {A ∩ B | A ∈ NP, B ∈ coNP}.

A canonical problem for the class DP is SAT-UNSAT:

SAT-UNSAT
Input: A tuple (ϕ, ψ) of two boolean formulae.
Output: true iff ϕ is valid and ψ is not valid.

The polynomial hierarchy. Let us recall the notion of an oracle. Consider a com-
plexity class C. A C-oracle decides a problem Q from C in one computation step. It can
be seen as black box which returns the correct answer when asked whether x ∈ Q.

Given a complexity class B, we let BC denote the class of problems that can be decided
in B with access to a C-oracle. For instance, the class PNP is the class of all problems
which can be decided in polynomial time with polynomially many calls to an NP-oracle.
This gives rise to the polynomial hierarchy by setting ΔP

0 = ΣP
0 = ΠP

0 = P; ΔP
k+1 = PΣP

k ;
ΣP

k+1 = NPΣP
k ; and ΠP

k+1 = NPΠP
k .

Note that ΣP
1 = NP, ΠP

1 = coNP, ΔP
1 = P, and ΔP

2 = PNP. Moreover, ΣP
k = coΠP

k .
Figure 6.1 depicts the known relations between the classes.

We recall the canonical problems for the classes. For this, we consider quantified boolean
formulae (QBF) which are of the form

Q1X1 . . . QkXkϕ(X1, . . . , Xk)

where X1, . . . , Xk are propositional atoms and Qi ∈ {∀, ∃}, moreover, the quantifiers are
alternating, i.e., Qi = Qi+1 for all i ≤ k.
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QSAT∀
k

Input: A QBF Ψ = Q1X1 . . . QkXkϕ(X1, . . . , Xk) with Qi = Qi+1 for all i ≤ k and
Q1 = ∀.

Output: true iff Ψ is valid.

QSAT∃
k

Input: A QBF Ψ = Q1X1 . . . QkXkϕ(X1, . . . , Xk) with Qi = Qi+1 for all i ≤ k and
Q1 = ∃.

Output: true iff Ψ is valid.

The problem QSAT∀
k is canonical for ΠP

k , and QSAT∃
k is canonical for ΣP

k .

Completeness and polynomial reductions. We have defined several complexity
classes with (presumably) rising complexity. We end this brief overview with the notions
of completeness and polynomial-time reductions of problems.

Definition 6.1.5. A decision problem Q is polynomial time reducible to problem Q
(Q ≤P Q), iff there is a polynomial time computable function R s.t. x ∈ Q iff R(x) ∈ Q.

Definition 6.1.6. A decision problem Q is C-hard iff Q ≤P Q for each Q ∈ C. Q is
C-complete iff it is C-hard and in C.

C-completeness indicates that the problem is among the hardest problems for the class C.

The problem SAT is NP-complete, that is, each problem in NP can be reduced to SAT.
Likewise, UNSAT is coNP-complete; moreover, the problem QSAT∀

k is ΠP
k -complete if k is

even, i.e., for each k = 2n where n ≥ 1, n ∈ N; and QSAT∃
k is ΣP

k -complete if k is odd,
i.e., for each k = 2n + 1 where n ≥ 0, n ∈ N.

The strategy to prove C-completeness of a decision problem Q consists of two parts:
verifying membership, that is, presenting a procedure to verify that the problem lies in
C; and proving C-hardness of the problem by reducing a C-complete problem to Q.

Remark 6.1.7. We use the following conventions. First, we assume that each formula
ϕ appearing as input of a decision problem is in conjunctive normal form (CNF) (unless
stated otherwise). We remark that the restricted problem has the same complexity as SAT.
Second, we identify the clauses with sets, e.g., we identify clause (x1 ∧ x2 ∧ ¬y) with the
set of literals {x1, x2, ¬y}. Third, we identify models of a formula ϕ with the set of atoms
assigned to true in the model. That is, for a satisfying assignment I of ϕ over atoms in
X, we call the set X = {x ∈ X | I(x) = true} a model of ϕ. Moreover, we sometimes
use x̄ to denote ¬x for an atom x.
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6.2 Complexity of Reasoning Problems
In this section, we study the computational complexity of claim-focused reasoning with
respect to our novel hybrid semantics. We consider credulous and skeptical acceptance,
i.e., deciding whether a given claim is contained in at least one or all extensions under a
given semantics, respectively; verifying that a given set of claims is a ρ-claim-set for a
given semantics ρ; and deciding whether a non-empty extension exists (with respect to a
given semantics). We define them as follows (with respect to a CAF semantics ρ):

• Credulous Acceptance (CredCAF
ρ ): Given a CAF F and a claim c ∈ cl(AF ), is c

contained in some S ∈ ρ(F)?

• Skeptical Acceptance (SkeptCAF
ρ ): Given a CAF F and claim c ∈ cl(AF ), is c

contained in each S ∈ ρ(F)?

• Verification (VerCAF
ρ ): Given a CAF F and a set S ⊆ cl(AF ), is S ∈ ρ(F)?

• Non-emptiness (NECAF
ρ ): Given a CAF F , is there a non-empty set S ⊆ cl(AF )

such that S ∈ ρ(F)?

We furthermore consider these reasoning problems restricted to well-formed CAFs and de-
note them by Credwf

ρ , Skeptwf
ρ , Verwf

ρ , and NEwf
ρ . Moreover, we denote the corresponding

decision problems for AFs (which can be obtained by defining cl as the identity function)
by CredAF

σ , SkeptAF
σ , VerAF

σ , and NEAF
σ .

For AF and inherited CAF semantics, the computational complexity of these problems
has been already established. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 depict known complexity results for Dung
AF semantics [74, 81, 90, 89]; and for inherited CAF semantics [92, 117], respectively.

The forthcoming analysis yields the following high level picture: Credulous and skeptical
reasoning as well as deciding existence of a non-empty extension under hybrid semantics is

σ CredAF
σ SkeptAF

σ VerAF
σ NEAF

σ

cf in P trivial in P in P
ad NP-c trivial in P NP-c
co NP-c in P in P NP-c
gr in P in P in P in P
stb NP-c coNP-c in P NP-c
na in P in P in P in P
pr NP-c ΠP

2 -c coNP-c NP-c
ss ΣP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c coNP-c NP-c

stg ΣP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c coNP-c in P

Table 6.1: Computational complexity of reasoning with respect to AF semantics.
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ρ CredΔ
ρ SkeptΔ

ρ VerCAF
ρ /Verwf

ρ NEΔ
ρ

cfi in P trivial NP-c / in P in P
adi NP-c trivial NP-c / in P NP-c
coi NP-c in P NP-c / in P NP-c
gri in P in P in P in P
stbc NP-c coNP-c NP-c / in P NP-c
nai in P coNP-c NP-c / in P in P
pri NP-c ΠP

2 -c ΣP
2 -c / coNP-c NP-c

ssi ΣP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c ΣP
2 -c / coNP-c NP-c

stgi ΣP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c ΣP
2 -c / coNP-c in P

Table 6.2: Computational complexity results for inherited semantics, with Δ ∈ {CAF , wf }.
Results that deviate from the corresponding results for AFs are bold-face.

of the same complexity as in AFs except for the notable difference that skeptical reasoning
with respect to h-naive semantics goes up two levels in the polynomial hierarchy and is
thus also more expensive than deciding skeptical acceptance for i-naive semantics which
has been shown to be coNP-complete. For well-formed CAFs, skeptical reasoning admits
the same complexity for both hybrid and inherited naive semantics but remains more
expensive than in AFs.

For general CAFs, the verification problem is more expensive than for AFs for all of the
considered semantics. Comparing hybrid and inherited semantics we observe that the
complexity of the verification problem for h-preferred semantics drops while the complexity
for h-naive semantics admits a higher complexity than their inherited counterparts; the
hybrid and inherited variants of stable, semi-stable and stage semantics admit the same
complexity. For well-formed CAFs, the complexity of the verification problem coincides
with the known results for AFs.

6.2.1 Complexity Results for General CAFs

We start our analysis with general CAFs. First, we discuss upper bounds before we present
hardness results yielding the corresponding lower bounds for the decision problems. An
overview of our results is given in Table 6.3.

Remark 6.2.1. The complexity results for h-semi-stable and h-stage semantics have
been settled in the scope of Alexander Gressler’s Masters Thesis [117]. We include them
in order to provide a complete picture of the complexity of claim-focused reasoning.

Membership Results. We will first discuss the membership proofs. To begin with,
we will give poly-time respectively coNP procedures for deciding whether a given set of
arguments E is a ρ-realization for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh, ssh, stgh}. This lemma yields
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upper bounds for the respective reasoning problems; notice that the complexity goes up
one level in the polynomial hierarchy since one requires an additional guess for E.

Lemma 6.2.2. Given a CAF F and some E ⊆ AF . Deciding whether E realizes (1) a
τ -h-stable claim-set in F for τ ∈ {ad, cf } is in P; (2) a h-semi-stable (h-stage) claim set
in F is in coNP.

Proof. Checking admissibility (conflict-freeness) of E is in P (cf. Table 6.1); moreover,
E ∗

F can be computed in polynomial time by looping over all claims c ∈ cl(AF ) and
adding each c to E ∗

F if E attacks each occurrence of c in F . For τ -h-stable semantics, it
remains to check whether cl(E) ∪ E ∗

F = cl(AF ). For h-semi-stable (h-stage) semantics,
we have to check that each E ⊆ AF with cl(E ) ∪ E ∗

F ⊃ cl(E) ∪ E ∗
F is not admissible

(conflict-free). This can be solved in coNP by a standard guess & check algorithm, i.e.
guess a set and verify that it is admissible (conflict-free), compute the claims and verify
that they are a proper superset of the claims of the original set, yielding a coNP algorithm
to verify that E realizes a h-semi-stable (h-stage) claim-set in F .

Proposition 6.2.3. The following membership results hold for the verification problem:

1. VerCAF
ρ is in NP for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh},

2. VerCAF
ρ is in ΣP

2 for ρ ∈ {ssh, stgh},

3. VerCAF
ρ is in DP for ρ ∈ {prh, nah}.

Proof. Consider a CAF F = (A, R, cl) and a set S ⊆ cl(A) that has to be verified against
a semantics ρ. 1 & 2) Here we can apply a guess and check algorithm. That is, one can
verify S ∈ ρ(F) by guessing a set of arguments E ⊆ A with cl(E) = S and checking
whether E is a ρ-realization of S. The latter is in P, respectively coNP by Lemma 6.2.2,
yielding NP- and ΣP

2 -procedures for the respective semantics.

3) DP-membership of VerCAF
ρ for ρ ∈ {prh, nah} is by (a) checking that a given claim-set

S is admissible (conflict-free) and (b) verifying subset-maximality of S. The former has
been shown to be NP-complete (cf. Table 6.2); the latter is in coNP: Guess a set of
arguments E such that S ⊂ cl(E) and check admissibility (conflict-freeness) of E. Thus
VerCAF

ρ can be represented as the intersection of a NP-complete problem and a problem
in coNP and lies therefore in DP.

We next turn the reasoning problems, starting with the skeptical acceptance problem.

Proposition 6.2.4. The following membership results hold for skeptical acceptance:

1. SkeptCAF
ρ is in coNP for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh},

2. SkeptCAF
ρ is in ΠP

2 for ρ ∈ {prh, nah, ssh, stgh}.
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Proof. Membership proofs for SkeptCAF
ρ are by standard guess-and-check-algorithms for

the the complementary problem: For a CAF F = (A, R, cl) and claim c ∈ cl(A), guess a
set E ⊆ A such that c /∈ cl(E) and check cl(E) ∈ ρ(F). 1) For ρ ∈ {τ -stbh} the latter can
be verified in P by Lemma 6.2.2, which yields coNP-membership; 2) By the same lemma,
testing for σ ∈ {ssh, stgh}, is coNP, thus showing ΠP

2 -membership; for ρ ∈ {prh, nah},
we use the result for VerCAF

ρ , i.e., cl(E) ∈ ρ(F) can be verified via two NP-oracle calls,
which shows that SkeptCAF

ρ is in ΠP
2 .

Proposition 6.2.5. The following membership results hold for credulous acceptance:

1. CredCAF
ρ is in P for ρ ∈ {nah},

2. CredCAF
ρ is in NP for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh, prh},

3. CredCAF
ρ is in ΣP

2 for ρ ∈ {ssh, stgh}.

Proof. Membership for CredCAF
ρ and ρ ∈ {τ -stbh, ssh, stgh} are by standard guess-and-

check-algorithms: For a CAF F = (A, R, cl) and claim c ∈ cl(A), guess a set E ⊆ A
such that c ∈ cl(E) and check cl(E) ∈ ρ(F). For h-preferred and h-naive semantics, we
exploit the fact a claim c ∈ cl(A) is credulously accepted with respect to h-preferred
(h-naive) semantics iff it is contained in some i-admissible (i-conflict-free) claim-set and
thus the complexity of CredCAF

θ for θ ∈ {cfi, adi} (cf. Table 6.2) applies.

Proposition 6.2.6. The following membership results hold for the non-empty problem:

1. NECAF
ρ is in P for ρ ∈ {nah, stgh};

2. NECAF
ρ is in NP for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh, prh, ssh}.

Proof. NECAF
ρ for ρ ∈ {ssi, stgi, prh, nah, ssh, stgh} can be reduced to the respective

problem for AFs: for h-preferred (h-naive) semantics and both variants of semi-stable
(stage) semantics, we have that a CAF has a non-empty claim-set iff a non-empty
admissible (conflict-free) set of argument exists, i.e., NECAF

ρ ρ ∈ {prh, ssh, nah, stgh},
coincides with either NEAF

ad or NEAF
cf and we get the complexity directly from Table 6.1.

For ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh}, NECAF
ρ can be verified by guessing a non-empty set E ⊆ A

and utilizing Lemma 6.2.2 (1) for checking that cl(E) is a τ -h-stable claim-set of F .

Hardness Results. We now turn to the hardness results for the considered decision
problems. First observe that one can reduce AF decision problems to the corresponding
problems for CAFs by assigning each argument a unique claim. Thus CAF decision
problems generalize the corresponding problems for AFs and are therefore at least as hard.
It remains to provide hardness proofs for the decision problems with higher complexity.
Hence it remains to show hardness for SkeptCAF

nah
and the verification problems VerCAF

ρ

for all semantics ρ under consideration.
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Figure 6.2: Example CAF from the proof of Proposition 6.2.10 (Reduction 6.2.7) for the
formula ∀yy ∃zϕ, where ϕ is given by clauses {{y, y , ¬z}, {¬y , z}, {¬y, ¬y }, {y , z, ¬z}}.

We will first present a reduction from QSAT∀
2 to show ΠP

2 -hardness of SkeptCAF
nah

before
we address the verification problems. In this reduction, starting from a QBF Ψ =
∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ is a 3-CNF given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms
in X =Y ∪ Z, we construct a CAF as follows (cf. Figure 6.2):

• For each clause cli, we introduce three arguments representing the literals contained
in cli and assign them claim i;

• we add arguments representing literals over Y and assign them unique claims;

• furthermore, we add arguments a1, . . . , an with claims 1, . . . , n and an argument ϕ
with unique claim ϕ;

• we introduce conflicts between each argument representing a variable x ∈ X and
arguments representing its negation; moreover, we add symmetric attacks between
ϕ and each argument ai.

Reduction 6.2.7. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, where ϕ is a 3-

CNF given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in X = Y ∪ Z. We let
Ȳ = {ȳ | y ∈ Y } and construct a CAF F = (A, R, cl) as follows (cf. Figure 6.2):

A = {xi | x ∈ cli, i ≤ n} ∪ {x̄i | ¬x ∈ cli, i ≤ n} ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ {a1, . . . , an, ϕ}
R = {(ai, ϕ), (ϕ, ai) | i ≤ n} ∪ {(xi, x̄j)(x̄j , xi), | i, j ≤ n}∪

{(y, ȳi), (ȳi, y), (yi, ȳ), (ȳ, yi), (y, ȳ), (ȳ, y) | y ∈ Y }

where cl(xi) = cl(x̄i) = cl(ai) = i, cl(y) = y, cl(ȳ) = ȳ, and cl(ϕ) = ϕ.

We will show that Ψ is valid iff the claim ϕ is skeptically accepted with respect to h-naive
semantics in F . The main observation is that for every Y ⊆ Y , the set of arguments
Y ∪{ȳ | y /∈ Y }∪{a1, . . . , an} is conflict-free, thus Y ∪{ȳ | y /∈ Y }∪{1, . . . , n} ∈ cfi(F).
Consequently, ϕ is skeptically accepted with respect to h-naive semantics iff for every
Y ⊆ Y , the set Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n, ϕ} is h-naive. It suffices to check that for
every Y ⊆ Y , the set Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n, ϕ} is h-naive iff there is Z ⊆ Z such
that Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ. This is addressed in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.8. For every Y ⊆ Y , Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n, ϕ} ∈ nah(F) iff there
is Z ⊆ Z such that M = Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ.
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Proof. Let S = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n, ϕ}.

First assume S ∈ nah(F). Consider a cfi-realization E of S. We have ϕ ∈ E because ϕ
is the unique argument having claim ϕ. Consequently, ai /∈ E and thus each claim i is
represented by xi for some x ∈ X ∪ X̄. Let Z = {z ∈ Z | zi ∈ E}. Then M = Y ∪ Z
is a model of ϕ: Consider an arbitrary clause cli. Since {1, . . . , n} ⊆ S, there is some
argument with claim i in E, that is, either ai ∈ E or xi ∈ E or x̄i ∈ E for some x ∈ X
(observe that yi ∈ E iff y ∈ E and ȳi ∈ E iff ȳ ∈ E, thus a further case distinction for
y ∈ Y , ȳ ∈ Ȳ is not required). We have that ai /∈ E since n ∈ S and for each argument
b with cl(b) = n we have (ai, b) ∈ R. Thus there is x ∈ X such that either xi ∈ E or
x̄i ∈ E. In the former case, we have x ∈ M and thus M satisfies cli, in the latter case
x /∈ M and thus cli is satisfied. We obtain that M is a model of ϕ.

Now assume there is Z ⊆ Z such that M = Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ. Let E = Y ∪ {ȳ |
y /∈ Y } ∪ {xi | x ∈ M} ∪ {x̄i | x /∈ M} ∪ {ϕ}. E is conflict-free since ai /∈ E for all
i < n; other conflicts appear only between arguments xi, x̄j referring to the same atom
x. Moreover, as M is a model of ϕ, we have that for each clause cli, there is either
a positive literal x ∈ cli with x ∈ M or a negative literal x̄ ∈ cli with x /∈ M . Thus
{1, . . . , n} ⊆ cl(E); moreover, Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ⊆ cl(E) and therefore cl(E) = S. S is a
maximal h-conflict-free claim-set since S ∪ {c} /∈ cfi(F) for any c ∈ (Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ S as each
realization of S ∪ {c} contains y, ȳ for some y ∈ Y . Thus S ∈ nah(F).

We are now ready to prove the correctness of the reduction.

Lemma 6.2.9. The formula Ψ is valid iff the claim n is skeptically accepted with respect
to h-naive semantics in F .

Proof. Assume Ψ is not valid. Then there is Y ⊆ Y such that for all Z ⊆ Z, M = Y ∪Z
does not satisfy ϕ. Let S = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n}. Observe that S is i-conflict-
free, witnessed by the cfi-realization Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {a1, . . . , an}. S is h-naive since
S ∪ {ϕ} /∈ cfi(F) by (1) and S ∪ {c} /∈ cfi(F) for any c ∈ (Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ S as each realization
of S ∪ {c} contains y, ȳ for some y ∈ Y . Thus ϕ is not skeptically accepted with respect
to h-naive semantics in F .

Assume ϕ is not skeptically accepted with respect to h-naive semantics in F . Then there
is a set S ∈ nah(F) such that ϕ /∈ S. Observe that S contains Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } for some
Y ⊆ Y by construction. Let Y = S ∪ Y . We show that for all Z ⊆ Z, Y ∪ Z is not a
model of ϕ: Towards a contradiction assume there is Z ⊆ Z such that M = Y ∪ Z is a
model of ϕ. By (1), T = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n, ϕ} ∈ nah(F). Thus T ⊃ S since
ϕ /∈ S, contradiction to S being h-naive in F . It follows that Ψ is not valid.

By the above lemma and the fact that the reduction can be performed in polynomial
time we obtain ΠP

2 -hardness.

Proposition 6.2.10. SkeptCAF
nah

is ΠP
2 -hard.
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ϕ

cl1 cl2 cl3

x1 x̄1 x2 x̄2 x3 x̄3 x4 x̄4

Figure 6.3: An AF constructed from Reduction 6.2.11 for a formula ϕ with clauses
{{x1, x3, x4}, {¬x3, ¬x4, ¬x2)}, {¬x1, ¬x3, x2}}.

Hardness results for verification problems admit a higher complexity compared to AFs
for all of the considered semantics. DP-hardness with respect to h-preferred and h-naive
semantics is by reductions from SAT-UNSAT; ΣP

2 - hardness with respect to i-semi-stable
and i-stage semantics are by reductions from credulous reasoning for AFs with the
respective semantics; the remaining hardness results are shown via reductions from
appropriate decision problems for inherited semantics.

We recall the standard reduction [89, Reduction 3.6] that provides the basis for DP-
hardness of verification for h-preferred semantics and reappears in Section 6.3.

Reduction 6.2.11. Let ϕ be given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in
X and let X̄ = {x̄ | x ∈ X}. We construct AF F = (A, R) with

A = X ∪ X̄ ∪ C ∪ {ϕ}
R = {(x, cl) | cl ∈ C, x ∈ cl} ∪ {(x̄, cl) | cl ∈ C, ¬x ∈ cl}∪

{(x, x̄), (x̄, x) | x ∈ X} ∪ {(cli, ϕ) | i ≤ n}

Intuitively, each conflict-free set of literal-arguments that defend the argument ϕ corre-
sponds to a satisfying assignment of ϕ. An example is given in Figure 6.3.

We next present a reduction from SAT-UNSAT to VerCAF
prh

which shows DP-hardness. For
a SAT-UNSAT instance (ϕ1, ϕ2) we apply Reduction 6.2.11 to both formulae; moreover,
we let the clause-arguments be self-attacking. The resulting verification instance consists
of the (disjoint) union of the two CAFs.

Reduction 6.2.12. Let (ϕ1, ϕ2) be an instance of SAT-UNSAT, where each of the
propositional formulae ϕi (for i = 1, 2) is given over a set of clauses Ci = {cli1, . . . , clin}
over atoms in Xi. Moreover, we assume X1 ∩ X2 = ∅. Let (Ai, Ri) be the AFs that we
obtain when applying Reduction 6.2.11 to the formulae ϕi and adding attacks {(cl, cl) |
cl ∈ Ci}. We construct the CAF F(ϕ1,ϕ2) = (A1 ∪ A2, R1 ∪ R2, cl) with cl(x) = cl(x̄) = x
for all x ∈ Xi, cl(cl) = d for all cl ∈ Ci and cl(ϕi) = ϕi.

We refer to Figure 6.4 for an illustrative example. Next we show that a formula ϕi is
satisfiable iff Xi ∪{ϕi} is a h-preferred claim-set of (Ai, Ri, cl) which yields the correctness
of the reduction.
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Figure 6.4: Reduction 6.2.12 for formulae (ϕ1, ϕ2) given by clauses {{x1, x3, x4},
{¬x3, ¬x4, ¬x2)}, {¬x1, ¬x3, x2}} and {{y1, y2, y3}, {¬y1, ¬y2, y3)}, {¬y1, y3, ¬y3}}, resp.

Lemma 6.2.13. (ϕ1, ϕ2) is a valid SAT-UNSAT instance iff X1 ∪ X2 ∪ {ϕ1} is a h-
preferred claim-set of F(ϕ1,ϕ2).

Proof. We show that X1 ∪ X2 ∪ {ϕ1} is h-preferred in F(ϕ1,ϕ2) iff ϕ1 is satisfiable and
ϕ2 is unsatisfiable. We construct the CAF F(ϕ1,ϕ2) as the disjoint union of the CAFs
F1 = (A1, R1, cl) and F2 = (A2, R2, cl). Since F1 and F2 have no common arguments
(and thus prh(F) = {S ∪ T | S ∈ prh(F1), T ∈ prh(F2)}), it suffices to show that

(a) ϕi is satisfiable iff Xi ∪ {ϕi} is a h-preferred claim-set of Fi, and

(b) ϕi is unsatisfiable iff Xi is a h-preferred claim-set of Fi.

We have that (b) follows from (a) since Xi is i-admissible in Fi independently of the
satisfiability of ϕi (for an adi-realization, consider X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } for any X ⊆ Xi)
and no argument cl ∈ Ci can appear in an admissible set. We show ϕi is satisfiable iff
Xi ∪ {ϕi} is a h-preferred claim-set of Fi:

Assume ϕi is satisfiable and consider a model M of ϕi. Let E = M ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ M}. We
show that E = E ∪{ϕi} is admissible in (Ai, Ri): First observe that E is admissible since
each a ∈ Xi ∪ X̄i defends itself. Since M satisfies ϕi, we have that for any clause cl ∈ Ci,
there is either x ∈ cl with x ∈ M or x̄ ∈ cl with x /∈ M , thus E attacks each cl ∈ C.
Consequently, E defends ϕi; we conclude that E is admissible in (Ai, Ri). Moreover,
cl(E ) is a subset-maximal i-admissible claim-set since cl(E ) = Ai \ {d}, that is, cl(E )
contains every claim c ∈ cl(Ai) which is assigned to non-self-attacking arguments. Thus
cl(E ) = Xi ∪ {ϕi} is h-preferred in Fi.

Now assume Xi ∪{ϕi} is h-preferred in Fi. Then there is an adi-realization E of Xi ∪{ϕi}
which attacks each clause-argument cl ∈ Ci. Hence M = E ∩ Xi is a model of ϕi.

By the above lemma and since the reduction can be performed in polynomial time we
obtain DP-hardness of the verification problem with respect to h-preferred semantics.

Proposition 6.2.14. VerCAF
prh

is DP-hard.
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Figure 6.5: Reduction 6.2.15 for formulae (ϕ1, ϕ2) given by the sets of clauses
{{s, u, v}, {¬u, ¬v, ¬t)}, {¬s, ¬u, t}} and {{w, x, y}, {¬w, y, z}, {¬x, ¬y, ¬z}}, resp.

DP-hardness of verification for h-naive semantics can be shown via a reduction from
SAT-UNSAT by combining ideas from the previous propositions. As in Proposition 6.2.14,
we construct two independent frameworks F1, F2 representing the formulae (3-CNFs) ϕ1,
ϕ2 given by clauses C1 = {cl1, . . . , clm} resp. C2 = {clm+1, . . . , cln}. The construction is
similar to the one in Proposition 6.2.10: for each literal in a clause cli ∈ Cj we introduce
an argument with claim i; moreover, we add arguments ϕ1, ϕ2 to represent both formulae;
finally, we add |Cj | arguments with claims 1, . . . , m, and m + 1, . . . , n. We will show that
{1, . . . , n, ϕ1} is h-naive in F1 ∪ F2 iff ϕ1 is satisfiable and ϕ2 is unsatisfiable.

Reduction 6.2.15. Let (ϕ1, ϕ2) be an instance of SAT-UNSAT, where each of the
formulae ϕj (for j = 1, 2) is given over a set of clauses Cj over atoms in Xj. Moreover,
we assume X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, C1 = {cl1, . . . , clm}, C2 = {clm+1, . . . , cln}, and define A1 =
{a1, . . . , am} and A2 = {am+1, . . . , an}. We construct CAF F(ϕ1,ϕ2) = (A, R, cl) with

A = {xi | x ∈ cli, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {x̄i | x̄ ∈ cli, 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ {ϕ1, ϕ2}
R = {(xi, x̄j)(x̄j , xi), | i, j ≤ n} ∪ {(ai, ϕ1), (ϕ1, ai) | i ≤ m}∪

{(ai, ϕ2), (ϕ2, ai) | m < i ≤ n}

with cl(xi) = cl(x̄i) = cl(ai) = i and cl(ϕi) = ϕi.

See Figure 6.5 for an example illustrating the reduction.

Lemma 6.2.16. (ϕ1, ϕ2) is a valid SAT-UNSAT instance iff {1, . . . , n, ϕ1} ∈ nah(F).

Proof. For the purpose of this proof we consider the CAF F(ϕ1,ϕ2) as disjoint union of
two CAFs F1 and F2. To this end let F1 be the projection of F(ϕ1,ϕ2) on the arguments
{xi | x ∈ cli, 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {x̄i | x̄ ∈ cli, 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ A1 ∪ {ϕ1} and F2 be the projection
of F(ϕ1,ϕ2) on the arguments {xi | x ∈ cli, m + 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {x̄i | x̄ ∈ cli, m + 1 ≤ i ≤
n} ∪ A2 ∪ {ϕ2}. Notice that F(ϕ1,ϕ2) = F1 ∪ F2 and that F1 and F2 are isomorphic.

We show ϕ1 is satisfiable and ϕ2 is unsatisfiable iff {1, . . . , n, ϕ1} ∈ nah(F) by proving

(a) ϕ1 is satisfiable iff {1, . . . , m, ϕ1} ∈ nah(F1).

(b) ϕ2 is unsatisfiable iff {m + 1, . . . , n} ∈ nah(F2).
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We have nai(F) = {S ∪ T | S ∈ nai(F1), T ∈ nai(F2)} since F1 ∩ F2 = ∅ and cl(A1) ∩
cl(A2) = ∅. Thus ϕ1 is satisfiable and ϕ2 is unsatisfiable iff {1, . . . , n, ϕ1} ∈ nah(F).

Proof of (a): First assume ϕ1 is satisfiable and consider a model M of ϕ1. Let E =
{xi | x ∈ M, i ≤ m} ∪ {x̄i | x /∈ M, i ≤ m} ∪ {ϕ1}. E is conflict-free by construction;
moreover, ϕ1 ∈ cl(E) and i ∈ cl(E) for each i ≤ m: For each clause cli ∈ C1, there is
either x ∈ M ∩ cli or x̄ ∈ cli such that x /∈ M , consequently there is either xi ∈ E with
cl(xi) = i or x̄i ∈ E with cl(x̄i) = i. Hence {1, . . . , m, ϕ1} has a cfi-realization in F1.

Now assume {1, . . . , m, ϕ1} ∈ nah(F). Let E be a cfi-realization of {1, . . . , m, ϕ1} and
let M = {x | ∃i ≤ m : xi ∈ E}. Now, consider an arbitrary clause cli ∈ C1. Then E
contains an argument with claim i, that is, either xi ∈ E or x̄i ∈ E. In the former case,
x ∈ M and thus cli is satisfied. In the latter case, x /∈ M as x̄i is in conflict with all
arguments xj and thus cli is satisfied. Hence M is a model of ϕ1, i.e., ϕ1 is satisfiable.

Proof of (b): First notice that cl(A2) = {m + 1, . . . , n} is i-conflict-free by construction.
By (a), ϕ2 is unsatisfiable iff {m + 1, . . . , n, ϕ2} /∈ nah(F2). We thus obtain ϕ2 is
unsatisfiable iff {m + 1, . . . , n, ϕ2} /∈ nah(F2) iff {m + 1, . . . , n} ∈ nah(F2).

We obtain DP-hardness of the verification problem with respect to h-naive semantics.

Proposition 6.2.17. VerCAF
nah

is DP-hard.

Finally, we provide hardness results for h-semi-stable, τ -h-stable and h-stage semantics.
We will present reductions from the verification problem of suitable inherited semantics.

Reduction 6.2.18. For a CAF F , let A = A ∪ {a | a ∈ A} and cl : A → cl(A) ∪ {ca |
a ∈ A} with cl (a) = cl(a) and cl (a ) = cl(ca) for fresh claims ca /∈ cl(A) for all a ∈ A.
We let Tr1(F), Tr2(F), and Tr3(F) be defined as follows:

• Tr1(F) = (A , R , cl ) with R = R ∪ {(a, a ), (a , a ) | a ∈ A};

• Tr2(F) = (A , R2, cl ) with R2 = R ∪ {(a, b ) | (a, b) ∈ R};

• Tr3(F)=(A , R3, cl ) with R3 =R2∪{(b, a) | (a, b) ∈ R}∪{(a, b) | a ∈ A, (b, b) ∈ R}.

Translations Tr1 and Tr3 already appear in [117]. It has been shown that Tr1 maps
i-preferred to h-semi-stable semantics and Tr3 maps i-stage to h-stage semantics. We
show that Tr2 maps i-stable to h-stable semantics. We summarize the results below.

Lemma 6.2.19. For a CAF F , it holds that

(1) pri(F) = pri(Tr1(F)) = ssh(Tr1(F));

(2) stbi(F) = stbi(Tr2(F)) = τ -stbh(Tr2(F)) for τ ∈ {ad, cf }; moreover,

(3) stgi(F) = stgi(Tr3(F)) = stgh(Tr3(F)).
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ρ CredCAF
ρ SkeptCAF

ρ VerCAF
ρ NECAF

ρ

ad-stbh NP-c coNP-c NP-c NP-c
cf -stbh NP-c coNP-c NP-c NP-c
nah in P ΠP

2 -c DP-c in P
prh NP-c ΠP

2 -c DP-c NP-c
ssh ΣP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c ΣP

2 -c NP-c
stgh ΣP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c ΣP

2 -c in P

Table 6.3: Complexity of CAF semantics. Results that deviate from AF semantics are
bold-face; results that deviate from those w.r.t. inherited semantics are underlined.

Proof. Proofs for (1) and (3) can be found in [117]. To verify (2), let Tr2(F) = F =
(A , R , cl ). Since stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F) ⊆ cf -stbh(F) holds for any CAF F , it suffices to
show that (i) stbi(F) ⊆ stbi(F ) and (ii) cf -stbh(F ) ⊆ stbi(F).

First observe that (a) for every set E ⊆ A, E attacks argument a in F iff a ∈ E ∪ E+
F .

Indeed, E attacks an argument a iff either a ∈ E or if there is b ∈ E such that (b, a) ∈ R.

(i) Let S ∈ stbi(F) and consider a stbi-realization E ⊆ A. We show that E is stable
in F : First notice that E is conflict-free since we introduced no attacks between existing
arguments in F . Moreover, E attacks every argument a ∈ A \ E: E attacks every
argument a ∈ A\E; moreover, E attacks every a ∈ {a | a ∈ A} by (a) since E ∪E+

F = A.

(ii) Let S ∈ cf -stbh(F ), then there is a set E ∈ A such that E ∈ cf (F ) and cl(E)∪EF =
cl(A ). We show that E ∈ stb(F ). First observe that E ⊆ A since each argument
a ∈ {a | a ∈ A} is self-attacking; moreover, E is conflict-free in F . We show that E
attacks every argument a ∈ A\E: We have {ca | a ∈ A} ⊆ EF since cl(E)∪EF = cl(A ).
Thus E attacks each argument a in F . We conclude by (a) that a ∈ E ∪ E+

F for every
argument a ∈ A. We have shown that E ∈ stb(F ) and, consequently, S ∈ stbi(F).

Lower bounds for VerCAF
ρ , ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh, ssh, stgh}, thus follow from the results

of the respective inherited semantics: For a given CAF F = (A, R, cl) and a set of
claims S ⊆ cl(A), one can check S ∈ ρ (F), ρ ∈ {stb, pr , stg}, by applying the respective
translation and checking whether S is a ρ-realization in the resulting CAF.

Proposition 6.2.20. VerCAF
ρ is NP-hard for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh} and ΣP

2 -hard for
ρ ∈ {ssh, stgh}.

Proof. The NP-hardness of VerCAF
ρ for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, cf -stbh} is by the fact that Verstbi

is NP-hard and translation Tr2. The ΣP
2 -hardness of VerCAF

ssh
is by the fact that Verpri

is ΣP
2 -hard and translation Tr1. Finally, the ΣP

2 -hardness of VerCAF
stgh

is by the fact that
Verstgi

is ΣP
2 -hard and translation Tr3.
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This concludes our complexity analysis of general CAFs. The full complexity landscape
for hybrid semantics is summarized in Table 6.3. While both stable variants as well as
semi-stable and stage semantics admit the same complexity as their inherited counter-part,
we observe different behavior of h-naive and h-preferred semantics: verifying h-preferred
and h-naive claim-extensions is DP-hard which is of lower complexity than i-preferred
semantics but of higher complexity than i-naive semantics. Moreover, the skeptical
acceptance problem for h-naive semantics is surprisingly hard, one level higher than its
inherited counter-part and even two level higher than naive AF semantics.

6.2.2 Complexity Results for well-formed CAFs
We now turn to the complexity of well-formed CAFs. First observe that all upper bounds
from the previous section carry over since well-formed CAFs are a special case of CAFs.
It remains to give improved upper bounds for verification with respect to all of the
considered semantics as well as for Skeptwf

nah
. The latter also requires a genuine hardness

proof as it remains harder than the corresponding problem for AFs even in the well-formed
case. For the remaining semantics, we obtain hardness results from the corresponding
problems for AFs since they constitute a special case of the respective problems for CAFs.

We first discuss improved upper bounds for verification. For preferred as well as for both
variants of h-stable semantics, membership is immediate by the corresponding results for
inherited semantics as the respective semantics collapse in the well-formed case.

Proposition 6.2.21. Verwf
ρ is in P for ρ∈{cf -stbh, ad-stbh} and in coNP for ρ=prh.

For the remaining semantics, we exploit the following observation [92].

Lemma 6.2.22. Let F be well-formed. For S ⊆ cl(A), let

E0(S) ={a ∈ A | cl(a) ∈ S}
E1(S) =E0(S) \ E0(S)+

F

E2(S) ={a ∈ E1(S) | b ∈ E1(S)+
F for all (b, a) ∈ R}.

Then S ∈ cfi(F) iff S = cl(E1(S)) and S ∈ adi(F) iff S = cl(E2(S)).

To check whether a set S ⊆ cl(A) is h-naive in a given well-formed CAF F , we utilize
Lemma 6.2.22 to test (i) S ∈ cfi(F) and (ii) S ∪ {c} /∈ cfi(F) for all c ∈ cl(A) \ S, which
yields a poly-time procedure for Verwf

na . For h-semi-stable and h-stage semantics, we first
compute E1(S), resp. E2(S) in P (cf. Lemma 6.2.22) and utilize Lemma 6.2.2 to check
in coNP whether E2(S) (E1(S)) realizes a h-semi-stable (h-stage) claim set.

Proposition 6.2.23. Verwf
ρ is in coNP for ρ ∈ {nah, ssh, stgh}.

It remains to discuss coNP-completeness of skeptical reasoning in well-formed CAFs w.r.t.
h-naive semantics. To show hardness, we make use of a small adaption of the standard
reduction (cf. Reduction 6.2.11) by removing the argument ϕ and all associated attacks.
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6. Computational Complexity of Conclusion-focused Reasoning

ρ Credwf
ρ Skeptwf

ρ Verwf
ρ NEwf

ρ

cf -stbh NP-c coNP-c in P NP-c
ad-stbh NP-c coNP-c in P NP-c
nah in P coNP-c in P in P
prh NP-c ΠP

2 -c coNP-c NP-c
ssh ΣP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c coNP-c NP-c

stgh ΣP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c coNP-c in P

Table 6.4: Complexity of semantics in well-formed CAFs. Results that deviate from AFs
(cf. Table 6.1) are highlighted in bold-face.

Proposition 6.2.24. Skeptwf
nah

is coNP-complete.

Proof. For a well-formed CAF F = (A, R, cl), one can verify skeptical acceptance of a
claim c ∈ cl(A) by (1) guessing a set E ⊆ A such that c /∈ cl(E); (2) checking if cl(E)
is a h-naive claim-set of F . The latter can be verified in polynomial time, yielding a
NP-procedure for the complementary problem.

We reduce from UNSAT: For a formula ϕ with clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over the atoms
X, let (A , R ) be as in Reduction 6.2.11. We define F = (A, R, cl) with A = A \ {ϕ}
and R = R \ {(cli, ϕ) | i ≤ n}, and set cl(x) = x, cl(x̄) = x̄, and cl(cli) = ϕ̄. F is
well-formed. We show ϕ is satisfiable iff ϕ̄ is not skeptically accepted in F .

In case ϕ is satisfiable, then there is a model M ⊆ X of ϕ. Consider E = M ∪{x̄ | x /∈ M},
which is conflict-free and cannot be extended by any argument cli assigned with claim ϕ̄:
Indeed, since each clause cli is satisfied by M , there is either a positive literal x ∈ cli
with x ∈ M or a negative literal x̄ ∈ cli with x /∈ M , thus cli is attacked by E in F .
Moreover, we have that for each x ∈ X, either x ∈ E (and thus x ∈ cl(E)) or x̄ ∈ E (and
thus x̄ ∈ cl(E)) and (x, x̄) ∈ R. Consequently, cl(E) is maximal among i-conflict-free
claim-sets and thus cl(E) ∈ nah(F). It follows that ϕ̄ is not skeptically accepted in F .

If ϕ̄ is not skeptically accepted in F , there is a set S ∈ nah(F) with ϕ̄ /∈ S. Then the set
E ∩ X for a nah-realization E of S is a model of ϕ since it attacks each cl ∈ C.

This concludes our complexity analysis of well-formed CAFs. We summarize our results
in Table 6.4. While verification admits the same complexity as the corresponding AF
semantics, we observe a rise in complexity for credulous acceptance for h-naive semantics.
When comparing our findings with the corresponding inherited CAF semantics we see
that, in contrast to general CAFs, the complexity of the variants coincide.

6.2.3 Coherence of Hybrid Semantics
The coherence problem asks whether preferred and stable extensions coincide. The
problem is ΠP

2 -complete for AFs [81]. It was studied for inherited semantics [92] showing
that complexity remains on the second level. Formally, we study the following problem:
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6.3. Complexity of Concurrence

• Coherence (CohCAF
τ ): Given a CAF F , does it hold that prh(F) = τ -stbh(F)?

The coherence problem restricted to well-formed CAFs is denoted Cohwf
τ . The forthcoming

result shows that, although the complexity of the verification task increases for h-preferred
semantics, testing coherence for CAFs in terms of h-semantics is of the same complexity
as in the AF setting, as well.

Proposition 6.2.25. CohΔ
τ is ΠP

2 -complete for τ ∈ {ad, cf }, Δ ∈ {CAF , wf }.

Proof. We present a ΣP
2 -procedure for the complementary problem: (1) Guess a set

S ⊆ cl(A); and (2) check S ∈ (τ -stbh(F) \ prh(F)) ∪ (prh(F) \ τ -stbh(F)). Verifying that
S is h-preferred is DP-complete, verifying that S is h-stable is NP-complete. Hardness
follows from the corresponding result for AFs, hence we obtain ΠP

2 -completeness.

6.3 Complexity of Concurrence
We study the collapse of inherited and hybrid semantics. As observed in Section 4.1,
preferred and stable variants coincide on well-formed CAFs; which is not the case for
the remaining semantics. The goal of this section is to study the complexity of deciding
whether the semantics collapse. Formally, we are interested in the following problem:

• Concurrence (ConCAF
σ ): Given a CAF F , does it hold that σi(F) = σh(F)?

For stable semantics, we write ConCAF
τ -stb to specify the considered h-stable variant (τ ∈

{ad, cf }). The concurrence problem restricted to well-formed CAFs is denoted Conwf
σ .

Our results are summarized in Table 6.5 and show that deciding concurrence is in general
computationally hard; observe that for semi-stable and stage semantics, the problem
is complete for the third level of the polynomial hierarchy. For preferred and stable
semantics on the other hand, the question becomes trivial for well-formed CAFs as the
claim-based versions of this semantics coincide with their inherited counter-parts. We
furthermore show that deciding whether cf -stbh(F) = ad-stbh(F) for a given CAF F is
ΠP

2 -complete and conclude the section with a brief discussion of the well known coherence
problem when applied to claim-based semantics. Let us start with the collection of results
concerning concurrence which will be proven in the forthcoming two subsections.

Theorem 6.3.1. The complexity results depicted in Table 6.5 hold.

pr na τ -stb ss stg
ConCAF

σ ΠP
2 -c coNP-c ΠP

2 -c ΠP
3 -c ΠP

3 -c
Conwf

σ trivial coNP-c trivial ΠP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c

Table 6.5: Complexity of deciding ConCAF
σ and Conwf

σ .
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6.3.1 Concurrence of General CAFs
We start with a rather straight-forward observation for preferred and naive semantics
which will be useful for both membership and hardness arguments.

Proposition 6.3.2. For a CAF F , for σ ∈ {pr , na}, σi(F) = σh(F) if and only if σi(F)
is incomparable.

Proof. Let σ = pr (the proof for σ = na is analogous). Assume pri(F) is incomparable
and let S ∈ pri(F). Then S ∈ adi(F). Now assume there is T ∈ adi(F) with T ⊃ S.
Consider a adi-realization E of T in F and let E ∈ pr(F ) with E ⊆ E . But then
cl(E ) ∈ pri(F) and cl(E ) ⊇ T ⊃ S, contradiction to pri(F) being incomparable.

To get upper bounds for preferred and naive semantics, it thus suffices to verify incompa-
rability of σi(F). We give a ΣP

2 (NP resp.) procedure for the complementary problem:
Guess E, G ⊆ A and check (i) E, G ∈ σ(F ) and (ii) cl(E) ⊂ cl(G). The former is in
coNP for pr (in P for na) by Table 6.1.

Membership for the remaining semantics is by the following generic guess and check
procedure for the complementary problem: To verify σi(F) = σh(F) for a given CAF F
one guesses a set of claims S ⊆ cl(A) and checks whether S ∈ σi(F) and S /∈ σh(F) or
vice versa. The complexity of the procedure thus follows from the corresponding results
for verification with respect to the considered semantics, i.e. NP-membership for stable
semantics; ΣP

2 -membership for semi-stable and stage semantics, cf. Tables 6.2 and 6.3.

Before turning to the results for the matching lower bounds in general CAFs, let us point
out that for all except naive semantics, deciding concurrence admits a lower complexity for
well-formed CAFs than for general CAFs. When presenting our work on the concurrence
problem at the AAAI 2021 conference, the problem of deciding concurrence for naive
semantics for well-formed CAFs has been left open. This gap has been recently closed
in [126]. In the present work, we omit the original hardness proof for general CAFs
presented in [99] and recall the construction from [126] instead as it covers both cases.

Reduction 6.3.3. Let ϕ be given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms
in X. Let (A, R) be defined as in Reduction 6.2.11. We construct a CAF F with
AF = A ∪ {a1, a2}, RF = R ∪ {(ϕ, a2)}, and cl(x) = x, cl(x̄) = x̄, cl(cli) = cli, cl(ϕ) = ϕ
and cl(ai) = a.

Proposition 6.3.4 ([126]). ConCAF
na is coNP-hard.

Proposition 6.3.5. ConCAF
pr is ΠP

2 -hard.

Proof. We present a reduction from SkeptAF
pr : Given an instance F = (A, R), a ∈ A

from SkeptAF
pr . W.l.o.g. we can assume that the preferred extensions of F are non-empty

(otherwise add an isolated argument). We construct F = (A , R , cl) with A = A ∪ {i, j},
R = R ∪ {(j, b), (b, j) | b ∈ A}, and cl(a) = cl(j) = c1, cl(b) = c2 for b ∈ (A \ {a}) ∪ {i}.
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cl1c cl2c cl3 c

y1

y1

ȳ1

ȳ1

y2

y2

ȳ2

ȳ2

x3
c

z̄1
c

x4
c

z̄2
c

Figure 6.6: A CAF illustrating Reduction 6.3.6 for the formula Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) where
ϕ(Y, Z) is given by the clauses {{y1, z1, z2}, {z̄1, z̄2, ȳ2)}, {ȳ1, z̄1, y2}}.

Then pr((A , R )) = {E ∪ {i} | E ∈ pr((A, R))} ∪ {{i, j}} since the argument i is isolated
and thus appears in each extension; moreover, j mutually attacks each argument b ∈ A.
For all extensions D ∈ pr((A , R )) with a ∈ D we have cl(D) = {c1, c2}; for all extensions
D ∈ pr(F ), D = {i, j}, with a /∈ D, we have cl(D) = {c2}; moreover, cl({i, j}) = {c1, c2}
and thus we have {c1, c2} ∈ pri(F) independently of the considered instance. Thus a is
not skeptically accepted in F with respect to preferred semantics iff {c2} ∈ pri(F) iff
pri(F) is not incomparable. Applying Proposition 6.3.2 concludes the proof.

Next we present our ΠP
2 -hardness proof for hybrid stable semantics. We will make use

of the following reduction which modifies the standard reduction by (a) removing the
argument ϕ and (b) adding self-attacks to all clause-arguments.

Reduction 6.3.6. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, where ϕ is given

by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in X = Y ∪ Z and let (A, R) be as in
Reduction 6.2.11. We define a CAF (A , R , cl) with

A = A \ {ϕ}
R = (R ∪ {(cli, cli) | i ≤ n}) \ {(cli, ϕ) | i ≤ n}

and cl(y) = y, cl(ȳ) = ȳ, cl(v) = cl(cli) = c for i ≤ n and v ∈ Z ∪ Z̄.

See Figure 6.6 for an illustrative example of the reduction.

Proposition 6.3.7. ConCAF
τ -stb , τ ∈ {cf , ad} is ΠP

2 -hard.

Proof. We present a reduction from QSAT∀
2 . Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of

QSAT∀
2 , where ϕ is given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in X = Y ∪ Z.

Let (A, R) be as in Reduction 6.3.6.

We will first show that (a) τ -stbh(F) = {Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} | Y ⊆ Y }: Each
τ -h-stable claim-set S contains either y or ȳ by construction; moreover, c ∈ S since c is
not defeated by any conflict-free set of arguments E ⊆ A, thus each τ -h-stable claim-set
is of the form Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} for some Y ⊆ Y . Moreover, each such set is
stbh-realizable, since for any Y ⊆ Y , z ∈ Z, the set E = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {z} is
admissible (conflict-free) in (A, R ) and attacks every a ∈ A such that cl(a) /∈ cl(E).
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ϕ

ϕ
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dȳ
dȳ

Figure 6.7: Reduction 6.3.8 for the formula ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) with clauses
{{z1, x, y}, {¬x, ¬y, ¬z2, y}, {¬z1, z2, y}}.

We show Ψ is valid iff stbi(F) = τ -stbh(F).

Assume Ψ is valid and let Y ⊆ Y . Then there is Z ⊆ Z such that ϕ is satisfied by
M = Y ∪ Z . We show that E = M ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ M} is a stable extension of F : indeed,
since M is a model of ϕ, each clause-argument is attacked; moreover, E is conflict-
free. Therefore Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ stbi(F). As Y was arbitrary, we have that
Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ stbi(F) for all Y ⊆ Y . Hence stbi(F) = τ -stbh(F) by (a).

Now, assume stbi(F) = τ -stbh(F). Let Y ⊆ Y and let S = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c}. By
(a) it holds that S ∈ τ -stbh(F) (= stbi(F)). Consider a stbi-realization E of S and let
Z = E ∩ Z. Then M = Y ∪ Z satisfies ϕ since each clause cli is attacked which encodes
membership of the respective literal. Thus for every Y ⊆ Y , there is Z ⊆ Z such that
Y ∪ Z satisfies ϕ. It follows that Ψ is valid.

We finally arrive at the ΠP
3 -hardness proofs for concurrence in the case of semi-stable

and stage semantics. We begin with defining the reduction (which will be used for both
problems) and a technical lemma stating some first observations.

Reduction 6.3.8. Let Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∃
3, where ϕ is

given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in V = X ∪Y ∪Z. We can assume
that there is a variable y0 ∈ Y with y0 ∈ cli for all i ≤ n (otherwise we can add such
a y0 without changing the validity of Ψ). Let F be the AF constructed from ϕ as in
Reduction 6.2.11. We define F = (A , R , cl) with

A = A ∪ {d1, d2, ϕ̄} ∪ {dv, dv̄ | v ∈ X ∪ Y }
R = R ∪ {(a, da), (da, da), | a ∈ X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ } ∪

{(ϕ, ϕ̄), (ϕ̄, ϕ), (ϕ, d1)} ∪ {(di, dj) | i, j ≤ 2}
and cl(v) = cl(v̄) = v for v ∈ Y ∪ Z; cl(cli) = ϕ̄; cl(di) = d; cl(a) = a otherwise.

An illustrative example of the reduction is given in Figure 6.7.
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Lemma 6.3.9. Let Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∃
3 and let F be

defined as in Reduction 6.3.8. Then for all E ∈ ss(F ),

1. ϕ ∈ E ⇔ ϕ̄ /∈ E;

2. ϕ ∈ E ⇔ E⊕
F = A \ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} ∪ {d2});

3. ϕ̄ ∈ E ⇔ C ∩ E = ∅;

4. ϕ̄ ∈ E ⇔ E⊕
F = A \ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} ∪ {d1, d2}).

Proof. Let F = (A, R) and first observe that (1) is immediate by construction.

For (2), first assume ϕ ∈ E. Then ϕ̄, d1 ∈ E⊕
F since ϕ ∈ E; also, ϕ ∈ E only if E defends

ϕ against each cli, i ≤ n, thus each cli is attacked by E; moreover, each a ∈ V ∪V̄ is either
contained or attacked by E, otherwise, D = E ∪ {a} is admissible in F with D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F ,

contradiction to E ∈ ss(F ). Thus V ∪ V̄ ∈ E⊕
F and da ∈ E⊕

F for a ∈ E ∩ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ).
In case E⊕

F = A \ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} ∪ {d2}), we have ϕ ∈ E since ϕ is the
only argument attacking d1.

To show (3), first assume ϕ̄ ∈ E. Towards a contradiction assume C ∩ E = ∅. Then
D = (E ∪ {ϕ}) \ {ϕ̄} is admissible in F and D⊕

F is a proper subset of E⊕
F , contradiction

to E being semi-stable in F . It follows that C ∩ E = ∅. The other direction is immediate
since C ∩ E = ∅ implies ϕ /∈ E. By (1) we obtain ϕ̄ ∈ E.

To show (4) let us again assume ϕ̄ ∈ E. Then ϕ ∈ E+
F ; moreover, each a ∈ V ∪ V̄ is either

contained in E or attacked by E, otherwise, D = (E ∪ {a}) \ {cli | i ≤ n, (a, cli) ∈ R}
is admissible in F and satisfies D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F , contradiction to E ∈ ss(F ). We thus have

V ∪ V̄ ∈ E⊕
F and da ∈ E⊕

F for a ∈ E ∩ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ). Also, each cli is either attacked
by E or defended by E (by (3), there is at least one i ≤ n such that cli ∈ E). The other
direction follows since d1 /∈ E⊕

F and thus ϕ /∈ E.

Next we provide some properties for the reduction making use of the observation that for
any instance of QSAT∃

3 , each i-semi-stable and each h-semi-stable as well as each i-stage
and h-stage claim-set in the resulting CAF is of the form SX ∪ {e} where

SX = X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ Z

for some X ⊆ X and for e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}; in fact, it can be shown that each such set is ssh-
and stgh-realizable. Note that this is not the case for i-semi-stable and i-stage semantics
(as a counter-example, consider e = ϕ̄ and X = {x} in Figure 6.7).

Lemma 6.3.10. For an instance ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) of QSAT∃
3 we let F be defined as

in Reduction 6.3.8; moreover, let σ ∈ {ss, stg}. Then,

{SX ∪ {ϕ} | X ⊆ X} ⊆ σi(F) ⊆ σh(F) = {SX ∪ {e} | X ⊆ X, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}}.
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Proof. We present the proof for semi-stable semantics (the proof for stage semantics is
analogous). To prove the statement, let us first show that

(i) each S ∈ ρ(F), ρ ∈ {ssh, ssi} is of the form SX ∪ {e} for some X ⊆ X, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}.

Proof of (i). First notice that each S ∈ ρ(F) is contained in some SX ∪ {e} for some
X ⊆ X, for e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}: S cannot contain both a, ā for a ∈ X ∪ {ϕ} since there is no
cfi-realization E containing both b, b̄, for b ∈ X, nor ϕ, b for b ∈ {ϕ̄} ∪ C. It remains to
show that SX ∪ {e} ⊆ S for some X ⊆ X, for e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}.

We will first prove the statement for inherited semantics. Let V = X ∪ Y ∪ Z. Let
S ∈ ssi(F) and consider a ssi-realization E of S. First notice that E contains either ϕ or
ϕ̄ (otherwise, we can consider D = E ∪ {ϕ̄} as a proper admissible extension of E with
D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F ). Next, we show that E contains V ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ V } for some V ⊆ V : assume

there is v ∈ V such that v, v̄ /∈ E. Let D = (E\{cli | (v, cli) ∈ R})∪{v}. D is conflict-free
since v̄, dv /∈ E and since cli /∈ E for each clause cli with (v, cli) ∈ R. Moreover, it holds
that D defends itself since v defends itself against the attack from v̄, also, removing the
clause-arguments does not change admissibility of the remaining arguments since the only
argument they defend (namely ϕ̄) also defends itself. Furthermore, each clause-argument
cli is attacked by D and thus D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F , contradiction to E being semi-stable in F .

To show the statement for hybrid semantics, let S ∈ ssh(F) and consider a ssh-realization
E of S in F . First observe that S contains ϕ or ϕ̄ (otherwise, consider D = E ∪ {ϕ̄}
satisfying admissibility and DF = EF ∪ {ϕ, ϕ̄} ⊃ EF , contradiction to S being h-semi-
stable). Next we show that S contains X ∪{x̄ | x /∈ X }: towards a contradiction, assume
there is x ∈ X such that x, x̄ /∈ S. In case ϕ ∈ S, it holds that ϕ ∈ E and ϕ̄ /∈ E, cli /∈ E,
i ≤ n, since they are in conflict with ϕ. Then D = E ∪ {x} is admissible and properly
extends E, thus DF ⊃ EF , contradiction to S being h-semi-stable. In case ϕ̄ ∈ E, let
D = (E \ {cli | (x, cli) ∈ R}) ∪ {x, ϕ̄}, i.e., we remove all clause-arguments attacked by x
and add the argument ϕ̄ instead. Similar as above we obtain a contradiction to S ∈ σh(F)
since {x, x̄} ∈ DF and cl(D) = cl(E) ∪ {x}, moreover, D defeats all claims defeated by
E in F , implying that DF ⊃ EF . Finally, we show Y ∪ Z ⊆ S: towards a contradiction,
assume that there is some v ∈ Y ∪ Z such that v /∈ S. Hence v, v̄ /∈ E. Now, we can
proceed analogous to above to derive a contradiction to S being h-semi-stable. ♦

Next we show that, for all X ⊆ X,

(ii) each set of the form SX ∪ {ϕ} is i-semi-stable in F ; and

(iii) each set of the form SX ∪ {e}, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄} is h-semi-stable in F .

Proof of (ii). For this, fix some set X ⊆ X and let E = X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {v̄ | v /∈
X ∪ Y ∪ Z } ∪ {ϕ} for some Z ⊆ Z and Y ⊆ Y with y0 ∈ Y . E is conflict-free,
moreover, E defends ϕ as y0 ∈ cli for all i ≤ n, thus E is admissible. Moreover, E has
⊆-maximal range since E⊕

F = V ∪ V̄ ∪ {da | a ∈ E ∩ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ )} ∪ C ∪ {ϕ, ϕ̄, d1}:
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towards a contradiction, assume there is D ∈ ad(F ) (D ∈ cf (F )) with D⊕
F ⊃ E⊕

F , that
is, there is e ∈ {d2} ∪ {da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} such that e ∈ D⊕

F ; in particular,
e ∈ D+

F because all considered arguments are self-attacking. Observe that d2 /∈ D+
F since

its only attacker is self-attacking. In case e = da for some a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E we
have a ∈ D and ā ∈ D and thus D is conflicting, contradiction to D being conflict-free.
Thus cl(E) = SX ∪ {ϕ} is i-semi-stable in F . ♦

Proof of (iii). Let X ⊆ X. We first show that SX ∪ {ϕ̄} is h-semi-stable in F . Consider
some Y ⊆ Y , Z ⊆ Z and let C ⊆ C denote the set of clauses cli which are not attacked by
X ∪Y ∪Z ∪{v̄ | v /∈ X ∪Y ∪Z }. Let E = X ∪Y ∪Z ∪{v̄ | v /∈ X ∪Y ∪Z }∪C ∪{ϕ̄}.
Then E is admissible, cl(E) = SX ∪ {ϕ̄}, and E ∗

F = {da | a ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {v̄ | v /∈
X ∪ Y ∪ Z }} ∪ {ϕ}. Thus cl(E) ∪ E ∗

F is subset-maximal among admissible sets since
it contains every claim c ∈ cl(A) which is assigned to non-self-attacking arguments;
moreover, it contains a maximal set of claims among {dv | v ∈ V ∪ V̄ } since it contains
precisely one of dv, dv̄ for each v ∈ V ; furthermore observe that d /∈ E ∗

F for all conflict-
free sets E ⊆ A since d2 /∈ E+

F for every E ∈ cf (F ). It follows that SX ∪ {ϕ̄} is
h-semi-stable. In a similar way we show that SX ∪ {ϕ} is h-semi-stable in F . Let
E = X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z } ∪ {ϕ} for some Z ⊆ Z and Y ⊆ Y with
y0 ∈ Y . Then E defends ϕ as y0 ∈ cli for all i ≤ n, thus E is admissible. Moreover,
cl(E) = SX ∪ {ϕ} and E ∗

F = {da | a ∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z }} ∪ {ϕ̄}.
Similar as before we conclude that EF is ⊆-maximal among adi(F). ♦

Thus we have shown that {SX ∪ {ϕ} | X ⊆ X} ⊆ σi(F) and σh(F) = {SX ∪ {e} | X ⊆
X, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}}, and moreover, σi(F) ⊆ σh(F) for σ = ss.

As a corollary, we obtain that both variants of semi-stable and stage semantics coincide
on F . Indeed, regarding hybrid semantics, each set SX ∪ {e} is h-stage and h-semi-stable
realizable; moreover, apart from clause-arguments cli (which can be substituted with
argument ϕ̄ to realize the claim ϕ̄), each other non-self-attacking argument defends itself.

Corollary 6.3.11. Let Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∃
3 and let F be

defined as in Reduction 6.3.8. Then (1) ssh(F) = stgh(F); and (2) ssi(F) = stgi(F).

Proposition 6.3.12. ConCAF
σ , σ ∈ {ss, stg}, is ΠP

3 -hard.

Proof. Let F be the CAF generated by Reduction 6.3.8 from the given QSAT∃
3 instance

Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z). By Corollary 6.3.11, it suffices to prove hardness for either
one of the semantics. We provide the proof for semi-stable semantics and show that Ψ
is valid iff ssi(F) = ssh(F). Since ssi(F) ⊆ ssh(F) by Lemma 6.3.10, the latter reduces
to showing that ssi(F) is a proper subset of ssh(F): we show that Ψ is valid iff there is
some X ⊆ X such that SX ∪ {ϕ̄} is not ssi-realizable in F .

Let us first assume that Ψ is valid, that is, there is X ⊆ X such that for all Y ⊆ Y , there
is Z ⊆ Z such that X ∪ Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ. We show SX ∪ {ϕ̄} /∈ ssi(F). Towards
a contradiction, assume there is E ∈ ss(F ) with cl(E) = SX ∪ {ϕ̄}. Then ϕ̄ ∈ E. By
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Lemma 6.3.9, we have E⊕
F = A\({da | a ∈ (X∪X̄∪Y ∪Ȳ )\E}∪{d1, d2}). Let Y = E∩Y .

By assumption Ψ is valid, there is Z ⊆ Z such that M = X ∪Y ∪Z is a model of ϕ. Let
D = M ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ M} ∪ {ϕ}. D is conflict-free; moreover, D attacks every cli, i ≤ n since
M is a model of ϕ, hence D is admissible in F . Next we show that D⊕

F is a proper superset
of E⊕

F : it holds that V ∪ V̄ ⊆ D⊕
F ; also, C ⊆ D⊕

F as shown above; moreover, ϕ̄, d1 ∈ D⊕
F

since ϕ ∈ D. As D and E contain the same arguments a ∈ X ∪X̄ ∪Y ∪ Ȳ by construction,
we furthermore have {da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} = {da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ D}.
It follows that D⊕

F = A \ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} ∪ {d2}). Thus D is admissible
and D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F , contradiction to our assumption E is semi-stable in F .

Now assume Ψ is not valid. We show that for all X ⊆ X, SX ∪{ϕ̄} ∈ ssi(F). Fix X ⊆ X.
Since Ψ is not valid, there is Y ⊆ Y such that for all Z ⊆ Z, X ∪ Y ∪ Z is not a model
of ϕ. Fix Z ⊆ Z and let E = X ∪Y ∪Z ∪{v̄ | v /∈ X ∪Y ∪Z }∪C ∪{ϕ̄}, where C ⊆ C
contains all clauses cli which are not attacked by X ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {ā | a /∈ X ∪ Y ∪ Z }.
Then E is admissible and E⊕

F = A \ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ ) \ E} ∪ {d1, d2}).
We show that E is semi-stable in F : Assume there is D ⊆ A with D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F . First

observe that D attacks the same arguments da, a ∈ X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Ȳ , as E and thus
X ∪ Y ⊆ D. By Lemma 6.3.9 and since D⊕

F is strictly bigger than E⊕
F , we have that

D⊕
F = A\ ({da | a ∈ (X ∪X̄ ∪Y ∪ Ȳ )\D}∪{d2}). It follows that ϕ ∈ D. Let Z = D ∩Z.

Then M = X ∪ Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ since each clause-argument is attacked. Thus ϕ
is satisfied by M , contradiction to our initial assumption Ψ is not valid. It follows that
SX ∪ {ϕ̄} ∈ ssi(F) for all X ⊆ X. Thus ssi(F) = ssh(F) by Lemma 6.3.10.

6.3.2 Concurrence of Well-formed CAFs

For well-formed CAFs, h-preferred and i-preferred as well as all considered variants of
stable semantics coincide as shown in Section 4.1 thus the respective problems become
trivial. Since for semi-stable and stage semantics, the complexity for verification drops for
both variants, we obtain ΠP

2 -membership results by using the same generic membership
argument as for general CAFs. As coNP-hardness of deciding concurrence for naive
semantics has been proven in [126] it remains to show matching hardness results for semi-
stable and stage concurrence. This is by a reduction from QSAT∀

2 with some appropriate
adaptions of Reduction 6.2.11.

Reduction 6.3.13. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, where ϕ is given

by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in X = Y ∪ Z. Let (A, R) be the AF
constructed from ϕ as in Reduction 6.2.11. We define F = (A , R , cl) with

A = A ∪ {e, d1, d2, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2}
R = R ∪ {(a, da)(da, da) | a ∈ Y ∪ Ȳ } ∪ {(di, dj) | i, j = 1, 2} ∪

{(a, b) | a, b ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄1, ϕ̄2}, a = b} ∪ {(ϕ, e), (e, e), (ϕ, d1), (ϕ̄1, d1)}

and cl(d1) = cl(d2) = d and cl(v) = v otherwise.
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ϕd1

d

d2

d

e

ϕ̄1 ϕ̄2

cl1 cl2 cl3

y1 ȳ1 y2 ȳ2 z1 z̄1 z2 z̄2

dy1 dȳ1 dy2 dȳ2

Figure 6.8: Reduction 6.3.13 for the formula ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ(Y, Z) is given by
the clauses {{z1, y1, y2}, {ȳ1, ȳ2, z̄2)}, {z̄1, ȳ1, z2}}. Since cl(a) = a for all arguments
a ∈ A \ {d1, d2}, we omit all claims that coincide with the arguments name.

An example is given in Figure 6.8. Conflict-free claim-sets in F admit a close correspon-
dence to their realizations in F since all arguments except the self-attackers d1 and d2
have been assigned unique claims. The following observations are easy to verify.

Lemma 6.3.14. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, let σ ∈ {ss, stg} and

let F = (A, R, cl) be as in Reduction 6.3.13. Then

1. for all E ∈ cf (F ), (cl(E))+
F = E+

F \ {d1};

2. every S ∈ cfi(F) admits a unique realization in F ;

3. for all S ∈ σi(F) ∪ σh(F), either ϕ ∈ S or ϕ1 ∈ S or ϕ2 ∈ S.

The following two lemmata will be useful to prove ΠP
2 -hardness of the concurrence problem

for semi-stable and stage semantics. First, we show that each i-semi-stable (i-stage)
claim-set is h-semi-stable (h-stage).

Lemma 6.3.15. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, let σ ∈ {ss, stg} and

let F = (A, R, cl) be as in Reduction 6.3.13. Then σi(F) ⊆ σh(F).

Proof. Let F = (A, R), consider S ∈ σi(F) and let E denote the unique σi-realization of
S in F . We provide the proof for semi-stable semantics; the proof for stage semantics
is analogous. As E ∈ ss(F ), we have that E⊕

F is subset-maximal among admissible
extensions. We will show that SF is ⊆-maximal among i-admissible claim-sets. Towards
a contradiction, assume there is T ∈ adi(F) with TF ⊃ SF . Consider the unique adi-
realization D of T in F , then D⊕

F \ {d1} = T ⊕
F ⊃ SF = E⊕

F \ {d1}. If either d1 ∈ D+
F or

d1 /∈ E+
F we have D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F , contradiction to E being semi-stable in F . Let us assume

d1 ∈ E+
F but d1 /∈ D+

F . By Lemma 6.3.14, we have ϕ2 ∈ D since ϕ2 does not attack
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d1; also, ϕ1 ∈ E or ϕ ∈ E. In case ϕ ∈ E, we have e ∈ E+
F , e /∈ D+

F thus e ∈ S⊕
F but

e /∈ T ⊕
F , contradiction to the assumption TF ⊃ SF . In case ϕ2 ∈ D and ϕ1 ∈ E, consider

D = (D ∪ {ϕ1}) \ {ϕ2}. D is admissible as D is admissible and exchanging ϕ2 with
ϕ1 does neither add conflicts nor undefended arguments. Moreover, d1 ∈ (D )+

F and
D⊕

F = (D )⊕
F \ {d1}. Therefore (D )⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F , contradiction to E ∈ ss(F ).

Lemma 6.3.16. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, let σ ∈ {ss, stg} and

let F = (A, R, cl) be as in Reduction 6.3.13. Then for all S ∈ σi(F) ∪ σh(F), ϕ ∈ S
implies S ∈ σi(F) ∩ σh(F).

Proof. Let F = (A, R). By Lemma 6.3.15, σi(F) ⊆ σh(F) thus it suffices to prove the
statement for S ∈ σh(F). Let E denote the unique cfi-realization of S in F . We will
show E ∈ σ(F ). Towards a contradiction, assume there is D ∈ ad(F ) (D ∈ cf (F ))
with D⊕

F ⊃ E⊕
F . As ϕ ∈ E we have d1 ∈ E+

F and thus D⊕
F \ {d1} ⊃ E⊕

F \ {d1}. By
Lemma 6.3.14, DF = D⊕

F \ {d1} ⊃ E⊕
F \ {d1} = SF , contradiction to S ∈ σh(F).

Proposition 6.3.17. Conwf
σ , σ ∈ {ss, stg}, is ΠP

2 -hard.

Proof. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2 and let F = (A, R, cl) be as in

Reduction 6.3.13. We will show Ψ is valid iff σi(F) = σh(F).

First assume Ψ is valid. We show that in this case, ϕ ∈ S for all S ∈ σi(F) ∪ σh(F). By
Lemma 6.3.16, this implies S ∈ σi(F) ∩ σh(F) and thus σi(F) = σh(F). By Lemma 6.3.15,
it suffices to prove the statement for every S ∈ σh(F). Towards a contradiction, assume
there is S ∈ σh(F) such that ϕ /∈ S. Then e /∈ SF . Let Y = S ∩Y . Since Ψ is valid, there
is Z ⊆ Z such that Y ∪Z is a model of ϕ. Let E = Y ∪Z ∪{x̄ | x /∈ Y ∪Z }∪{ϕ}. Then
S = cl(E) is i-admissible (i-conflict-free) and S F = cl(A)\({d}∪{dy | y /∈ E}∪{dȳ | ȳ /∈
E}). We conclude that S F ⊃ SF since e /∈ SF and {d}∪{dy | y /∈ E}∪{dȳ | ȳ /∈ E} SF ,
contradiction to S is h-semi-stable (h-stage). It follows that ϕ ∈ S for every S ∈ σh(F).

Now assume Ψ is not valid, i.e., there is Y ⊆ Y such that for all Z ⊆ Z, Y ∪ Z is not a
model of ϕ. We will show that σi(F) ⊂ σh(F). Fix Z ⊆ Z and let E = Y ∪ Z ∪ {x̄ | x /∈
Y ∪ Z }. Moreover, let E1 = E ∪ C ∪ {ϕ1} and E2 = E ∪ C ∪ {ϕ2} where C ⊆ C contains
all clauses cli such that E ∩ cli = ∅. Clearly, E1, E2 ∈ ad(F ) (E1, E2 ∈ cf (F )) and thus
E1 = cl(E1), E2 = cl(E2) ∈ adi(F) (E1 = cl(E1), E2 = cl(E2) ∈ cfi(F)). Observe that
(E2)⊕

F ⊂ (E1)⊕
F since d1 is attacked by ϕ1 ∈ E1 but there is no a ∈ E2 such that (a, d1) ∈ R.

It follows that E2 = cl(E2) /∈ σi(F). We show that E2 ∈ σh(F) for σ ∈ {ss, stg}, i.e.,
we show that (E2)F = cl(A) \ ({e, d} ∪ {dy | y /∈ E} ∪ {dȳ | ȳ /∈ E}) is maximal among
admissible (conflict-free) claim-sets: Towards a contradiction, assume there is T ∈ adi(F)
(T ∈ cfi(F)) such that TF ⊃ (E2)F . As {dy | y ∈ Y } ∪ {dȳ | y /∈ Y } ⊆ T +

F we have
Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ⊆ T and T +

F does not contain any claim in {dy | y /∈ E} ∪ {dȳ | ȳ /∈ E}
since for every y ∈ Y , there is no conflict-free set attacking both dy and dȳ. Moreover,
d /∈ T +

F for every T ∈ cfi(F) since d1 and d2 are the only attackers of d2 and d1 is
self-attacking. It follows that e ∈ T +

F and thus ϕ ∈ T . Consider the unique cfi-realization
D of T . Since ϕ ∈ D we have we have cli /∈ D for every i ≤ n and thus each cli is
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Figure 6.9: CAF from the proof of Proposition 6.3.19 for the QBF ∀{y1, y2}∃{z3, z4} :
{{y1, y2, z3}, {ȳ2, z̄3, z̄4)}, {ȳ1, ȳ2, z4}}.

attacked by D. Thus we obtain that M = D ∩ X is a model of ϕ Y ⊆ M , contradiction
to our initial assumption Y ∪ Z is not a model of ϕ for every Z ⊆ Z.

6.3.3 Concurrence of Stable Variants
We conclude this section by analyzing the concurrence problems for h-stable variants.
That is, we ask ourselves how hard it is do decide whether the two variants of the
claim-based stable semantics coincide. We write ConΔ

stbh
, Δ ∈ {CAF , wf } to denote

this problem. Bearing in mind the complexity of the verification problem of the two
semantics, the problem has to be contained in ΠP

2 ; however, as we show next, it also
hard for this class for general CAFs. For well-formed CAFs recall that the two variants
collapse anyway making this problem trivial for well-formed CAFs.

The hardness-proof relies on an appropriate claim-labelling of the standard reduction
used for deciding skeptical acceptance for preferred semantics [89, Reduction 3.7].

Reduction 6.3.18. Let Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) be an instance of QSAT∀
2, where ϕ is given

by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in X = Y ∪ Z. Let (A, R) be the AF
constructed from ϕ as in Reduction 6.2.11. We define F = (A , R ) with

A = A ∪ {ϕ̄}, and
R = R ∪ {(cli, cli) | i ≤ n} ∪ {(ϕ, ϕ̄), (ϕ̄, ϕ̄)} ∪ {(ϕ̄, z) | z ∈ Z}.

Proposition 6.3.19. ConCAF
stbh

is ΠP
2 -complete.

Proof. To show hardness, let (A, R) denote the AF from Reduction 6.3.18. We define
F = (A, R, cl) with cl(y) = y for y ∈ Y , cl(ȳ) = ȳ for ȳ ∈ Ȳ , and cl(v) = c otherwise.
See Figure 6.9 for an illustrative example of the reduction.

We show Ψ is valid iff ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F). To do so, let us first prove

(i) for all Y ⊆ Y , Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ cf -stbh(F). Moreover, there is no other
cf -h-stable claim-set in F .
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Proof of (i). Let Y ⊆ Y be arbitrary, let z ∈ Z and let E = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {z}.
Clearly, E is conflict-free in F ; moreover, E attacks every a ∈ A such that cl(a) /∈ cl(E).
It follows that cl(E) = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ cfi(F). Moreover, cl(E) is maximal
among all conflict-free claim-sets: Assume there is T ∈ cfi(F) such that T ⊃ cl(E)
for some Y ⊆ Y . Then there is y ∈ Y such that y ∈ T and ȳ ∈ T , contradiction to
cf -realizability of T since for every y ∈ Y , y and ȳ mutually attack each other. We
can furthermore conclude that no other h-stable claim-set exists since for every y ∈ Y ,
y and ȳ mutually attack each other. Thus each cf -h-stable claim-set is of the form
Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} for some Y ⊆ Y . ♦

First assume Ψ is valid. We show stbi(F) = cf -stbh(F) (ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F) follows
since stbi(F) ⊆ ad-stbh(F) ⊆ cf -stbh(F)). Let Y ⊆ Y . Then there is Z ⊆ Z such that
ϕ is satisfied by M = Y ∪ Z . Let E = M ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ M} ∪ {ϕ}. Since M satisfies each
clause cli, there is either x ∈ cli with x ∈ M or there is x̄ ∈ cli with x /∈ M . It follows
that each cli, i ≤ n, is attacked by E; moreover, E attacks ϕ̄ since ϕ ∈ E. Since E is also
conflict-free we have shown that E is a stable extension of F and therefore Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈
Y } ∪ {c} ∈ stbi(F). As Y was arbitrary, we have that Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ stbi(F)
for all Y ⊆ Y . We conclude that stbi(F) = ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F) by (i).

Now assume ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F) and let Y ⊆ Y . By (i) we have that S = Y ∪ {ȳ |
y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} ∈ ad-stbh(F) = cf -stbh(F). Consider an ad-realization E of S and let
Z = E ∩ Z. We show that M = Y ∪ Z satisfies ϕ. First observe that ϕ ∈ E: Since
c ∈ S, there is some a ∈ A with cl(a) = c such that a ∈ E. Moreover, a ∈ Z ∪ Z̄ ∪ {ϕ}
since every other claim assigned with c is self-attacking. In case a = ϕ, we are done; in
case a = z or a = z̄ for some z ∈ Z we have ϕ ∈ E since E defends a against ϕ̄. Since
ϕ ∈ E, we furthermore have that E attacks each clause cli since ϕ is defended by E
against cli. We obtain that M is a model of ϕ. We have shown that for every Y ⊆ Y ,
there is Z ⊆ Z such that Y ∪ Z satisfies ϕ. It follows that Ψ is valid.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we studied the computational complexity of hybrid semantics for CAFs.
We want to highlight three observations here: (a) for both approaches the verification
problem is harder than in the AF setting, which is in particular relevant when it comes
to the enumeration of extensions; (b) however, when restricted to well-formed CAFs the
complexity of verification drops to the complexity of AFs; and (c) the complexity of
inherited and hybrid semantics differs for naive and preferred semantics.

Besides studying the standard reasoning tasks we also settled the complexity of the
concurrence problem, which turns out to be surprisingly hard, ranging up to the third
level of the polynomial hierarchy. The concurrence problem is in the tradition of the
well-known coherence problem [81], which (a) for AFs is ΠP

2 -complete; (b) remains
ΠP

2 -complete for inherited semantics [92]; and (c) also for hybrid semantics, despite the
complexity increase for reasoning problems, remains ΠP

2 -complete (Proposition 6.2.25).
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CHAPTER 7
Dynamics Part I: Strong

Equivalence

Equivalence is an important subject of research in knowledge representation and reasoning.
Given a knowledge base K, finding an equivalent one, say K , helps to obtain a better
understanding as well as a more concise representation of K. From a computational point
of view, equivalence is particularly interesting whenever a certain subset of a collection
of information can be replaced without changing the intended meaning. In propositional
logic, for example, replacing a sub-formula φ of Φ with an equivalent one, say φ , yields a
formula Φ[φ/φ ] equivalent to Φ. That is, we may view φ as an independent module of Φ.
Within the KR community it is folklore that this is usually not the case for non-monotonic
logics (apart from folklore, we refer the reader to [21] for a rigorous study of this matter).

Driven by this observation, the notion of strong equivalence has been proposed, developed
and investigated in various contexts [132, 142]. In a nutshell, strong equivalence requires
the aforementioned property by design: K and K are strongly equivalent if for any
H, the knowledge bases K ∪ H and K ∪ H are equivalent. Hence, knowing that two
frameworks are strongly equivalent to each other ensures that they yield the same outcome
in a dynamic setting in which knowledge bases expand over time. Although a naive
implementation would require to iterate over an infinite number of possible expansions
H, researchers discovered techniques to decide strong equivalence of two knowledge bases
efficiently in the context of argumentation [142, 93].

In this chapter, we investigate the strong equivalence problem from a claim-centered
point of view. First, we focus on ordinary equivalence and discuss several dependencies
in Section 7.1 for general as well as for well-formed CAFs. In Section 7.2, we provide
characterization results of strong equivalence between CAFs via semantics-dependent
kernels for each CAF semantics under consideration. In Section 7.3, we introduce a novel
equivalence concept based on argument renaming which is genuine for CAFs, and show that
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7. Dynamics Part I: Strong Equivalence

strong equivalence up to renaming can be characterized via kernel isomorphism. Finally,
we present a complexity analysis of deciding equivalence for all of the aforementioned
equivalence notions in Section 7.4. Knowing the computational complexity of deciding
equivalence between two frameworks has several advantages. From a practical point of
view, an exact complexity analysis is crucial for efficient algorithm design. Due to our
kernel characterizations, we obtain that deciding strong equivalence for CAFs is tractable.
Our novel notion strong equivalence up to renaming, on the other hand, has the same
complexity as the graph isomorphism problem. We obtain a tractable fragment of this
problem when restricting the notion to well-formed CAFs. Finally, we show that deciding
ordinary equivalence can be computationally hard, up to the third level of the polynomial
hierarchy. Here, our complexity analysis reveals that shortcuts that give insight about
the equivalence of two frameworks (for instance, by exploiting the graph-structure of the
CAFs) are unlikely to find. To decide whether two frameworks yield the same outcome,
it is necessary to compute the claim-extensions explicitly.

Background & Notation. In this chapter, we make use of concepts and results from
Chapter 4 where we introduced hybrid semantics (h-semantics) for CAFs. Background on
complexity theory and corresponding definitions can be found in Section 6.1.

7.1 Ordinary Equivalence
The distinction between explicit and implicit information is essential in knowledge
representation. The former is interpreted according to the underlying semantics of the
considered formalism, i.e. the set of models in case of classical propositional logic or the
set of extensions in case of classical AFs. In contrast, the implicit information of an
knowledge base comes to light if it undergoes dynamic changes. Both concepts come
along with an induced notion of equivalence, namely ordinary or strong equivalence,
respectively. We start our analysis by investigating ordinary equivalence for CAFs.

Definition 7.1.1. Two CAFs F and G are ordinarily equivalent w.r.t. semantics ρ, in
symbols F ≡ρ

o G, if we have ρ(F) = ρ(G).

Example 7.1.2. Consider the following CAFs F and G. Note that they disagree on the
attack relation between a1 and a2 only.

F :

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

G:

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

We have stb(FF ) = ∅ and stb(GG) = {a2, c1}. Consequently, the inherited variants are
stbi(F) = ∅ and stbi(G) = {a, c} justifying F ≡stbi

o G. If we consider instead the claim-
based versions, we observe that the two CAFs agree on their outcome: More precisely, due
to stbi(G) ⊆ ad-stbh(G) ⊆ cf -stbh(G) we obtain {a, c} ∈ ad-stbh(G), cf -stbh(G). Moreover,
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7.1. Ordinary Equivalence

we have that {a, c} ∈ ad-stbh(F), cf -stbh(F) since the set {a1, c1} is admissible (thus,
conflict-free) and defeats every remaining claim. As a side remark, we mention that the
claim-set {a, c} has two cfi-realizations in F and G since both of the sets {a1, c1}, {a2, c1}
are conflict-free and have full claim-range. It can be checked that no other claim-set then
{a, c} satisfies the requirements of the claim-based stable versions. Consequently, F and
G are ordinarily equivalent with respect to ad-stbh and cf -stbh semantics, in symbols:
F ≡ad-stbh

o G and F ≡cf -stbh
o G.

In the following we consider (non-)relations between ordinary equivalences w.r.t. different
semantics. We will see that the inherited variants behave differently in comparison to
claim-based versions. Let us recap the case of Dung-style AFs. It was shown that sharing
the same admissible/conflict-free sets guarantees no difference regarding preferred/naive
extensions. Moreover, equivalence with respect to naive sets implies that the conflict-free
sets coincide. Also, possessing the same complete extensions implies coinciding grounded
and preferred extensions [142, Proposition 1].

Let us start with the relations between inherited semantics. We can transfer the following
relations from the case for the respective AF semantics:

Proposition 7.1.3. Consider two CAFs F and G. It holds that

1. F ≡coi
o G ⇒ F ≡gri

o G,

2. F ≡nai
o G ⇒ F ≡cfi

o G.

Interestingly, we observe that not all relations for AF semantics presented in [142] carry
over to inherited semantics. This is due to the fact that i-preferred (i-naive) semantics
are not necessarily ⊆-maximal i-admissible (i-conflict-free) claim-sets. Let us consider
the following example.

Example 7.1.4. Assume we are given two CAFs as follows:

a1
a

b1

b

F : a1
a

b1

b

a2
a

G :

We have adi(F) = adi(G) = {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b}}. On the other hand, {a, b} is the
unique i-preferred claim-set of F while pri(G) = {{a}, {a, b}} witnessed by the extensions
{a1, a2} and {a1, b1}. Thus F ≡adi

o G ⇒ F ≡pri
o G. The example furthermore shows

F ≡cfi
o G ⇒ F ≡nai

o G since cfi and adi as well as the respective variants of naive and
preferred semantics coincide in F and G.

Let us next consider relations between inherited and claim-based semantics. Overall, we
observe that equivalence with respect to cl-preferred semantics can be decided by looking
either at i-admissible, i-complete, or i-preferred semantics. Moreover, coincidence of
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7. Dynamics Part I: Strong Equivalence

i-naive extension implies equivalence with respect to cl-naive semantics. Also, inherited
conflict-free sets coincide if and only if cl-naive semantics yield the same claim-sets.

Proposition 7.1.5. Consider two CAFs F and G. It holds that

1. F ≡ρ
o G ⇒ F ≡prh

o G,ρ ∈ {adi, pri, coi},

2. F ≡cfi
o G ⇔ F ≡nah

o G,

3. F ≡nai
o G ⇒ F ≡nah

o G.

Proof. First, assume F ≡adi
o G. By definition, cl-preferred extensions are the ⊆-maximal

i-admissible extensions, hence F ≡prh
o G follows. Since cl-preferred extensions coincide

with the ⊆-maximal i-preferred and i-complete claim-sets for each CAF, we obtain that
F ≡pri

o G and F ≡coi
o G imply F ≡prh

o G.

Let us next consider the relation between i-conflict-free and cl-naive semantics. By
definition, cl-naive extensions are the ⊆-maximal i-conflict-free extensions, hence we
obtain F ≡cfi

o G implies F ≡nah
o G. For the other direction, note that each subset of a

cl-naive extension has a conflict-free realization, hence the statement follows.

Finally, we note that cl-naive extensions are precisely the ⊆-maximal i-naive extensions,
which implies the equivalence in the last item.

We furthermore obtain the following relations between ordinary equivalences when
considering well-formed CAFs.

Proposition 7.1.6. For any two well-formed CAFs F and G, it holds that

• F ≡ρ
o G ⇒ F ≡pri

o G, ρ ∈ {adi, coi, prh};

• F ≡stbi
o G ⇔ F ≡ad-stbh

o G ⇔ F ≡cf -stbh
o G.

Proof. The relations follow since the variants of preferred as well as the variants of stable
semantics collapse for well-formed CAFs.

Let us now turn to the non-relations between the semantics. Negative results (i.e.,
counter-examples) generalize to CAFs from the corresponding AF semantics.

Lemma 7.1.7. For two AF semantics σ and τ , if σ(F ) = σ(G) ⇒ τ(F ) = τ(G) for
some AFs F , G, then σc(F) = σc(G) ⇒ τc(F) = τc(G) for some CAFs F , G.

Indeed, when identifying AFs with CAFs where each claim is unique (i.e., taking cl = id),
we obtain counter-examples from known results for AFs (cf. [142]). We furthermore recall
that in this case, claim-level semantics coincide with their inherited counterparts. It
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7.1. Ordinary Equivalence

remains to provide counter-examples for naive, semi-stable, and stage semantics as well
as for stable semantics in the general case.

For naive semantics, we observe that in both CAFs from Example 7.1.4, preferred and
naive semantics coincide in both variants. To separate the stable variants, we consider
the following examples.

Example 7.1.8. Consider the following CAFs F1, F2, and G:

a1
a

b1

b

F1 : b1

b

F2 : a1
a

b1

b

a2
a

G :

It holds that stbhcf (F1) = stbhcf (G) = {{a}, {b}} but ρ(F1) = ρ(G) for ρ ∈ {stbc, stbhad};
moreover, ρ(F2) = ρ(G) = {{a}} and stbhcf (F2) = stbhcf (G).

Example 7.1.9. Consider the following CAFs F1, F2, and G:

a1
a

b1

b

F1 : b1

b

F2 : a1
a

b1

b

a2

b

G :

It holds that stbhad(F1) = stbhad(G) = {{a}, {b}} but stbc(F1) = stbc(G); moreover,
stbc(F2) = stbc(G) = {{a}} but stbhad(F2) = stbhad(G).

It remains to consider semi-stable and stage semantics.

Example 7.1.10. Consider the following (well-formed) CAF F :

a

ab1b
c

c dde e

b2b
f1

f
f2

f

In F , it holds that ssc(F) = {{a}}, ssh(F) = {{b, d}}, stgc(F) = {{c}, {a}}, and
stgh(F) = {{b, d}, {c}}. To obtain counter-examples for the involved semantics, it
suffices to construct a (well-formed) CAF G in which both variants agree on one of
the aforementioned claim-sets of F . First, let G1 = ({a}, ∅, id), then all considered
semantics return claim-set {a}. Thus ssc(F) = ssc(G) but ssh(F) = ssh(G). Like-
wise, we let G2 = ({b, d}, ∅, id) to obtain a counter-example for the other direction.
For stage semantics, we consider the CAFs G3 = ({a, c}, {(a, c), (c, a)}, id) and G4 =
({b, c, d}, {(b, c), (c, d), (d, c), (c, d)}, id) instead.

This concludes our study of relations between semantics with respect to ordinary equiva-
lence. We considered both general and well-formed CAFs. Similar as for AFs, we observe
that ordinary equivalence for CAF semantics are largely independent of each other.
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7.2 Strong Equivalence
Strong equivalence has been introduced as a non-monotonic counter-part to classical
equivalence in monotonic formalisms. In contrast to classical logic in which equivalent
formulae are interchangeable, ordinary equivalence in argumentation is not robust when
it comes to expansions of the frameworks, e.g., if an update in the knowledge base induces
new arguments or attacks. Let us illustrate this at the following example:

Example 7.2.1. Assume we are given an updated version of F and G from Example 7.1.2
where an additional argument has been introduced. Let F and G be given as follows:

F :

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

d1d

G :

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

d1d

F and G no longer agree on their h-ad-stable claim-sets: In G , the set {a2, c1} does
not defeat claim d, thus ad-stbh(G ) = ∅ while {a, c} is h-ad-stable in F . Note that
cf -stbh(F ) = cf -stbh(G ), i.e., they remain equivalent w.r.t. h-cf -stable semantics.

In the light of this issue, it is evident that a stronger notion is needed to handle equivalence
between CAFs in a dynamical setting. In accordance with standard literature on strong
equivalence in other non-monotonic formalisms [132, 142], we will call two CAFs strongly
equivalent to each other if they possess the same extensions independently of any such
(simultaneous) expansion of the frameworks. Before we can define this concept formally,
we need to take care of the situation that the same argument has been assigned a different
claim in the frameworks F , G under consideration.

Definition 7.2.2. Two CAFs F and G are compatible to each other if clF (a) = clG(a)
for all a ∈ AF ∩ AG. The union F ∪ G of two compatible CAFs F and G is defined
componentwise, i.e., F ∪ G = (AF ∪ AG , RF ∪ RG , clF ∪ clG).

We are ready to introduce strong equivalence for CAFs.

Definition 7.2.3. Two CAFs F and G are strongly equivalent to each other w.r.t. a
semantics ρ, in symbols F ≡ρ

s G, iff

1. F and G are compatible with each other; and

2. ρ(F ∪ H) = ρ(G ∪ H) for each CAF H which is compatible with F and G.

The definition extends strong equivalence for AFs. With a slight abuse of notation we
also use F ≡σ

s G to denote strong equivalence of two AFs F and G w.r.t. the semantics σ.
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Strong equivalence for AFs has been characterized via syntactic equivalence of so-called
(semantics-dependent) kernels, which are obtained by syntactical modifications (attack-
removal or -addition) of the given frameworks. Let us recall the definitions of the stable,
admissible, complete, grounded, and naive kernel [142, 23].

Definition 7.2.4. For an AF F = (A, R), we define the stable kernel F sk = (A, Rsk);
admissible kernel F ak = (A, Rak); the complete kernel F gk = (A, Rgk); grounded kernel
F gk = (A, Rgk); and the naive kernel F nk = (A, Rnk) with

Rsk = R \ {(a, b) | a = b, (a, a) ∈ R}
Rak = R \ {(a, b) | a=b, (a, a)∈R, {(b, a),(b, b)}∩R=∅};
Rck = R \ {(a, b) | a = b, (a, a), (b, b) ∈ R};
Rgk = R \ {(a, b) | a=b, (b, b)∈R, {(b, a),(a, a)}∩R=∅};
Rnk = R ∪ {(a, b) | a = b, {(a, a), (b, b), (b, a)} ∩ R = ∅}.

For a CAF F = (F, cl), we write Fk to denote (F k, cl) for k ∈ {sk, ak, ck, gk, nk}.

We recall the characterization results of strong equivalence for AF semantics.

Theorem 7.2.5 ([142, 23]). For any two AFs F and G,

F ≡σ
s G iff F sk = Gsk for σ ∈ {stb, stg},

F ≡σ
s G iff F ak = Gak for σ ∈ {ad, pr , ss}

F ≡co
s G iff F ck = Gck

F ≡gr
s G iff F gk = Ggk

F ≡σ
s G iff F nk = Gnk for σ ∈ {cf , na}

For an AF F , we write F k(σ) to denote the kernel which characterizes strong equivalence
for the semantics σ.

In the following subsections, we characterize strong equivalence for all considered CAF
semantics by identifying appropriate kernels. In brief, our findings reveal that all
semantics apart from h-cf -stable semantics can be characterized with the kernels of their
AF semantics counterpart. We identify a novel kernel for h-cf -stable semantics, which
exhibits interesting overlaps with the stable and the naive kernel for AF semantics.

To this end we will first discuss some general observations that turn out to be useful
when providing our characterization results. We will show that (i) two CAFs are strongly
equivalent to each other only if they agree on their arguments; and (ii) strongly equivalent
CAFs have the same self-attacking arguments. We will make use of the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2.6. For a CAF F and a set of claims S ⊆ cl(AF ), it holds that S ⊆ S for
some S ∈ stbi(F) implies that there is some S ∈ ρ(F) with S ⊆ S for all semantics
ρ = gri under consideration.
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Proof. For all except h-preferred and h-naive semantics, the statement follows directly
from known relations between semantics using stbi(F) ⊆ ρ(F). Let ρ ∈ {prh, nah} and
consider some claim-set S ⊆ cl(A) such that S ⊆ S for some S ∈ stbi(F) (⊆ τ(F) for
τ ∈ {pri, nai}). Since h-preferred and h-naive claim-sets are precisely the ⊆-maximal
i-preferred resp. i-naive claim-sets, there is T ∈ prh(F) (T ∈ nah(F)) with T ⊆ S .

We will first show that two CAFs with different arguments are not strongly equivalent.

Lemma 7.2.7. For any two compatible CAFs F and G, AF = AG implies F ≡ρ
s G for

any considered semantics ρ.

Proof. W.l.o.g., we may assume that there is a ∈ AF with a /∈ AG . Let clF (a) = c. We
distinguish the following cases: (a) (a, a) /∈ RF and (b) (a, a) ∈ RF .

• In case (a, a) /∈ RF , we consider the following construction: For a fresh argument x
and a fresh claim d, let H = (AH, RH, clH) with

AH = (AF ∪ AG ∪ {x}) \ {a};
RH = {(x, b) | b ∈ (AF ∪ AG) \ {a}};

and clH(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ AF ∪ AG and clH(x) = d; that is, we introduce a new
argument having a fresh claim d which attacks every argument except a. Observe
that {c, d} ∈ gri(F ∪ H) and {c, d} ∈ stbi(F ∪ H) since {a, x} is conflict-free, and
x is unattacked and attacks all remaining arguments except a in F ∪ H; thus
there is S ∈ ρ(F ∪ H) with {c, d} ⊆ S for every semantics ρ under consideration
by Lemma 7.2.6. On the other hand, {c, d} /∈ cf (G ∪ H) since x attacks every
occurrence of clH(a) in G; therefore, {c, d} /∈ ρ(G ∪ H).

• Now, let (a, a) ∈ RF . We construct our counter-example as follows: For a fresh
argument x and a fresh claim d, let H = (AH, RH, clH) with

AH = AF ∪ AG ∪ {x};
RH = {(x, b) | b ∈ (AF ∪ AG) \ {a}};

and clH(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ AF , clH(b) = clG(b) for b ∈ AG ; and clH(x) = d;
i.e., argument x attacks every argument in AF ∪ AG except a. Observe that a is
unattacked in G ∪H since a is a newly introduced argument in G ∪H1 by assumption
a /∈ AG . Therefore {c, d} ∈ gri(G ∪ H) since {a, x} is conflict-free and unattacked;
moreover, {c, d} ∈ stbi(G ∪ H) since {a, x} is conflict-free and attacks all remaining
arguments in G ∪ H . By Lemma 7.2.6, {c, d} is thus contained in some ρ-claim-set
for every semantics ρ under consideration. On the other hand, {c, d} /∈ cf (F ∪ H)
since every realisation of {c, d} is conflicting: a is self-attacking and x attacks every
other occurrence of c. Thus {c, d} /∈ ρ(F ∪ HH) for each considered semantics ρ.

In both cases, we found a witness H showing that ρ(F ∪ H) = ρ(G ∪ H).
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Next we show that two strongly equivalent CAFs F and G possess the same self-attackers.

Lemma 7.2.8. For any two compatible CAFs F and G, (a, a) ∈ RFΔRG implies F ≡ρ
s G

for any semantics ρ under consideration.

Proof. By Lemma 7.2.7, we may assume that AF = AG(= A), i.e., a is contained in both
CAFs F and G. W.l.o.g., let (a, a) ∈ RF and (a, a) /∈ RG . Let clF (a) = clCG(a) = c.
Now, for a fresh argument x and fresh claim d, consider the CAF H = (A, RH, clH) with

RH = {(x, b) | b ∈ A \ {a}}
and clH(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ A and clH(x) = d. Then {c, d} has no cf -realisation in F ∪ H
since a is self-attacking and x attacks every remaining occurrence of c in F ∪ H. On
the other hand, {c, d} ∈ gri(G ∪ H) and {c, d} ∈ stbi(G ∪ H) since {a, x} is conflict-free
and attacks every other argument, moreover, x is unattacked. By Lemma 7.2.6, for all
semantics ρ, there is S ∈ ρ(G ∪ H) which contains {c, d}. Thus F ≡ρ

s G.

Remark 7.2.9. Let us remark that we do not discuss strong equivalence for for well-
formed CAFs separately since our general results also apply for the special case when
restricting the problem to well-formed CAFs F and G.

7.2.1 Hybrid-cf -stable Semantics
Let us start with h-cf -stable semantics. First, we observe that outgoing attacks from
self-attacking arguments can be removed (apart from the self-attack itself) since such an
argument cannot be part of a cf -stbh-realization E, and moreover, it is not necessary
that E defends itself against such attacks.

While the removal of outgoing attacks from self-attacking arguments has been already
observed in the context of Dung AFs as integal part of many kernels (and defines the
stable kernel, cf. Definition 7.2.4), we observe a specific behavior regarding arguments
with the same claims: Coming back to our CAFs F and G from Example 7.2.1, we
recall that they yield the same h-cf -stable claim-sets even after the argument d1 has
been added. The reason is that the direction of the attack between the arguments a1
and a2 is irrelevant since both arguments possess the same claim a. Thus it suffices to
include one of them in a h-cf -stable claim-set in case not both of them are attacked.

Inspired by these observations, we introduce the cf -stable kernel for CAFs where we

• remove all outgoing attacks (a, b) = (a, a) from each self-attacking argument a, and

• add attacks between arguments a, b, a = b, if they both carry the same claim.

Definition 7.2.10. For a CAF F = (A, R, cl), we define the cf -stable kernel Fcsk =
(A, Rcsk, cl) with

Rcsk = R ∪ {(a, b) | a = b, (a, a) ∈ R ∨ (cl(a) = cl(b) ∧ {(b, a), (b, b)} ∩ R = ∅)}.

We denote the underlying AF (A, Rcsk) by F csk.
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Remark 7.2.11. The cf -stable kernel is a combination of the stable and naive kernel
for AFs, where the claim-independent part stems from the stable kernel and the case
where two arguments have the same claim relates to the naive kernel. In a nutshell, it is
safe to introduce attacks (a, b), a = b where a is self-attacking without changing stable
semantics because attacks of this form neither interfere with the conflict-free extensions
of an AF nor change the range of a conflict-free set. In case two arguments have the
same claim, it is irrelevant which of these arguments is included in an extension. It is
thus safe to introduce attacks between two arguments in case their union is conflicting.

Example 7.2.12. Consider again our previous CAF F . Below we depict the stable
kernel Fsk, the naive kernel Fnk, and the cf -stable kernel Fcsk of F as follows:

Fsk:

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2a c2
c

Fnk:

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2a c2
c

Fcsk:

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2a c2
c

In what follows, we will prove that the cf -stable-kernel characterizes strong equivalence
for hybrid cf -stable and stage semantics. For this, we will first show that (i) a CAF
admits the same h-cf -stable (h-stage) claim-sets as its cf -stable kernel and (ii) syntactic
equivalence of the kernels implies that the kernels coincide under any possible expansion.

Lemma 7.2.13. For any CAF F , ρ(F) = ρ(Fcsk) for the semantics ρ ∈ {cf -stbh, stgh}.

Proof. We show (a) cf (F ) = cf (F csk) and (b) for all E ∈ cf (F ), E ∗
F = E ∗

Fcsk .

To show (a), first observe that cf (F csk) ⊆ cf (F ) since no new attacks between two
unconflicting arguments are introduced. Moreover, we remove only attacks (a, b) where
either a or b is self-attacking, thus we obtain cf (F ) ⊆ cf (F csk).

To show (b), let E ∈ cf (F ). It holds that E ∗
F ⊆ E ∗

Fcsk . Now, let c ∈ E ∗
Fcsk and assume

c /∈ E ∗
F , i.e., there is b ∈ A with cl(b) = c which is not attacked by E in F but there is

a ∈ E such that (a, b) ∈ Rcsk. Hence either (a, a) ∈ R or cl(a) = cl(b) and (b, a) ∈ R or
(b, b) ∈ R, contradiction to E being conflict-free in F csk.

Next, we show that syntactic equivalence of cf -stable kernels of two CAFs F and G
implies that the kernels of F ∪ H and G ∪ H coincide for any compatible H. This means
that attack removal can performed iteratively.

Lemma 7.2.14. For any two compatible CAFs F and G, Fcsk = Gcsk implies (F ∪
H)csk = (G ∪ H)csk for any CAF H compatible with F and G.

Proof. First observe that (i) F ∪ H ⊆ Fcsk ∪ Hcsk ⊆ (F ∪ H)csk holds for every two CAFs
F and H. Moreover, (ii) Fcsk = Gcsk implies that F , G contain the same self-attacks by
definition of the cf -stable kernel.
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Now, suppose Fcsk = Gcsk and let (a, b) ∈ (F ∪ H)csk. We show that (a, b) ∈ (G ∪ H)csk

(the other direction is analogous): In case (a, b) ∈ F ∪ H, we have (a, b) ∈ Fcsk ∪ Hcsk

by (i). Since Fcsk ∪ Hcsk = Gcsk ∪ Hcsk we conclude (a, b) ∈ (G ∪ H)csk. In case
(a, b) /∈ F ∪ H, either (a, a) ∈ F ∪ H or cl(a) = cl(b) and {(b, b), (b, a)} ∩ (F ∪ H) = ∅.
In case (a, a) ∈ F ∪ H ((b, b) ∈ F ∪ H), we are done since (a, a) ∈ G ∪ H ((b, b) ∈ G ∪ H)
by (ii). Now, suppose cl(a) = cl(b) and (b, a) ∈ F ∪ H, then (b, a) ∈ Fcsk ∪ Hcsk by (i),
thus also (b, a) ∈ Gcsk ∪ Hcsk by assumption Fcsk = Gcsk. In case (b, a) ∈ G ∪ H, we get
(a, b) ∈ (G ∪ H)csk; else we have cl(a) = cl(b) and {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b)} ∩ (G ∪ H) = ∅. By
definition of the cf -stable kernel we obtain (a, b) ∈ (G ∪ H)csk.

We are now ready to prove our first main result stating that two CAFs F and G are
strongly equivalent to each other w.r.t. h-cf -stable and h-stage semantics if and only if
their h-stable kernels coincide. Let us sketch the idea.

First note that we obtain the ‘if’-direction from Lemma 7.2.13 and 7.2.14: indeed, in case
Fcsk = Gcsk holds for two compatible CAFs F and G, it holds that (F ∪H)csk = (G∪H)csk

for any compatible CAF H by Lemma 7.2.14. From Lemma 7.2.13, we infer ρ(F ∪ H) =
ρ((F ∪ H)csk) as well as ρ((G ∪ H)csk) = ρ(G ∪ H), hence we obtain ρ(F ∪ H) = ρ(G ∪ H).

For the other direction, we will assume that the kernels disagree. By Lemma 7.2.7
and 7.2.8, it holds that F and G have the same arguments and in particular the same
self-attackers. It thus remains to provide counter-examples for the case that the kernels of
F and G disagree on an attack (a, b) for a = b. Figure 7.1 illustrates the counter-example
for the case cl(a) = cl(b) (case (b) in the proof of Theorem 7.2.15).

Theorem 7.2.15. For any two compatible CAFs F and G,

Fcsk = Gcsk iff F ≡ρ
s G for ρ ∈ {cf -stbh, stgh}.

Proof. We obtain Fcsk = Gcsk implies F ≡ρ
s G from Lemma 7.2.13 and 7.2.14 as outlined

above. It remains to prove the other direction. To do so, we suppose Fcsk = Gcsk. By
Lemma 7.2.13 we may assume ρ(Fcsk) = ρ(Gcsk); and AF = AG(= A) by Lemma 7.2.7.
Thus it holds that RFcsk = RGcsk . W.l.o.g., let (a, b) ∈ RFcsk \ RGcsk ; we have a = b by
Lemma 7.2.8. Moreover, (a, a) /∈ Rcsk

G (and thus, (a, a) /∈ Rcsk
F ), otherwise, (a, b) ∈ RGcsk

by definition. We distinguish the following cases: (a) cl(a) = cl(b), and (b) cl(a) = cl(b).

(a) In case cl(a) = cl(b), consider two newly introduced arguments x, y and fresh claims
c, d. We consider the AF H1 = (A ∪ {x, y}, R1, cl1) where

R1 = {(x, y)} ∪ {(y, h) | h ∈ A ∪ {x}} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}},

and the function cl1 is given as follows: cl1(x) = c, cl1(y) = d, and the other claims
coincide with the given ones, i.e., cl1(h) = clF (h) if h ∈ A. First observe that {d} is
i-stable in both Fcsk ∪H1 and Gcsk ∪H1 and thus guarantees that ρ(Fcsk ∪H1) and
ρ(Gcsk ∪H1) are non-empty. It can be checked that S = {cl(a), c} is h-cf -stable and
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Figure 7.1: Counter-example for the case (a, b) ∈ RFcsk \ RGcsk (case (b) in the proof of
Theorem 7.2.15). New arguments introduced by H are {x, y, z} (in red), new attacks are
dashed (and red). The claim-set {u} is h-cf -stable (h-stage) in Gcsk ∪ H (since the set
{a, b} is stable in the underlying AF) but not in Fcsk ∪ H.

h-stage in Fcsk ∪ H1 (since {a, x} is stable); on the other hand, S /∈ ρ(Gcsk ∪ H1)
since b is not defeated by {a, x}. However, this is our only candidate since S has
no other cf -realization in Gcsk ∪ H1.

(b) Now consider the case cl(a) = cl(b) and observe that (a, a), (b, b), (b, a) /∈ Rcsk
G

(otherwise (a, b) ∈ RGcsk). Since F and G contain the same self-attacks, we
furthermore have (a, a), (b, b) /∈ RFcsk . Having established this situation let us
construct H2 as follows: For fresh arguments x, y, z and fresh claims c, d, e, we
consider H2 = (A ∪ {x, y, z}, R2, cl2) where

R2 = {(a, h) | h ∈ (A ∪ {x}) \ {a, b}} ∪ {(x, x), (b, y), (y, y), (z, b), (b, z), (z, y)}
and as before we let cl2(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A; for the fresh arguments let cl2(x) = c,
cl2(y) = d, as well as cl2(z) = e. It can be checked that each CAF admits a stable
extension; thus it suffices to show that the h-cf -stable claim-sets disagree. First
observe that we now have {cl2(a)} ∈ ρ(Gcsk ∪H2) since {a, b} is a stable extension
in Gcsk ∪ H2. On the other hand, we have that {cl2(a)} is neither cf -stbh-realizable
nor stgh-realizable in Fcsk ∪ H2. Figure 7.1 illustrates the construction.

In every case, we have found some H showing ρ(Fcsk∪H) = ρ(Gcsk∪H). By Lemma 7.2.13,
we get ρ(F ∪H) = ρ((F ∪H)csk) = ρ(Fcsk ∪H) = ρ(Gcsk ∪H) = ρ((G ∪H)csk) = ρ(G ∪H).
Thus it holds that F ≡s

ρ G.

7.2.2 Inherited Semantics
Next we discuss strong equivalence w.r.t. inherited semantics. We show that inherited
semantics can be characterized via known AF kernels. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.16. For any two compatible CAFs F and G,

F ≡σi
s G iff F ≡σ

s G iff F k(σ) = Gk(σ) for each AF semantics σ.

Recall that F ≡σ
s G iff F k(σ) = Gk(σ) holds by known results for AF semantics [142, 23].

We moreover obtain that syntactic coincidence of the kernels implies strong equivalence
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of the CAFs: it holds that F ≡σ
s G implies F ≡σi

s G since σ(F ∪ H) = σ(G ∪ H) implies
σi(F ∪ H) = σi(G ∪ H) for any CAF H which is compatible with F and G.
It remains to prove the other direction. To do so, we assume F k(σ) = Gk(σ) for the
respective kernel which characterizes semantics σ. Moreover, we assume AF = AG(= A)
by Lemma 7.2.7. Therefore, there must be some attack (a, b) ∈ R

k(σ)
F ΔR

k(σ)
G . W.l.o.g.,

let (a, b) ∈ R
k(σ)
F . By Lemma 7.2.8, we furthermore may assume that a = b.

We discuss each kernel separately in the following propositions.

Proposition 7.2.17. Given two CAFs F and G satisfying (a, a) ∈ RF iff (a, a) ∈ RG
and AF = AG(= A). Then (a, b) ∈ Rsk

F \ Rsk
G implies F ≡σi

s G for σ ∈ {stb, stg}.

Proof. Since (a, b) ∈ Rsk
F , we conclude that a is not self-attacking in F (which implies

(a, a) /∈ RG by Lemma 7.2.8). We construct our counter-example as follows: for fresh
arguments x, y, z and fresh claims c, d, e, let H = (A ∪ {x, y, z}, R, cl) with

R = {(b, z)} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ (A ∪ {y}) \ {a, b}} ∪ {(y, h) | h ∈ A ∪ {x, z}}
and cl(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A, cl(x) = c, cl(y) = d, and cl(z) = e. First observe that {y}
is stable in both stb(F sk ∪ H) and stb(Gsk ∪ H), thus stb(F sk ∪ H) = stg(F sk ∪ H) and
stb(Gsk ∪ H) = stg(Gsk ∪ H). Moreover, {a, x, z} ∈ stb(F sk ∪ H) since x attacks each
remaining argument; thus {cl(a), c, e} ∈ stbi(Fsk ∪ H). On the other hand, {cl(a), c, e}
has no stbi-realisation in Gsk ∪ H since {a, x, z} does not attack b; every other realisation
of {cl(a), c, e} in Gsk ∪ H is conflicting.

Proposition 7.2.18. Given two CAFs F and G satisfying (a, a) ∈ RF iff (a, a) ∈ RG
and AF = AG(= A). Then (a, b) ∈ Rak

F \ Rak
G implies F ≡σi

s G for σ ∈ {ad, pr , ss}.

Proof. Since (a, b) ∈ Rak
F , it holds that either (a) (a, a) /∈ Rak

F ; or (b) (a, a) ∈ Rak
F and

{(b, a), (b, b)} /∈ Rak
F .

(a) In case (a, a) /∈ RF , consider construction H from the proof of Proposition 7.2.17.
Then {cl(a), c, e} ∈ σi(Fak ∪ H) since {cl(a), c, e} ∈ stbi(Fak ∪ H); on the other
hand, {cl(a), c, e} has no ad-realisation in Gak ∪ H1 since z is not defended against
b; every other realisation of {cl(a), c, e} in Gak ∪ H1 is conflicting since z is attacked
by b and x attacks every remaining argument.

(b) For a fresh argument x and a fresh claim c, let

H2 = (A ∪ {x}, {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}, cl2)

with cl2(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A and cl2(x) = c. Then {b, x} ∈ ad(Gak ∪ H2)
since b is not attacked by a in Gak and defended against any other potential
attack by x; moreover, {b, x} semi-stable in Gak ∪ H2 since there is no other set
D ⊆ A ∪ {x} with x ∈ D⊕

Gak∪H2
(besides {x} which is a proper subset of {b, x}).

Thus {cl2(b), c} ∈ σi(Gak ∪ H1). On the other hand, {b, x} /∈ ad(F ak ∪ H2) since b
is not defended against a in F ak ∪ H2. Thus {cl2(b), c} /∈ σi(Fak ∪ H2).
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Proposition 7.2.19. Given two CAFs F and G satisfying (a, a) ∈ RF iff (a, a) ∈ RG
and AF = AG(= A). Then (a, b) ∈ Rck

F \ Rck
G implies F ≡coi

s G.

Proof. We have either (a, a) /∈ Rck
F or (b, b) /∈ Rck

F . The case (a, a) /∈ Rck
F is analogous to

the case (a) in the proof of Proposition 7.2.18. It remains to discuss the case (b, b) /∈ Rck
F .

For fresh arguments x, y and fresh claims c, d, let

H3 = (A ∪ {x, y}, {(y, a), (y, y)} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}, cl3)

with cl3(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A, cl3(x) = c, cl3(y) = d. Then {cl3(b), c} ∈ coi(Gck ∪ H3)
since {b, x} is conflict-free and x defends b against each attack; moreover, a is not
defended by {b, x} against y. On the other hand, {cl3(b), c} /∈ coi(Fck ∪ H3) since the
only conflict-free sets containing x are {b, x}, which is not defended against a; {x}, which
does not realise cl3(b); and {a, x}, which is not defended against y (and a has potentially
a different claim than b).

Proposition 7.2.20. Given two CAFs F and G satisfying (a, a) ∈ RF iff (a, a) ∈ RG
and AF = AG(= A). Then (a, b) ∈ Rgk

F \ Rgk
G implies F ≡gri

s G.

Proof. Either (a) (b, b) ∈ Rgk
F and {(b, a), (a, a)} /∈ Rgk

F ; or (b) (b, b) /∈ Rgk
F . The case (b)

is analogous to the case (b, b) /∈ Rck
F considered in the proof in Proposition 7.2.19. It

remains to discuss case (b, b) ∈ Rgk
F . For fresh arguments x, y and fresh claims c, d, let

H4 = (A ∪ {x, y}, {(b, y)} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}, cl4)

with cl4(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A, cl4(x) = c, cl4(y) = d. Then x is unattacked and defends
a in Fgk ∪ H4, which in turn defends y. Thus {cl4(a), c, d} ∈ gri(Fgk ∪ H4). On the other
hand, we have {cl4(a), c, e} /∈ gri(Ggk ∪ H4) since y is not defended against b.

This concludes the proof for the semantics σ ∈ {stb, stg, ad, pr , ss, gr , co}: in every case,
we found a witness H showing σi(Fk(σ) ∪ H) = σi(Gk(σ) ∪ H). By Lemma 7.2.22, we get

σi(F ∪H) = σi((F ∪H)k(σ)) = σi(Fk(σ)∪H) = σi(Gk(σ)∪H) = σi((G∪H)k(σ)) = σi(G∪H).

Hence it follows that F ≡s
σi

G.

It remains to discuss conflict-free and naive semantics.

Proposition 7.2.21. Given two CAFs F and G satisfying (a, a) ∈ RF iff (a, a) ∈ RG
and AF = AG(= A). Then F nk = Gnk implies F ≡σi

s G for σ ∈ {cf , na}.

Proof. For σ ∈ {cf , na}, first notice that we can assume σi(F) = σi(G) otherwise let
H = (∅, ∅, ∅); furthermore, we can assume σ(F ) = σ(G); otherwise consider instead F ∪H
and G ∪ H for a compatible CAF H with σi(F ∪ H) = σi(G ∪ H).
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First consider the case that there is some E ∈ σ(F )Δσ(G) such that E is not conflict-free
in F (or G, respectively). W.l.o.g., let E ∈ σ(F ) such that E is subset-minimal among
σ(F )Δσ(G), i.e., there is no E ∈ σ(F )Δσ(G) with E ⊂ E; otherwise, exchange the roles
of F and G. For a fresh argument x and a fresh claim c, let H5 = (A ∪ {x}, {(x, b) | b ∈
A\E, cl5) with cl5(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ A and cl5(x) = c. Then cl5(E)∪{c} ∈ na(F ∪H5)
but {cl5(E) ∪ {c} has no cf -realisation in G ∪ H5 since every subset of E is conflicting
and x attacks all remaining arguments, thus cl5(E) ∪ {c} /∈ σi(G ∪ H5). Observe that
this suffices to conclude the proof for conflict-free semantics.

For naive semantics, assume that for all E ∈ σ(F )Δσ(G), E ∈ cf (F ) ∩ cf (G). We
derive a contradiction: W.l.o.g., let E ∈ σ(F ) such that E is subset-minimal among
σ(F )Δσ(G). Since E is conflict-free in G, there is some E ∈ na(G) with E ⊆ E .
But then E ∈ cf (G) and thus E ∈ cf (F ) by assumption, contradiction to E being a
subset-maximal conflict-free extension in F .

We have shown F ≡σi
s G for σ ∈ {cf , na}.

7.2.3 Hybrid Semantics and AF Kernels
In this section, we discuss h-ad-stable, h-semi-stable, h-preferred, and h-naive semantics.
We will show that strong equivalence with respect to these semantics can be characterized
via AF kernels: for deciding strong equivalence for h-ad-stable, h-semi-stable, and h-
preferred semantics it suffices to compute the admissible kernel while h-naive semantics
are characterized by the naive kernel for AFs.

First, we will prove the statement for h-ad-stable and h-semi-stable semantics. For this,
we observe that the claim-extensions of a CAF are preserved under these semantics
when constructing the admissible kernel. This follows from known results for AFs [142]
together with the observation that the range of every admissible set of a CAF F remains
unchanged in F ak.

Lemma 7.2.22. For any CAF F , it holds that ρ(F) = ρ(Fak) for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, ssh}.

Next we will prove that two CAFs are strongly equivalent under h-ad-stable and h-semi-
stable semantics iff their admissible kernels coincide.

Theorem 7.2.23. For any two compatible CAFs F and G,

F ≡ρ
s G iff F ak = Gak for ρ ∈ {ad-stbh, ssh}.

Proof. First suppose F ak = Gak and let H be a CAF compatible with F , G. By
Lemma 7.2.22, and since F ∪ H = (F ∪ H)ak by known results for AF [142, Lemma 5],
we obtain ρ(F ∪ H) = ρ((F ∪ H)ak) = ρ((G ∪ H)ak) = ρ(G ∪ H). Therefore, F ≡ρ

s G.

Now assume Fak = Gak. We may assume ρ(Fak) = ρ(Gak) by Lemma 7.2.22; also, AF =
AG(= A) by Lemma 7.2.7 and F and G contain the same self-attacks by Lemma 7.2.8.
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Thus there is (a, b) ∈ Rak
F ΔRak

G ; w.l.o.g., let (a, b) ∈ Rak
F . We distinguish three cases: (a)

(a, a) /∈ RFak ; (b) (a, a) ∈ RFak and cl(a) = cl(b); and (c) (a, a) ∈ RFak and cl(a) = cl(b).

(a) In case (a, a) /∈ RFak , let H1 = (A ∪ {x, y}, R1, cl1) with

R1 = {(b, y)} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}
and cl1(h) = clF (h) if h ∈ A and cl1(x) = c, cl1(y) = d for newly introduced
arguments x, y and fresh claims c, d. Note that {a, x, y} ∈ stb(F ak ∪ H1) since
a defends y against b and x attacks every remaining argument. Consequently,
{cl1(a), c, d} ∈ stbi(Fak ∪ H1) ⊆ ρ(Fak ∪ H1).
On the other hand, we have that {cl1(a), c, d} is not admissible in Gak ∪ H1 since
it has no ad-realisation in Gak ∪ H1: Clearly, every candidate set must contain
x, y, which are the only arguments having claims c, d. The only cf -realisation of
{cl1(a), c, d} is {a, x, y} since every other argument is attacked by x. Observe that y
is not defended against b by {a, x, y} in Gak ∪ H1, thus {cl1(a), c, d} /∈ ρ(Gak ∪ H1).

(b) In case (a, a) ∈ RFak , cl(a) = cl(b), let H2 = (A ∪ {x}, R2, cl2) with

R2 = {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}
for a fresh argument x with cl2(h) = clF (h) for h ∈ A and cl2(x) = clF (a). First
observe that (b, b) /∈ Rak

F (and thus also not in Rak
G ), otherwise (a, b) /∈ Rak

F by
definition. Hence E = {b, x} is admissible in Gak ∪ H2 since a does not attack
b and x attacks each remaining argument. Let S = cl2(E) and observe that
S ∪ E ∗

Gak∪H2
= S ∪ cl2(A \ {a}) = cl2(A) since cl2(a) ∈ S. Thus S ∈ ρ(Gak ∪ H2).

On the other hand, S /∈ adi(Fak ∪ H2): Consider a cf -realisation D of S. In case
x /∈ D, we have that D is not defended against x in F ak ∪ H2 since x attacks any
potential realization of cl2(a) in F which is not self-attacking. Now assume x ∈ D,
then also b ∈ D, since x attacks any other possible choice of cl2(b) in F . In this case
we have that D is not defended against a in Gak ∪ H2 and thus S /∈ adi(Fak ∪ H2).
It follows that ρ(Fak ∪ H2) = ρ(Gak ∪ H2).

(c) Now assume (a, a) ∈ RFak and cl(a) = cl(b). Let H3 = (A ∪ {x, y}, R3, cl3) with

R3 = {(x, y), (y, x)} ∪ {(y, h | h ∈ A ∪ {x}} ∪ {(x, h) | h ∈ A \ {a, b}}
and cl3(h) = clF (h) if h ∈ A and cl3(x) = c, cl3(y) = d for newly introduced
arguments x, y and fresh claims c, d, that is, H3 coincides with the construction
H1 from case (a) in the Proof of Theorem 7.2.15. The argument y guarantees that
ad-stbh(Fak∪H3) = ∅ and ad-stbh(Gak∪H3) = ∅ since in both Fak∪H3 and Gak∪H3,
the claim-set {d} is i-stable. Moreover, we have that {cl3(b), c} ∈ ad-stbh(Gak ∪H3)
(and thus {cl3(b), c} ∈ ssh(Gak ∪ H3)) since {b, x} is conflict-free and defends itself
in Gak ∪ H3—recall that (b, b), (a, b) /∈ Rak

G and x attacks every remaining argument
except a. Since cl3(a) = cl3(b) it follows that {b, x} has full claim-range. On the
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other hand, we have that {cl3(b), c} has no ad-realisation in F ak ∪ H3: Clearly,
each candidate must contain x which is the only argument having claim c. Thus
{b, x} is the only cf -realisation of {cl3(b), c} in F ak ∪ H3. Observe that {b, x}
is not admissible since b is not defended against the attack from a. We obtain
ρ(Fak ∪ H3) = ρ(Gak ∪ H3).

In every case, we have found a witness H showing ρ(Fak ∪ H) = ρ(Gak ∪ H). By
Lemma 7.2.22, we get ρ(F ∪ H) = ρ((F ∪ H)ak) = ρ(Fak ∪ H) = ρ(Gak ∪ H) =
ρ((G ∪ H)ak) = ρ(G ∪ H). It follows that F ≡s

ρ G.

We show that deciding strong equivalence w.r.t. h-naive and h-preferred semantics
coincides with deciding strong equivalence w.r.t. their inherited counterparts.

Theorem 7.2.24. For any two compatible CAFs F and G,

F ≡σh
s G iff F ≡σi

s G for σ ∈ {na, pr}.

Proof. If F ≡σi
s G, then σi(F ∪ H) = σi(G ∪ H) for every compatible CAF H. F ≡σh

s G
follows since σh(F∪H) are the subset-maximal i-naive claim-sets of F∪H and, analogously,
σh(G ∪ H) are the subset-maximal i-naive claim-sets of G ∪ H.

Now assume F ≡σi
s G and let σ = pr (the proof for σ = na is analogous). We may

assume AF = AG(= A) (by Lemma 7.2.7); also, pri(F) = pri(G) (otherwise consider
instead F ∪ H and G ∪ H for a compatible CAF H with pri(F ∪ H) = pri(G ∪ H)). Hence
ad(F ) = ad(G). Consider a ⊆-minimal set E ∈ ad(F )Δad(G). W.l.o.g., let E ∈ ad(F ).

In case there is no D ∈ ad(F )∩ad(G) with D ⊂ E, we consider the following construction:
For a fresh argument x and a fresh claim c, let

H1 = ((A ∪ {x}, {(x, b) | b ∈ (A \ E}, cl1)

with cl1(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ A and cl1(x) = c. Then E ∪ {x} ∈ ad(F ∪ H) since E ∪ {x}
is conflict-free and defends itself, thus cl(E) ∪ {c} ∈ adi(F ∪ H1). Also observe that
there is no other admissible set D with D E ∪ {x} which contains x, thus cl(E) ∪ {x}
is a subset-maximal i-admissible set in F ∪ H1. On the other hand, cl(E) ∪ {x} has no
ad-realisation in G ∪ H1 since no subset of E is admissible in G by minimality of E and
x attacks every remaining argument. Thus cl(E) ∪ {c} /∈ prh(G ∪ H1).

Observe that for naive semantics, this concludes the proof since by minimality of E, we
can always find a conflict-free set E such that there is no D ∈ cf (F ) ∩ cf (G) with D ⊂ E.

In case of preferred semantics, we now assume that the assumption is not satisfied, i.e.,
there is D ∈ ad(F ) ∩ ad(G) with D ⊂ E. There is some a ∈ E such that a /∈ D for any
D ∈ ad(F ) ∩ ad(G) with D ⊂ E: Otherwise every argument a ∈ E is contained in some
admissible set D ⊂ E, and thus {D ∈ ad(G) ∩ ad(F ) | D ⊂ E} = E, i.e., the union
of all admissible sets contained in E coincides with E, which implies E is admissible in
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G, contradiction to the assumption. We consider the following construction: For fresh
arguments x, y and fresh claims c, d, let

H2 = (A ∪ {x, y}, {(a, y)} ∪ {(y, b) | b ∈ E} ∪ {(x, b) | b ∈ (A \ E)}, cl2)
with cl1(b) = clF (b) for b ∈ A, cl2(y) = d and cl2(x) = c. First observe that there is
no D ⊂ E such that D ∈ ad(F ∪ H2) (or D ∈ ad(G ∪ H2) by the choice of a: y attacks
every argument b ∈ E and a is the only argument which defends E against y. Similar as
above, we conclude that cl(E) ∪ {c} ∈ prh(F ∪ H2) since E is admissible in F ∪ H2 and
x attacks every remaining argument; on the other hand, cl(E) ∪ {c} /∈ prh(G ∪ H2) since
no subset D of E is admissible in G.
In every case, we have found a witness H such that σh(F ∪ H) = σh(G ∪ H).

7.2.4 Strong Equivalence for Well-formed CAFs
We end this section with a brief discussion on strong equivalence for well-formed CAFs.
Observe that our kernel characterizations also apply for the special case when restricting
the problem to well-formed CAFs (note that we do not restrict our expansions H).
Although the variants of stable and preferred semantics coincide for well-formed CAFs,
we observe that this is in general not the case when we consider strong equivalence.

Example 7.2.25. Consider the following two well-formed CAFs F and G depicted below:

F : a1
a

b1
b

c1
c

G: a1
a

b1
b

c1
c

The set {a, c} is stable in both CAFs; also, Fsk = Gsk hence F ≡stbi
s G by Theorem 7.2.16.

However, if we add a novel argument x with claim b that attacks a1, we have {a, c} is
h-ad-stable in the expansion of F (witnessed by {x, c1}) but {a, c} is not even admissible
in G ∪ {x} (we already used this construction in the proof of Theorem 7.2.23).

Interestingly, we observe a close correspondence of i-stable and h-cf -stable semantics.

Proposition 7.2.26. F csk = Gcsk iff F sk = Gsk for every two well-formed CAFs F , G.

Proof. First note that, for each well-formed CAF, the set {a, b} with cl(a) = cl(b) is
conflicting iff (a, a) ∈ R or (b, b) ∈ R. By Lemma 7.2.7 and 7.2.8, F and G have the same
(self-attacking) arguments. Hence (a, b) ∈ RF iff (b, b) ∈ RF iff (b, b) ∈ RG iff (a, b) ∈ RG
for all a, b ∈ ACF with cl(a) = cl(b). Hence if F and G agree on their cf -stable kernels
then the restriction to arguments with the same claims yields identical graphs. Since
the stable and the cf -stable kernel both delete the same attacks between arguments not
having the same claim, the statement follows.

It follows that two well-formed CAFs are strongly equivalent w.r.t. inherited stable
semantics iff they are strongly equivalent w.r.t. h-cf -stable semantics.
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7.3 Renaming and Strong Equivalence
The equivalence notions we investigated so far were operating on the given arguments
together with their claims. However, as we have seen in Chapter 3, the particular
argument names are often not of importance. Consider the following illustrative example.

Example 7.3.1. Assume we are given two CAFs F (cf. Example 7.1.2) and G which both
stem from instantiating the same knowledge base using different argument naming schemes
– the CAF F relates argument names with the corresponding claim (e.g., arguments with
claim a are named ai) while G uses a consecutive numbering for all arguments:

F :

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

G:

x1

a

x2

b

x3

c

x4

a

x5

c

It is evident that F and G are ordinary equivalent w.r.t. all considered semantics despite the
mismatch in argument names because they represent the same knowledge base. However,
when we consider equivalence in a dynamic setting, we observe that different argument
naming patterns can cause unwanted effects. To illustrate this let us suppose we are given
H in a way that a novel argument e1 with claim e is given which attacks x1:

F ∪ H:

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

e1e x1 a

G ∪ H:

x1

a

x2

b

x3

c

x4

a

x5

c

e1e

This is fine when insisting on the specific names of the arguments. On claim-level,
however, H disrupts the similarity between F and G in an unintended way.

The example suggests that the usual notion of strong equivalence does not handle
situations where we are interested in claims only very well. Our goal is hence to develop
notions of equivalence which handle such scenarios in a more intuitive way. The first step
to formalize the underlying idea is the following notion of a renaming.

Definition 7.3.2. For a CAF F and a set A of arguments we call a bijective mapping
f : AF → A a renaming for F . By f(F) we denote the induced CAF (Af , Rf , clf ) where

• Af = A ,

• Rf = {(a , b ) ∈ A × A | f−1(a ), f−1(b ) ∈ RF}
• clf (a ) = clF f−1(a )
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Since f is bijective we can reformulate the latter two conditions as follows:

• (a, b) ∈ RF iff (f(a), f(b)) ∈ Rf and

• clF (a) = clf (f(a)).

Example 7.3.3. Consider again our previous CAF F and let A = {x1, x2, y1, z1, z2}.
The renaming f with ai → xi, b1 → y1 and ci → zi induces the following CAF f(F):

F :

a1
a

b1

b

c1
c

a2
a

c2
c

f(F):

x1

a

y1

b

z1
c

x2

a

z2
c

We observe that f does not change the structure of F on claim-level. In particular, we
observe that ρ(F) = ρ(f(F)) for all considered semantics ρ.

The last observation we made was no coincidence in the specific situation. More precisely,
renaming does not change the meaning of our CAF for any considered semantics. Recall
that all considered semantics satisfy argument-name independence (cf. Principle 5.1.5).

We utilize the notion of a renaming to define an appropriated notion of strong equivalence
in order to handle situations like the one described in Example 7.3.1 in a satisfying way.

Definition 7.3.4. Two CAFs F and G are strongly equivalent up to renaming w.r.t.
a semantics ρ, in symbols F ≡ρ

sr G, iff there are renamings f and g for F and G,
respectively, s.t. f(F) ≡ρ

s g(G).

Replacing the strong equivalence requirement with its definition yields:

1. f(F) and g(G) are compatible with each other; and

2. ρ(f(F) ∪ H) = ρ(g(G) ∪ H) for each CAF H compatible with f(F) and g(G).

Let us reconsider our motivating Example 7.3.1.

Example 7.3.5. Recall the CAFs F and G and consider the renamings g = id and f
with f(a1)=x1, f(b1)=x2, f(c1)=x3, f(a2)=x4, and f(c2)=x5. Augmenting both f(F)
and G with the CAF H, we obtain the following desired situation:

f(F)∪H:

x1

a

x2

b

x3

c

x4

a

x5

c

e1d

G ∪ H:

x1

a

x2

b

x3

c

x4

a

x5

c

e1d
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Strong equivalence up to renaming implies the strong equivalence between two frameworks.
This can be obtained by setting f = g = id.

Proposition 7.3.6. For any two CAFs F and G, if F ≡ρ
s G, then F ≡ρ

sr G for all
semantics ρ satisfying argument-name independence.

Moreover, strong equivalence survives moving to renamed versions of F and G as well.

Proposition 7.3.7. For any two CAFs F and G, if F ≡ρ
sr G, then f(F) ≡ρ

sr g(G) for
any renamings f and g for F and G, respectively, for all semantics ρ under consideration.

Proof. We have ρ(g(F) ∪ H) = ρ(G ∪ H) for each H for some renaming g because we
assume F ≡ρ

sr G. Since f is a bijection we find ρ(g(f−1(f(F))) ∪ H) = ρ(G ∪ H), thus
g ◦ f−1 is our witnessing renaming for f(F) ≡ρ

sr G.

Let us now come to the kernels. Since our notion of strong equivalence up to renaming
allows for changing the names of the arguments, we expect our kernels to behave similarly.
More specifically, we also need to consider renamed versions of the CAFs before evaluating
the kernels. Hence deciding renaming strong equivalence will surely require to take the
structure of the CAFs into consideration. In particular, we will see that isomorphisms
(cf. Definition 2.2.8) play a crucial role for characterizing our novel equivalence notion.
The following proposition collects basic properties of CAF isomorphisms.

Proposition 7.3.8. For any two CAFs F and G,

(a) if F and G are isomorphic, then ρ(F) = ρ(G) for any semantics ρ satisfying
argument-name independence; and

(b) if f is a renaming for F , then F and f(F) are isomorphic.

As it turns out, we obtain exactly the result we desire to: We check strong equivalence up
to renaming by choosing the appropriate kernel for ρ, computing the kernels of F and G
and then checking whether those are isomorphic to each other. Informally speaking, our
tailored notion of equivalence which does not take the names of arguments into account
yields the exact same kernels after relabeling the arguments in a suitable way.

Theorem 7.3.9. For any two CAFs F and G, for any semantics ρ under consideration,

F ≡ρ
sr G iff Fk(ρ) and Gk(ρ) are isomorphic.

Proof. (⇐) Let Fk(ρ) and Gk(ρ) be isomorphic, witnessed by the isomorphism f . We
have f(Fk(ρ)) = Gk(ρ); with the same mapping f we obtain f(F)k(ρ) = Gk(ρ). By the
results from Section 7.2 we are done.
(⇒) Now assume the kernels Fk(ρ) and Gk(ρ) are not isomorphic, i.e., for any two renamings
f and g, f(Fk(ρ)) = g(Gk(ρ)). Hence we find f(F)k(ρ) = g(G)k(ρ) for each such f, g. Again
by the results from Section 7.2 we are done.
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Example 7.3.10. For our CAFs F and G from Example 7.3.1 we see that their kernels
are isomorphic. Hence F and G are strongly equivalent up to renaming w.r.t. all semantics
considered in this paper.

7.4 Computational Complexity
In this section we examine the computational complexity of deciding equivalence between
two CAFs F and G for every equivalence notion which has been established in this
paper. First, we will discuss ordinary equivalence for both general and well-formed CAFs.
Our results reveal that in general, ordinary equivalence can be computationally hard,
up to the third level of the polynomial hierarchy for both variants of semi-stable and
stage semantics as well as for i-preferred semantics. For the remaining semantics under
consideration, the problem is ΠP

2 -complete; the only exception is i-grounded semantics for
which deciding ordinary equivalence is in P. Restricting the problem to well-formed CAFs
causes a drop by one level in the polynomial hierarchy for all considered semantics. The
computational complexity of deciding strong equivalence, on the other hand, is tractable,
as our kernel characterizations demonstrate. Moreover, we show that deciding strong
equivalence up to renaming extends the list of problems which lie in NP but are not
known to be NP-complete.

7.4.1 Ordinary equivalence for general CAFs
First we present our complexity results for ordinary equivalence regarding general CAFs.

Ver-OEρ

Input: Two CAFs F , G.
Output: true iff F , G are ordinary equivalent w.r.t. ρ.

The complexity of deciding ordinary equivalence is summarized as follows.

Theorem 7.4.1. Ver-OEρ is

• in P for ρ=gri;

• ΠP
2 -complete for ρ ∈ {cfi, adi, coi, nai, prh, nah, stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh, }; and

• ΠP
3 -complete for ρ∈{pri, ssi, stgi, stgh, ssh}.

Let us note that deciding Ver-OEgri is in P since computing the unique grounded
extensions of F and G and comparing the claims can be done in polynomial time
(cf. Table 6.2). In the following we will provide proofs for the remaining results from
Theorem 7.4.1. To begin with, we present membership proofs.

Proposition 7.4.2. Ver-OEρ is in ΠP
2 for ρ ∈ {cfi, adi, coi, nai, prh, nah, stbi, cf -stbh,

ad-stbh, }; and in ΠP
3 for ρ∈{pri, ssi, stgi, stgh, ssh}.
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Proof. Membership proofs are by standard guess-and-check procedures for the com-
plementary problems: Given two CAFs F and G. First, we guess a set of claims
S and check whether it holds that S ∈ F as well as S /∈ G. For the semantics
ρ ∈ {cfi, adi, coi, nai, stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh}, the latter requires two NP-oracle calls; for
ρ ∈ {prh, nah} we require four NP-oracle calls (recall that verification for h-preferred and
h-naive semantics is in DP), which shows that Ver-OEρ is in ΠP

2 . For the semantics
ρ ∈ {pri, ssi, stgi, ssh, stgh}, we require two ΣP

2 -oracle calls to check S ∈ F and S /∈ G;
yielding ΠP

3 -procedures for the decision problem Ver-OEρ.

To show hardness of Ver-OEρ for ρ = gri, we present reductions from QSAT∀
2 or QSAT∃

3 ,
respectively. The overall idea is to construct two CAFs F and G where ρ(F) depends on
the particular instance of the source problem while G serves as controlling entity. Let us
outline the idea for our ΠP

2 -hardness proofs.

For a given instance Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ of QSAT∀
2 , we construct two CAFs F and G as follows:

• First, the claim-extensions (under some given semantics ρ) of both CAFs F and
G should be of the form Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ Z for some subset Y ⊆ Y and its complement
Ȳ = {ȳ | y /∈ Y } (note that ȳ represents ¬y, as usual).

• Second, we construct F such that the models of ϕ determine the claim-extensions
of F . That is, given an arbitrary subset Y ⊆ Y and its complement Ȳ , we want
that Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ Z is a claim-extension of F if and only if there exists a subset Z ⊆ Z
such that Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ.
Then it holds that Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ Z is a claim-extension of F for all Y ⊆ Y if and only
if the formula Ψ is valid.

• Finally, we construct our controlling CAF G. This CAF is independent of the
validity of Ψ. It realizes all claim-extensions Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ Z for each subset Y ⊆ Y
by default.
Thus it holds that F and G yield the same claim-extensions if and only if Ψ is valid.

For our constructions, we make use of our complexity results that we have already
established in this work. In particular, we utilize our results for deciding concurrence (cf.
Section 6.3) for constructing the CAF F . For our constructions in the concurrence section,
we have shown that σh(F) = σi(F) iff the considered instance Ψ of QSAT∀

2 (or QSAT∃
3) is

valid. It remains to construct the CAF G in such a way such that σh(F) = σi(G).

Let us demonstrate this procedure for inherited stable semantics.

Proposition 7.4.3. Deciding Ver-OEstbi is ΠP
2 -hard.

Proof. Consider an instance Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) of QSAT∀
2 where ϕ is given by a set of

clauses C over atoms in V = Y ∪ Z. We may assume that Z is not empty (otherwise,
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cl1c cl2c cl3 c

y1

y1

ȳ1

ȳ1

y2

y2

ȳ2

ȳ2

z1
c

z̄1
c

z2
c

z̄2
c

y1

y1

ȳ1

ȳ1

y2

y2

ȳ2

ȳ2

x

c

Figure 7.2: CAFs F (left) and G (right) illustrating the reduction from the Proof of
Proposition 7.4.3 for the formula Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ(Y, Z) is given by the clauses
{{y1, z1, z2}, {z̄1, z̄2, ȳ2)}, {ȳ1, z̄1, y2}}.

extend ϕ with a clause containing a single atom z). We construct two CAFs F and G. For
F , we consider the CAF from Reduction 6.3.6. The CAF G is given by AG = Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ {c},
RG = {(y, ȳ), (ȳ, y) | y ∈ Y }, and clG = id. We observe that stb(G) = stbi(G) = {Y ∪{ȳ |
y /∈ Y } ∪ {c} | Y ⊆ Y }. An example of both CAFs is given in Figure 7.2.

As shown in the proof of Proposition 6.3.7, Ψ is valid iff stbi(F) = τ -stbh(F) for
τ ∈ {ad, cf }, and τ -stbh(F) = {Y ∪{ȳ | y /∈ Y }∪{c} | Y ⊆ Y }, i.e., τ -stbh(F) = stbi(G).
Thus we obtain Ψ is valid iff stbi(F) = stbi(G).

By modifying the constructions from the proof of Proposition 7.4.3 we obtain ΠP
2 -hardness

of Ver-OEnai .

Proposition 7.4.4. Deciding Ver-OEnai is ΠP
2 -hard.

Proof. Consider an instance Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) of QSAT∀
2 , where ϕ is a 3-CNF, given by

a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln} over atoms in V = Y ∪ Z. We construct two CAFs
F = (AF , RF , clF ), G = (AG , RG , id), where F modifies the standard construction (A, R)
(cf. Reduction 6.2.11) as follows:

AF = (A \ {ϕ}) ∪ Y2 ∪ Ȳ2 ∪ Z2;
RF = (R ∩ (A2

F )) ∪ {(y2, ȳ2), (y, ȳ2), (y2, ȳ) | y ∈ Y };

and clF (y) = clF (y2) = y, clF (ȳ) = clF (ȳ2) = ȳ for y ∈ Y , clF (z2) = z for z ∈ Z, and
cl(a) = c otherwise (cf. Figure 7.3, left).

Observe that Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z ∪ {c} is i-naive for every Y ⊆ Y : Let E = Y2 ∪ {ȳ2 |
y2 /∈ Y2} ∪ Z2 ∪ C ∪ E with Y2 ⊆ Y2 and E ⊆ V ∪ V̄ is a non-conflicting subset-maximal
set of arguments which do not attack any cl ∈ C. E is conflict-free and subset-maximal
by the choice of E ; moreover, clF (E) = Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z ∪ {c}.

We construct G = (AG , RG , clG) such that nai(G) contains all sets of the form Y ∪ {ȳ |
y /∈ Y } ∪ Z ∪ {c} and Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z for each Y ⊆ Y . Let

AG = Y1 ∪ Ȳ1 ∪ Y2 ∪ Ȳ2 ∪ Z ∪ {x};
RG = {(yi, ȳi) | yi ∈ Yi, i ≤ 2} ∪ {(a, b) | a ∈ Y1 ∪ Ȳ1, b ∈ Y2 ∪ Ȳ2 ∪ {x}};
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ȳ1

ȳ1

y2

y2

ȳ2

ȳ2
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y1

ȳ1

ȳ1

y2

y2

ȳ2

ȳ2
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c

z1
z1

z2
z2

Figure 7.3: CAFs F (left) and G (right) illustrating the reduction from the Proof of
Proposition 7.4.4 for the formula Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) where ϕ(Y, Z) is given by the clauses
{{y1, z1, z2}, {z̄1, z̄2, ȳ2)}, {ȳ1, z̄1, y2}}.

and clG(yi) = y, clG(ȳi) = ȳ for yi ∈ Yi; clG(z) = z for z ∈ Z; clG(x) = c. See Figure 7.3
for an illustrative example of F and G. It can be checked that G has precisely the desired
i-naive extensions.

We show that Ψ is valid iff nai(F) = nai(G). First, assume Ψ is valid and fix some
Y ⊆ Y . There is Z ⊆ Z such that M = Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ. Let E = M ∪ {v̄ | v /∈
M} ∪ Y2 ∪ {ȳ2 | y2 /∈ Y2} ∪ Z2. E is conflict-free; moreover, E is subset-maximal among
conflict-free sets since any other argument a ∈ AF \ E is in conflict with E. On the one
hand, E attacks every cl ∈ C since M is a model of ϕ. Also, E contains either v or v̄ for
any atom v ∈ Y ∪ Z ∪ Y2, thus any argument representing a literal in F which is not a
member of E is attacked by E. It follows that Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z ∈ nai(F) for every
Y ⊆ Y . Each i-naive claim-set is thus either of the form Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z ∪ {ϕ̄} or
Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ Z. Consequently, nai(F) = nai(G) in case Ψ is valid.

Now assume nai(F) = nai(G) and fix Y ⊆ Y . Consider a nai-realisation E of Y ∪ {ȳ |
y /∈ Y } ∪ Z and let Z = E ∩ Z. Then M = Y ∪ Z is a model of ϕ (since E ∪ {cl} is
conflicting for each cl ∈ C), as desired.

For the construction of F in the ΠP
2 -hardness proof of Ver-OEρ, ρ = {cfi, adi, nah, prh},

we choose a slightly different approach: For an instance Ψ = ∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) of QSAT∀
2 ,

we construct F such that each literal in a clause cl is represented by an argument having
claim cl; we furthermore introduce arguments for each atom y ∈ Y and its negation;
finally, every two arguments representing negated literals attack each other. We construct
G in a way such that ρ(G) contains precisely the claim-sets Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ C. Similar
as above, it can be shown that Ψ is valid iff ρ(F) = ρ(G).

Proposition 7.4.5. Deciding Ver-OEρ is ΠP
2 -hard, ρ ∈ {cfi, adinah, prh}.

Proof. We will first show the statement for h-naive semantics: Consider an instance Ψ =
∀Y ∃Zϕ(Y, Z) of QSAT∀

2 , where ϕ is a 3-CNF, given by a set of clauses C = {cl1, . . . , cln}
over atoms in V = Y ∪ Z. We construct two CAFs F = (AF , RF , clF ), G = (AG , RG , id).
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For F , we use parts of Reduction 6.2.7. Let (A, R, cl) be given as in Reduction 6.2.7,
then we let CAF F be defined as AF = A \ {a1, . . . , an, ϕ}, and RF = R ∩ A2

F . Similar
as in Lemma 6.2.8, it can be shown that Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n} ∈ nai(F) iff there
is Z ⊆ Z such that Z ∪ Y is a model of ϕ.

We construct a CAF G having the h-naive claim-sets Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ∪ {1, . . . , n} for
every Y ⊆ Y by setting AG = Y ∪ Ȳ ∪ {1, . . . , n} and RG = {(y, ȳ), (ȳ, y) | y ∈ Y }. Thus
Ψ is valid iff the h-naive claim-sets of F and G coincide.

Since conflict-free semantics satisfy downward closure (each subset of a conflict-free set
is conflict-free), we have cfi(F) = cfi(G) iff nah(F) = nah(G) and thus the statement
follows for i-conflict-free semantics. By symmetry of F and G we furthermore have
ad(F ) = cf (F ) and ad(G) = cf (G) which implies adi(F) = cfi(F), adi(G) = cfi(G),
prh(F) = nah(F), and prh(G) = nah(G).

It remains to provide ΠP
2 -hardness proofs for complete and h-stable semantics. For

this, we make use of intertranslatability-results between semantics. In Section 6.2.1, we
introduced a translation that maps i-stable semantics to h-stable semantics. Using this
result we can reduce Ver-OEstbi to Ver-OEτ -stbh

as follows: Given two CAFs F and G,
we compute Tr2(F) and Tr2(G) in polynomial time and check whether τ -stbh(Tr2(F)) =
τ -stbh(Tr2(G)). From a translation presented in [91] that maps admissible to complete
semantics we obtain an analogous result for complete semantics. In this way, we obtain
lower bounds for the remaining decision problems which are ΠP

2 -complete.

Proposition 7.4.6. Ver-OEstbi ≤p Ver-OEτ -stbh
, τ ∈ {ad, cf }, and Ver-OEadi ≤p

Ver-OEcoi.

Turning now to ΠP
3 -hardness results, we adapt our strategy slightly. Similarly as for our

ΠP
2 -hardness proofs, we construct two CAFs F and G such that the claim-extensions of

F depend on the validity of an instance Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) of QSAT∃
3 while the

claim-extensions of G are independent of Ψ. Now, our target is to construct F in a way
such that ρ(F) = ρ(G) iff Ψ is valid.

Let us start with inherited semi-stable and stage semantics. To show ΠP
3 -hardness

of Ver-OEssi and Ver-OEstgi
, we will make use of Reduction 6.3.8. As shown in

Section 6.2, ssi(F) = stgi(F) (likewise, ssh(F) = stgh(F)) for the CAF F obtained from
the reduction; moreover, each claim-set of the form X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {e} for
X ⊆ X, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄} is h-semi-stable (h-stage) in F . It holds that Ψ is not valid iff the
inherited and hybrid semi-stable (stage) variants coincide. Thus is suffices to construct
a CAF G which realizes each claim-set X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {e} for X ⊆ X,
e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄} under i-semi-stable (stage) semantics.

Proposition 7.4.7. Deciding Ver-OEρ is ΠP
3 -hard, ρ ∈ {ssi, stgi}.

Proof. Consider an instance Ψ = ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) of QSAT∃
3 , where ϕ is given by a

set of clauses C over atoms in V = X ∪ Y ∪ Z. Let F be given as in Reduction 6.3.8.
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Figure 7.4: CAF F ((left) and CAF G (right) from the proof of Proposition 7.4.7 for the
formula ∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) with clauses {{z1, x, y}, {¬x, ¬y, ¬z2, y}, {¬z1, z2, y}}.

We have shown that ssh(F) = stgh(F), moreover, Ψ is not valid iff ssi(F) = ssh(F) =
{X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {e} | X ⊆ X, e ∈ {ϕ, ϕ̄}}. It suffices to construct G in
such a way that ρ(G) = ssh(F): Then Ψ is not valid iff ssi(G) = ssh(F) = ssi(F). We
construct such a CAF G = (AG , RG , id) by setting

AG = X ∪ X̄ ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ {ϕ, ϕ̄}, and
RG = {(x, x̄), (x̄, x) | x ∈ X} ∪ {(ϕ, ϕ̄), (ϕ̄, ϕ)}.

G possesses exactly the desired i-semi-stable claim-sets. This concludes the proof for i-semi-
stable semantics. ΠP

3 -hardness of Ver-OEstgi
follows from the fact that ssi(F) = stgi(F)

and ssi(G) = stgi(G). Figure 7.4 provides an illustrative example of F and G.

To show ΠP
3 -hardness of i-preferred semantics, we adapt Reduction 6.3.18.

Proposition 7.4.8. Deciding Ver-OEpri is ΠP
3 -hard.

Proof. We show hardness via a reduction from QSAT∃
3 . Consider an instance Ψ =

∃X∀Y ∃Zϕ(X, Y, Z) of QSAT∃
3 , where ϕ is given by a set of clauses C over atoms in

V = X ∪ Y ∪ Z. W.l.o.g., we can assume there is y0 ∈ Y which is contained in each
clause cl ∈ C. First, we construct a CAF F = (AF , RF , clF ) where (AF , RF ) is given as
in Reduction 6.3.18 and clF (y) = clF (ȳ) = y for y ∈ Y and clF (v) = v otherwise.

Second, we construct a CAF G = (AG , RG , clG) such that pri(G) = {V ∪ {v̄ | v /∈
V } ∪ Y ∪ {ϕ} | V ⊆ X ∪ Z} ∪ {X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y | X ⊆ X} by setting

AG = Xi ∪ X̄i ∪ Y ∪ Z ∪ Z̄ ∪ {ϕ};
RG = {(vi, v̄j), (v̄i, vj) | vi, vj ∈ X1 ∪ X2} ∪ {(v, v̄), (v̄, v) | v ∈ Z}∪

{(a, b), (b, a) | a ∈ A ∪ {ϕ}, b ∈ X2 ∪ X̄2};

for two copies Xi, X̄i, i ≤ 2, of X and X̄, respectively; moreover, clG(xi) = x, clG(x̄i) = x̄,
and clG(a) = a for all remaining a ∈ AG .
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First observe that {V ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ V } ∪ Y ∪ {ϕ} | V ⊆ X ∪ Z} ⊆ pri(F) since y0 ∈ cl for
every clause cl, that is, for every atom v ∈ V \ {y0}, we can choose either v or v̄ as long
as y0 is contained in E ⊆ AF , we have that E defends ϕ against each attack.

In case Ψ is not valid, consider some X ⊆ X. Since Ψ is not valid, there is some
Y ⊆ Y such that for all Z ⊆ Z, some clause cl ∈ C is not satisfied. It follows that
E = X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } is preferred in F : Clearly, E is conflict-free
and defends itself. Now assume there is a ∈ A \ E such that E ∪ {a} ∈ ad(F ). In case
a = ϕ we have that each cl ∈ C is attacked, that is, for every clause cl ∈ C there is
v ∈ X ∪ Y such that either v ∈ X ∪ Y with v ∈ cl or v /∈ X ∪ Y with = v ∈ cl.
Thus X ∪ Y is a model of ϕ, contradiction to Ψ being not valid. Observe that the case
a ∈ Z ∪ Z̄ requires ϕ ∈ E, otherwise a is not defended against ϕ̄. We have thus shown
that cl(E) = X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∈ pri(F) for every X ⊆ X.

We show that every i-preferred set of F is either of the form (a) V ∪{v̄ | v /∈ V }∪Y ∪{ϕ}
for some V ⊆ X∪Z or (b) X ∪{x̄ | x /∈ X }∪Y for some X ⊆ X. As outlined above, any
such set is i-preferred in F , thus it remains to show that there is no other i-preferred set in
F . First notice that each i-preferred claim-set of F contains X ∪{x̄ | x /∈ X }∪Y for some
X ⊆ X since every preferred set E of F contains X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y }
for some X ⊆ X, Y ⊆ Y by construction. Now assume there is S ⊆ cl(AF ) such
that S ∈ pri(F) and S is not of the form (a) or (b). Let E be a pri-realisation of
S. First assume ϕ /∈ E. Then z, z̄ /∈ E for any z ∈ Z since ϕ is the only argument
which defends z, z̄ against ϕ̄. By the above consideration there are X ⊆ X, Y ⊆ Y
such that X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y ∪ {ȳ | y /∈ Y } ⊆ E. Observe that a /∈ E for any
a ∈ (X \ X ) ∪ {x̄ | x ∈ X } ∪ (Y \ Y ) ∪ {ȳ | y ∈ Y } since v, v̄ are mutually attacking for
any v ∈ X ∪ Y . Since every remaining argument is either attacked by E or self-attacking
it follows that S = X ∪ {x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y . In case ϕ ∈ E, we have that every z, z̄ is
defended against ϕ̄. Thus E contains either z or z̄ for every z ∈ Z by subset-maximality
of E. Thus there is Z ⊆ Z such that E = V ∪ {v̄ | v /∈ V } ∪ {ϕ}. Since every remaining
argument is either attacked by E or self-attacking, we have S = V ∪{v̄ | v /∈ V }∪Y ∪{ϕ}
for some V ⊆ X ∪ Z. It follows that pri(F) = pri(G).

Now assume pri(F) = pri(G) and consider some X ⊆ X. Let E be a pri-realisation of
X ∪ {̄x̄ | x /∈ X } ∪ Y and let Y = E ∩ Y . We show that for all Z ⊆ Z, X ∪ Y ∪ Z is
not a model of ϕ. Fix some Z ⊆ Z and let M = X ∪ Y ∪ Z . Since E is preferred in F
we have that ϕ is not defended by E ∪ Z ∪ {z̄ | z /∈ Z }; i.e., there is some cl ∈ C such
that E ∪ Z ∪ {z̄ | z /∈ Z } does not attack cl. Consequently, for all v ∈ V , in case v ∈ cl
we have v /∈ M , and in case = v ∈ cl we have v ∈ M . Hence M is not a model of ϕ.

We obtain lower bounds for the remaining semantics from translations Tr3 and Tr1 (cf.
Section 6.2.1). In this way, we obtain lower bounds for the remaining decision problems.

Proposition 7.4.9. Ver-OEpri ≤p Ver-OEssh
and Ver-OEstgi

≤p Ver-OEstgh
.

This concludes our complexity analysis of ordinary equivalence for general CAFs.
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Figure 7.5: CAFs F (left) and G (right) illustrating the reduction from the Proof of
Proposition 7.4.11 for the formula ϕ given by the clauses {{x1, x3}, {x̄2, x̄3)}, {x̄1, x̄3, x2}}.

7.4.2 Ordinary equivalence for well-formed CAFs
In this section, we discuss ordinary equivalence for well-formed CAFs. By Ver-OEwf

ρ we
denote the problem of deciding ordinary equivalence restricted to well-formed CAFs. In
general, we observe that the computational complexity of deciding ordinary equivalence
drops one level in the polynomial hierarchy for all considered semantics (except for
grounded semantics) when considering well-formed CAFs only. Our results can be
summarized as follows.

Theorem 7.4.10. Ver-OEwf
ρ is

• in P for ρ=gri;

• coNP-complete for ρ ∈ {cfi, adi, coi, nai, nah, stbi}; and

• ΠP
2 -complete for ρ∈{pri, ssi, stgi, stgh, ssh}.

Membership results are obtained in the same way as for general CAFs. We obtain lower
bounds for deciding ordinary equivalence with respect to admissible, complete, stable, and
preferred semantics for (well-formed) CAFs from the corresponding results for AFs [24].

For h-naive and conflict-free semantics, we utilize the standard construction once again.

Proposition 7.4.11. Ver-OEwf
ρ is coNP-hard for ρ ∈ {cfi, nai}.

Proof. Consider a SAT instance ϕ given by a set of clauses C over atoms in X. We
may assume that there is no clause cl ∈ C such that x, x̄ ∈ cl for any atom x ∈ X. We
construct two CAFs: For F , construct (A, R, cl) from Reduction 6.3.6 and let AF = A,
RF = R \ {(cl, cl) | cl ∈ C}, and clF (cl) = c for all cl ∈ C and cl(x) = x otherwise. The
CAF G is given by AG = X ∪ X̄ ∪ {c}, RG = {(x, x̄), (x̄, x) | x ∈ X}, and clG = id. Then
stb(G) = stbi(G) = {X ∪ X̄ ∪ {c} | X ⊆ X}. An example is given in Figure 7.5.

For F , it holds that each h-naive claim-set contains either x or x̄ for each literal x
(recall that we excluded clauses containing both x and x̄). Each set X ∪ X̄ , X ⊆ X, is
conflict-free in F ; moreover, X ∪ X̄ is naive in F iff all clause-arguments are attacked
iff ϕ is satisfiable. Regarding h-stable semantics, it thus holds that ϕ is unsatisfiable iff
nah(F) = nah(G). This concludes the proof for h-naive semantics. Since each subset of a
naive extension is conflict-free, the statement for conflict-free semantics follows.
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Figure 7.6: CAF F and G from the proof of Proposition 7.4.13 for a formula ϕ which is
given by the clauses {{x1, x3}, {x̄3, x̄2)}, {x̄1, x̄3, x2}}.

We obtain coNP-hardness of deciding ordinary equivalence with respect to i-naive se-
mantics and ΠP

2 -hardness for i-semi-stable and i-stage semantics for well-formed CAFs
analogous to the proofs of Propositions 7.4.3 or 7.4.7 for the general case. We utilize the
constructions for concurrence proofs for the CAF F , satisfying that a given formula is
unsatisfiable (invalid, respectively) iff σi(F) = σh(F) holds, and construct G appropriately
such that σi(G) = σh(F) is satisfied.

For i-semi-stable and i-stage semantics, the CAF G is similar to the one constructed
in Proposition 7.4.7. Moreover, for h-semi-stable and h-stage semantics, we utilize
translations Tr1 and Tr3 to obtain ΠP

2 -hardness of deciding ordinary equivalence.

Proposition 7.4.12. Ver-OEwf
ρ is ΠP

2 -hard for ρ ∈ {ssi, stgi, ssh, stgh}.

For i-naive semantics, we modify Reduction 6.3.3 by removing argument a2 and the
attack (ϕ, a2). The resulting CAF G has a unique claim per argument.

Proposition 7.4.13. Ver-OEwf
nai

is coNP-hard.

Proof. Consider an UNSAT instance ϕ given by clauses C over variables in X. We let F
be defined as in Reduction 6.3.3. We obtain G from F by setting AG = AF \ {a2} and
RG = RF \ {(ϕ, a2)}. An example of this construction is given in Figure 7.6.

We can compute the naive extensions of F from G as follows: We obtain na(F ) from
na(G) by (1) taking all extensions containing ϕ, i.e., E ∈ na(F ) for all E ∈ na(G) with
ϕ ∈ E; (2) replacing ϕ in each extension by a2, i.e., (E \ {ϕ}) ∪ {a2} ∈ na(F ) for all
E ∈ na(G) with ϕ ∈ E; and (3) adding a2 to all naive extensions of E not containing
ϕ, i.e., E ∪ {a2} ∈ na(F ) for all E ∈ na(G) with ϕ /∈ E. Hence na(F ) = {E | E ∈
na(G), ϕ ∈ E} ∪ {(E \ {ϕ}) ∪ {a2} | E ∈ na(G), ϕ ∈ E} ∪ {E ∪ {a2} | E ∈ na(G), ϕ /∈ E}.

In case (1) and (3), the set E (and its modified version) has the same claims in F and
G (for the latter, observe that a1 is contained in each extension thus each set contains
claim a). Now, consider a set E ∈ na(G) with ϕ ∈ E, and let E = (E \ {ϕ}) ∪ {a2}. It
holds that cl(E ) = X ∪ X̄ ∪ {a} for some X ⊆ X. Observe that E is not naive in G
since E is a proper superset of it. On the other hand, the set E is naive in F iff it is in
conflict with each clause-argument, i.e., iff E attacks each cli ∈ C. This is the case iff X
is a model of ϕ, i.e., iff ϕ is satisfiable. Hence nai(F) = nai(G) iff ϕ is unsatisfiable.
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7.4.3 Strong Equivalence and Renaming Strong Equivalence
Having established complexity results for ordinary equivalence it remains to discuss the
computational complexity of strong equivalence and strong equivalence up to renaming.

Ver-SEρ

Input: Two CAFs F , G.
Output: true iff F , G are strongly equivalent w.r.t. ρ.

Recall that in Section 7.2, we have shown that strong equivalence of two CAFs F and G
can be characterized via syntactic equivalence of their kernels. Since the computation
and comparison of the kernels of F and G can be done in polynomial time, we obtain
tractability of strong equivalence for every semantics under consideration.

Theorem 7.4.14. The problem Ver-SEρ can be solved in polynomial time for any
semantics ρ considered in this work.

Finally, we consider strong equivalence up to renaming.

Ver-SERρ

Input: Two CAFs F , G.
Output: true iff F , G are strongly equivalent up to renaming w.r.t. ρ.

As outlined above, the computation of the kernels lies in P and is therefore negligible;
the complexity of verifying strong equivalence up to renaming thus stems entirely from
deciding whether two labelled graphs (i.e., the kernels of the given CAFs) are isomorphic.
As a consequence we obtain that the complexity of Ver-SERρ coincides with the
complexity of the well-known graph isomorphism problem. It is well-known that the
graph isomorphism problem lies in NP but is not known to be NP-complete (although
the latter is considered unlikely [167]).

Theorem 7.4.15. The problem Ver-SERρ is exactly as hard as the graph isomorphism
problem for any semantics ρ considered in this work.

Proof. For a reduction of the graph isomorphism problem to Ver-SERρ, consider two
undirected, unlabelled graphs F = (V, E) and G = (V , E ). We define the CAFs F and
G by replacing each undirected edge by a symmetric one, moreover, each argument is
labelled with the same claim. Formally, F = (V, {(v, v ), (v , v) | {v, v } ∈ E}, cl) and
G = (V , {(v, v ), (v , v) | {v, v } ∈ E }, cl) with cl(v) = c for a fixed claim c. For any
considered semantics ρ, the ρ-kernel of F (G) coincides with F (G, respectively): the
CAFs do not contain self-attacking arguments; moreover, each conflict between arguments
with the same claim is already symmetric (i.e., (a, b) ∈ R iff (b, a) ∈ R), thus no new
attacks are introduced by computing the stbh-kernel. Hence F is isomorphic to G iff F
and G are isomorphic iff F and G are strongly equivalent up to renaming w.r.t. ρ. For
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the other direction, we note that CAF isomorphism corresponds to the labelled variant
of the graph isomorphism problem that is both edge- and label-preserving.

Interestingly, when focusing on well-formed CAFs, we obtain tractability of deciding
strong equivalence up to renaming. More generally speaking, it holds that the graph
isomorphism problem is tractable for the class of well-formed CAFs, as we show next.

Theorem 7.4.16. Deciding whether F ∼= G for two well-formed CAFs F and G is in P.

Proof. We present a poly-time algorithm for deciding graph isomorphism. First, we check
whether F and G have the same claims, and if, so, whether they have the same number
of arguments carrying a claim. That is, we check whether cl(AF ) = cl(AG) and then for
each claim c occurring in F , check if

|{x ∈ AF | cl(x) = c}| = |{y ∈ AG | cl(y) = c}|;
if not, stop (then F and G are not isomorphic to each other).

Otherwise, we proceed as follows: for each claim c, we first choose an unmarked argument
x ∈ AF with cl(x) = c and compute cl(x−

F ); second, we loop through all arguments
y ∈ AG and check whether (i) cl(y) = c and (ii) cl(y−

G) = cl(x−
F ). If the search is

successful, mark x and y as mapped to each other; otherwise, if such y does not exist, we
stop and return ‘no’ (then F and G are not isomorphic to each other).

If the algorithm successfully maps each x with cl(x) = c to some y with cl(y) = c for
each claim c occurring in both CAFs, the mapping suggested by the algorithm is an
isomorphism. If not, then there is some claim c and some set C of claims s.t.

|{x ∈ AF | cl(x) = c, cl(x−) = C}| = |{y ∈ AG | cl(y) = c, cl(y−) = C}|,
i.e., no isomorphism exists.

Let Ver-SERwf
ρ denote the problem of deciding strong equivalence up to renaming w.r.t.

semantics ρ restricted to the class of well-formed CAFs. We obtain the following corollary
from the above theorem.

Corollary 7.4.17. The problem Ver-SERwf
ρ can be solved in polynomial time for any

semantics ρ under consideration.

7.5 Summary & Outlook
Summary. In this chapter, we considered ordinary and strong equivalence as well as a
novel equivalence notion based on argument renaming for CAFs and well-formed CAFs
w.r.t. inherited as well as hybrid semantics. We characterized strong equivalence via
semantics-dependent kernels w.r.t. to all semantics considered in this work and provided
a complexity analysis of all considered equivalence notions.
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Our characterization results for strong equivalence are in line with existing studies
for related argumentation formalisms [142, 93]. In addition, we adapt an argument-
independent view by considering equivalence under renaming which models strong
equivalence in situations in which the particular name of the arguments does not matter.

Our complexity analysis yields the following picture: due to our characterizations of strong
equivalence via kernels, we obtain tractability of strong equivalence w.r.t. all considered
semantics. In contrast, ordinary equivalence can be computationally expensive, ranging
up to the third level of the polynomial hierarchy. We furthermore show that strong
equivalence up to renaming has the same complexity as the graph isomorphism problem
and is thus presumably of higher complexity than classical strong equivalence. When
restricting the problem to the class of well-formed CAFs, we can exploit the structure
of the graphs sufficiently to compute an isomorphism in polynomial time. Hence we
identified a tractable fragment of the graph isomorphism problem in the course of our
complexity analysis of renaming strong equivalence.

Consequences for related non-monotonic reasoning formalisms. We advance
research on equivalence regarding the broad family of formalisms that can be identified as
CAFs via instantiation procedures in several ways. First, our ordinary equivalence results
give insights into the connection of static comparison between semantics; moreover, our
complexity analysis indicates that there is no alternative to computing each extension in
order to decide ordinary equivalence between two knowledge bases. Second, our kernel
characterizations of strong equivalence give rise to concise representations of instantiated
knowledge bases. Let us point out that the deletion of attacks might lead to frameworks
that violate well-formedness—recall that well-formedness is an important property which
is satisfied by many instantiation procedures as outlined in Chapter 3, so one might be
afraid that such changes might lead to unwanted results. However, our results guarantee
that the intended meaning of the original instance is not violated when performing such
syntactic operations in the abstract representation. Similar as in propositional logics, the
notion of strong equivalence allows for viewing (sub-)frameworks as independent modules
that can be replaced within larger frameworks when they are strongly equivalent to each
other. Consequently, our strong equivalence investigations successfully adapt desired
properties of the classical equivalence notion to claim-based reasoning. Third, strong
equivalence up to renaming acknowledges the important observation that the names
of the arguments in instantiation procedures are often secondary. Furthermore, our
abstract representation as CAF is independent of the original formalism of the considered
instances. Hence it is even possible to test equivalence between argumentation systems
stemming from entirely different base formalisms (assuming a common formal language
or appropriate associations between claims that occur in the frameworks).

Criticisms (or: Outlook to next chapter). Our investigations regarding strong
equivalence deal with the situation in which two instantiated knowledge bases are
expanded with the same arguments and attacks on the abstract level. However, when
expanding two knowledge bases K and K by inserting novel elements in the original
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instances we might obtain different changes in the abstract level. Indeed, the addition of
a new rule might add several novel attacks in FK (e.g., if we add a rule with conclusion
p that contradicts the support of other arguments constructed from K) and might result
in a single isolated argument in FK (e.g., if no argument constructed from K makes
use of ¬p). Moreover, the instantiated knowledge base often satisfies specific structural
restrictions; most prominently well-formedness of the attack relation. Hence it can be
reasonable to assume that the expansions of the abstract frameworks should confirm to
this restriction as well. The underlying observation is that attacks between arguments that
are instantiated from a knowledge base confirm to a specific structure that permit only
certain attacks but can enforce others. We payed, however, little attention to restrictions
imposed by the underlying formalism. While the general perspective we considered in this
chapter tackles the problem of deciding strong equivalence on a very general level—and is
indeed relevant for comparisons of partial instantiations of knowledge bases—we dedicate
the next chapter to an abstract representation of dynamics in instantiated knowledge
bases which takes such structural restrictions into account. In particular, we will discuss
impacts of well-formedness.

Conclusion. In this chapter, we tackled the problem of (strong) equivalence in claim-
based reasoning from an abstract perspective. Although we observe certain obstacles
when applying our strong equivalence results to decide strong equivalence between the
original instances we encounter several benefits that significantly advance the study
on equivalence in claim-based argumentation. In particular, our strong equivalence
characterizations give rise to concise representations of instantiated frameworks.
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CHAPTER 8
Dynamics Part II: Shaping CAFs

for Instantiations

Argumentation is a dynamic process. New information can enter the stage, and knowledge
bases may change over time [4, 147]. In recent years, researchers in the field of formal
argumentation have taken up this topic in various ways [118, 144, 155, 72]. Among the
most prominent problems in this line of research is the enforcement problem [18, 180, 46]
which deals with the manipulation of a knowledge base to ensure a certain outcome.
Research concerned with this issue contributes to predict conceivable future scenarios
and possible outcomes of a debate and can serve as a guidance when trying to defend a
certain point of view. While manipulations of knowledge bases encompass many different
operations such as addition and deletion of certain elements of the knowledge base, it is
often assumed that existing knowledge persist, meaning that only the addition of new
information to the knowledge base is permitted. Here, we encounter a close relation to a
problem which we have already considered in this work: strong equivalence is concerned
with the similarity of knowledge bases which expand over time.

In this chapter, we study these problems for the broad class of formalisms that satisfy well-
formedness when they are instantiated as argumentation framework. That is, formalisms
satisfying that arguments with the same claim attack the same arguments in the resulting
CAF. We encounter this behavior in several settings; e.g., when instantiating logic
programs [77, 61] or instances of structured argumentation [116, 62] (we refer the reader
to Chapter 3 for an overview of such instantiation procedures). We study enforcement
and strong equivalence from a complexity-theoretic perspective with main focus on
tractable fragments. As we have encountered in the previous chapter, the problem of
strong equivalence is tractable for well-formed CAFs, even when abstracting away from
the particular names of the arguments (we refer to tractability of strong equivalence up to
renaming, cf. Definition 7.3.4, Theorem 7.4.16). Bearing in mind that strong equivalence
is intractable for logic programs [146, 133] although they instantiate into well-formed
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CAFs, we anticipate similar complexity-theoretic gaps in the abstract representation of
structured argumentation formalisms. On the search for tractable fragments, we aim
to exploit the abstract representation to obtain tractability results for a broad class of
non-monotonic reasoning formalisms.

A closer inspection of the aforementioned instantiation procedures, however, reveals a
certain drawback that becomes apparent when moving from static to dynamic scenarios.

Example 8.0.1. We consider an instantiation of an assumption-based argumentation
(ABA) framework D = (L, R, A, ) with assumptions A = {a, b}, their contraries a and
b, resp., and rules r1 : ‘ p ← a’ and r2 : ‘ a ← b’. We obtain the associated CAF FD as
follows (cf. Section 3.3.2): each assumption a, b yields an argument with claims a and b,
respectively; each rule ri yields an argument xi with claim head(ri). Attacks depend on
the claim of the attacking argument, e.g., x2 attacks x1 because a is the contrary of a.

FD : x2
a

x1
p

a
a

b
b

It turns out that we have abstracted away critical information: The rule r2 can be disabled
by adding a rule with conclusion b, e.g., the fact ‘ b ←’; this is, however, not reflected in
FD. To illustrate this, let us consider an adjusted version D of D by replacing r2 with
rule r2 : ‘ a ←’, i.e., a can be considered as fact. The instantiation yields the same CAF:

FD : x2
a

x1
p

a
a

b
b

Although D and D encode different information we obtain FD = FD . The CAFs do not
carry sufficient information to investigate dynamics. Consider the following questions:

• Is it possible to accept assumption a by adding suitable rules? The answer is “yes”
in D, but “no” in D . This information cannot be extracted from FD = FD .

• What are the stable models after adding ‘ b ←’? In D, {a} is stable while in D ,
we obtain {b}. We cannot judge the situation correctly by comparing FD and FD .

• More generally, are D and D strongly equivalent? The answer is clearly “no” when
inspecting D and D but again we cannot tell by comparing their associated CAFs.

In all of these questions, the missing peace of information is that x2 has a hidden weakness
b in FD but not in FD . It is thus impossible to attack x2 in FD whereas in FD, x2 can
be attacked by an argument with conclusion b.
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As this example shows, the minimal generalization to tailor CAFs suitable for dynamic
settings is to extend the abstract representation with the vulnerabilities of an argument
which describes all possibilities to attack an argument, i.e., it contains conclusions of all
potential attackers. This means that for an argument S R p in the spirit of ABA [43],
(i.e., atom p is derivable from assumptions S via rules R) the vulnerabilities are the
contraries of the assumptions in S while p is the argument’s conclusion. A potential
weakness of the logic-based argument ({α, α → β}, β) is the sentence ¬α; its conclusion
is β. Considering ASPIC [137], also a rule can be a vulnerability: an argument B : q ⇒ p
with defeasible rule d1 : q ⇒ p can be attacked by an argument with conclusion ¬d1.

In this chapter, we study enforcement and strong equivalence with main focus on ABA. We
show that, as anticipated, both problems are intractable, in contrast to their counterparts
in (claim-augmented) abstract argumentation. On the search for tractable fragments, we
present a generalization of CAFs by augmenting arguments with vulnerabilities (cvAFs).
This allows us to identify a fragment of ABA for which deciding enforcement and strong
equivalence becomes tractable. We present cvAF characterization results for argument
and conclusion enforcement and show that strong equivalence can be characterized by
semantics-dependent kernels. Our results show that both problems are tractable for
cvAFs. To demonstrate the flexibility of our approach, we also transfer our results to
LPs and identify a fragment for which enforcement and strong equivalence is tractable.

Background & Notation. We refer to Section 3.3.2 for background on ABA. We focus
on flat, finite ABA frameworks. Moreover, we focus on complete, preferred, grounded,
and stable semantics. To compare the dynamical behavior of ABA frameworks with those
of (well-formed) CAFs, we also make use of results from Chapter 7.

8.1 Dynamics in Assumption-based Argumentation
In this section, we discuss enforcement and strong equivalence notions for ABA. We show
that in contrast to analogous settings in abstract argumentation, deciding enforceability
as well as strong equivalence is intractable. We compare our findings with our results
about claim-augmented argumentation frameworks (CAFs) established in Chapter 7.

The expansion of a framework is a central concept to both of our problems: naturally,
expansions are an integral part of strong equivalence; moreover, since we assume that
existing knowledge cannot be deleted, we study claim enforcement under the assumption
that we can only add novel elements to our knowledge representation formalism. Below,
we settle the notion of framework expansions for ABA frameworks. We fix L and a
countably infinite set of assumptions LA ⊆ L and the contrary function : LA → L.

Definition 8.1.1. For two ABA frameworks D = (L, R, A, ) and D = (L, R , A , ),
we call D ∪ D := (L, R ∪ R , A ∪ A , ) the expansion of D by D .

For a rule r = p ← S, we write D ∪ {r} short for D ∪ D with D = (L, {r}, ∅, ). By
fixing L and the contrary function, we ensure that all expansions are compatible.
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8.1.1 Conclusion Enforcement
We require that a conclusion p cannot be enforced by simply adding conclusion p or
elements that introduce a novel argument with conclusion p since this would trivialize
the problem. Formally, we consider the following problem:

Definition 8.1.2. Given an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ), a conclusion p ∈ L, and
a semantics σ, we say that p is enforceable with respect to σ iff there is some expansion
D of D (and p does not appear as conclusion in H) such that there is S ∈ σTh(D) with
p ∈ S (we say, p is credulously accepted with respect to σ in D ∪ D ).

We observe an interesting discrepancy between structured and abstract formalisms: While
it is possible to credulously enforce any claim in a given CAF as long as a it is not
self-attacking, the problem of claim enforceability is NP-hard in ABA, as we show next.

Reduction 8.1.3. For a CNF formula ϕ with clauses C = {c1, . . . , cn} over variables
in X, we define the corresponding ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) with

A = {xT
a , xF

p , xF
a , xT

p | x ∈ X} ∪ {c, e}

where xF
p = xT

a , xT
p = xF

a , and c, e, xT
a , xF

a ∈ L \ A. Also, R contains the following rules:

• ϕ ← c, e,

• for all x ∈ X, R contains a rule e ← xT
p , xF

p ;

• for each i ≤ n, R contains a rule of the form c ← {xT
a | x ∈ ci} ∪ {xF

a | ¬x ∈ ci}.

For each variable, we introduce four assumptions, associated to different truth values on
the one hand, and to ‘active’ (xT

a , xF
a ) and ‘passive’ (xT

p , xF
p ) assumptions on the other

hand, meaning that the ‘passive’ assumptions cannot be defeated by newly introduced
rules because their contrary is itself an assumption (recall that we are operating in flat
frameworks). Figure 8.1 depicts the resulting AF for the formula (x ∨ y) ∧ (¬x) ∧ (¬y).

Theorem 8.1.4. Deciding whether a conclusion p (assumption a) is enforceable in a
given ABA framework D w.r.t. a semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb} is NP-hard.

Proof. We present a reduction from SAT which shows hardness for grounded, complete,
preferred, and stable semantics. Given a CNF formula ϕ with clauses C = {c1, . . . , cn}
over variables in X, we let D = (L, R, A, ) be defined as in Reduction 8.1.3. We show
ϕ is enforceable w.r.t. σ iff ϕ is satisfiable.

First assume ϕ is satisfiable. Let M ⊆ X be a model of ϕ. For each x ∈ M , we introduce
rules of the form xT

a ←, for each x /∈ M , we add rules xF
a ←. Each of these conclusions

is contained in the grounded extension (is derivable by the empty set of assumptions E).
Moreover, for each x ∈ X, if E xT

a then xF
a is unattacked and thus contained in the
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xT
a xF

a xT
pxF

p yT
a yF

a yT
pyF

p

c c c

e eϕ

xF
a

Figure 8.1: Reduction from the Proof of Theorem 8.1.4 for the formula ϕ given by clauses
{x, y}, {¬x}, {¬y}; depicted with the argument arising from the additional rule xF

a ←
(fact), in white, with dashed attacks.

grounded extension G (since we have introduced a fact for each atom). G contains the
assumptions c and e: Since M is a satisfying assignment of ϕ, each clause-rule with head
c is attacked by the newly introduced rules, thus we have c ∈ G. Moreover, for every
x ∈ X, either xT

p or xF
p is attacked by G, thus e ∈ G. We obtain G ϕ.

We observe that the AF arising from D is acyclic (clearly, also after adding facts to
D), thus gr(D) = co(D) = pr(D) = stb(D). Consequently, ϕ is satisfiable implies the
conclusion ϕ is enforceable under all considered semantics.

Now assume ϕ is unsatisfiable. Towards a contradiction, assume ϕ is enforceable w.r.t.
σ. That is, there is a set of rules R , there is a σ-assumption-set A ⊆ A, such that ϕ
is derivable by A in D = (L, R ∪ R , A, ). This is the case if A defends ϕ against all
attacks. Consequently, (a) for each x ∈ X, R contains either rules with conclusion xT

a or
xF

a but not both, otherwise both xT
a , xF

a are not contained in G and thus the attack on
e from {xT

p , xF
p } stays undefeated; also, (b) for each i ≤ n, R contains some rule with

conclusion a for some a ∈ Ai, that is, either xT
a or xF

a for some x ∈ X. Thus for all ci,
either G xT

a in case x ∈ ci or G xF
a in case ¬x ∈ ci. We obtain that M = {x | G xT

a }
is a satisfying assignment of ϕ, contradiction to the assumption ϕ is unsatisfiable.

To show NP-hardness of assumption-enforcement, we adapt Reduction 8.1.3 as follows:
we define the ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) corresponding to ϕ with

A = {xT
a , xF

p , xF
a , xT

p | x ∈ X} ∪ {ϕ}
where xF

p = xT
a , xT

p = xF
a , and xT

a , xF
a , ϕ ∈ L \ A. Also, R contains the following rules:

• for all x ∈ X, R contains a rule ϕ ← xT
p , xF

p ;

• for each i ≤ n, R contains a rule of the form ϕ ← {xT
a | x ∈ ci} ∪ {xF

a | ¬x ∈ ci}.

Considering the example in Figure 8.1, we have replaced all arguments with conclusions
e or c with arguments having conclusion ϕ without changing the incoming attacks. The
remaining part of the proof is analogous to the case of conclusion-enforcement.
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For CAFs on the other hand, the problem is tractable, as we show next.

Proposition 8.1.5. A claim c is enforceable in a (well-formed) CAF F with respect to
a semantics ρ if F contains a non-self-attacking argument x ∈ A with cl(x) = c.

Proof. Consider a CAF F and assume the existence of a non-self-attacking argument
x ∈ A with cl(x) = c. We enforce c by adding an argument y with a fresh claim d
that attacks all other arguments in F . Formally, we let H = (AF ∪ {y}, RH, cl) with
RH = {(y, z) | z ∈ A \ {x}}. Then the set {x, y} is grounded as well as stable in F ; thus,
the argument x is credulously accepted with respect to all considered semantics.

8.1.2 Strong Equivalence Revisited
In this section, we discuss strong equivalence for ABA. Notice that we consider strong
equivalence relative to different fragments of ABA.

Definition 8.1.6. Consider a fragment C of ABA frameworks. Two ABA frameworks
D, D ∈ C are strongly equivalent to each other with respect to a semantics σ iff

1. σ(D ∪ H) = σ(D ∪ H) for each H ∈ C; and

2. D ∪ H and D ∪ H are instances of C.

By adapting the proof of Theorem 8.1.4 we obtain the following result.

Theorem 8.1.7. Deciding whether two ABA frameworks are strongly equivalent w.r.t. a
given semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb} is coNP-hard.

Proof. We present a reduction from UNSAT: Given a CNF formula ϕ with clauses C =
{c1, . . . , cn} over variables in X, we let D = (L, R, A, ) be defined as in Reduction 8.1.3,
and D = (L, R , A, ) with R = R \ {ϕ ← c, e}, that is, we consider two independent
frameworks that differ in a single rule: D has no argument for ϕ. If some expansion
of D has a σ-assumption-extension concluding ϕ then only because an argument with
conclusion ϕ has been added when expanding D . By our results from Theorem 8.1.4, we
have that ϕ is satisfiable iff there is a set of rules R such that (L, R ∪ R , A, ) admits a
σ-assumption-extension that concludes ϕ. Consequently, ϕ is satisfiable iff there is some
expansion D of D and D such that σ(D ∪ D ) = σ(D ∪ D ), i.e., D and D are not
strongly equivalent to each other.

For CAFs on the other hand, the problem is tractable as we have seen in the previous
chapter. To decide strong equivalence for CAFs, one only needs to compute the kernels
of both frameworks and check their syntactical coincidence. As we have seen, even the
problem of deciding renaming strong equivalence is tractable for well-formed CAFs.
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Generally speaking, we observe a discrepancy between knowledge bases and their abstract
representation complexity-wise. While status enforcement and strong equivalence is
tractable for CAFs, the problems are NP-hard resp. coNP-hard with respect to ABA.
Interestingly, when inspecting the proofs of Theorem 8.1.4 and 8.1.7 we observe that
the intractability even holds for atomic ABA frameworks. On the search for tractable
fragments, we go one step beyond well-formedness and consider a small adaption of CAFs
which turns out to handle dynamic situations on abstract level very well.

8.2 An Instantiation for Dynamics
In this section we will augment the standard instantiation procedure with some additional
information in order to make it better suitable for dynamic scenarios. Thereby, we will
obtain so-called cvAFs (“claim and vulnerability augmented AFs”) which extend CAFs
with additional information concerning the occurring arguments. It is, however, clear
that an exact correspondence of the reasoning problems in ABA and cvAFs would again
yield an intractable notion of enforcement and strong equivalence. This is why our cvAFs
will be developed in a way that they carry just enough information in order to correspond
to a meaningful fragment of ABA, while the aforementioned tasks stay tractable. This
way, we obtain tractable fragments for Theorems 8.1.4 and 8.1.7.

Instantiated Arguments. Our cvAFs incorporate a crucial observation regarding the
instantiations of knowledge bases which adhere well-formedness: arguments are typically
characterized by their claim and their potential weaknesses (vulnerabilities) on which
they can be attacked. While CAFs assign each argument a claim via a function, we go
one step further and identify arguments in cvAFs with their claims and vulnerabilities.

Definition 8.2.1. Given a set L of sentences. An L-instantiated argument is a tuple
x = (vul(x), cl(x)) where vul(x) ⊆ L are the vulnerabilities and cl(x) ∈ L is the
conclusion of x.

L-instantiated arguments are a flexible tool and may stem from an arbitrary instantiation
procedure which makes use of conclusions and vulnerabilities in a certain sense. For
instance, in the context of ABA frameworks, we obtain instantiated arguments as follows:

for an ABA argument S p, we obtain the instantiated argument (S, p).

That is, the claim of the L-instantiated argument is the conclusion of the ABA argument
(as usual) and the vulnerabilities correspond to the contraries of the assumptions used in
the ABA argument. Note that this representation is not restricted to assumption-based
argumentation. The vulnerabilities of arguments obtained from logic programs correspond
to the negated atoms of the rules used in the construction. For logic-based argumentation,
the vulnerabilities of an argument are obtained by negating the premises; for ASPIC+,
we furthermore consider the negation of defeasible rules as part of the vulnerabilities.
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8. Dynamics Part II: Shaping CAFs for Instantiations

L-instantiated arguments thus provide a uniform representation for arguments with
claims and defeasible elements.

We are ready to formally introduce cvAFs as generalization of AFs by replacing abstract
arguments with L-instantiated arguments.

Definition 8.2.2. A cvAF is a tuple F = (A, R) (in L) where A is a set of L-instantiated
arguments and R ⊆ A × A.

Notation 8.2.3. In the remaining part of the chapter, we drop L and simply say
‘instantiated arguments’ whenever no ambiguity arises.

An example of a cvAF is given by the representation of our running example as cvAF
(cf. FD below). Here, each argument contains its vulnerabilities (left) and its conclusion
(right, in boldface), e.g., argument x1 has a single vulnerability a and conclusion p.

FD : x1 x2 a b → FD : a | p
x1

b | a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

Each cvAF F = (A, R) corresponds to a CAF F = (A, R, cl) (where cl corresponds to
the claim-function as in Definition 8.2.1). Hence our cvAFs are a proper generalization
of CAFs. This means that all results regarding CAFs established in this work carry over
to cvAFs. In a similar fashion, we can make use of results established for AFs.

Notation 8.2.4. For a cvAF F = (A, R), we write F to denote the corresponding CAF
(A, R, cl) and F to denote the corresponding AF (A, R).

We make use of functions and notations for AFs and CAFs. For a cvAF F and a set of
arguments E we write E+

F (= E+
F ) to denote all arguments attacked by E, E ∗

F (= E ∗
F ) to

denote all claims defeated by E, and ΓF(E)(= ΓF (E)) to denote the set of arguments
which are defended. Other notations are transferred to cvAFs accordingly. Semantics for
cvAFs can be defined in terms of arguments or of claims.

Definition 8.2.5. Given an cvAF F, an AF semantics σ, and a CAF semantics ρ. We
let σ(F) = σ(F ) denote the σ-argument-extensions and ρ(F) = ρ(F) the ρ-conclusion-
extensions of F.

Adapting our standard notation for CAFs, we write σi(F) for the inherited variant of σ
and σh(F) when evaluating an cvAF F with respect to the hybrid variant of σ.

Well-formedness in cvAFs. With cvAFs, we can define well-formedness in depen-
dency of the claims and the vulnerabilities of the arguments as follows.

Definition 8.2.6. A cvAF F = (A, R) is called well-formed iff it satisfies: (x, y) ∈ R iff
cl(x) ∈ vul(y) for each x, y ∈ A.
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As we have seen by now, the property of well-formedness entails many useful properties.
For instance, inherited and hybrid preferred and stable variants of the semantics coincide
(cf. Proposition 4.1.5 and 4.1.16), moreover, each σ-argument-extension corresponds to a
unique σ-conclusion-extension for σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb} (cf. Proposition 3.1.2).

Let us note that in contrast to well-formed CAFs, a well-formed cvAF does not possess
copies of arguments (cf. Definition 3.1.16) since the pair (Vul(x), cl(x)) can appear in a
cvAF only once.

ABA and cvAFs. Let us now see or formalism at work when applied to ABA frame-
works. We adapt the standard instantiation of ABA (cf. Translation 3.3.15, 3.3.18) as
follows.

Definition 8.2.7. For an ABA framework D, FD = (A, R) is the cvAF with instantiated
arguments A = {(S, p) | S p} and (x, y) ∈ R iff cl(x) ∈ vul(y).

Our cvAF instantiation is a faithful generalization of the usual one; the instantiation
preserves the semantics of the original instance. moreover, each instantiated cvAF is
well-formed. This follows directly from results established for CAFs in Section 3.3.2.

Example 8.2.8. When instantiating our ABA frameworks D and D from Example 8.0.1
as cvAFs, we obtain the following picture:

FD : a | p
x1

b | a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

FD : a | p
x1

| a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

Comparing these instantiations with our CAF instantiations from Example 8.0.1, we
observe a crucial difference: while the CAFs corresponding to D and D are identical we
observe that FD and FD differ. Indeed, the argument x2 has vulnerability VulD(x2) = {b̄}
in FD but no vulnerabilities in FD .

Since our formalism of interest yields well-formed cvAFs, we restrict our studies to
well-formed cvAFs only.

Assumption 8.2.9. In the remaining part of this chapter, we assume that each cvAF is
well-formed.

cvAFs and Dynamics. We are ready to investigate dynamics in structured argumen-
tation by means of cvAFs. Suppose we are given a knowledge base K and the instantiated
cvAF FK. If we want to move to a superset K ∪ H we can construct FK∪H immediately
by inspecting the relevant conclusions and vulnerabilities.
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Definition 8.2.10. Given a cvAF F = (A, R) and an instantiated argument x we define
the expansion fe(F, x) of F with x by letting fe(F, x) = (A ∪ {x}, Rx) be the cvAF where

Rx = R ∪ {(x, y) | y ∈ A, cl(x) ∈ vul(y)}
∪ {(y, x) | y ∈ A, cl(y) ∈ vul(x)}.

We stipulate that fe(F, X) is a shorthand for successively expanding F with each x ∈ X
in an arbitrary order.

Example 8.2.11. Consider the cvAF F with mutually attacking arguments x1 =
({a, b}, c) and x2 = ({c, d, e}, a). The expansion of F with argument x3 = ({a}, c)
induces the attacks (x3, x1) and (x2, x3). We depict both cvAFs below.

F : a, b | c
x1

c, d, e | a
x2

fe(F, x3) : a, b | c
x1

c, d, e | a
x2

a | c
x3

cvAFs and Atomic ABA Frameworks. Our cvAFs are closely related to atomic
ABA frameworks (cf. Definition 3.3.31) in dynamic scenarios as we will discuss next.
There are several decisive observations we make about atomic ABA frameworks.

Lemma 8.2.12. Given an atomic ABA D = (L, R, A, ).

• If a ∈ A, then FD∪{r} = fe(FD, x) with x = (a, a);

• for each atomic (in D) rule r = p ← S, we have FD∪{r} = fe(FD, x) with x = (S, p);

• for each x = (S, p), we have FD∪H = fe(FD, x) with H = (L, {p ← S}, S, ).

By moving from general to atomic ABA frameworks we do not lose expressive power; each
framework can be transformed into an atomic one (cf. Section 3.3.2). The translation
might result in an exponential blow-up in the number of rules. However, given an atomic
ABA framework D we can be sure that the instantiated cvAF FD is of linear size in D.

Proposition 8.2.13. If D = (L, R, A, ) is atomic, then FD has |R| + |A| arguments.

Example 8.2.14. Let D be our running example and FD its instantiated cvAF. Adding
a fact “b.” yields an additional instantiated argument x3 = (∅, b): Since FD rightfully
encodes that conclusion b is a threat to x2, the instantiation of the resulting ABA
framework can be directly computed from FD by adding the argument x3 = (∅, b).

fe(FD, x3) : a | p
x1

b | a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

| b
x3
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If we consider the expansion of FD instantiated from the ABA framework D from
Example 8.0.1 with the same argument x3 instead, we obtain the following picture:

fe(FD , x3) : a | p
x1

| a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

| b
x3

We obtain a similar cvAF, but x2 does not have any vulnerability. Hence we are indeed
able to distinguish the two instantiations as desired.

8.3 The cvAF Enforcement Problem
In this section we develop a notion of the enforcement problem for cvAFs and establish
criteria for deciding enforceability. At first glance, this yields results applicable to atomic
ABAs due to Lemma 8.2.12; we will, however, discuss some subtle details of the notions
which one needs to be aware of.

In line with our enforcement notion from Definition 8.1.2, we define conclusion enforcement
for cvAFs by requiring that no new argument with the target conclusion is introduced.
In addition, we introduce a natural notion of argument enforcement.

Definition 8.3.1. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF and σ a semantics. A conclusion p is
σ-enforceable if there is a set X of instantiated arguments s.t. p /∈ cl(X) and p is
credulously accepted in fe(F, X). An argument x ∈ A is σ-enforceable if there is a set X
of instantiated arguments s.t. cl(x) /∈ cl(X) and x is credulously accepted in fe(F, X).

Example 8.3.2. Let FD be our running example cvAF and consider the expansion
fe(FD, x3) with x3 = (∅, b) (cf. Example 8.2.14). Since co(fe(FD, x)) = {{a, x1, x3}} with
cl(x1) = p we obtain that conclusion p is co-enforceable.

In the following we establish criteria to decide whether arguments and conclusions are
enforceable in cvAFs. By definition, it suffices to focus on argument enforcement:

Proposition 8.3.3. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF and σ a semantics. A conclusion c ∈ cl(A)
is enforceable iff there is some x ∈ A with cl(x) = c s.t. x is enforceable.

The possible modifications of a cvAF are determined by the conclusions and vulnerabilities
of its arguments. It is thus not possible to consider arbitrary expansions. We already
saw this for our running example FD where a is not enforceable since it is attacked by
some argument without any vulnerability (cf. Example 8.2.14).

In general, arguments without any vulnerability will always be defended in complete-based
semantics. This is not only the case within the given cvAF, but also for any conceivable
expansion. Motivated by this observation, we call such arguments strongly defeated.
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Definition 8.3.4. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is strongly defeated if there is y ∈ A
with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) = ∅.

Example 8.3.5. In our running example cvAF stemming from instantiating D , the
argument x1 is strongly defeated. In fact, it is verifiable with reasonable effort that x2 is
part of the grounded extension in any possible expansion fe(F, X).

The following proposition formalizes that the behavior we observed in the previous
example generalizes to any cvAF and verifies our intuition about strong defeat.

Proposition 8.3.6. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF. If x ∈ A is strongly defeated, then for
each set X of instantiated arguments, the grounded extension of fe(F, X) attacks x.

Proof. Let y ∈ A with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) = ∅. In each expansion fe(F, X), y remains
unattacked. Hence y ∈ G ∈ gr(fe(F, X)) for each set X of instantiated arguments.

Hence strongly defeated arguments can never be enforced. It is therefore a reasonable
conjecture that an argument is enforceable iff it is not strongly defeated. However, as
the following example illustrates, the notion of strong defeat is not yet general enough.

Example 8.3.7. Consider the cvAF F depicted below.

F : p, q | r
x1

q | p
x2

s | q
x3

q | s
x4

Suppose we want to enforce x1. In order to achieve this goal we have to add an argument
defeating x2. However, the only vulnerability of x2 is q and due to q ∈ vul(x1), such an
argument would defeat x1 as well.

In general, if there is some argument y with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x), then x
can never be defended by a conflict-free set. We call arguments of this kind strongly
unacceptable since this holds also true for any expansion.

Definition 8.3.8. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is strongly unacceptable if there is
y ∈ A with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x).

By definition, each strongly defeated argument is strongly unacceptable. For σ ∈
{co, pr , stb} we are now ready to state our enforcement results.

Theorem 8.3.9. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF and suppose σ ∈ {co, pr , stb}. An argument
x ∈ A is σ-enforceable if and only if it is not strongly unacceptable.
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Proof. (⇒) Suppose x is strongly unacceptable and let x ∈ A with (y, x) ∈ R and
vul(y) ⊆ vul(x). Assume that in some expansion fe(F, X) we have x ∈ E for E ∈
ad(fe(F, X)). Since E defends x, E attacks y. Due to vul(y) ⊆ vul(x), E attacks x as
well; contradiction.

(⇐) Suppose x is not strongly unacceptable. First consider σ = stb. Then x is no
self-attacker since otherwise it would be strongly unacceptable: Let y := x and we get
(y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x). So let y1, . . . , yn be the set of arguments in F attacking
x. For each i we have vul(yi) \ vul(x) = ∅ since x is not strongly unacceptable. Consider
some pi ∈ vul(yi) \ vul(x) = ∅ for each i. Let xi = (pi, ∅) be unattacked instantiated
arguments with the pi as respective claim. Set X = {x1, . . . , xn}. It is straightforward
to see that x ∪ X is admissible in fe(F, X).

Now let σ = stb. Here in addition we need to ensure that there is at least one extension
in our expansion. We will proceed by taking care of each self-attacker as well as each
odd cycle in the given cvAF.

• Let z1, . . . , zm be the set of self-attacking arguments in F. Suppose for some i
we have vul(zi) ⊆ vul(x). Then since (z, z) ∈ R we also have (z, x) ∈ R and
we infer strong unacceptability of x; contradiction. So we infer vul(zi) vul(x)
for each i. Therefore, we can find qi ∈ vul(zi) \ vul(x) = ∅ for each i. Let
xi = (qi, ∅) be unattacked instantiated arguments with the qi as respective claim.
Set X = {x1, . . . , xn}; we have considered each self-attacking argument in F.

• Let O = {o1, . . . , on} be an arbitrary but fixed set of arguments forming an odd
cycle in F. We argue that there is some oi ∈ O satisfying the usual condition,
i.e., vul(oi) vul(x). Otherwise each oi ∈ O attacks x since (oi, oj) ∈ R implies
(oi, x) ∈ R due to vul(oj) ⊆ vul(x) (we get (oi, oj) ∈ R from the fact that O is a
cycle). From this we get that x is strongly unacceptable; a contradiction. So take
oi ∈ O with vul(oi) vul(x) and construct an argument x attacking it as usual.
Since O was arbitrary, we proceed like this for each odd cycle, obtaining a third set
X of arguments.

In fe(F, X ∪ X ∪ X ) the set C = x ∪ X ∪ X ∪ X is admissible and each odd cycle is
resolved. Due to [22, Theorem 5.7], C can be extended to a stable extension of F.

For grounded semantics, however, we need to consider further unacceptability notions.
The reason why Theorem 8.3.9 does not hold for grounded semantics is that an argument
might be capable of defending itself, but is still not part of the iterative procedure which
yields the grounded extension. To illustrate this we consider the following example.

Example 8.3.10. Suppose we aim to gr-enforce x1 in F:

F : q | p
x1

p | q
x2
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Since gr(F) = ∅ we would have to add an argument defeating x2 to defend x1. However,
an argument achieving this would possess p as conclusion which we want to avoid for this
version of the enforcement notion. Indeed, x1 is not gr-enforceable.

In general, for grounded semantics we require a notion which is similar to strong unac-
ceptability, while taking the special case we just illustrated into account.

Definition 8.3.11. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is strongly gr-unacceptable if there
is y ∈ A with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) \ {cl(x)} ⊆ vul(x).

The following condition characterizes gr-enforceability for cvAFs. Although it may appear
technical at first glance, it simply ensures that an argument z can be defeated without
attacking x, y, or introducing the target claim cl(x) = cl(y).

Proposition 8.3.12. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF. An argument x ∈ A is gr-enforceable
if and only if one of the following two conditions hold:

• x is not strongly gr-unacceptable,

• there is some y ∈ A with cl(y) = cl(x) = q s.t.

– if z attacks y, then vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ vul(y) ∪ {q}) = ∅,
– if z attacks x, then q ∈ vul(z) or vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ vul(y)) = ∅.

Proof. (⇐) First suppose x is not gr-unacceptable. As usual let w1, . . . , wn be the set
of attackers of x. We have (vul(wi) \ {cl(x)}) \ vul(x) = ∅, so we take one conclusion
pi ∈ (vul(wi) \ {cl(x)}) \ vul(x), introduce corresponding instantiated arguments (pi, ∅)
and obtaining a set X s.t. x is defended by X in fe(F, W ).

Now suppose the second condition is true and consider y ∈ A as described.

• Let z1, . . . , zn be the set of arguments attacking y. As usual, we take conclusions
pi ∈ vul(zi) \ (vul(x) ∪ vul(y) ∪ {q}).

• Let z1, . . . , zm be the set of arguments attacking x. For each zi with q /∈ vul(zi)
consider a conclusion qi ∈ vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ vul(y)).

Let Z be the set of instantiated arguments with the considered conclusions as claims and
no vulnerabilities. By construction, Z defends y in fe(F, Z) and defeats each attacker
of x not having q as vulnerability; arguments of this kind are defeated due to y being
defended. That is, Z ∪ {x, y} is part of the grounded extension of fe(F, Z).

(⇒) Suppose both conditions are false, i.e., x is strongly gr-unacceptable and there is
no y satisfying the two mentioned conditions. If x is even strongly unacceptable, we are
done since this would even prevent us from enforcing x w.r.t. co semantics.
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So suppose x is not strongly unacceptable, but strongly gr-unacceptable. Then there is
some argument z attacking x and vul(z) \ {q} ⊆ vul(x). Hence, in order for x to be in
the grounded extension, we need to ensure defense of some argument different from x
with claim q. Take some y with cl(y) = q (if none exists, we are done). By assumption,
at least one of the mentioned conditions is wrong.

• Suppose vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ vul(y) ∪ {q}) = ∅ for some attacker z of y. However, this
means by introducing an argument not having q as conclusion we can never ensure
defeat of z without also defeating either x or y. We cannot introduce arguments
which defeat x and defeating y means we need to move to another y with claim q.

• Now suppose some z attacking x with q /∈ vul(z) satisfies vul(z)\(vul(x)∪vul(y)) =
∅. As before, this means we cannot defend x from z without introducing arguments
which also defeat either x or y; again this means we need to move to another y .

Let us now discuss corresponding results for conclusion enforcement. To enforce a
conclusion p ∈ cl(A) we need to enforce an argument x ∈ A with cl(x) = p. Thus, as a
corollary of Theorem 8.3.9 and Proposition 8.3.12 we obtain:

Corollary 8.3.13. Let F = (A, R) be a cvAF and σ ∈ {ad, co, pr , stb}. A conclusion
p ∈ cl(A) is σ-enforceable iff there is an argument a ∈ A with cl(a) = p which is not
strongly unacceptable; it is gr-enforceable iff there is an argument a ∈ A with cl(a) = p
which is not strongly gr-unacceptable.

8.3.1 Consequences for Assumption-based Argumentation
The introduced unacceptability notions yield syntactical conditions to decide the cvAF
enforcement problem in polynomial time. In view of this, it might seem that Lemma 8.2.12
now implies tractability of the enforcement problem for atomic ABA frameworks. However,
when inspecting the construction for the proof of Theorem 8.1.4 we see that the constructed
ABA framework is atomic itself.

Corollary 8.3.14. Deciding whether assumption a (conclusion p) is enforceable w.r.t. σ
is NP-hard even for atomic ABA frameworks.

The reason why this is no contradiction to tractability in cvAFs is rather subtle: When
considering an arbitrary expansion fe(F, X), it might happen that the resulting cvAF
does not correspond to a flat ABA framework anymore due to cl(X) ∩ A = ∅. So even
if we start with a cvAF corresponding to some flat ABA framework, we do not have a
one to one correspondence between expansions of the cvAF and flat ABA framework
extending the initial one.

To ensure that it is not necessary to introduce arguments with assumptions as conclusion
when enforcing an argument x ∈ A, we recall the fragment of ABA frameworks with
separated contraries (cf. Definition 3.3.26) where assumptions do not have out-going
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attacks: an ABA framework D = (L, R, A, ) has separated contraries if A ∩ A = ∅. We
are now ready to introduce a tractable fragment for the ABA enforcement problem.

Theorem 8.3.15. Deciding whether an argument or conclusion is enforceable for atomic
flat ABAs with separated contraries is tractable.

Proof. Let (L, R, A, ) be an atomic flat ABA framework with separated contraries.
We apply Lemma 8.2.12; from Proposition 3.3.25 obtain that for each p ∈ L we have
that p is enforceable in D iff the p is enforceable in FD = (AD, RD) disregarding any
expansion fe(F, X) where cl(X) ∩ A = ∅. The proofs given for the enforcement results for
cvAFs only require addition of arguments with out-going attacks. Since D has separated
contraries, vul(AD) ∩ A = ∅ and we can assume cl(X) ∩ A = ∅ in each expansion
fe(F, X) without loss of generality, i.e., the conclusion p is enforceable in FD = (AD, RD)
disregarding any expansion fe(F, X) where cl(X)∩A = ∅ iff the conclusion p is enforceable
in FD = (AD, RD). Hence p is enforceable in D iff the conclusion p is enforceable in
FD = (AD, RD). By Corollary 8.3.14 we obtain tractability of the enforcement problem
in the considered ABA fragment.

We want to emphasize that moving from flat ABA to flat atomic ABA does not change
the complexity class of the enforcement problem; but additionally requiring separated
contraries does, i.e., we found a rather minor condition pushing the enforcement problem
over the edge to tractability.

8.4 The cvAF Strong Equivalence Problem
In this section, we establish methods to decide strong equivalence for cvAFs. We
define further unacceptability notions, tailored for this setting. In accordance with
the standard literature on strong equivalence we then can decide this problem for two
cvAFs by comparing their so-called kernels, that is, we transform both cvAFs into a
semantics-dependent normal form.

Let us point out the following crucial difference: In contrast to strong equivalence
characterizations in Dung AFs [142], SETAFs [93], and CAFs (cf. Chapter 7) where
kernels are constructed by removing redundant attacks, we identify redundant arguments.
The kernels in cvAFs are constructed by removing as well as manipulating arguments
that fall in certain redundancy categories.

We start by defining an appropriate strong equivalence notion for cvAFs.

Definition 8.4.1. Two cvAFs F, G are strongly equivalent w.r.t. a semantics σ, for
short F ≡σ

s G, if for each set X of instantiated arguments σi(fe(F, X)) = σi(fe(G, X))
holds.

Example 8.4.2. Consider again the cvAFs FD and FD from Example 8.0.1. Judging
from earlier results we anticipate that they are not strongly equivalent to each other.
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Indeed, if we recall the expansions of FD and FD from Example 8.2.14 where we add the
argument x3 = (∅, b) to both frameworks, we obtain that {a, p, b} is stable in fe(FD, x3) but
not in fe(FD , x3). Hence FD and FD are not strongly equivalent w.r.t. stable semantics.

In the above example, it was quite easy to come up with an appropriate counter example.
Not only that finding a counter example might be more involved in other situations, it is
usually not possible to verify strong equivalence by testing all possible expansions because
there might be infinitely many of them. Instead, we identify semantics-dependent kernels
– checking strong equivalence reduces to computing and comparing the respective kernels.

Let us start with some general observations regarding redundancies of cvAFs. We first
recall a redundancy notion which we have already encountered in Section 3.1 in the
context of CAFs: an argument x in a CAF F is called redundant w.r.t. argument y iff
they have the same claim and attack the same arguments, but x is attacked by strictly
more arguments than y, i.e., y− ⊂ x−. This concept is naturally adapted to cvAFs as
follows:

Definition 8.4.3. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is redundant if there is y ∈ A with
cl(y) = cl(x) and vul(y) ⊂ vul(x).

Example 8.4.4. The argument x2 from the cvAF FD from our running example is
redundant w.r.t. x = (∅, a) because cl(x) = cl(x2) = a and vul(x) = ∅ ⊂ {b} = vul(x2).

As shown in Section 3.1, redundant arguments can be removed without changing the
conclusion-σ-extensions of a given cvAF for σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb}.

Proposition 8.4.5. For a cvAF F = (A, R), a semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb} and a
redundant argument x ∈ A, it holds that σi(F) = σi(F \ {x}).

Next, we reconsider the unacceptability notions from Section 8.3. We have shown that
strongly defeated arguments cannot be enforced; in fact, they can be removed without
changing the σ-extensions.

Proposition 8.4.6. For a cvAF F = (A, R), semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb}, and a
strongly defeated argument x ∈ A, it holds that σi(F) = σi(F \ {x}).

Proof. Let F = F\{x}, and let y with Vul(y) = ∅ denote some argument which strongly
defeats x. Note that y is contained in the grounded extension of both F and F ; moreover,
the grounded extension of F and F coincides since y ∈ ΓF(∅) defeats x. Therefore,

Γi
F(∅) ⊆ Γi

F (∅) and Γi
F (∅) ⊆ Γi+1

F (∅).

We obtain

gr(F) =
i∈N

Γi
F(∅) =

i∈N
Γi
F (∅) = gr(F ).
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Moreover, E+
F \ {x} = E+

F for every set of arguments E which is complete in F or F since
the grounded extension is contained in each complete extension. Hence ΓF(E) = ΓF (E)
for each set G ⊆ E. Since each complete extension is a superset of G, we obtain
co(F) = co(F ). It follows also that preferred semantics coincide. Regarding stable
semantics, we argue analogously since each stable extension is a superset of G.

For stable semantics we can make an even stronger assertion: Not only strongly defeated,
but also strongly unacceptable arguments can be deleted without affecting the outcome.

Proposition 8.4.7. For a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly unacceptable argument x∈A,
it holds that stbi(F) = stbi(F \ {x}).

Proof. Let F = F\{x} and let x be strongly unacceptable w.r.t. y ∈ A, i.e., cl(x) = cl(y)
and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x). Observe that E ∈ cf (F) iff E ∈ cf (F ) for every E with x /∈ E;
moreover, x does not belong to any admissible extension of F and F since x cannot be
defended against y without being attacked by its defender (using vul(y) ⊂ vul(x)). We
obtain that x is either attacked by an admissible set or undecided. If y is contained in
a stable extension, x is defeated; in case y is not contained in a stable extension, y is
attacked and thus also x is attacked using vul(y) ⊂ vul(x). Consequently, the argument
x can be safely removed without changing the stable extensions of F.

Considering grounded, complete, and preferred semantics, we observe that strongly
unacceptable arguments are not necessarily defeated – removing them thus potentially
results in a change of the σi-extensions.

Example 8.4.8. Consider cvAF F from Example 8.3.7 and a new argument x0 = ({r}, t):

fe(F, x0) : r | t
x0

p, q | r
x1

q | p
x2

s | q
x3

q | s
x4

fe(F, x0) has three complete conclusion-extensions: ∅ (the grounded extension), {s, p, t},
and {q, t}. Recall that x1 is strongly unacceptable w.r.t. x2. Removing x1 would make x0
unattacked, changing the grounded extension to {t}.

Strongly unacceptable arguments can neither be enforced nor deleted in such situations.
This means that on semantics level, it is not possible to distinguish if such arguments are
self-attacking or not. We show this by proving that the semantics of the cvAF remain
unchanged after turning x into a self-attacker. Formally, this is achieved by removing
it and expanding the resulting cvAF with some argument x which is analogous to x,
except having also its claim as vulnerability; formally, x = (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)).
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Proposition 8.4.9. For a cvAF F = (A, R), a semantics σ ∈ {gr , co, pr , stb}, and
a strongly unacceptable argument x ∈ A, it holds that σi(F) = σi(fe(F \ {x}, x )) for
x = (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)).

Proof. Let F = fe(F \ {x}, x ) and assume x is strongly unacceptable w.r.t. y ∈ A. As
outlined in the proof of Proposition 8.4.7, x can never appear in an admissible extension.
We moreover observe that E+

F = E+
F for every conflict-free set E, y /∈ E, since (x, x) is

the only attack which has been introduced. We thus obtain adi(F) = adi(F ). Moreover,
the grounded extension is preserved by adding this self-attack since it does not remove
nor introduce new unattacked arguments (or any arguments defended by them). We thus
obtain σi(F) = σi(F ) for σ ∈ {co, gr , pr , stb}.

8.4.1 Complete Kernel for cvAFs
We are ready to consider our first cvAF kernel. Following Proposition 8.4.9, the first
adjustment we carry out is a modification on vulnerability level: Each strongly unaccept-
able argument x is turned into a self-attacker by adding cl(x) to vul(x). In the next step,
we remove all strongly defeated and redundant arguments.

Definition 8.4.10. For a cvAF F = (A, R), let X denote the set of all strongly unac-
ceptable arguments in A and let

(A , R ) = fe(F \ X, {(vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) | x ∈ X}).

We define the complete kernel Fck = (Ack, Rck) with

Ack = A \ {x ∈ A | x is strongly defeated or redundant},

Rck = R ∩ (Ack × Ack).

Example 8.4.11. The cvAF FD from our running example coincides with its complete
kernel since no arguments are strongly defeated, unacceptable or redundant. That is, we
obtain Fck

D = Fgk
D = FD. For FD , we obtain the following picture:

FD : a | p
x1

| a
x2

a | a
a

b | b
b

Fck
D : | a

x2

b | b
b

Proposition 8.4.12. F ≡σ
s Fck for every cvAF F and for σ ∈ {co, gr , pr , stb}.

Proof. Consider a set of instantiated arguments X. First, by Proposition 8.4.9, we
can modify all strongly unacceptable arguments of F without changing semantics. Let
Aunac ⊆ A denote the set of unacceptable arguments in F. We obtain σi(fe(F , X)) =
σi(fe(F, X)) for F = (A , R ) = (F \ Aunac) ∪ {(Vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) | x ∈ Aunac}.
By Proposition 8.4.5 and 8.4.6, we can delete redundant and strongly unacceptable
arguments as well. Let Ared ⊆ A and Asdef ⊆ A denote the set of redundant and
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strongly defeated arguments of F , respectively. We obtain σi(fe(F , X)) = σi(fe(F, X))
for F = F \ (Ared ∪ Asdef ). By definition of the complete kernel, it holds that F = Fck.
We obtain σi(fe(Fck, X)) = σi(fe(F, X)), hence F ≡co

s Fck.

Corollary 8.4.13. σi(F) = σi(Fck) for every cvAF F and for σ ∈ {co, gr , pr , stb}.

Next we show that kernelization behaves as expected: the complete kernel does neither
contain redundant nor strongly defeated arguments; and each strongly unacceptable ar-
gument is self-attacking. For this, we consider the syntactical effects of our modifications.

Observation 8.4.14. Removing arguments from a given cvAF F does not add novel
redundant, strongly unacceptable, or strongly defeated arguments.

We show that the modification of unacceptable arguments can be done iteratively.

Lemma 8.4.15. Given a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly unacceptable argument x ∈ A.
Let x = (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) and let F = fe(F \ {x}, x ) = (A , R ). Then, for all
y = x ∈ A, y is strongly unacceptable in F iff y is strongly unacceptable in F .

Proof. Consider a strongly unacceptable argument y ∈ A in F. Then there is z ∈ A
with vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and (z, y) ∈ R in F. First assume z = x. Then it holds that
z ∈ A , witnessing unacceptability of y in F . Otherwise, in case z = x, there is z ∈ A
with vul(z ) ⊆ vul(x) = vul(z) such that (z , x) ∈ R. Consequently, (z , y) ∈ R using
vul(z) ⊆ vul(y), showing that y is strongly unacceptable in F . For the other direction,
consider a strongly unacceptable argument y ∈ A in F . There is a witness z ∈ A of
strong unacceptability of y in F . By construction, z is also a witness in F.

We observe that we might obtain novel redundant arguments when turning unacceptable
arguments into self-attacker. Let x be an argument with vul(x) = {c, d}, and let y be
a strongly unacceptable argument with claim cl(y) = c which is attacked by claims
vul(y) = {d, e} in F. Turning y into a self-attacker thus makes x redundant in F .

Lemma 8.4.16. Given a cvAF F and arguments x, y ∈ A, x = y. Let y be redun-
dant/strongly defeated in F. Then x is redundant or strongly defeated in F iff x is
redundant or strongly defeated in F \ {y}.

Proof. In case x is redundant or strongly defeated in F \ {y} then there is a witness z in
F \ {y}. As mentioned in Remark 8.4.14, the claim-attacks are not affected by removing
certain arguments. We thus obtain that z witnesses that x is redundant or strongly
defeated in F. Also, in case x is strongly defeated in F, it is clear that x is contained in
F \ {y} since y cannot serve as witness of x being strongly defeated since vul(y) = ∅.
Now, let y be strongly defeated in F. In case x is redundant w.r.t. y in F, there is some
z ∈ A with (z, y) ∈ R. We obtain x is strongly defeated (using vul(y) ⊆ vul(x)).
Let y be redundant in F and let x be redundant w.r.t. y in F. Then there is z ∈ A with
vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and cl(z) = cl(y), thus witnessing redundancy of x.
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fe(F, VZ):

s, u | c
x

u, m | s

s, p | s

c | u | m

| p
fe(G, VZ):

u, m | s

s, p | s

c | u | m

| p

Figure 8.2: Illustration of Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 8.4.18 with VZ = {(∅, m), (∅, p)}.

Proposition 8.4.17. The complete kernel Fck of a cvAF F does neither contain redundant
nor strongly defeated arguments, and each strongly unacceptable argument is self-attacking.

Proof. We first modify strongly unacceptable arguments. By Lemma 8.4.15, the modi-
fication does not add novel strongly unacceptable arguments, thus this procedure can
be done iteratively and it is guaranteed that each strongly unacceptable argument is
self-attacking after this modification. Next, we iteratively delete redundant and strongly
defeated arguments. By Observation 8.4.14, the deletion of arguments does not introduce
novel strongly unacceptable, redundant, or strongly defeated arguments. Moreover, by
Lemma 8.4.16, redundant and strongly defeated arguments can be removed without
producing novel redundant or strongly defeated arguments.

We show that complete kernels of strongly equivalent cvAFs contain the same claims.

Lemma 8.4.18. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡co
s G implies cl(AFck) = cl(AGck).

Proof. Consider an argument x ∈ AFck with claim cl(x) = c. Towards a contradiction,
assume that there is no argument y ∈ AGck with cl(y) = c. We may assume coi(Fck) =
coi(Gck), hence we deduce that x does not occur in any complete extension of Fck. Hence
it does not occur in any admissible extension. Consequently, x receives incoming attacks.

Case 1 Suppose x is no self-attacker. The overall idea is as follows: We construct a set of
instantiated arguments X in order to deal with all arguments that attack x. We introduce
isolated arguments attacking (most of) them; this is possible due to our definition of
the kernel. Then fe(Fck, X) has an admissible extension containing the argument x with
claim c, where in Gck claim c does not occur at all. Consider the set

Z = {z ∈ AFck | (z, x) ∈ RF}

of arguments attacking x. Since x is no self-attacker, we have vul(z) vul(x), i.e.,
vul(z) \ vul(x) = ∅ for each z ∈ Z (otherwise, vul(z) ⊆ vul(x) and (z, x) ∈ R implies
that x is strongly unacceptable, hence x would be self-attacking in the kernel). We let

VZ = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(z) \ vul(x), z ∈ Z, e = c},
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fe(F, VY ∪ VZ):

s, c | c
x

u, c | c

v, c | c

c | c∗ x∗| u

| v

m | s

p | s

m | m

p | p

Figure 8.3: Illustration of Case 2.1 in the proof of Lemma 8.4.18. Novel arguments are
in color with dashed attacks; left we depict arguments with claim c, i.e., the set Y, and
the novel arguments VY defeating them; right, we depict arguments attacking x and the
novel self-attacking arguments which attack them. The novel argument x∗ (in red) is
undecided in the cvAF F and unattacked (hence accepted) in the cvAF G.

i.e., we defeat these attackers as long as this would not require introducing claim c.
Having c as claim, x can now defend itself, i.e., {x} ∪ VZ is admissible in the obtained
cvAF. See Figure 8.2 for an example of the construction.

Since c does not occur in Gck this is a witness for the absence of strong equivalence.

Case 2 Now suppose each argument with claim c is a self-attacker and fix such x. Since
x occurs in the kernel Fck, each attacker of x must itself possess attacking arguments.

The first step is to get rid of arguments with the same claim c. Consider the set

Y = {y ∈ AFck | cl(y) = c, y = x}

of arguments with claim c. We consider arguments which defeat them; i.e., we let

VY = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y, e = c}
= {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y}.

Now consider the set Z = {z ∈ AFck | (z, x) ∈ RFck} \ Y of arguments attacking x. We
introduce self-attacking arguments that attack (most of) the arguments z ∈ Z:

VZ = {ve = ({e}, e) | e ∈ vul(z), z ∈ Z, e = c}.

This ensures that all z ∈ Z with vul(z) = {c} are undecided in the resulting cvAF.

Case 2.1: Suppose there is no argument z attacking x with x = z and vul(z) = {c},
i.e., if (z, x) ∈ RFck , then vul(z) \ {c} = ∅. Hence introducing a self-attacker for each
claim except c as done before ensures that x is undecided in each admissible extension;
moreover, bear in mind that there is no other realization of c left after introducing VY .

Now, consider some fresh argument x∗
c∗ = ({c}, c∗) with novel claim c∗ which is attacked

by c. This way, we ensure that x∗
c∗ is attacked by the (always undecided) self-attacker x

in fe(Fck, X), but unattacked in fe(Gck, X). See Figure 8.3 for an illustrative example.
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fe(F, VY ∪ VZ):

s, c, d | c
x

u, c | c

v, c | c

c | d
z

| u

| v

m | s

p | s

m | m

p | p

d | d s | d
s | s

Figure 8.4: Illustration of Case 2.2 in the proof of Lemma 8.4.18. Novel arguments are
in blue with dashed attacks. The argument ({c}, d) is not grounded in the expansion of
F but unattacked (thus grounded) in the expansion of G.

Case 2.2: Suppose there is some z ∈ Z attacking x with x = z and vul(z) = {c}.

Suppose cl(z) = d and consider

Yz = {y ∈ AFck | cl(y) = d = cl(z)}

Observe that Yz ⊆ Z (since d ∈ vul(x) by assumption z attacks x). Hence for each y ∈ Yz,
for each vulnerability e ∈ Vul(y) with e = c, we have introduced self-attacking arguments
({e}, e) which attack y on e. Hence z = ({c}, d) is the only argument with claim d which
is not undecided (i.e., attacked by self-attacking arguments) in fe(Fck, VY ∪ VZ). Hence
there is no argument with claim d which is contained in the grounded extension of
fe(Fck, VY ∪ VZ). For an example of a cvAF F expanded by VY ∪ VZ see Figure 8.4.

In fe(Gck, VY ∪ VZ), on the other hand, the argument z is unattacked and thus contained
in the grounded extension.

Theorem 8.4.19. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡co
s G iff Fck = Gck.

Proof. First assume Fck = Gck holds. By Proposition 8.4.12, it holds that Fck ≡co
s F and

Gck ≡co
s G. Thus we obtain F ≡co

s G by transitivity.

For the other direction, assume F ≡co
s G. We show that in this case, the kernels of F and

G coincide. It suffices to show that they contain the same arguments, that is, we show
that for all x ∈ AFck there is y ∈ AGck with cl(y) = cl(x) and vul(y) = vul(x).

By Lemma 8.4.18, Fck and Gck contain the same claims. We show that for all arguments
x in Fck there is some argument y in Gck such that cl(x) = cl(y) = c and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x).

Let x ∈ AFck with cl(x) = c. Then there is some argument y with claim c in Gck. Towards
a contradiction, assume that for all y ∈ AGck with cl(y) = c we have vul(y) vul(x).
Let Y = {y ∈ AGck | cl(y) = c} denote all arguments with claim c in AGck . Then for all
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y ∈ Y there is a claim e ∈ vul(y) with e /∈ vul(x). We introduce arguments

VY = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y, e = c}

in order to defeat all arguments in Gck with claim c without introducing a novel argument
with claim c. Now, let F = fe(Fck, VY) and G = fe(Gck, VY).

Case 1 Suppose c ∈ vul(x) , i.e., x is self-attacking. Then each argument with claim c in
Gck is attacked by arguments in VY . The cvAF G has no argument with claim c since
all such arguments are strongly defeated by VY . On the other hand, x is contained in
the kernel of F . By Lemma 8.4.18, F and G are not strongly equivalent to each other,
contradiction to our assumption.

Case 2 Now assume x is not self-attacking. In this case, G might still contain a single
argument y with claim c and vul(y) = vul(x) ∪ {c}. Thus the conclusion c does not
appear in any conflict-free extension of (G )ck. We proceed analogous as in the proof
of Lemma 8.4.18, Case 1, and introduce arguments to defend x in (F )ck in order to
guarantee that x appears in an admissible extension in the resulting cvAF. Then Fck and
Gck do not yield the same admissible extensions after expansion.

We obtain that for every argument x ∈ AFck there is exactly one argument y ∈ AGck

such that cl(x) = cl(y) and vul(x) = vul(y): Consider an argument y ∈ AGck such that
cl(x) = cl(y) = c and vul(x) ⊇ vul(y). By symmetry, there is z ∈ AFck with cl(z) = c
such that vul(y) ⊇ vul(z). Thus vul(x) ⊇ vul(y) ⊇ vul(z). Since Fck is redundancy-free,
we obtain vul(x) = vul(y) = vul(z); by assumption Fck, Gck do not contain equivalent
arguments, we conclude x = z (by well-formedness, x and z attack the same arguments
and are thus equivalent).

We thus obtain that Fck and Gck contain the same arguments in case F and G are strongly
equivalent w.r.t. complete semantics. Since all attacks in cvAFs are determined by the
claims and vulnerabilities of the arguments they contain, we thus conclude Fck = Gck.

8.4.2 Preferred Kernel for cvAFs
Towards a kernel for preferred semantics, we consider a special case of strong unaccept-
ability that affects only preferred semantics.

Definition 8.4.20. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is strongly pr-unacceptable if x is
strongly unacceptable w.r.t. y ∈ A and vul(y) = {cl(x)}.

Note that each strongly pr-unacceptable argument is strongly unacceptable; also, each
strongly pr-unacceptable argument is self-attacking because vul(y) = {cl(x)} ⊆ vul(x).
It turns out that such arguments can be removed without affecting preferred semantics.

Proposition 8.4.21. For a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly pr-unacceptable argument
x ∈ A, pri(F) = pri(F \ {x}).
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Proof. Let F = fe(F \ {x}, x ) and recall that x can never appear in an admissible
extension as it it strongly unacceptable. Let x be strongly pr-unacceptable w.r.t. y ∈ A.
Then ΓF({y}) ⊆ ΓF ({y}) for every z ∈ A \ {x}, i.e., every argument z = x defends the
same arguments in F which are defended by z in F. We obtain adi(F) ⊆ adi(F ).

To prove pri(F) = pri(F ) we show that for every E ∈ ad(F ), there is D ∈ ad(F) such
that E ⊆ D. In case E ∈ ad(F), we are done (taking D = E). In case E /∈ ad(F), there
is z ∈ E such that (x, z) ∈ R and z is not defended by E in F . In case E ∪ {y} ∈ cf (F)
we are done (not that in this case, D = E ∪ {y} is admissible). Now assume E ∪ {y} is
not conflict-free. Observe that (y, y) /∈ R by assumption vul(y) = {cl(x)}. In case there
is v ∈ E such that (v, y) ∈ R we have cl(v) = c and thus (v, x) ∈ R by well-formedness,
contradiction to E /∈ ad(F). In case (y, v) ∈ R for some v ∈ E we have some w ∈ E which
defends v against w (since E is admissible in F ) thus we arrive again at a contradiction
since (w, y) ∈ R implies (w, x) ∈ R. It follows that D = E ∪ {y} is an admissible superset
of E in F. We have shown that the preferred extensions of F and F coincide.

The preferred kernel refines the complete kernel:

Definition 8.4.22. For a cvAF F = (A, R), let Fck = (Ack, Rck) be as in Defini-
tion 8.4.10. We define the preferred kernel Fpk = (Apk, Rpk) with

Apk = Ack \ {x ∈ Ack | x is strongly pr-unacceptable},

Rpk = Rck ∩ (Apk × Apk).

For our running example cvAFs FD and FD , it holds that Fpk
D = Fck

D and Fpk
D = Fck

D .

Proposition 8.4.23. F ≡pr
s Fck for every cvAF F.

Proof. Consider a set of instantiated arguments X. By Proposition 8.4.12, we obtain
pri(fe(Fck, X)) = pri(fe(F, X)). Let Let Apunac ⊆ Ack denote the set of strongly pr-
unacceptable arguments of Fck. By Proposition 8.4.21, we can delete strongly pr-
unacceptable arguments iteratively without changing preferred extensions. We obtain
pri(fe(F , X)) = pri(fe(F, X)) for F = F \ Apunac. By definition of the preferred kernel,
it holds that F = Fpk. Hence we obtain F ≡pr

s Fpk.

Corollary 8.4.24. pri(F) = pri(Fck) for every cvAF F.

We show that the preferred kernel does not contain redundant, strongly defeated, and
strongly pr-unacceptable arguments; moreover, each strongly unacceptable argument is
self-attacking. The latter follows by Lemma 8.4.15. It remains to show that redundant,
strongly defeated, and strongly pr-unacceptable arguments can be removed iteratively.

Lemma 8.4.25. Given a cvAF F and arguments x, y ∈ A, x = y. Let y be redun-
dant/strongly defeated/strongly pr-unacceptable in F. Then x is redundant, strongly
defeated, or strongly pr-unacceptable in F iff x is redundant, strongly defeated, or strongly
pr-unacceptable in F \ {y}.
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Proof. First observe that if x is redundant, strongly defeated, or strongly pr-unacceptable
in F \ {y} then there is a witness z in F \ {y}. As mentioned in Remark 8.4.14, the
claim-attacks are not affected by removing certain arguments. We thus obtain that z
witnesses that x is redundant, strongly defeated, or strongly pr-unacceptable in F. Also,
in case x is strongly defeated in F, it is clear that x is contained in F \ {y} since y is not
unattacked and thus cannot witness that x is is strongly defeated.

Let y be strongly defeated in F. In case x is redundant w.r.t. y in F, there is some
unattacked z ∈ A with (z, y) ∈ R. Thus we obtain that also x is strongly defeated (using
vul(y) ⊆ vul(x), i.e., (z, x) ∈ R). In case x is strongly pr-unacceptable w.r.t. y in F, there
is some unattacked z ∈ A, (z, y) ∈ R, moreover, cl(z) = cl(x) (using vul(y) = {cl(x)}.
Consequently we obtain that x is redundant in F and in F \ {y}.

Let y be redundant in F and let x be redundant w.r.t. y in F. Then there is z ∈ A with
vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and cl(z) = cl(y), thus witnessing redundancy of x. In case x is strongly
pr-unacceptable w.r.t. y in F, there is z ∈ A with cl(z) = cl(y) and vul(z) ⊂ vul(y) =
{cl(x)}, thus vul(z) = ∅; moreover, (z, x) ∈ R using cl(z) = cl(y) ∈ vul(x). We obtain
that x is strongly defeated.

By Lemma 8.4.15, Observation 8.4.14, and Lemma 8.4.25, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 8.4.26. For any cvAF F, the kernel Fpk does neither contain redundant,
non-self-attacking strongly unacceptable, strongly defeated nor pr-unacceptable arguments.

We show that preferred kernels of two strongly equivalent cvAFs contain the same claims.

Lemma 8.4.27. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡pr
s G implies cl(AFpk) = cl(AGpk).

Proof. Let x ∈ AFpk with cl(x) = c. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is no
argument y ∈ AGpk with cl(y) = c. Since we may assume prcl(Fpk) = prcl(Gpk) we have
x does not occur in any preferred extension of Fpk. Hence it does not occur in any
admissible extension. Consequently, x receives incoming attacks. We proceed similar as
in the proof of Lemma 8.4.18.

Case 1 Suppose x is no self-attacker. This case is analogous to the proof of Lemma 8.4.18.

Case 2 Now suppose each argument with claim c is a self-attacker and fix such x. Since
x occurs in the kernel Fpk, each attacker of x must itself possess attacking arguments.
This case is analogous to Case 2.1 in the proof of Lemma 8.4.18. Since the preferred
kernel does not contain pr-unacceptable arguments, it holds that each attacker z of x
contains some vulnerability e ∈ vul(z) with e = c. Hence a case analogous to Case 2.2 in
the proof of Lemma 8.4.18 can never occur.

Theorem 8.4.28. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡pr
s G iff Fpk = Gpk.
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.4.19, we first assume Fpk = Gpk. By
Proposition 8.4.23, it holds that Fpk ≡pr

s F and Gpk ≡pr
s G. Thus we obtain F ≡pr

s G.

For the other direction, assume F ≡pr
s G. By Lemma 8.4.27, Fpk and Gpk contain the same

claims. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.4.19, it can be shown that for all arguments
x in Fpk there is some argument y in Gpk such that cl(x) = cl(y) = c and vul(y) ⊆ vul(x).
Hence Fpk and Gpk contain the same arguments. We obtain Fpk = Gpk.

8.4.3 Grounded Kernel for cvAFs
Next we consider the case for grounded semantics. As we have demonstrated in the
scope of our enforcement results, grounded semantics give rise to a more general notion
of strong unacceptability. We show that all strongly gr-unacceptable arguments can be
turned into self-attacker without affecting grounded semantics.

Proposition 8.4.29. Given a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly gr-unacceptable argument
x ∈ A and let x = (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)). Then gr(F) = gr((fe(F \ {x}, x )).

Proof. Let F = fe(F \ {x}, x ) and assume x is strongly gr-unacceptable w.r.t. y ∈ A. In
case x /∈ gr(F) we are done (turning x into a self-attacking argument does not change
the grounded extension). In case x ∈ gr(F) there is z ∈ gr(F) such that (z, y) ∈ R. If
cl(z) = cl(x) we have cl(z) ∈ vul(x) by assumption vul(y) \ {cl(x)} ⊆ vul(x), that is, z
attacks x, contradiction to {x, z} ⊆ gr(F). In case cl(z) = cl(x), we have cl(x) ∈ gri(F ),
and z attacks the same arguments as x by well-formedness, hence grcl(F) = gri(F ).

The grounded kernel is defined analogously to the complete kernel by replacing X with
the set of all strongly gr-unacceptable arguments in A.

Definition 8.4.30. For a cvAF F = (A, R), let X denote the set of all strongly gr-
unacceptable arguments in A and let

(A , R ) = fe(F \ X, {(vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) | x ∈ X}).

We define the grounded kernel Fgk = (Agk, Rgk) with

Agk = A \ {x ∈ A | x is strongly defeated or redundant},

and Rgk = R ∩ (Agk × Agk).

Proposition 8.4.31. F ≡gr
s Fck for every cvAF F.

Proof. By Proposition 8.4.29, we can modify all strongly gr-unacceptable arguments of
F without changing semantics. Next, we iteratively remove all redundant and strong
unacceptable arguments (cf. Proposition 8.4.5 and 8.4.6).

Corollary 8.4.32. gri(F) = gri(Fck) for every cvAF F.
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Lemma 8.4.33. For a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly gr-unacceptable argument x ∈ A.
Let x = (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) and let F = fe(F \ {x}, x ) = (A , R ). Then, for all
y = x ∈ A, y is strongly gr-unacceptable in F iff y is strongly gr-unacceptable in F .

Proof. Let y ∈ A be strongly gr-unacceptable in F. Then there is z ∈ A with vul(z) \
{cl(y)} ⊆ vul(y) and (z, y) ∈ R in F. In case z = x we are done (then z ∈ A ). In
case z = x, we have cl(x) ∈ vul(y). Replacing x in F with x , we obtain vul(x ) =
vul(x)∪{cl(x)}, thus vul(x )\{cl(y)} ⊆ vul(y) and (x , y) ∈ R showing that y is strongly
(gr-)unacceptable in F . In case y ∈ A is strongly gr-unacceptable in F , there is a
witness z ∈ A in F. Using A ⊂ A we obtain that y is strongly gr-unacceptable in F.

Analogously to Proposition 8.4.17, we obtain the following result.

Proposition 8.4.34. The grounded kernel Fgk of a cvAF F does neither contain redun-
dant, non-self-attacking strongly gr-unacceptable nor strongly defeated arguments.

Lemma 8.4.35. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡gr
s G implies cl(AFgk) = cl(AGgk).

Proof. Let x ∈ AFgk with cl(x) = c. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is no
argument y ∈ AGgk with cl(y) = c. Since we may assume grcl(Fgk) = grcl(Ggk), x does
not occur in the grounded extension of Fgk. Consequently, x receives incoming attacks.

Case 1 Suppose x is no self-attacker. Consider the set Z = {z ∈ AFgk | (z, x) ∈ RF} of
arguments attacking x. Since x is no self-attacker, by definition of the kernel we have
vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}) = ∅ for each z ∈ Z. Thus by letting

VZ = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(z) \ (vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}), z ∈ Z},

we defeat these attackers without introducing claim c. Thus c appears in the grounded
extension of fe(Fgk, VZ) but not in fe(Ggk, VZ).

Case 2 Now suppose each argument with claim c is a self-attacker and fix such x. Since
x occurs in the kernel Fgk, each attacker of x must itself possess attacking arguments.

First, we get rid of arguments with the same claim c. Let Y = {y ∈ AFgk | cl(y) = c, y = x}
denote the set of arguments with claim c. We consider arguments which defeat them;
this time we can get rid of all of them via

VY = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y, e = c}
= {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y}.

By introducing a self-attacker to each claim except c we ensure that all arguments except
the unattacked ones are attacked and hence undecided in the unique grounded extension;
in particular, x is. Thus consider V = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ cl(Fgk), e = c}. With the usual
technique—introducing a fresh argument attacked by c—we separate the cvAFs.

Theorem 8.4.36. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡gr
s G iff Fgk = Ggk.
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Proof. First assume Fgk = Ggk holds. By Proposition 8.4.12, it holds that Fgk ≡gr
s F and

Ggk ≡gr
s G. Thus we obtain F ≡gr

s G by transitivity.

For the other direction, assume F ≡gr
s G. By Lemma 8.4.35, it holds that Fgk and Ggk

contain the same claims. To show that for all arguments x in Fgk there is some argument
y in Ggk such that cl(x) = cl(y) = c and vul(y) = vul(x), we proceed analogous to the
proof of Theorem 8.4.19. Hence we obtain Fgk = Ggk.

8.4.4 Stable Kernel for cvAFs
Finally, we consider stable semantics. We start with the crucial observation that the
particular conclusion of self-attacking arguments is not of importance.

Example 8.4.37. Consider the following two cvAFs F and G:

F : a, p | q
x1

p, q, s | q
x2

G : a, p | q
x1

p, q, s | s
x2

The only difference between F and G is the claim of the self-attacker x2. Both F and G
have the same unique stable extension {q}. As we will see, this is not a coincidence: for
stable semantics, self-attacking arguments are indistinguishable w.r.t. their claims.

Proposition 8.4.38. Given a cvAF F = (A, R) and a self-attacking argument x ∈ A.
For any s ∈ vul(x), it holds that stbi(F) = stbi(fe(F, {(vul(x), s)})).

Proof. Let F = fe(F, {(vul(x), s)}) and let y = (vul(x), s). Then x, y /∈ E for all stable
extensions E in F and F . The statement thus follows by observing that y is attacked by
a stable extension E ∈ stb(F ) iff E attacks x in F iff E attacks x in F.

Hence we can add all such self-attackers without changing stable semantics.

Example 8.4.39. By adding all self-attackers (vul(x2), s) with s ∈ vul(x2) to our cvAFs
F and G from Example 8.4.37 we obtain the following identical frameworks:

F : a, p | q
x1

p, q, s | q
x2

p, q, s | s
x3

p, q, s | p
x4

G : a, p | q
x1

p, q, s | s
x2

p, q, s | q
x3

p, q, s | p
x4
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As shown in Proposition 8.4.7, strongly unacceptable arguments can be removed under
stable semantics. However, as we observe in the above example, all of the arguments
x2, x3, x4 are strongly unacceptable w.r.t. to each other. Hence we just remove strictly
strongly unacceptable arguments to guarantee that our kernel is well-defined.

Definition 8.4.40. For a cvAF F = (A, R), x ∈ A is strictly strongly unacceptable if
there is y ∈ A with (y, x) ∈ R and vul(y) vul(x).

To ensure that we catch all redundancies we need to take care of another issue.

Example 8.4.41. Consider the following cvAF F:

F : p, q, s | b
x1

p, q, s | s
x2

The argument x1 is not strictly strongly unacceptable w.r.t. x2 hence it might be un-
safe to remove it as observed above. However, if we apply the usual modification for
strongly unacceptable arguments—adding the claim to the set of vulnerabilities—we obtain
vul(x2) vul(x1), i.e., x1 is now strictly strongly unacceptable w.r.t. x2.

To catch all redundancies we first have to add all ‘missing’ self-attackers including
the modifications of strongly unacceptable arguments before we can delete all redun-
dant, strongly defeated, and strictly strongly unacceptable arguments. Putting these
observations together, we construct the stable kernel by performing the following steps:

1. we modify all strongly unacceptable arguments x by adding cl(x) as vulnerability;

2. for each self-attacking argument x we add arguments (vul(x), c) for all c ∈ vul(x);

3. we delete all redundant, strongly defeated, and strictly strongly unacceptable
arguments.

Definition 8.4.42. For a cvAF F = (A, R), let X denote the set of all strongly unac-
ceptable arguments in A and let

F = (A , R ) = fe(F \ X, {(vul(x) ∪ {cl(x)}, cl(x)) | x ∈ X}).

Now, let Y denote the set of all self-attacking arguments in A and let

F = (A , R ) = fe(F , {(vul(x), s) | x ∈ Y, s ∈ vul(x)}).

We define the stable kernel Fsk = (Ask, Rsk) with

Ask = A \ {x ∈ A | x is strongly defeated, redundant,
or strictly strongly unacceptable},

Rsk = R ∩ (Ask × Ask).
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By iterative application of Proposition 8.4.38, 8.4.5, 8.4.7, and 8.4.6 we obtain

Proposition 8.4.43. F ≡gr
s Fsk for every cvAF F.

We show that the deletion of strongly unacceptable, redundant, or strongly defeated
arguments does not change strong unacceptability, redundancy, or strong defeat of other
arguments. Hence such arguments can be iteratively removed.

Lemma 8.4.44. For a cvAF F = (A, R) and a strongly unacceptable/redundant/strongly
defeated argument y ∈ F, y = x ∈ A is strongly unacceptable, redundant, or strongly
defeated in F iff x is strongly unacceptable, redundant, or strongly defeated in F \ {y}.

Proof. We first observe that if x is strongly unacceptable/redundant/strongly defeated
in F \ {y} then there is a witness z in F \ {y}. As mentioned in Remark 8.4.14, the
claim-attacks are not affected by removing certain arguments. We thus obtain that z
witnesses that x is strongly unacceptable/redundant/strongly defeated in F. Also, in case
x is strongly defeated, it is clear that x is contained in F \ {y} since y is not unattacked
and thus cannot serve as witness for x being strongly defeated.

• Let y be strongly unacceptable. First, let x be strongly unacceptable in F. In case
y witnesses strong unacceptability of x in F, there is z with vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and
cl(z) ∈ vul(y). Then z witnesses unacceptability of x in F since vul(z) ⊆ vul(x)
and cl(z) ∈ vul(x). W.l.o.g. let z be minimal in the sense that there is no u ∈ A
with vul(u) ⊂ vul(y) and cl(u) ∈ vul(y). Then z is not strongly unacceptable in F
(otherwise, we find such an u, contradiction to the minimality assumption), and
thus z witnesses unacceptability of x in F \ {y}.
In case x is redundant in F w.r.t. y, there is z with vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and cl(z) ∈
vul(y). Thus vul(z) ⊆ vul(x) and cl(x) ∈ vul(y) shows that x is strongly unaccept-
able in F. We obtain x is strongly unacceptable in F \ {y}.

• Let y be strongly defeated. In case x is redundant w.r.t. y in F, there is some
z ∈ A with (z, y) ∈ R. Thus we obtain that also x is strongly defeated (using
vul(y) ⊆ vul(x), i.e., (z, x) ∈ R). In case x is strongly unacceptable w.r.t. y in F,
also x is strongly defeated (using vul(y) ⊆ vul(x)).

• Let y be redundant. First, let x be redundant w.r.t. y. Then there is vul(z) ⊆ vul(y)
and cl(z) = cl(y), thus witnessing redundancy of x. In case x is unacceptable w.r.t.
y in F. There is z ∈ A satisfying vul(z) ⊆ vul(y) and cl(z) = cl(y), and thus z
witnesses unacceptability of x in F \ {y}.

Proposition 8.4.45. For a cvAF F, the stable kernel Fsk does neither contain redundant,
strictly strongly unacceptable, nor strongly defeated arguments.

We show that the stable kernels of two strongly equivalent cvAFs contain the same claims.
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Lemma 8.4.46. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡stb
s G implies cl(AFsk) = cl(AGsk).

Proof. Let x ∈ AFsk with cl(x) = c. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is no
argument y ∈ AGsk with cl(y) = c. Since we may assume stbi(Fsk) = stbi(Gsk) in this
case we deduce that x does not occur in any stable extension of Fsk. Hence it does not
occur in any admissible extension. Consequently, x receives incoming attacks.

Case 1 Suppose x is no self-attacker. We have to deal with three kinds of arguments:

• same claim as c (we block these arguments),

• attacking x (we block these arguments, whenever x cannot do this on its own),

• odd cycles (we disrupt all of them).

Then c appears in a stable extension of F but not in G, because we will never add claim c.

Consider the set Y = {y ∈ AFsk | cl(y) = c, y = x} of arguments with claim c. By
assumption, none of these arguments attacks x. We consider arguments which defeat
them unless this would require either defeating x as well or adding claim c. We let

VY = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y, e = c}.

The remaining arguments y ∈ Y which are not attacked by VY must satisfy vul(y) \
vul(x) = {c} and are therefore attacked by x (self-attackers).

Now consider the set Z = {z ∈ AFsk | (z, x) ∈ RF, (x, z) /∈ RF} of arguments attacking x
without receiving a counter-attack. For z ∈ Z it holds that cl(z) ∈ vul(x) and therefore,
by our definition of the stable kernel, it cannot be the case that vul(z) ⊆ vul(x). Moreover,
c /∈ vul(z) since that would imply a counterattack from x. Therefore with

VZ = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(z) \ vul(x), z ∈ Z}
we get rid of them and we have now already ensured that {x} becomes admissible.

Now consider the set S = {s ∈ AF | (s, s) ∈ RF} of self-attacking arguments. By
definition of the stable kernel, we have vul(s) vul(x) for all s ∈ S. Therefore with
VS = {ve | e ∈ vul(s) \ vul(x), s ∈ S} we get rid of them without attacking x.

Now consider any odd cycle O = {o1, . . . , on} occurring in Fsk. Our goal is to argue that
vul(oi) ⊆ vul(x) is impossible; i.e., we can disrupt the odd cycle without attacking x.

Assume the contrary, i.e., suppose vul(oi) ⊆ vul(x). Then cl(oi) ∈ vul(x) for each i.
Since vul(oi) ⊆ vul(x) this implies that x is unacceptable contradicting the construction
of the stable kernel Fsk. Thus, by adding appropriate arguments we can disrupt the odd
cycles and therefore, the admissible set {x} can be extended to a stable extension.

Case 2 Now suppose each argument with claim c is a self-attacker and fix such x. Again,
we have to deal with three kinds of arguments:
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• same claim as c (block these arguments),

• attacking x (we block all of these arguments),

• odd cycles (we disrupt all of them).

Then F has no stable extension, but one after we add claim c, where in G adding c does
not change anything.

Consider the set Y = {y ∈ AFpk | cl(y) = c, y = x} of arguments with claim c. We
consider arguments which defeat them; this time we can get rid of all of them via

VY = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y, e = c}
= {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(y) \ vul(x), y ∈ Y}.

Now consider the set Z = {z ∈ AFsk | (z, x) ∈ RFsk} \ Y of arguments attacking x and not
having claim c. For z ∈ Z it holds that cl(z) ∈ vul(x) and therefore, by our definition of
the stable kernel, it cannot be the case that vul(z) ⊆ vul(x). Moreover, c ∈ xcl− implies
c /∈ vul(z) \ vul(x). Therefore with VZ = {ve = (∅, e) | e ∈ vul(z) \ vul(x), z ∈ Z} we get
rid of them without introducing claim c. Moreover, we deal with the set of self-attackers
S = {s ∈ AF | (s, s) ∈ RF} as before via VS = {ve | e ∈ vul(s) \ vul(x), s ∈ S}.

Now consider any odd cycle O = {o1, . . . , on} occurring in Fsk. Towards a contradiction,
suppose vul(oi) ⊆ vul(x). Then cl(oi) ∈ vul(x) for each i. Since vul(oi) ⊆ vul(x)
this would, however, imply that x is unacceptable contradicting the construction of the
stable kernel Fsk. Thus, by adding appropriate arguments we ensure that F has no stable
extension, but with the self-attacker x being the only odd cycle.

Therefore, fe(Fsk, X) has no stable extension, but adding an isolated argument with
claim c resolves this; meanwhile, adding this argument to fe(Gsk, X) does not influence
whether or not there is a stable extension.

We are ready to present our characterization result for cvAF strong equivalence with
respect to stable semantics (the proof proceeds analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.4.19).

Theorem 8.4.47. For two cvAFs F and G, F ≡stb
s G iff Fsk = Gsk.

Our results yield criteria to check strong equivalence for any two cvAFs without testing
each possible expansion or searching for counter-examples. Consider, for instance, our
cvAFs F and G from Example 8.4.37. Since their stable kernels are syntactically equivalent
(cf. Example 8.4.41), we conclude F ≡stb

s G by Theorem 8.4.47.

8.4.5 Consequences for Assumption-based Argumentation
By transferring the above results in the context of ABA we obtain that deciding strong
equivalence for flat, atomic ABA frameworks with separated contraries is tractable.
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Theorem 8.4.48. For two atomic, flat ABA frameworks D = (L, R, A, ) and D =
(L, R , A , ) with separated contraries, deciding D ≡σ

s D is tractable.

Proof. We construct the cvAFs FD and FD corresponding to D and D .

Let us first consider the instantiated arguments corresponding to assumptions, i.e.,
XD = {({a}, a) | a ∈ A} in FD resp. XD = {({a}, a) | a ∈ A } in FD . We make the
following observation: For each assumption-argument x ∈ XD ∪ XD , it holds that x is
either i) strongly defeated or ii) strongly unacceptable, or iii) remains unchanged in the
kernel of the corresponding cvAF. Let us discuss all other cases.

• In case x is strictly strongly unacceptable, it is strongly defeated: vul(x) = {a} is
a singleton, it holds that x is attacked by some argument with no vulnerabilities.

• Strong gr-unacceptability is equivalent to strong unacceptability for ABA frame-
works which separate contraries; hence it suffices to discuss the latter.

• It cannot be redundant because cl(x) does appear as conclusion of some other
argument (we consider flat ABA frameworks).

• It cannot be strongly pr-unacceptable because cl(x) cannot appear as vulnerability
of any argument since we assume that D and D separate contraries.

So let us consider the cases i), ii), and iii) mentioned above.

i) Suppose x ∈ XD ∪ XD is strongly defeated. By our previous results, we can
remove the assumption from the corresponding ABA framework without changing
the semantics (even considering arbitrary expansions). Hence, we can w.l.o.g.
assume that no assumption is strongly defeated in D or D .

ii) Let XD
su and XD

su denote the set of assumption-arguments that are strongly un-
acceptable in FD and FD , respectively. We show that XD

su = XD
su implies that

D ≡σ
s D . By symmetry, it suffices to consider some x ∈ XD

su \ XD
su

First note that if x = ({a}, a) ∈ XD
su is strongly unacceptable, there must be

some argument y occurring in FD which attacks x (i.e., cl(y) = a) and satisfies
vul(y) ⊆ vul(x) (i.e., vul(y) = ∅ or vul(y) = {a}), where the case vul(y) = ∅ is
excluded since x is not strongly defeated. Thus, y is of the form y = ({a}, a).
Since D is atomic, the only way to induce such an argument y is by a ← a. If this
rule occurs in D as well, then a ∈ A since D is atomic; thus x ∈ XD

su contradicting
our assumption. So a ← a. does not occur in D , and we proceed as follows:

(a) Suppose a ∈ ThD (∅) (i.e., a must be a fact since D is atomic). Then a is a
fact in D , but by assumption not in D. Then consider

RH = {a ← . | a ∈ (A ∪ A ) \ {a}}
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and let H = {L, RH , A ∪ A , }. Hence D and D are not strongly equivalent
(a is accepted in D ∪ H, but not in D ∪ H).

(b) Suppose a /∈ ThD (∅); and assume for the moment a ∈ A . Since the rule
a ← a. does not occur in D , our reasoning from above shows that a is neither
strongly unacceptable nor strongly defeated in D (and the other cases cannot
occur). Therefore, our enforcement results show that a can be enforced in
D , but not in D (yielding a suitable counter-example for strong equivalence).
Finally, if a /∈ A , then first add H = ({a}, ∅, {a}, {a → a}) and apply the
same argument afterwards.

Hence XD
su = XD

su implies that D ≡σ
s D , i.e., we can assume XD

su = XD
su .

iii) Let XD
n and XD

n denote the set of assumption-arguments that remain unchanged
in the kernel of FD and FD , respectively. By our enforceability results we can
enforce each of them, hence we immediately obtain that XD

n = XD
n implies that

D ≡σ
s D .

To summarize, we may w.l.o.g. assume A = A , otherwise we can handle the ABA
frameworks with the above arguments. Now we are ready to apply our cvAF results.
Given A = A , the following holds.

(Fp
D)k(σ) = (Fp

D )k(σ) ⇔ Fp
D ≡σ

s Fp
D (8.1)

⇔ for each set of inst. args X : σi(fe(Fp
D, X)) = σi(fe(Fp

D , X))
(8.2)

⇔ for each ABA H : σi(Fp
D∪H) = σi(Fp

D ∪H) (8.3)
⇔ for each ABA H : σi(FD∪H) = σi(FD ∪H) (8.4)
⇔ for each ABA H : σTh(D ∪ H) = σTh(D ∪ H) (8.5)
⇔ D ≡σ

s D (8.6)

Equivalence (8.1) follows from Theorems 8.4.19, 8.4.36, 8.4.28, and 8.4.47 for the respective
semantics. Equivalence (8.2) is by definition of strong equivalence for cvAFs.

(8.3) The crucial observation is that each rule r with assumptions that appear in the
frameworks at hand corresponds to an instantiated argument and vice versa.
(⇒) Given ABA H = (L, R , A , ), we let X = {(A, p) | p ← A ∈ R , A ⊆ A∪A }.
By Lemma 8.2.12, it holds that Fp

D∪{r} = fe(Fp
D, {(A, p)}) for each rule r = p ← A

with A ⊆ A ∪ A . We obtain Fp
D∪H = fe(Fp

D, X) and Fp
D ∪H = fe(Fp

D , X). Since
σi(fe(Fp

D, X)) = σi(fe(Fp
D , X)) we thus obtain σi(Fp

D∪H) = σi(Fp
D ∪H).

(⇐) Given a set of arguments X, we consider an expansion H = (L, R , A , )
such that all arguments in X are instantiated. For this, we need to ensure that
D ∪ H contains all necessary assumptions, that is, we let A = (A,p)∈X A. Now,
we add a rule for each argument in X, i.e., we let R = {p ← A | (A, p) ∈ X}. By
Lemma 8.2.12, we obtain Fp

D∪H = fe(Fp
D, X). Thus the statement follows.
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(8.4) (⇒) Consider a ABA H. Let H = H ∪ HA where HA is the ABA framework
consisting of the assumptions (and their contraries), i.e., HA = (A ∪ A, ∅, A, ).
By our assumption it holds that σi(Fp

D∪H ) = σi(Fp
D ∪H ). Hence we can add the

assumptions to the instantiation: it holds that

σi(Fp
D∪H∪HA) = σi(FD∪H) = σi(FD ∪H) = σi(Fp

D ∪H∪HA).

(⇐) By Proposition 3.3.25, we can remove the assumptions from the extensions.

Equivalence (8.5) is by Proposition 3.3.20; finally, equivalence (8.6) is by definition of
strong equivalence for ABA. Thus, to decide strong equivalence between D and D , it
suffices to check

(i) A \ {a ∈ A | a ←∈ R} = A \ {a ∈ A | a ←∈ R }; if this is not the case, we have
D ≡σ

s D ; otherwise, we check

(ii) syntactical equivalence of the σ-kernels of Fp
D and Fp

D .

As in the case of enforcement, we want to emphasize that moving from flat ABA to
flat atomic ABA does not change the complexity class of this problem. However, if
we additionally require that the frameworks have separated assumptions we obtain the
desired tractable fragment.

8.5 Tractability Results for Logic Programs
We consider normal logic programs (LPs); for an overview we refer to Section 3.2. Given
an LP P , the corresponding instantiated cvAF is denoted by FP . We proceed as for ABA
frameworks by applying the cvAF results. We give an LP version of Lemma 8.2.12.

Lemma 8.5.1. Given an atomic LP P .

• For each atomic rule r = c ← not B, we have FP ∪{r} = fe(FP , x) with x = (B, c).

• For each argument x = (B, c), it holds that FP ∪{r} = fe(FP , x) with r = c ← not B.

This suffices in order to efficiently investigate our two problems we considered before.
The relation is even much closer since we do not need to handle additional assumptions.
In accordance with our general definitions of enforcement and strong equivalence in
non-monotonic reasoning formalisms, we define the LP enforcement problem as follows.

Definition 8.5.2. Let P be an LP and σ a semantics. An atom p is σ-enforceable if
there is a set R of rules s.t. head(r) = p for all r ∈ R and p is credulously accepted in
P ∪ R w.r.t. semantics σ.
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8.5. Tractability Results for Logic Programs

Proposition 8.5.3. Consider a semantics σ. Deciding atom-enforceability w.r.t. σ for
the class of normal LPs is NP-hard.

Proof. Let ϕ be a boolean formula given by clauses C over variables in X. The corre-
sponding logic program P contains the following rules:

• the atomic rule ‘pϕ ← not C’;

• rules ‘pc ← {l | ¬l ∈ c},not {l ∈ X | l ∈ c}’ for each clause c ∈ C.

Intuitively, a clause-atom c is contained in a stable model M iff c is false in M . Hence we
can accept ϕ iff c /∈ M for all c ∈ C. We show ϕ is satisfiable iff pϕ is enforceable in P .
Since each stable model is well-founded in P it suffices to focus on stable semantics.

First assume ϕ is satisfiable. Assume M is a model of ϕ. We add each x ∈ M as fact.
We show that Q = M ∪ {pϕ} is a stable model of P ∪ M . Consider c ∈ C. If c ∩ M = ∅
then the rule r with head(r) = pc contains not x for some x ∈ c ∩ M . Hence the rule r
is satisfied by Q. Likewise, if c ∩ M = ∅ we have some x ∈ X with x /∈ M and ¬x ∈ c.
Hence the rule r with head(r) = pc satisfies x ∈ body(r). Hence Q satisfies r.

Now assume pϕ is enforceable. Let R denote the set of rules which enforce pϕ, and let
M denote the model of R ∪ P which contains pϕ. Then M does not contain any c ∈ C
(otherwise, pϕ would not be acceptable). Now, we show that N = M ∩ X is a model of
ϕ. Again, for each rule r ∈ P corresponding to a clause in c ∈ C, there is either some
x ∈ N with not x ∈ body(r)—in this case, x ∈ c hence c is satisfied; or there is some
x ∈ X \ N with x ∈ body(r)—then ¬x ∈ c and thus c is satisfied.

Thus the enforcement problem is intractable for LPs in general. From our cvAF results
we obtain tractability for atomic LPs.

Theorem 8.5.4. For atomic LPs, deciding whether some atom is enforceable is tractable.

Proof. By Corollary 8.3.13, we have for any atom a: a is enforceable in P iff a is
credulously accepted in P ∪ H for some H iff a is credulously accepted in fe(FP , X) for
some X iff a is enforceable in FP ; the latter is tractable.

Let us next discuss strong equivalence for atomic LPs. In general, we define strong
equivalence for LP relative to a LP-fragment C as follows.

Definition 8.5.5. Two LPs P, P ∈ C are strongly equivalent w.r.t. a semantics σ in the
fragment C, for short P ≡σ

s P , if for each LP R ∈ C, it holds that σ(P ∪ R) = σ(P ∪ R).

Without the requirement of P, P , and R being atomic, intractability of strong equivalence
is well-known [146, 133]. With our results, we obtain a tractable fragment here as well.
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Theorem 8.5.6. Deciding strong equivalence in the class of atomic LPs is tractable.

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 8.4.19, 8.4.36, 8.4.28, and 8.4.47: for two LPs P and P
it holds that P is atomic strongly equivalent to P iff σ(P ∪R) = σ(P ∪R) for each atomic
set of rules R iff σ(fe(FP , H)) = σ(fe(FP , H)) for H = {(B, c) | c ← not B ∈ R}
for each R iff σ(fe(FP , X)) = σ(fe(FP , X)) for each set X of instantiated arguments iff
F

k(σ)
P = cvF

k(σ)
P ; the latter is tractable.

For stable model semantics, we obtain an even more general result: strong equivalence
between two atomic LPs is tractable even if we consider expansions with rules that are
non-atomic. For this, we will first show that each atomic LP P is strongly equivalent to
the program obtained by re-translating the stable kernel Fsk

P w.r.t. stable semantics.

Proposition 8.5.7. Let P be an atomic LP and let P sk denote the LP PFsk
P

. It holds
that P and P sk are strongly equivalent w.r.t. stable semantics in the class of normal LPs.

Proof. In the following, we use the terms instantiated arguments and atomic rules
interchangeably. For simplicity, we will talk about redundant, strongly unacceptable,
and strongly defeated rules instead of formally switching between the formalisms. By
Lemma 8.5.1, these concepts are indeed transferable to the realm of atomic LPs.

Consider a set of rules H. We show that M is a stable model of P = P ∪ H iff M is a
stable model of P = P sk ∪ H. The underlying observation is that the reduct of P /M
coincides with P /M in case M is a model of P or P .

(⇒) First assume M is a stable model of P . We show that P /M = P /M . For each rule
in the reduct obtained from r ∈ H, the statement holds true. Moreover notice that all
other rules not originating from rules in H are facts. Assume a. ∈ P /M but a. /∈ P /M .
Let r ∈ P denote some rule with head(r) = a which has survived the reduct modifications.
That is, each negated literal in the body of r is false, i.e., neg(r) ⊆ L(P ∪ H) \ M .

Now, since a. /∈ P /M we have either (1) r is deleted when building the kernel of P or
(2) r is strongly unacceptable in P and thus the modified rule r = a ← neg(r) ∪ {not a}
is deleted when building the reduct of P sk ∪ H.

Let us first deal with case 2: let t ∈ P be a rule witnessing unacceptability of r in P .
That is, neg(t) ⊆ neg(r) and head(t) ∈ neg(r). Hence each atom b ∈ neg(t) is false (not
contained in M) and thus not b is removed from the body of t when forming the reduct.
We obtain that the rule head(t). is contained in P . Since M is a model of P , it holds
that head(t) ∈ M (by (a) in Definition 3.2.3). Consequently, M ∩ neg(r) = ∅, i.e., r is
removed when constructing the reduct, contradiction to our above assumption.

In case 1, rule r is deleted when constructing the kernel P sk. That is r is either strongly
defeated, strictly strongly unacceptable, or redundant in P . In the former case, there
is some fact b. ∈ P such that b ∈ neg(r). Hence b ∈ M and we obtain that r is deleted
when constructing the reduct P . In case r is strictly strongly unacceptable, we proceed
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as in case 2. In case r is redundant, consider a rule s ∈ P with neg(s) ⊂ neg(r) and
head(r) = head(s). W.l.o.g., let s be minimal in that aspect (i.e., there is no rule s with
neg(s ) ⊂ neg(r) and head(r) = head(s ) and neg(s ) ⊂ neg(s)). If s is contained in P sk,
then we have neg(s) ⊆ L(P ∪ H) \ M and head(s) = a, hence we have found a witness
showing that the fact a. is contained in P as well. In case s is not contained in P sk, it
holds that s is either strictly strongly unacceptable (we proceed as in case 2) or strongly
defeated (we proceed as above). Hence we obtain that P /M ⊆ P /M .

For the other direction, assume a. ∈ P /M but a. /∈ P /M . Let r ∈ P denote some
rule with head(r) = a which has survived the reduct modifications in P /M . That is,
each negated literal in the body of r is false, i.e., neg(r) ⊆ L(P ∪ H) \ M . Now, since
a. /∈ P /M we have either (1) r is not contained in P but r = a ← neg(r) \ {not a}
is unacceptable in P or (2) r is a self-attacker which has been added when building
the kernel of P . In any other cases, r would be contained in P as well. In both cases,
not a ∈ body(r) implies M ∩ neg(r) = ∅; contradiction to r witnessing a. ∈ P /M .

We obtain P /M = P /M for each stable model M of P which implies that M is a
stable model of P as well.

(⇐) For the other direction, consider a stable model M of P . We show that We show
that P /M = P /M . For each rule in the reduct obtained from some rule r ∈ H, the
statement holds true. Moreover notice that all other rules not originating from rules in
H are facts. In case a. ∈ P /M but a. /∈ P /M we proceed as above (notice that we did
not make use of the fact that M was a model of P and not of P ).

For the other direction, let us assume a. ∈ P /M but a. /∈ P /M . Let r ∈ P denote
some rule with head(r) = a which has survived the reduct modifications. That is, each
negated literal in the body of r is false, i.e., neg(r) ⊆ L(P ∪ H) \ M .

Again, we distinguish the cases (1) r is deleted when building the kernel of P or (2) r
is strongly unacceptable in P and thus the modified rule r = a ← neg(r) ∪ {not a} is
deleted when building the reduct of P sk ∪ H.

Case 2: let t ∈ P be a rule witnessing unacceptability of r in P which is minimal
in this aspect, i.e., {head(t)} ∪ neg(t) is ⊆-minimal among all such rules. Then it
holds that t = head(t) ← body(t) ∪ {not head(t)} is contained in P sk. Moreover,
neg(t ) ⊆ neg(r). Since M is a model of P we obtain that neg(t ) ∩ M = ∅ (otherwise,
it holds that head(t) ∈ M and head(t) /∈ M by definition of stable model semantics).
Hence neg(r) ∩ M = ∅, contradiction to our assumption neg(r) ⊆ L(P ∪ H) \ M .

Case 1: we perform only syntactical modifications, that is, we can proceed analogous to
case 1 for the other direction. This concludes the proof of the statement.

By our above results, we obtain that strong equivalence w.r.t. stable semantics coincides
in the class of atomic and normal LPs when we compare atomic LPs.

Theorem 8.5.8. P ≡stb
s Q in the class of atomic LPs iff P ≡stb

s Q in the class of normal
LPs for any two atomic LPs P and Q.
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Proof. In case P and Q are not strongly equivalent in the class of atomic LPs we obtain
that they are not strongly equivalent in the class of normal LPs as the former is a
special case. Now assume P and Q are strongly equivalent in the class of atomic LPs.
Then their stable kernels coincide (by Theorem 8.4.47). By Proposition 8.5.7, we obtain
P ≡stb

s P sk = Qsk ≡stb
s Q in the class of normal LPs.

Corollary 8.5.9. Deciding whether two atomic LPs P and Q are strongly equivalent
w.r.t. stable semantics in the class of normal LPs is tractable.

8.6 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated strong equivalence and claim enforcement in the context
of instantiations. Hereby, we focused on assumption-based argumentation. We showed
that in general, both tasks are intractable for ABA. Inspired by tractability of the
corresponding problems for CAFs, we proposed an adjusted instantiation procedure via
cvAFs to obtain a closer relation between the knowledge base and the corresponding
abstract representation. Our cvAFs consider not only claims but also vulnerabilities of
arguments. With this, we were able to capture the hidden weaknesses of arguments. We
showed that strong equivalence and enforcement is tractable for cvAFs. We provided
several novel redundancy notions for instantiated arguments that gave rise to kernel
characterizations for strong equivalence and criteria for claim enforcement. Exploiting
the close correspondence between atomic ABA frameworks and cvAFs, we demonstrated
how our cvAF tractability results yield tractable fragments of ABA for these problems.

Similar to other studies in the area of abstract argumentation, we characterize strong
equivalence via semantics-dependent kernels (cf. [142, 85], or Chapter 7). However, there
is an important difference: in contrast to strong equivalence characterizations in CAFs,
AFs, or other abstract representations of argumentation, our kernels are obtained by
manipulating and removing arguments. While for AFs and CAFs, two strongly equivalent
frameworks necessarily agree on their arguments and on their self-attacker, two cvAFs
can be strongly equivalent to each other although they do not even agree on the number
of arguments. This is a distinguishing feature of cvAFs.

Finally, we applied our techniques to LPs as well. We showed that the problem of
atom enforcement for LPs is intractable. Using our cvAF results, we obtained tractable
fragments for strong equivalence and enforcement. Here, we want to point out that our
redundancy notions for instantiated arguments may be of independent interest when
transferring them to rules in LPs (as done in Proposition 8.5.7, where we considered the
LP obtained from constructing the stable kernel of the corresponding cvAF). Indeed, as
demonstrated in the proof of Proposition 8.5.7, our redundancy notions for instantiated
arguments give rise to certain rules that can safely be removed without changing the
outcome under each possible expansion. Hence our results relate to the line of research
that deals with syntactic rule manipulations in LPs [105, 143].
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CHAPTER 9
Discussion

9.1 Results at a Glance
This thesis provides a thorough analysis of argumentation semantics in terms of claims.
We introduce a novel class of semantics (hybrid semantics). We study fundamental
properties of claim semantics in static and dynamical settings. Below, we give a brief
overview over the results presented in this thesis.

Claims are everywhere. In Chapter 3, we survey the role of claims in non-monotonic
reasoning formalisms and show that the conclusion-focused evaluation of argumentation
frameworks can make the connection to other non-monotonic reasoning formalisms even
stronger. Semantics-preserving relations are summarized in Figure 9.1.

well-formed CAFs
copy-free

normalized

SETAFs

in normal form
normal LPs

atomic

flat ABA frameworks

atomic LP ABA

Figure 9.1: Translations between CAFs, ABA frameworks, SETAFs, and LPs, preserving
inherited admissible, complete, preferred, grounded, and stable semantics as well as
hybrid semi-stable, stage, and naive semantics. Fragments which are (up to isomorphism)
in one-to-one correspondence are indicated in blue and teal, respectively.
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stbi

ad-stbh

cf -stbh

ssh

ssi

stgi

stgh

pri

prh

nai

nah

adi

coi
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cfi

(a) Relations between CAF semantics.

stbi = cf -stbh = ad-stbh

sshssi stgistgh

pri = prh

nai

nah

adi

coigri

cfi

(b) Relations for well-formed CAFs.

Figure 9.2: Relations between semantics for general CAFs (a) and well-formed CAFs (b).
An arrow from σ to τ indicates that σ(F) ⊆ τ(F) for each (well-formed) CAF F .

A hybrid approach. In particular in the abstract argumentation community, the eval-
uation of justified claims is often considered as byproduct of argument acceptance: claims
are extracted in the final step of the procedure after computing the argument-extensions.
The claims simply inherit the acceptance status of the corresponding arguments. As
we show, these variants yield often unsatisfactory results: they do not satisfy intuitive
properties and fail to cover corresponding evaluation methods of formalisms closely
related to argumentation. In Chapter 4, we propose semantics that incorporate claims in
the evaluation (hybrid semantics). Figure 9.2 presents the relations between inherited
(σi) and hybrid (σh) semantics for CAFs and for well-formed CAFs (cf. Theorem 4.2.2).

Principles. We consider in this work three different categories of principles: meta-
principles, basic principles, and set-theoretical principles, the latter being critical for our
expressiveness results. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 present selected principles from each category.

We considered the principles realizability, argument-name independence, unique realiz-
ability, language independence, and maximal realizability in Section 5.1.1. Apart from
the language independence principle, all considered principles are new. See Tables 5.1
and 5.2 for a complete overview.

In Section 5.1.2, we adapt the principles conflict-freeness, defense, admissibility, naivety,
reinstatement, and CF-reinstatement to CAF semantics. We obtain two different versions
of naivety. We furthermore consider the novel principle justified rejection. We refer to
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for a full overview.

In Section 5.1.3, we consider I-maximality, downward closure, tightness, conflict-sensitivity,
cautious closure, weak cautious closure, and unique completion, the latter three being
novel set-theoretical principles. See Tables 5.5 and 5.6 for a complete overview.
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Unique
Real.

Maximal
Real.

CF-
Reinst.

Just.
Reject.

Cautious
Closure

w-Cautious
Closure

Unique
Compl.

clc ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

adi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

gri ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

pri ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

prh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stbi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

cf -stbh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ad-stbh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

ssi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ssh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

nai ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

nah ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgi ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

stgh ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Table 9.1: Principles w.r.t. general CAFs (excerpt).

Unique
Real.

Maximal
Real.

CF-
Reinst.

Just.
Reject.

Cautious
Closure

w-Cautious
Closure

Unique
Compl.

clc ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

adi ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

gri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

coi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

pri ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

prh ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

stbi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

cf -stbh ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ad-stbh ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

ssh ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

nai ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

nah ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgi ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

stgh ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 9.2: Principles w.r.t. well-formed CAFs (excerpt).
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Expressiveness. We study the expressiveness of inherited and hybrid semantics in
terms of signatures. For a semantics ρ, the signature of ρ w.r.t. CAFs resp. well-formed
CAFs is defined as follows:

ΣCAF
ρ ={ρ(F) | F is a CAF}
Σwf

ρ ={ρ(F) | F is a well-formed CAF}

For general CAFs, our results are as follows (cf. Theorem 5.2.2):

ΣCAF
gri

= {S ⊆ 2C | |S| = 1}
ΣCAF

cfi = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is downwards closed}
ΣCAF

adi
= {S ⊆ 2C | ∅ ∈ S}

ΣCAF
coi

= {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S∈S S ∈ S}
ΣCAF

ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is I-maximal}, ρ ∈ {prh, nah}
ΣCAF

ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S = {∅} or ∅ /∈ S}, ρ ∈ {stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh}
ΣCAF

ρ = ΣCAF
stbc

\ {∅}, ρ ∈ {pri, nai, ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}

For well-formed CAFs, we obtain the following results (cf. Theorem 5.2.10):

ΣCAF
gri

= {S ⊆ 2C | |S| = 1}
Σwf

cfi = {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S is downwards-closed}
Σwf

adi
= {S ⊆ 2C | ∅ ∈ S, S is cautiously closed}

Σwf
coi

= {S ⊆ 2C | S = ∅, S∈S S ∈ S, S is weak-cautiously closed
and satisfies unique completion}

Σwf
ρ = {S ⊆ 2C | S is I-maximal}, ρ ∈ {stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh}

Σwf
ρ = Σwf

stbc
\ {∅}, ρ ∈ {pri, prh, nah, ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}

In general, we observe that claim semantics are more expressive than AF semantics, even
when we restrict ourselves to well-formed CAFs. In particular, for general CAFs, we
observe that the signatures admit very soft constraints.

Computational complexity of reasoning. We study skeptical and credulous accep-
tance, verification of a claim-set, the non-emptiness problem, coherence, and concurrence
for CAF semantics. Table 9.3 and Table 9.4 give an overview over the complexity results
presented in this work (cf. Chapter 6). We observe a rise in complexity compared to AF
semantics in particular for verification in the general case. For hybrid naive semantics,
skeptical acceptance is even harder to decide than for inherited naive semantics. Inter-
estingly, for verification, the complexity of h-naive semantics drops compared to i-naive
semantics. As our concurrence results show, it is in general quite hard to decide whether
two variants of a semantics coincide.
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ρ CredΔ
ρ SkeptCAF

ρ Skeptwf
ρ VerCAF

ρ Verwf
ρ NEΔ

ρ

ad-stbh NP-c coNP-c coNP-c NP-c in P NP-c
cf -stbh NP-c coNP-c coNP-c NP-c in P NP-c
nah in P ΠP

2 -c coNP-c DP-c in P in P
prh NP-c ΠP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c DP-c coNP-c NP-c

ssh ΣP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c ΣP

2 -c coNP-c NP-c
stgh ΣP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c ΣP
2 -c coNP-c in P

Table 9.3: Complexity of hybrid semantics for CAFs, Δ ∈ {CAF , wf }. Results that
deviate from AF semantics are bold-face; results that deviate from those w.r.t. inherited
semantics are underlined.

ConΔ
σ pr na τ -stb ss stg

Δ = CAF ΠP
2 -c coNP-c ΠP

2 -c ΠP
3 -c ΠP

3 -c
Δ = wf trivial coNP-c trivial ΠP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c

ConΔ
stbh

CohΔ
τ

Δ = CAF ΠP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c
Δ = wf trivial ΠP

2 -c

Table 9.4: Complexity of deciding ConCAF
σ , Conwf

σ (left) and ConΔ
stbh

, CohΔ
τ (right).

Ordinary, strong, and renaming equivalence. We study ordinary, strong, and
renaming strong equivalence for CAFs in Chapter 7. For ordinary equivalence, we show
that, apart from the few dependencies presented in Propositions 7.1.3, 7.1.5 and 7.1.6,
equivalence between the different semantics is largely independent. For strong equivalence,
we obtain characterizations in terms of kernels, i.e., semantics-dependent sub-frameworks.
For any two compatible CAFs F and G,

F ≡ρ
s G iff Fcsk = Gcsk for σ ∈ {cf -stbh, stgh} (Theorem 7.2.15)

F ≡ρ
s G iff Fsk = Gsk for σ ∈ {stbi, stgi} (Theorem 7.2.16)

F ≡ρ
s G iff Fak = Gak for σ ∈ {adi, pri, prh, ssi, ssh, ad-stbh}

(Theorems 7.2.16, 7.2.23 and 7.2.24)
F ≡coi

s G iff Fck = Gck (Theorem 7.2.16)
F ≡gri

s G iff Fgk = Ggk (Theorem 7.2.16)
F ≡ρ

s G iff Fnk = Gnk for σ ∈ {cfi, nai, nah} (Theorems 7.2.16 and 7.2.24)

For well-formed CAFs, we have Fcsk = Gcsk iff Fsk = Gsk (cf. Proposition 7.2.26).
Moreover, renaming strong equivalence is characterized by kernel isomorphism:

F ≡ρ
s G iff Fk(ρ) and Gk(ρ) for are isomporphic (cf. Theorem 7.3.9).

Here, Fk(ρ) denotes the kernel which characterizes strong equivalence w.r.t. semantics ρ.

Our computational complexity results regarding all considered equivalence notions for
CAFs are summarized in Table 9.5.
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gri pri prh α β

Ver-OEρ in P ΠP
3 -c ΠP

2 -c ΠP
2 -c ΠP

3 -c
Ver-OEwf

ρ in P ΠP
2 -c ΠP

2 -c coNP-c ΠP
2 -c

Ver-SEρ tractable (in P) for all semantics
Ver-SERρ complexity of graph isomorphism
Ver-SERwf

ρ tractable (in P) for all semantics

Table 9.5: Complexity of deciding ordinary equivalence for CAFs (Ver-OEρ) and well-
formed CAFs (Ver-OEwf

ρ ), strong equivalence for CAFs (Ver-SEρ), and renaming
strong equivalence for CAFs (Ver-SERρ) and well-formed CAFs (Ver-SERwf

ρ ) where
α ∈ {cfi, adi, coi, nai, nah, stbi, cf -stbh, ad-stbh} and β ∈ {ssi, ssh, stgi, stgh}.

cvAFs - an instantiation for dynamics. In Chapter 8, we introduce a framework
that captures the dynamical behavior of instantiations whose attack relation is always well-
formed. We introduce cvAFs (claim and vulnerability augmented AFs) which generalize
CAFs by additionally having information about the vulnerabilities of the arguments. We
assume that cvAFs are always well-formed. We focus on complete, grounded, preferred,
and stable semantics. We study claim enforcement and strong equivalence for this
framework. Our strong equivalence results are as follows: For any two cvAFs F and G,

F ≡co
s G iff Fck = Gck (cf. Theorem 8.4.19)

F ≡gr
s G iff Fgk = Ggk (cf. Theorem 8.4.36)

F ≡pr
s G iff Fpk = Gpk (cf. Theorem 8.4.28)

F ≡stb
s G iff F sk = Gsk (cf. Theorem 8.4.47)

In contrast to the kernels for CAFs which are constructed by removing redundant attacks,
the kernels for cvAFs identify arguments that are redundant w.r.t. a specific semantics.
This is unique in the literature on strong equivalence in argumentation.

Our enforcement results are as follows (cf. Theorem 8.3.9, Proposition 8.3.12, and
Corollary 8.3.13): an argument is enforceable w.r.t. semantics σ ∈ {co, pr , stb} iff it is
not strongly unacceptable and it is gr-enforceable it is not strongly gr-unacceptable. An
argument is strongly unacceptable iff it is attacked by an argument having the same or
less vulnerabilities. Hence it is impossible to defend this argument without introducing
new attackers. Strong gr-unacceptability weakens strong unacceptability by ignoring the
argument’s claim in the set of vulnerabilities.

Results for ABA and LPs. We can use the translations presented in Chapter 3
to transfer results for CAFs to ABA and LP. We obtain (a) signature results for the
class of normal LPs and the class of flat ABA frameworks with separated contraries;
(b) complexity results for atomic LP ABA and atomic LPs (i.e., for the fragments in
one-to-one correspondence, cf. Figure 9.1); (c) concise representations of the instantiations
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(using our strong equivalence results for CAFs). Moreover, the principles and properties
from Chapter 5 can yield new insights as well.

In Chapter 8, we furthermore show that enforcing a conclusion (an assumption) and
deciding strong equivalence for flat, atomic ABA frameworks is intractable (cf. Theo-
rem 8.1.4 and 8.1.7). Likewise, we show that enforcement for LPs is intractable as well (cf.
Proposition 8.5.3). Using our cvAF results we obtain the following tractability results:

• deciding whether an argument or conclusion is enforceable for atomic flat ABAs
with separated contraries is tractable (cf. Theorem 8.3.15);

• deciding strong equivalence in the class of atomic, flat ABA frameworks with
separated contraries is tractable (cf. Theorem 8.4.48);

• deciding atom enforcement in the class of atomic LPs is tractable (cf. Theorem 8.5.4);

• deciding strong equivalence in the class of atomic LPs is tractable (cf. Theo-
rem 8.5.6);

• deciding whether two atomic LPs P and Q are strongly equivalent w.r.t. stable
semantics in the class of normal LPs is tractable (cf. Corollary 8.5.9).

9.2 Related Work
9.2.1 Generalized Instantiations
Both CAFs and cvAFs constitute a generalization of Dung’s abstract frameworks. In
the last decades, several generalizations of AFs have been proposed [49]. We have
already mentioned AFs with collective attacks (SETAFs) [141] and Abstract Dialectical
Frameworks [50] due to their connection to CAFs (cf. Chapter 3). Other generalizations
allow for uncertain attacks and arguments [30, 31], recursive attacks [14], the incorporation
of preferences [125] or values [34], or consider a support relation at the abstract level [64,
63]. All of the aforementioned formalisms capture generalized scenarios and extend the
modeling capacities of AFs. CAFs and cvAFs, on the other hand, establish a closer
connection to the underlying knowledge base by keeping more information about the
structure of the arguments on the abstract level. In contrast to structured formalisms, we
do not equip our frameworks with argument construction capabilities. Although CAFs
and cvAFs incorporate elements from structured argumentation by taking the claim and
vulnerabilities into account, both models belong to the abstract argumentation family.

In particular in the context of structured argumentation, there are several abstract
representations which generalize AFs by keeping track of parts of the argument structure.
Several models in the literature on structured argumentation identify arguments with
pairs (X, ϕ) where X is the support and ϕ is the claim of the argument. We mention
argumentation-based models of defeasible logic programming [113], logic-based argu-
mentation [40] and their cores [8]. A similar representation of arguments appears in
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the context of ABA and dynamic argumentation frameworks in which arguments are
identified with pairs consisting of premises and claim [159, 165]. In contrast to these
representations, cvAFs consider the vulnerabilities of the arguments. Corsi and Fermüller
consider semi-abstract argumentation frameworks [67, 68] which assign each argument
a logical formula that represents the claim of the argument. Their model is closely
related to CAFs, however, in CAFs, no particular structure of the claim is assumed.
Using the additional structure of the claim, Corsi and Fermüller identify attack rules
and establish a logic of argumentation in their work. In [15], Baroni et al. consider an
argument-conclusion structure which consists of a language, a set of arguments, and a set
of claims (i.e., they disregard the attack relation). The argument-conclusion structure is
used to model claim-labellings. We discuss this in more detail in the next subsection.

9.2.2 Floating Conclusions
The difference between argument and claim acceptance has evoked several discussions
among researchers in the area of non-monotonic reasoning. Early discussions in that
matter focus on inheritance networks1 and can be traced back to the late eighties [121,
122, 166, 169]. In the center of these discussions are floating conclusions, as termed by
Makinson and Schlechta [136], which are claims that appear as conclusions of different
extensions. The skeptical evaluation of floating conclusion has evoked several debates
throughout the non-monotonic reasoning community. Generally speaking, an element
of a defeasible theory is skeptically accepted if it appears in each possible outcome. In
abstract argumentation, an argument is skeptically accepted if it is contained in each
extension. However, as Stein points out, “there are facts which are true in all credulous
extensions, but which have no justification in the intersection of those extensions.” [169]

Should these claims be skeptically accepted? In the scope of a debate on floating conclusions
between John F. Horty and Henry Prakken in the early two-thousands, the issue has also
gained attention in the argumentation community, shedding light on the heterogeneous
approaches to handle claim acceptance in argumentation. As discussed in [120], to identify
the set of skeptically accepted claims, one could either (1) compute the skeptically accepted
arguments and extract their claims; or (2) compute the extensions of the argumentation
system, extract the claims, and then compute the intersection of the claims to obtain
all skeptically acceptable statements of the system. Hence approach (2) accepts floating
conclusions while approach (1) does not. Approach (1), in the context of inheritance
networks also described as directly skeptical [122], is used in ASPIC+ and appears also in
Pollock’s “Defeasible reasoning.” [149, Section 3]. The approach led to several criticisms
in subsequent work, pointing out the intrinsic inability to handle floating conclusions.
In [136], Makinson and Schlechta propose an alternative way to compute skeptically
accepted conclusions by commuting the evaluation order which in turn corresponds to
approach (2). This more generous approach is questioned by Horty [120] by presenting

1Roughly speaking, an inheritance network is a graph with positive and negative inference links
between categories of descending specificity, formalizing positive and negative inheritance between
categories such as Animal, Bird, Penguin, Flying subject, etc. We refer to [174] for an overview.
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several examples in which the acceptance of floating conclusions is deemed unintuitive.
Prakken suggested in [150] that a more appropriate modeling of the controversial instances
could help to avoid the aforementioned issues.

In the present work, we adapt the more generous approach to claim acceptance and
accept floating conclusions. This treatment of floating conclusions can be witnessed in
several non-monotonic reasoning formalisms. Apart from the adaption in inheritance
networks, approach (2) furthermore appears in ABA and in Reiter’s default logic [160].
We show that this approach admits the same complexity for all apart of naive semantics
like the AF counterparts. In this regard, it would be interesting to study the complexity
of approach (1) in more detail.

We furthermore mention an interesting user study related to this context. In 2010,
Rahwan et al. [156] conduced a user study on the issue of floating reinstatement, a
problem in similar spirit as floating conclusions. The objective was to test the plausibility
of floating reinstatement compared to standard reinstatement. An argument is said to
be reinstated if it is defended against its attacker; in its simplest form, the reinstating
argument is unattacked. Floating reinstatement, on the other hand, considers a slightly
more involved situation in which two reinstating arguments are mutually attacking.
Interestingly, the study suggests that both methods of reinstatement are considered
equally plausible. Although similar studies directly addressing floating conclusions still
need to be carried out, the results of this experimental evaluation indicate that humans
have less issues with switching justifications as suspected.

9.2.3 Labelling Statements
The justification of statements and in particular the different possibilities to consider
a statement acceptable has been studied in the context of labelling-based semantics.
Labelling-based semantics constitute an alternative approach to evaluate the acceptance
status in argumentation frameworks [124, 54, 56]. Although the main focus in the
literature lies on argument-labellings, there is some work on claim-labellings. Caminada
et al. [61] and, in recent work, also Rocha and Cozman [163] consider claim-labellings in
the context of translations between logic programs and argumentation. They identify
differences between argument- and claim-labellings when it comes to maximization. Baroni
et al. [15] and, in subsequent work, Baroni and Riveret [12] propose a multi-labelling
system that admits several stages of labellings. They identify two main approaches for
statement justification: the argument-focused and the conclusion-focused approach.

Before diving into detail, let us give a short recap on labelling-based semantics.

Labelling-based semantics first appear in [124, 54] and have further been developed in
numerous subsequent work, see, e.g., [56, 58]. A labelling is a function λ : A → L which
assigns each argument a label, indicating its acceptance status. Three-valued labellings
L = {in, out, undec} give rise to labelling-based counter-parts of all extension-based
semantics considered in this work. Intuitively, an argument is accepted if it is assigned
the label in, rejected if it is assigned the label out, and undecided if it is assigned the label
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x0

in
x1

out
x2

undec

x3

undec

x4

undec

x5

in

Figure 9.3: Complete labelling for AF F = (A, R) (cf. Example 2.1), corresponding to
the complete extension {x0, x5}.

undec. Each extension-based semantics σ under consideration can be characterized via
labellings that satisfy certain characteristics. As an example, we recall the definition of a
complete labelling (we refer to [16] for a comprehensive overview): For an AF F = (A, R),

• a ∈ A is labelled in iff each attacker is labelled out;

• a ∈ A is labelled out iff there is some attacker that is labelled in.

Each complete extension corresponds to a complete labelling. Figure 9.3 gives an example
of a complete labelling of an AF.

Lifting argument-labellings to claim-labellings. To investigate the relation be-
tween logic programming and argumentation semantics, Caminada et al. [61] lift labels
of arguments to labels of claims by selecting the ‘best’ label among all arguments with
the same claim according to the order in > undec > out.

Example 9.2.1. Consider the following claim assignment our running example: cl(x0) =
cl(x3) = c, cl(x1) = d, cl(x2) = e, cl(x4) = f , and cl(x5) = g. According to the order of
the labellings, claim c is labelled in, d is labelled out, and e and f are labelled undec.

In their work, Caminada et al. compare maximization of argument- and claim-labellings
of their LP instantiation. They show that maximization of the in-labelled part under
complete semantics yields the same result while maximization of the undec-labelled part
does not. The former shows that preferred AF semantics and regular LP semantics
coincide while the latter reveals the difference between semi-stable and L-stable semantics.
As discussed in Section 3.2, they show that complete, grounded, preferred and stable
semantics of both formalisms correspond to each other while semi-stable and L-stable
semantics do not coincide.

Interestingly, when adapting the claim-labels to CAFs we obtain a labelling-based for-
malization of hybrid complete, grounded, preferred, ad-stable, and semi-stable semantics:
given a complete argument extension E and a claim c, then

• claim c is accepted iff there is some argument a with claim c such that a ∈ E iff
there is some argument with claim c that is labelled in;
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• claim c is defeated iff E attacks each argument with claim c iff each argument with
claim c has label out.

The labels characterize complete semantics. When maximizing the in-labelled part, we
obtain h-preferred semantics; minimizing the in-labelled part yields h-grounded semantics;
minimizing the undec-labelled part yields h-semi-stable semantics; and requiring that the
set of undec-labelled claims is empty yields h-ad-stable semantics. In fact, this has been
recently addressed in the work of Rocha and Cozman: in [162], they adapt h-semi-stable
semantics to probabilistic argumentation and study the connection to probabilistic logic
programs; in [163], they generalize CAFs by incorporating a support relation and show
that this model 1-1 corresponds to normal LPs.

As the attentive reader might have noticed, our results regarding maximization of in-
labelled part differ from the results obtained by Caminada et al.: we show that h-preferred
semantics and i-preferred semantics do not coincide. Likewise, we show that h-ad-stable
and i-stable semantics differ. The reason for this mismatch is that Caminada et al.
exclusively focus on LP instantiations which yield well-formed frameworks as we have
discussed in Section 3.2. In well-formed frameworks, the aforementioned semantics
coincide. However, they fail to yield the same results in the general case. Hence our
results reveal that the observations made by Caminada et al. crucially depend on the
graph-structure. The coincidence between preferred and stable semantics is only obtained
when the attack relation satisfies well-formedness.

Moreover, due to their focus on LP semantics, Caminada et al. consider exclusively
complete-based semantics in their work. It would be interesting to study the labelling-
based approach also for admissible semantics and for semantics that are based on
conflict-freeness. We expect that the lifting operation proposed by Caminada et al. can
be adapted to the labelling-based versions of conflict-free and admissible semantics. We
believe that research on this matter can yield valuable insights.

Multiple stages of labellings. Baroni et al. [15, 12] generalize labellings to multi-
ple stages. They use their model to demonstrate that the argument-focused and the
conclusion-focused approach differ from each other. In [15] they consider a multi-labelling
model that consists of four stages: the argument acceptance stage, argument justification
stage, claim acceptance stage, and claim justification stage. Intuitively, the argument
acceptance stage corresponds to the labelling-based semantics as considered in the lit-
erature. The argument justification stage captures different reasoning modes such as
credulous and skeptical reasoning: these acceptance notions can be interpreted as (partial)
labelling-function µ : 2L → {skep, cred} that assigns labels skep or cred to sets of labels
in L. The claim acceptance and claim justification stages can be seen as claim-focused
counter-parts. Similar to our work, Baroni et al. consider the evaluation of claims as
independent and as the final step of the procedure. They discuss the different ways that
can lead to the claim justification stage. Figure 9.4 gives an overview over the different
stages. Having settled the acceptance of arguments (stage AA) one can either
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Statements

Arguments Argument ac-
ceptance (AA)

Claim accep-
tance (CA)

Claim justi-
fication (CJ)

Argument jus-
tification (AJ)

Figure 9.4: Different paths to claim justification. Adapted from [15].

1. identify justified arguments (stage AJ) and extract justified claims (stage CJ); or

2. identify accepted claims (stage CA) and extract justified claims (stage CJ).

Their model captures the different ways to treat floating conclusions. Approach 1 accepts
only conclusions that correspond to skeptically accepted arguments while approach 2
accepts floating conclusions as well. They compare their model to different formalisms
and show that ASPIC+ employs approach 1 while ABA follows approach 2. They show
in particular that the two approaches are incomparable. In [12], Baroni and Riveret
extend the model to arbitrary labelling stages.

Although the work by Baroni et al. has a somewhat different focus, the overall idea behind
their approach is certainly related to the present thesis. In the same spirit of the present
work, they put the main emphasis on statement justification. Moreover, they discover
a fundamental difference between argument-focused and conclusion-focused approaches
to statement justification. Although they did not consider different methods to obtain
claim semantics in their work, we believe that multi-labelling systems are a powerful tool
to investigate argument-focused and conclusion-focused evaluation methods on a very
general level. Here, one could, for instance, consider the evaluation of a semantics itself
as a multi-stage process (e.g., treating maximization of admissible sets as separate step
which can be performed on argument- or on claim-level).

9.2.4 Analysis of Claim Semantics
Principles, postulates and properties of argumentation semantics have been considered
in different facets for different (structured and abstract) argumentation formalisms,
e.g., [11, 175, 116, 5, 57, 60, 101]. Likewise, expressiveness of argumentation semantics
is an important topic that has been considered for different abstract formalisms [84,
85]. In contrast to most of the aforementioned works which investigate principles and
expressiveness in terms of arguments, our studies focus on semantics in terms of claims.
While there is naturally a close correspondence if not dependence between these two
viewpoints the differences are considerable as shown in the present work. We also want
to highlight in this regard in particular the work by Amgoud, Caminada, Gorogiannis,
and Hunter [5, 57, 116] which study rationality postulates for logic-based argumentation
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systems also in terms of the conclusion-focused outcome. In contrast to our analysis they
focus on consistency and closure properties. In our work, claims are considered abstract
in order to investigate structural properties of the outcome.

We furthermore mention results on expressiveness and principle-based investigations
for AFs with collective attacks (SETAFs): As noted in Remark 5.2.11 and discussed
in Section 3.4 and 4.3.4, well-formed CAFs and SETAFs are closely related. On the
one hand, we thus obtain an alternative characterization of the signatures for well-
formed CAFs from signature results presented in [85]. In particular, we obtain that the
respective properties coincide, i.e., set-conflict-sensitivity coincides with cautious closure
and set-com-closure is equivalent to weak cautious closure and unique completion. While
set-conflict-sensitivity and set-com-closure are formalized in terms of potential conflicts
our formulations are conflict-independent and yield an alternative view on the SETAF
characterizations. On the other hand, the close relation between well-formed CAFs and
SETAFs reveals interesting parallels between our principle-based analysis for well-formed
CAFs and the principle-based analysis of SETAF semantics recently conducted in [101].
Indeed, we obtain similar results regarding the common principles we investigated, i.e., for
conflict-freeness, defense, admissibility, (CF-)reinstatement, h-naivety, and I-maximality.
Apart from these principles, they put their focus on the investigation of modularization,
non-interference principles, and SCC-recursiveness utilizing the so-called reduct [25],
while we conducted set-theoretical investigations and considered genuine principles for
claim-focused reasoning.

Complexity-theoretic considerations are well-established in the argumentation community
and have a long-standing tradition, we mention [82, 178, 90, 74] and refer to [89] for
an overview. The main focus here lies, however, on reasoning questions that deal with
arguments; apart from recent work regarding the computational complexity of inherited
CAF semantics [92] the vast majority considers complexity-theoretic questions in terms
of argument acceptability.

9.2.5 Dynamics
Our work extends research on dynamics in argumentation. In the last decades, researchers
explored several different directions, including strong equivalence [142, 112, 19, 8, 104, 21],
enforcement [18, 180, 46], argument revision [109, 65, 168], and, in general, changes of
the knowledge base or the abstract representation [179, 164, 165, 108]. We also refer
to [28, 76] for an overview in that matter.

Strong Equivalence. Our characterization results for strong equivalence for CAFs and
cvAFs are in line with existing studies for related abstract argumentation formalisms which
provide characterization results of strong equivalence in terms of kernels (cf., e.g., [142,
112, 93]). In this matter, we furthermore mention Baumann and Strass [21] who provide
logic-based characterization results of strong equivalence in non-monotonic knowledge
representation formalisms (in similar spirit to the characterization of strong equivalence
for logic programs in terms of the logic of here-and-there [132]). Here, we furthermore
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mention equivalence characterizations of answer set programming semantics [107]. Notable
are also the strong equivalence characterizations of labelling-based semantics [20] which
have revealed subtle differences to the extension-based approach. Moreover, strong
equivalence is similar in spirit to stability [171].

Although many CAF semantics can be reduced to testing kernel equivalence for AF
semantics, we have seen that this is not always the case. Interestingly, we show that for
cvAFs, kernels are constructed by removing arguments instead of attacks. This in indeed
unique for abstract formalisms. However, in logic-based approaches, a similar behavior
has been observed by Amgoud et al. [8]: they show that under certain conditions on
the underlying logic, unnecessary arguments can be removed while retaining (strong)
equivalence. In contrast to their work, our studies are independent of the underlying
formalism of the instantiated argumentation system as we do not impose any further
constraints on the arguments, their vulnerabilities, or their claims.

Enforcement. Enforcement has received much attention in the abstract argumentation
community in recent years, we refer to, e.g., [180, 18, 179]. Enforcement in AFs is typically
easy to characterize; often, research in this matter takes certain minimality criteria into
account. Also in the context of structured argumentation, the topic has received quite
some attention. In a recent paper [46] the authors study under which conditions in a
structured argumentation formalism a given formula can be enforced. A type of conclusion
enforcement appears also in the context of defeasible logic programming. The authors
in [138] consider argumentative revision operators in the context of defeasible logic
programming in order to warrant a desired conclusion. In contrast to our enforcement
approach, their objective lies in revising a program such that an argument with the
desired conclusion ends up undefeated.

Similar to our setting, [179] considers situations where an AF undergoes certain changes,
but the permitted modifications are constrained. Constraints on the possibly reachable
expansions of a given cvAF are intrinsic to our approach. Wallner [179] considers several
different types of constraints and dynamic operators, also in connection with assumption-
based argumentation. He considers an AF instantiated from a knowledge base and
establish suitable enforcement operators for AFs that respect the underlying knowledge
base. In contrast to our approach which focuses on establishing existence criteria, he
derives certain constraints the AF instantiated from the ABA framework must satisfy,
moreover, they consider minimal changes of the knowledge base. It is shown that deciding
whether a set of arguments is enforceable in a given AF which corresponds to a particular
knowledge base is intractable while we show intractability of deciding enforcement for
native ABA elements (i.e., for assumptions and conclusions).

Revising knowledge. Our considerations regarding dynamic changes of knowledge
bases is related to certain operations in the area of belief revision which deals, broadly
speaking, with changing beliefs in the light of new information [4, 147]. The AGM model of
belief revision [3] is among the most influential approaches. Epistemic states are modeled
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by belief sets over a formal language; basic changes include expansions, contractions, and
revisions of a belief set. There are several relations between argumentation and belief
revision [42]; we refer to [109] for an overview.

As pointed out in [108], the AGM model distinguished between changes at the knowledge
level and the symbol level. Different knowledge bases might yield the same representation
at the symbol level. Although they represent the same belief in the static sense, they
could be different when it comes to dynamic changes. We note that this observation
is in line with our considerations in Chapters 7 and 8. We observe that the (C)AF
representation is insufficient to capture changes of the underlying knowledge base. We
outline several obstacles of the abstract representation of ABA instantiations in Chapter 8.
There is, however, an interesting difference to our work: in contrast to the AGM model
where changes are studied at knowledge level, we overcome these obstacles by tuning
the abstract model until it correctly represents the changes of the underlying knowledge
base. With our cvAFs, we were able to identify a fragment of ABA and LP for which the
symbol level captures the considered modifications of the knowledge level.

There is some work which deals with revising knowledge specifically in argumentation.
Snaith and Reed [168] consider revision operations in ASPIC+. Falappa et al. [108]
study changes in logic-based argumentation systems and how the modification of strict
to defeasible rules gives rise to the changing of arguments and their attack relation.
Hadjisoteriou and Kakas [118] develop a logic-based framework capable to express logic-
based reasoning about actions and change. Pandzic [144] defines dynamic operations
for default theories with justification formulae. Rotstein et al. [164, 165] consider a
framework specifically designed for handling dynamic changes in argumentation through
the consideration of varying evidences. They develop dynamic argumentation frameworks
which keep track of the structure of the arguments and their sub-argument relation even
at the abstract level and hence we observe certain parallels to our cvAFs. They consider
the addition and the removal of arguments and study associated interactions.

Our work overlaps in particular with a certain aspect of argument revision, namely
the expansions of knowledge bases. The basic assumption here is that existing knowl-
edge remains and new information is integrated in existing beliefs. While all of the
aforementioned work consider the addition of new information to a certain extent, we
want to highlight here in particular the work by Cayrol et al. [65] who study framework
expansions in the context of AFs. They focus on the addition of a new argument to an
AF which may interact with existing arguments. In their work, they consider several
different types of revision operators that impose certain properties of the outcome (for
instance, decisive revision assumes that there is only one set of acceptable arguments
after the revision) and establish conditions under which a given property is satisfied.

Redundancies. The redundancy notions that we discussed for LPs are similar in spirit
to the line of research on syntactic transformations for LPs, see., e.g., [47, 105, 183, 134],
that gave rise to alternative characterizations of strong equivalence [143, 51] and set the
ground for further complexity analysis of LP fragments [106].
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9.3 Future Work
We identify several directions for future work.

We consider further studies on interlinking the argument- and claim-level as one of
the most promising future work directions. Although we are convinced that hybrid
semantics as defined in this work constitute a reasonable way to incorporate claims into
the evaluation procedure, we believe that alternative ways are worth investigating. Here,
an in-depth study of conclusion-focused evaluation methods in related formalisms would
be a promising starting point. Likewise, we believe that the work by Baroni et al. [15]
offers interesting possibilities in this matter. As briefly mentioned in Section 9.2.3, the
multi-stage process could be integrated in the evaluation process of a framework. In
this way, we could obtain a formulation of CAF semantics that captures the differences
between inherited and hybrid semantics. For preferred semantics, for instance, we can
split the evaluation into the following stages: (AA) argument acceptance under admissible
semantics, (AM) argument-maximization, (CM) claim-maximization, and (CA) claim
acceptance. Then, the path (AA)–(AM)–(CA) corresponds to i-preferred semantics while
the path (AA)-(CA)-(CM) corresponds to h-preferred semantics. Regarding the range-
based semantics, defeat must be treated separately, giving rise to two different stages
(CD) claim-defeat and (AD) argument-defeat. The path (AA)–(AD)–(CA) corresponds
to i-stable semantics while the path (AA)-(CD)-(CA) corresponds to h-stable semantics.
We consider these and similar investigations as an interesting avenue for future work.

Another promising direction is the investigation of hybrid semantics in relation with
ASPIC and other structured argumentation formalisms, in particular the semantics which
make use of claim-defeat. We believe that this concept could be of value to structured
argumentation and to instantiation-based approaches since it opens novel possibilities in
the evaluation, that have been, to the best of our knowledge, not yet formalized so far.

Moreover, extending our investigations to further concepts used in argumentation seman-
tics would be a promising endeavor. In this regard, we consider studies on other inherited
semantics based on e.g., strong or weak admissibility [11, 26] worth investigating.

Another interesting but yet completely unexplored research direction is the development of
argumentation semantics which include both arguments and claims. So far, all considered
semantics return either sets of jointly acceptable arguments or jointly acceptable claims.
Indeed, as we have formalized in our argument-names independence principle, the
particular arguments for a claim are theoretically exchangeable (as long as their relation
within the fragment stays the same). Here, we believe that CAFs can provide mediating
approaches by taking both the claims as well as arguments into account.

The present work provides first insights into the advantages a principle-based analysis of
claim-focused argumentation semantics can offer. As already expressed in Chapter 5, the
principles and properties formulated in this work capture the behavior of the considered
CAF semantics to a different extent; in particular inherited semantics in unrestricted
CAFs lack principles that characterize their distinct behavior. An important future work
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direction in this regard is thus to deepen the principle-based analysis on inherited seman-
tics. Another challenging avenue for future work is to adapt more classical AF principles
to the realm of claim-focused reasoning. Although the principle-based investigation we
conducted in this work already collects many of the classical principles that have been
considered in the literature there are a lot of other principles left that are worth studying
in the context of claims (e.g., directionality and non-interference principles [11, 60]).

We point out that the characterization of the expressiveness of i-naive semantics remains
an open problem. So far, we have shown that i-naive semantics is more expressive than
the AF semantics corresponding to it. However, it is not possible to express arbitrary
claim-extension-sets, as Lemma 5.2.34 demonstrates.

In the present work, we filled in several gaps regarding the computational complexity of
claim-centered reasoning. There are, however, several promising future work directions
in this matter, including the computational complexity of dealing with incomplete
information on the arguments and attacks [31, 110], the problem of counting the number
of extensions [13, 111], or enforcing the acceptance of a statement or a set of statements
respecting certain minimality constraints [28, 180].

We also consider further studies regarding structural restrictions imposed by the attack
relation as an interesting future work direction. In this regard, we mention recent and
ongoing work on the impact of preferences on claims and the structure of CAFs [38, 39]
where we study the effect of preference incorporation and identify novel CAF classes that
lie between well-formed and general CAFs.

Structured argumentation plays a significant role in the present work. In this thesis, we
focus on the instantiation-based representation of structured argumentation; in particular,
we assume a tree-like structure of arguments. There are, however, several alternative
approaches to evaluating the acceptability of claims in structured argumentation that
feature different representations of the knowledge base or argument structures, e.g., in
form of dependency graphs or dialectical procedures [78, 172, 69]. Most notably in our
context is the work by Craven and Toni who propose a graph-based representation of
ABA arguments [69]. Their compact representation of arguments as directed, acyclic
graphs which represent the dependencies among literals in a knowledge base generalizes
the traditional tree-based representation. Each so-called argument graph corresponds
to several tree-based arguments. Interestingly, each such graph contains only a single
argument for each claim [69, Theorem 4.12]. We consider further studies on the connection
between CAFs and argument graphs an interesting avenue for future research.

Regarding our investigations of the dynamic setting, we identify several future work
directions.

First, we consider exploring further formalisms where cvAFs are applicable, i.e., investi-
gating suitability for e.g. ASPIC [137] or logic-based argumentation [40], a promising
future work direction. As demonstrated in our LP section, this technique may lead to
quickly obtained results.
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Second, we want to extend our results for cvAFs to further semantics. So far, we have
only considered the complete-based Dung semantics (i.e., complete, grounded, preferred,
and stable semantics). It would be in particular interesting to see whether our kernels
suffice to characterize h-semi-stable and i-admissible semantics (bearing in mind that
these semantics are the correct choice to capture the corresponding ABA semantics).

Third, we consider studies on revision operators in the spirit of the AGM model a promising
future work direction. Finding more reasoning tasks where cvAFs are applicable might
contribute to this line of research. As a further future research direction in this matter
we identify the design of efficient algorithms since our tractability results might serve as
a promising starting point for such an endeavor.

Moreover, our cvAF results may be leveraged to study learning in rule-based (argumen-
tation) formalisms (cf. [139, 73, 152]). In particular, we observe a connection between
our cvAF enforcement results and the task of covering positive examples. Here, our
(im-)possibility criteria could serve as a promising starting point to identify conditions
under which a desired result can be achieved.

In relation to our strong equivalence results, we identify the study of parameterized
equivalence notions as a promising endeavor for future work. Baumann et al. [24] consider
an equivalence notion parameterized w.r.t. a set of core arguments which are not affected
by the expansions. We consider similar studies for cvAFs parameterized w.r.t. a set of
arguments or claims worth investigating.

Finally, it would also be interesting to utilize cvAFs to identify syntactic simplifications
in knowledge bases. As already discussed in the context of LPs, our redundancy notions
for cvAFs can be used on knowledge base level to obtain rule redundancies. Here, we
believe that our cvAFs can serve as link to transfer established results on the abstract
level, for instance, replacement patterns in AFs [86], to the knowledge base level.
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